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ABSTRACT

This research is a case study ofthree important phases ofengineering education: the

social factors influencing young women and men in choosing engineering as a profession, what

causes students to discontinue their studies, and the students' educational, social and cultural

experiences during their education. The study is within the framework offeminist standpoint

epistemology and uses both qualitative and quantitative methods, giving the study both depth

and breadth. The data derive from a demographic survey ofone first-year cohort in an

engineering college, from non-participant observations in first, third, and fourth-year

engineering classes, but primarily from in-depth, tape-recorded interviews with male and female

students at the first and fourth year levels of study and with students who transferred to other

disciplines. Data collection took place between September, 1996 and April, 1998.

Major findings point to a chilly climate in the college ofengineering where a masculine

culture tends to exclude the female students from equal and equitable educational experiences.

This culture, which in addition to exclusionary features includes a heavy workload with little

time left for outside activities, was a major reason for attrition from the engineering program.

There are also indications of an environment where male harassment offemale students cause

significant discomfort to women. However, women's attempts to voice their objection to such

treatment are met with further exaggeration ofthe problem. The women are also labelled as

troublemakers, poor sports, poor team-players, and lacking a sense ofhumour.

The college exploited a committee offemale students as volunteers in its recruitment

strategy. This committee earned high praise from the administrative level, having raised the

ratio offirst-year female students from 5% to 22% at the same time as the college increased

enrollment limit from 300 to 410 students. However, it had low prestige among the students.

This research is significant in its use offeminist theory and methodology and using a

qualitative method that allows the students own words and voices to express their day-to-day,

lived experiences in the college.
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CHAPTER ONE

SURVEYING IN SEARCH OF A CONSTRUCTION SITE

(Introduction and Research Objectives)

In the afternoon ofDecember 6, 1989 shots rang out in the classrooms and hallways of

L'Ecole Polytechnique in Montreal, P.Q. When the shooting ceased 14 young women, 13

engineering students and one employee, lay dead while an additional nine women and four men

were wounded. Their assassin, who then turned the gun on himself, was a self-proclaimed

hater ofwomen in general and feminists in particular. The Massacre in Montreal was the worst

mass-murder in Canadian history. This horrifying event became the catalyst for a heightened

public awareness ofviolence against women in general, and it created an interest in the

conditions for women in predominantly male occupations or professions, in this case, female

engineering students.

Since the early 1980s, the low enrollment ofwomen in engineering has become an

increasingly public issue, and governments, universities and the engineering profession itself

have made efforts to both recruit and retain female students. As one step toward encouraging

women into engineering, Northern Telecommunications (Nortel) and the Natural Science and

Engineering Research Council ofCanada (NSERC) established a National Chair for Women in

Engineering (WIE) at the University ofNew Brunswick, Fredericton, in May 1989. The Chair

holder, Monique Frize, P.Eng., Ph.D., DC., immediately constituted the Canadian Committee

ofWomen in Engineering (CCWE) to study and implement strategies for recruitment and to

combat attrition. Similarly, the Equal Opportunities Commission and the Engineering Council

in Great Britain launched WISE (Women into Science and Engineering) in 1984 to promote

increased enrollment as an equality program for women (Henwood, 1996).

More women are now seeking an engineering education, in general as well as at the

University ofSaskatchewan (U ofS). Female enrollment in first-year and total four years has

increased from a low of4.8% and 6.3% in 1987/88 to 22% and 23% respectively in 1998/99.
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First year female registration peaked in 1994/95 at 240/0 ofthe cohort. It has since decreased

and stalled at approxilnately 21 - 22% (University Studies Group, 1992, 1994, 1999). Total

student population in the College ofEngineering in 1996/97 (the year ofdata collection for this

study) was 1,156, ofwhom 242, or 21.8% were women. However, women are still poorly

represented in engineering compared to female enrollment in many other previously male

colleges at the U ofS (University Studies Group, 1993~ 1999). (See Appendix E)

A recuning problem in engineering education, at the U ofS as elsewhere, is the high

rate ofattrition. Although statistics show that the total attrition from engineering education has

always been high, it is higher for female than for male students. The first-year attrition rate for

women has varied between 32% and 46% during the years between 1984/85 and 1992/93 and,

according to the Dean ofEngineering at that time, female withdrawal from the program

appeared unrelated to the women's academic petformance as measured by grades. The loss of

first-year male students during the same period ranged from 23% to 41% (University Studies

Group, 1992, 1994, 1999).

Because engineering is perceived as "a field where professional identity is associated

with being male" (Dryburgh, 1999:674), there is reason to believe that a masculine culture is

reflected also in engineering education. The purpose ofmy research is to investigate women's

experiences in engineering programs through a case study ofwomen's engineering education at

the University of Saskatchewan in Saskatoon from a theoretical perspective ofthe feminist

standpoint and using feminist research methodology. The research questions also investigated

whether or not there is a masculine culture in the engineering college. If so, it is possible that

the study ofengineering will entail different educational and social experiences for female and

male students. Through surveys, interviews and observation I expected to find answers to the

questions:

1. Which socialfactors orforces influence andmotivate young women and men to
choose engineering as a career?

2. Is any particularfield ofengineering especially attractive to women?
3. The attrition rate in the College is higherfor female thanfor male students andnot

related to academic ability. Why do the students voluntarily withdrawfrom
engineering education?

4. In light ojthe persistent andhigh attrition ratejor women, what kind ojeducational,
social, and cultural influences do women experience during their tenure as students?
Or, in lay terms, what is it really like to be a woman as a student in a College of
Engineering?
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The focus ofmy research is the population offemale students in the College of

Engineering at the University ofSaskatchewan. My major concerns are the reasons why some

women withdraw from the program when academic ability is not an issue, and the lived

experiences ofthose who complete their engineering studies.

Background and Strategies in Engineering Education

Changing social attitudes during the past few decades have seen a decreasing birth rate,

an increased divorce rate, a steady increase ofwomen in the paid labour force, and a growing

number ofdual-income couples and families. However, statistics show that women's income,

on average, is only 65 to 7()o~ ofthe average for men.

The average earnings ofemployed women are still substantially lower than those of
men. In 1997, women working full-time, full-year had average earnings ofjust under
$31,000, or 73% oftheir male counterparts' earnings. However, the average earnings
ofthese women is up from 68% in 1990 and around 64% in the early 1980s (Statistics
Canada, 2000).

Therefore, in order to better provide for their families, many women are seeking higher paid

emplOYment in fields that have traditionally been considered male. Engineering is such a field,

offering interesting, challenging and financially rewarding employment opportunities.

Both history and statistics indicate that, except for a small number of'exceptional'
,~,

women, the engineering profession has been overwhelmingly, almost exclusively, a male

domain. Until recently, women's participation in engineering was below ten per cent in

Canada. In 1985/86 women made up only 6.3 % ofthe students in the College ofEngineering

at the U ofS (University Studies Group, 1992). Since the mid-1980s, governments and

industry have encouraged women to seek education and employment in non-traditional fields

and professions. For example, the federal government introduced the Canada Scholarships

(now defunct) to promote science and technology education. The scholarships were intended

to be divided equally between male and female students. Because women's participation in

science and technology had been considerably lower than men's, it appeared to some male

students that a disproportionate number ofthe scholarships was awarded to women.

Additionally, in 1989, the Canadian Engineering Memorial Foundation established a

scholarship fund to commemorate the victims ofthe Montreal Massacre.

However, the social forces that encourage women into science and technology go
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deeper than mere socialization, recruitment, and encouragement. When Dr. Monique Frize

accepted the Women in Engineering (WIE) Chair, 1 she consulted her mentor, Dr. Ursula

Franklin, eminent physicist, humanist, and Professor Emerita at the University ofToronto, for

directions for the chair. Franklin responded: "It's more thanjust numbers, you know" (Frize,

1994, personal communication). More Than Just Numbers subsequently became a slogan for

the Chair and the title ofthe 1992 Canadian Committee ofWomen in Engineering (CCWE)

report and the ·1995 update conference. The motto implies that social and professional

attitudes, such as reluctance toward women in the workforce in general and non-traditional

occupations in particular, can be major baniers to women's full participation in the engineering

profession. TheMore Than Just Numbers slogan thus suggests that women's under

representation in science and technology/engineering is multidimensional.

Positioning the Researcher

My position as a feminist researcher is the result of several intersecting and parallel

events that started in 1985 when I enrolled as a part-time student at the U ofS. The decision

to return to a university education became the source ofenjoyment, pleasure, aggravation,

frustration and many other emotions. To my surprise, it was fun to return to a formal

educational setting. I also discovered a difference between the way I, as a so-called 'mature'

student, approached the courses, and the attitudes ofmy much younger classmates. I was

doing well in my courses, and that boosted my self-image. As a stay-at-home mother and farm

wife I had felt somewhat inferior, to my sons because they thought I was old-fashioned and to

my husband because I had grown up in a large, foreign city and not on a Saskatchewan farm.

mmy third year ofpart-time studies a letter from the Office ofthe Dean ofArts and

Science encouraged me to seek an honours degree, which I then earned in 1991, after six years

ofstudies. But those years were at times emotionally draining. The death ofmy mother, the

'empty nest' syndrome when my sons left home for university pursuits, divorce from, and the

1 The National Chair bas since been divided into five regional chairs sponsored jointly by NSERC and
industry. The five chairs are: British Columbi.a and the Yukon (NSERClIBM) located at the University of
British Columb~ Prairie Region (NSERCI Petro-Canada) at the University ofCalgary; Ontario
(NSERClNortel) at Ottawa and Carleton Universities; Quebec (NSERC/Alean) at Laval University and Atlantic
Provinces (NSERClPetro-Cana.da) at Memorial University. Dr. Frize now holds the Ontario Chair.
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subsequent death of, my husband, and a move to the city from the town where I had spent a

major part ofIny life, all contributed to crisis situations. Thanks to my educational goal and the

friends I made in and outside the university I look back on those years with joy and satisfaction.

With a seemingly insatiable need to keep studying, I entered graduate studies and wrote my

M.A. thesis on the university experiences ofmature female students.

During my undergraduate studies I had been introduced to feminist studies and feminist

theory. Although all the 'classic' feminist theories had elements that appealed to me, I was

most influenced by the socialist feminist perspective, and particularly feminist standpoint

epistemology. As Dorothy Smith (1987; 1988b) explains the feminist standpoint, it allows a

researcher to involve herselfin the situations ofher research. The standpoint also allows her to

bring with her the 'baggage' she has accumulated during her life. Thus, while doing my

research with mature female students, I had a special affinity for them because I was one myself

and understood many ofthe issues and barriers mature women faced in university settings.

The experiences with mature women encouraged me to look ahead to other student

populations that might face barriers and difficulties in the masculine university environment. At

that time, my older son was enrolled in the College ofEngineering. While he was studying

engineering he lived at home, and we often ate our evening meal together. During these meal

times we compared our different fields ofstudy and our lives as students. Mine was mostly

involved with female students in the social sciences, his was with men in applied science in the

College ofEngineering. Juxtaposing the experiences ofa mature female engineering student I

had interviewed for my M.A with my own and those ofmy son, I realized that my next project

would be engineering education for women. What makes women want to study engineering?

Why do so many academically talented women voluntarily give it up? How do they cope in a

very masculine culture and environment during their tenure as students? These, then, became

the questions I wanted to answer.

The qualitative, case-study approach to the research provides a richly textured look at

the students' educational experiences. Only confidential dialogue could reveal many ofthe

nuances oftheir lived experiences. During the interviews, the students spoke openly and freely,

mainly because I was an outsider and not a representative ofthe college. Yet I had some ofthe

insights ofan insider, as the mother ofan engineer who had gone through the same program as

my respondents.
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The voluntary nature ofthe study participants may have had an influence on the results

because the respondents had taken personal interest in Iny study and welcomed the opportunity

to talk about their experiences. My own attributes as a mature woman and mother ofa male

engineer and as a student, likely had some bearing on the research. As a woman, familiar with

feminist theory and methods, I believe I can understand, and perhaps draw out, some issues

that the students may not have considered on their own, such as harassment and power

dYnamics. I believe the engineering students accepted me as a woman and a student at their

own level ofpower, although I was, ofcourse, in control ofthe project.

Organization ofthe Dissertation

In the following chapters I will attempt to 'construct' female engineers through their

education as ifit were a physical structure, that is, treating engineering education as the

'construction' ofprofessionals who practice within 'The House ofEngineering. ' In this·

introductory. chapter I have 'surveyed the landscape' ofpossible research problems. I have

established a 'construction site' that has sprung from my own interests, experiences, education

and family.

Chapter Two reviews literature on engineering education for women and establishes a

theoretical framework for the data analysis. I see the chapter as 'excavating the building site'

as I pore over the literature and theoretical perspectives that elucidate the study. The chapter

includes discussions offeminist issues ofthe roles and numbers ofwomen in engineering as

well as explanations for women's under-representation in engineering. It also brings to light

the many issues that impinge upon the academic environment where women increasingly enter

areas ofstudy that have previously been reserved mainly for male students. Gender issues in

education, such as sex discrimination and a 'chilly climate' for women are ofthe utmost

importance to the analysis.

Chapter Three discusses the methodology and methods I have used to gain information

from my informants. This process can be compared to 'drawing the blueprint' for the

'structure' I am about to build. The chapter provides a general discussion offeminist

epistemology and research methodology and how these·differ from traditional, androcentric

research methodology. The chapter will discuss how I have operationalized my research within

the context offeminist research strategies.
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In chapters four through seven I will present the data as they emerged from the various

tnethods and conlponents ofthe research. Chapter Four examines the 'building material,' that

is to say, the students who seek an engineering education (being 'manufactured' into engineers)

and the factors and social forces that encourage or discourage young women and men to study

engineering. The chapter compares the demographic characteristics ofthe 1996/97 first-year

cohort ofengineering students to the general provincial population, based on the 1996 census.

The chapter also discusses how these particular students were encouraged to study engineering

and how students decide on their engineering specialization. It provides information on which

departments the male and female students favour at this university.

Unfortunately, the 'plumbing' in the 'house ofengineering' is defective. The 'pipeline'

leading to the engineering degree is 'leaking' as students, especially female students, voluntarily

withdraw from their education in spite ofhaving the skills and academic expertise to continue.

In the literature, this phenomenon is called "The Leaky Pipeline" from grade school to a Ph.D.

degree, university appointments and senior management in industry. Why do proportionately

more female than male students leave their engineering education? Is the problem the

engineering professionper se, the course load required to completeithe requirements for

graduation, or are there other issues that interfere with the students' aspirations? What do they

do when they leave engineering and enter the'corridor ofeducational opportunities?' These

issues are discussed in Chapter Five.

Chapter Six explores the culture in engineering education through the students'

educational and social experiences while they are being'constructed' as engineers during the

years oftheir education. The chapter examines the actual learning environment in the

classrooms and engineering courses as well as day-to-day interactions with faculty and fellow

students. Students relate some oftheir classroom experiences in which the culture ofthe

profession and the college emerges as masculine, which at times is both non-inclusive and un

inviting to many. The specialties they choose, the courses they elect, and other college

activities build their skills and confidence in preparation for becoming full-fledged engineers.

As the students move through the years, they are polished and fine-tuned, both educationally

and sociallY,in readiness for 'commissioning' as engineers at graduation.

In Chapter Seven I examine and analyze the extra-curricular activities in which the

students chose to be involved. A gendered division oflabour became evident as the male
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students held most ofthe executive positions within the Students' Society while the female

students had becorne the organizers ofthe outreach and recluitrnent strategies ofthe college.

In these student organizations, the future engineers become 'organized~' the men prepare for

the prestigious corporate world, the women develop skills important to the care-taking effort

that is considered "women's work" and, as such, is undervalued.

The concluding Chapter Eight will discuss the implications ofthe research findings

presented in the preceding chapters, both for future students and for the College of

Engineering. The chapter is the'commissioning' ofthe completed 'construction project,' that

is, the students earn their B.E. at graduation. (In the engineering world, the commissioning

takes place at the completion ofthe project, when the responsibility transfers from the

construction team to the project owners). The chapter will suggest some strategies to improve

the enviroillnent in the College ofEngineering, as well as make recommendations for further

study.
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CHAPTER TWO
EXCAVATING THE BUILDING SITE

(Review of the Literature)

Since the 1980s, the issue ofwomen's low participation in science and engineering has

become an area ofgeneral interest. When Monique Frize, P.Eng., Ph.D., a.c., then the holder

ofthe national NSERClNortel chair for Women in Engineering, addressed the Seventh

International Conference on Gender and Science and Technology (GASAT 7), Waterloo

University, August 1993, she stressed the need for, and the importance of, more sociological

research on women in engineering. Despite the increasing visibility offemale engineering

students in public and political arenas, women are still under-represented in engineering, and

there is little sociological literature on the variables influencing this situation. In this chapter I

examine three separate bodies ofliterature relevant to women's participation in engineering and

science programs. One ofthese areas is the recruitment, attrition and retention offemale

students in higher science and engineering education. A second area, gender issues, includes

gendered socialization, "doing gender," equal opportunities for women, the idea that education

for women is in a deficit position, as well as issues ofmasculinity, sexism and harassment. The

latter is generally known as the "chilly climate" for women. The third area ofthe literature

shapes the framework for my understanding ofthese bodies ofliterature, grounded in the

literature on feminist theoretical perspectives. The major theoretical framework is the feminist

standpoint, which allows the researcher to use her life experiences to elucidate the insights and

lived realities ofthe research participants.

RECRUITMENT, ATTRITION AND RETENTION

Because ofthe low rate ofparticipation ofwomen in engineering and the sciences, the

main focus has been to increase their numbers, starting at the introductory level ofeducation.

Two major issues influenced the drive to increase the'involvement ofwomen in these fields:
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ensuring a steady supply ofa qualified workforce in science and technology fields, and the

growing demand for equal emploYment opportunities for women. As an example ofthe first

issue, and pointing to a declining birth rate at the time (LeBold, 1983; Frehill, 1997), Bowen

(1988) stated that there were fewer American students in the eligible age groups available for

engineering education. Therefore, he was concerned that a decreasing interest in engineering

would soon cause serious faculty shortages, which would eventually influence the workplace.

Noting that about 75% ofengineering degrees were awarded to white males, Bowen

recommended urgent steps to recruit women and minorities to the profession. However, he

found that these students were the most difficult to retain in the programs. Therefore, Bowen

(1988) suggested that recruitment ofengineering students must start in kindergarten because of

the many years it would take to successfully complete the engineering education needed for the

various levels ofspecialized university degrees. He had also observed that European and Asian

countries had outdistanced the USA in numbers ofengineers per capita and stressed that not

enough American-born engineering graduates proceeded to the Ph.D. level to become eligible

and available to fill faculty shortages, which would soon become evident.

The issue ofrecruiting and increasing the numbers ofwomen was also important in

Great Britain, where Kim Thomas (1990) reported that the government saw women as an

untapped resource that could be encouraged into science and engineering, preferably into the

areas ofthe physical sciences and engineering, where the shortages were most acute, rather

than in biology or medicine, where women were already making inroads. In Canada, Finnie et

al. (2001: 1) warn that the country needs "a substantial growth in the number ofengineers" to

maintain our position in technology. Because women are reluctant to enter these fields, it is

necessary to investigate the reasons why and to make·efforts to attract women to these areas.

The goal must be getting "women technically-and attitudinally--equipped for and into the

science and engineering workforce" (Fox, 1998:209). The use ofwomen as such a reserve

army to fill employment shortages became an incentive for industry to consider women's equal

opportunities with men in the workplace (Henwood, 1996).

The launch ofthe WISE (Women into Science and Engineering) approach in Great

Britain in 1984 appealed to industry because it would alleviate the worker shortage that was a

problem at the time. However, the program was also an effort to encourage equal opportunity
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for women in those disciplines. Flis Henwood (1996) argues that its success was limited

because the 'WISE discourse' had a too narrow focus on women's choices\ as constraining.

The discourse focused primarily on information, both printed and practical, for girls who might

be intimidated by the presence ofboys. Henwood (1996:200) cites three major assumptions of

the program as concerning (1) "women's access to relevant infonnation," (2) "the importance

of images of science and technology for women's choices," and (3) "women's relationship to

masculinity and femininity." Henwood's empirical research did not support these assumptions

as proper explanations for the conflicts and contradictions women face in their occupational

choices. She found the discourse contradictory in that engineering was work for men, but

women could do it, too. Both women who sought traditional and non-traditional careers

supported equal opportunity, but were acutely aware that gender difference made it easy to

equate 'different' with 'less,' and that gendered power relations were not easily changed.

Recruitment

A major strategy in the recruitment ofwomen into engineering is to make high school

girlsl aware ofthe opportunities engineering offers. But Eleanor Baum (1989) pointed out that

high school counsellors did not encourage women to seek a career in engineering because they

considered engineering, in general, to be a field for men. Therefore, the profession would need

to promote itselfwith the help of engineering schools, industry and government. Baum's major

concern was that high school teachers and counsellors did not know enough about the

educational requirements for engineering or what engineers actually did, causing barriers for

recruitment ofwomen into the profession. In response to a decline in general literacy at all

levels ofeducation, including at the teachers' level, some engineering schools decided to raise

their SAT requirements for entry in order to increase student quality (LeBold, 1983). Raising

the SAT requirements would, however, jeopardize equity and be counterproductive, as the

higher requirements would exclude from engineering schools 68% ofall female and 50% ofall

male college-bound youth, as well as 84% offemale and 590/0 ofmale African-American

1 The literature refers to students in elementary and secondary education as 'girls' and 'boys' and
students in post-secondary education as 'women' and 'men.' I will follow that convention.
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students. Instead ofSAT scores, Daniels (1988) suggested that high school grades in science

and mathematics courses would better predict success in engineering education. LeBold

(1983) recommended improved teaching and education in these courses to alleviate problems.

Ifthe goal was to reach demographic gender parity in engineering education, recruitment

needed "sweeping social and educational changes" (Daniels, 1988:766). Therefore, other

major existing barriers to women's recruitment must be identified.

Daniels (1988) stated that while the proportion offemale engineering students in the

USA had increased from 2.3% in 1972 to 16% in 1985, it was beginning to show decline.

While some schools had 20-25% female participation, that was only halfway to demographic

gender parity. Part ofthe problem was that girls and boys were encouraged differently and

were given different career information in high school. Moreover, girls were subjected to peer

pressure and stereotyping that discouraged participation in the courses required for engineering

education. Girls who liked mathematics and science were ridiculed by their male classmates

and therefore might not pursue these courses. There was also a perception that engineering

was "thing-oriented" (Daniels, 1988:766) rather than people-oriented, a stereotype Daniels

believed to be inaccurate.

The 'thing' versus 'people' orientation could be an example ofgendered socialization,

which militates against girls' and women's participation in certain career fields. Etzkowitz et

al. (1994) cite gender socialization as a major barrier to women's comfort in science and

engineering, and they found such barriers to women's career path throughout the academic

career ladder. Therefore, Etzkowitz et al. (1994:2) argued that the general assumption of

barriers only at the beginning ofwomen's education, i.e., a "threshold effect" upon entry, and a

gender specific "glass ceiling" at the end, is false. For example, male faculty are often unwilling

to consider women's skills on equal terms with men's. Courses are taught from a taken-for

granted male model and structured to negate much private life. Advising patterns do not

consider that women are socialized to be nurturing while men are expected to be competitive J

so that socialized responsibilities regarding maniage and children affect women and men

differently and become impediments to women's career aspirations, thus making careers in

science and engineering unsuited to women's lives (Etzkowitz et al., 1994; see also Connell,

2000).
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Most important in recruitment is using a variety ofapproaches and to follow up to

keep in touch with students who expressed some interest. To improve and increase

recruitment ofwomen to engineering, Daniels (1988) suggested that personal contact with

students was more productive and cost-effective than using mass media campaigns. To

achieve the personal contact she suggested some strategies that had been successful at her own

institution, such as community career days, where teams ofwomen engineers would present

information in the students' own communities. There should also be summer programs, career

conferences and career days on campus for those who wanted the infonnation to be presented

in its natural university setting. Contact with parents, teachers and counsellors would create a

social support network, which is essential for young women who choose engineering. As

another important aspect ofrecruitment Daniels stressed the presence of"real people" role

models (p.767) who could explain both the positive and the negative sides ofengineering and

give the students a realistic impression ofthe profession. Unfortunately, with the existing

paucity ofwomen in the field, the problem was to find enough ofthese "real people" to act as

role models in engineering faculties or as mentors (Baum, 1989; Daniels, 1988).

Attrition

However, recruitment in itselfis no panacea, as the attrition rate in engineering and

science bears out. While Pascal and Kanowitch (1979) did not analyse students' reasons for

attrition, they recommended that research would benefit from adopting uniform categories for

student withdrawal. They suggested categories of 'no shows' who did not register after being

accepted in a particular school; 'withdrawers' who exited the program without completing the

term; and 'non-returners' who successfully completed a term but failed to register for the next

term. Pascal and Kanowitch argued that there could be widely differing reasons why these

groups dropped out ofany post-secondary education.

It appears that women tend to withdraw from science and engineering education

sooner than men do (Donaldson and Dixon, 1995). The women's "drift" from these fields is of

concern to faculty and administrators, as well as to society. Donaldson and Dixon suggest that

women value discussion because it builds relationships and constructs meaning, which they do

not find in science and technology. Women therefore choose "courses where they feel more
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included, interested and important" (Donaldson and Dixon, 1995:30). Although there have

been lllany studies on recruitment, attrition and retention offeulale engineering or science

students in Canada, Australia and the United States (Baignee, 1993 ~ Beal and Noel, 1980~

Brainard, 1993; Cukier, 1993; Cummings, 1993; Dencb, 1993; Donaldson and Dixon, 1995;

Frize, 1993, 1996; Learmont and Lindley, 1993; Sheahan and White, 1990), only a few have

asked students directly for their own reasons for withdrawal. In her study, Alison Baignee

(1993) surveyed engineering students at two Canadian universities (Ottawa and Manitoba) and

found that the major barrier to completing the program for both women and men was the

heavy workload. In addition, the difficulty ofthe work was a major issue, as was the

proliferation ofoutside responsibilities, such as part time work to finance their studies because

there was a general lack offinancial support for students. However, Baignee's survey offered

only a limited number ofchoices rather than an open-ended question regarding the barriers that

might lead to withdrawal. It would be more beneficial to address individual women directly

about their real experiences in engineering, which Henwood (1996) states is lacking in the

WISE program. However, the printed materials do prioritize examining the effects ofhostility

or prejudicial attitudes in male dominated fields.

Through questioning individual students directly, Sheahan (Sheahan and White, 19902
)

had found that withdrawal was a combination ofmany factors, especially difficult mathematics

and science courses and a heavy workload. The students thought that mathematics and science

appeared too "sterile" (p. 1019) and that the courses lacked connection to the real world. As a

result ofthe heavy workload, students felt exhausted and isolated and decided to leave. White

(Sheahan and White, 1990) was critical ofthis approach to engineering education that gives

rise to high attrition rates, saying that the seemingly deliberate effort to weed out even

exceptional students was an example ofpoor administration and that the result was a loss both

to engineering and to the nation. Although the weeding-out had been a decades-long process,

White believed that there was no reason for that practice to continue. He argued that the

answer to attrition was retention and quoted a.colleague as saying "a prerequisite for improving

2 In this paper, Sheahan had diSCUSS¢ science and engineering education with several undergraduate
students. Before returning to her position at the National Science Foundation in the USA, she discussed the
students' issues with White, an engineer and then the acting deputy director ofthe NSF.
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retention is a desire to retain" (p. 1021).

Retention

Daniels (1988) pointed out that the issue oftoo few women in engineering did not end

with recruitment: the next step was retention, for which she suggested strategies that had been

successful at her university, for example, seminars for first-year students where role-model

alumnae discussed issues such as assertiveness, test anxiety, self-esteem and student life. A film

or video ofwomen engineers at work would illustrate what the profession could offer. A

retention or recruitment officer, who would be trained in human resource management, would

be an asset to any school. Such a position could advise students on available resources and

have some discretionary funding to develop necessary programs. However, most important in

the process ofrecruitment and retention is the co-operation between administration and faculty

in the creation ofan environment that would be supportive for all concerned (see also Baum,

1989).

Role modelling has been identified as a good way to carve out a career. Because ofthe

dearth offemale faculty, the lack offemale role models may be exacerbating the problems for

women in science and engineering. Etzkowitz et al. (1994: 14) argue that male students can

easily identifY with male faculty advisors, who often do not know how to properly advise

female students, especially at the graduate level. In contrast, women have difficulty identifYing

with the male culture in science and engineering and may therefore drop out because there are

no women to explain the necessary steps to take to proceed beyond the first degree.

As a minority, women often feel isolated in engineering, both in education and in the

workforce. Henwood (1996) finds·the WISE solution to the all-male working environment

particularly problematic. The program suggests that women themselves must learn to cope'

with the environment as it is, (that is, 'grin and bear it') and thus preserve the status quo rather

than insisting that the environment needs changing. Others' believe that engineering schools

must work to lessen the isolation by giving women opportunities for some research experience

that could encourage them to continue to graduate schools. Engineering schools must

emphasize the proper treatment ofall students, but especially female and other minority

students, and impress the rules for proper treatment upon foreign-trained faculty from countries
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where women are not held in high esteem. Married female graduate students must also be

considered equally for financial support. Many ofthese strategies have proved to be successful

at several engineering schools (Davis and HoUenshead, 1993~ Skidmore et al., 1993~ Ryerson

Polytechnic University, 1994; University ofNew Brunswick, 1995~ University ofWaterloo,

n.d).

Lack offinancial support was a major issue in Baignee's (1993) attrition survey. Fox

(1998) also stressed that financial support and participation in research are essential for

women's success in science and engineering. One ofthe graduate programs in Fox' survey

was particularly adamant to provide "academic support" to the enrolled students. As in

Etzkowitz et al. (1994), the faculty advisors were keys to the program's success.

In tenus ofretention, White (Sheahan and White, 1990) argued the need to rethink

both engineering education and the value ofgood teaching. He emphasized that it was

imperative to place the very best teachers in the introductory courses and to insist on a high

level ofproficiency in the English language, not only for foreign-born faculty but for American

born faculty as well. To improve retention, White stated emphatically that he was "prepared to

recommend that universities admit precisely the number offreshmen they want to graduate.

That would put the burden on the university to help the student succeed" (p.l021). However,

the most important strategy to keep female students is to treat them with respect and provide a

safe, welcoming learning environment (Eisenhart and Finkel, 1998; Fox, 1998; Stalker and

Prentice, 1998) with the ultimate goal ofsuch programs some day becoming redundant (Fox,

1998).

Program Evaluation

Because the increase in female participation in engineering colleges has coincided with

the introduction ofrecruitment programs aimed at high school girls, it is reasonable to believe

that there is a causal effect. First, the promotional programs expose high school students both

to the engineering profession and to women in the profession as well as to the requirements for

entry. Second, more women are entering university programs in general and now constitute at

least halfofthe undergraduate population in most institutions. Some institutions have begun

evaluating their recruitment and retention programs and have found them successful, at least as
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to student satisfaction with the programs and reaching out to prospective students (Lodge,

1998).

A WISEST3 (Women in Scholarship, Engineering, Science and Technology) program

had been important to the participants' choice ofcareer selection, especially. in those cases

where the program had included a research component. Evaluation also pointed out that

balancing work and studying was becoming increasingly difficult for many students (Tovell et

al., 1998). A minimal survey evaluation at the U ofS College ofEngineering has also found

that a number ofstudents now entering the college have had contact with one or more aspects

of the college's recruitment strategies (College ofEngineering, 2000). Another evaluation of

retention programs has found that various types ofmentoring, both individually and in groups,

have been beneficial to female students' persistence and success in science and engineering.

Both peer and parental support as well as networking increased academic success, particularly

for women (Schultz, Main and Huebner, 1998).

FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH

RECRUITMENT, ATTRITION AND RETENTION

The literature on recruitment, retention and attrition has identified gender socialization

as a key deterrent for women entering engineering (Connell, 2000; Etzkowitz et al., 1994;

Frehill, 1997b). Understanding the concepts underlying gender socialization and how they

relate to women's career choices is important in understanding women's lack ofinterest in

engineering. In addition, the More than just Numbers report by the Canadian Committee of

Women in Engineering (CCWE, 1992) identified other factors that impeded women's success

in science and technology, such as a dearth ofrole models and encouragement for women, and

a general lack ofgender sensitivity and equity issues. The report recommended better support

systems for women students as well as an action plan to increase female mathematics and

science teachers as well as engineering faculty (Also cited in Dececchi et at, 1998).

However, the accumulated evidence suggests that socialization is not an adequate

3 Other institutions may call it WEST (Dryburgh, 1999) or WISE programs for the students while in
university. There is no such program at the U of S.
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explanation for recruitment, attrition and retention. Rather than focusing on the learned

behaviours and nonns associated with femininity (which are presumably internalized), the

literature points to socio-cultural and structural barriers, which are deeply imbedded in gender

relations. Connell (2000) and Etzkowitz et al (1994) demonstrate that education in general,

and engineering education in particular, is actively involved in constructing particular fonns of

gender.

Gender Socialization

Socialization, also called enculturation, is defined as "the process in which the culture

ofa society is transmitted to its children; the modification from infancy ofan individual's

behavior to confonn with the demands ofsocial life" (Jary and Jary, 1991 :452-3). Without

such socialization, societies cannot reproduce themselves and assure that the values and

practices ofthe particular society are presetved.

An important aspect ofthe socialization process is gender socialization whereby

females and males are inculcated with the social expectations ofthe women and the men in

their society. Within a patriarchal society, "the metaphors ofgender constructed the male as

the nonn and the female as deviant; the male as whole and powerful; the female as unfinished,

physically mutilated and emotionally dependent" (Lerner, 1993 :3). Accordingly, young males

are encouraged to become active, assertive and demanding while young females are taught to

be passive, acquiescing and nurturing. This emphasis on gendered behaviour carries over into

career choices for adult members ofthe society. In Western society, the division oflabour has

normalized the public sphere, that is, the paid labour force and politics, as a male domain while

the private sphere ofcaring for home, husband, and children became women's responsibility.

One ofthe significant breakthroughs in feminist analysis ofwomen's oppression was

the distinction between sex and gender. 'Sex' refers to the biological 'male' and 'female,'

while 'gender' denotes the socialized 'masculine' and 'feminine.' Gender ideology refers to the

manner in which the sexes are socialized within any society in general, while gender identity is

the expression ofhow male and female individuals accept these ideologies for themselves.

Such identities may change between situations. Gender ascription refers to how individuals

within a given society are expected to behave because oftheir sex. "Gender, then, denotes
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multidimensional and changing understanding ofwhat it means to be a man or a woman within

particular social settings" (Schiebinger, 1999: 16).

The most important sources ofprimary socialization are the family and the educational

process where children learn about the gendered division oflabour in society.

The sexual division oflabor, which has allotted to women the major responsibility for
domestic services and nurturance ofchildren has freed men from the cumbersome
details ofdaily survival activities, while it disproportionately has burdened women with
them (Lerner, 1993: 11).

This burden has long prevented women in general from seeking education and work in

professions other than those considered suitable for women, such as nursing, teaching, sales

and service, collectively dubbed "the pink ghetto." Within a patriarchal society, prestigious

occupations, including engineering, were considered male domain (Eitzen and Baca Zinn,

1994). That more women now claim a place in these professions has caused considerable

discomfort in this male enclave (Connell, 2000; Etzkowitz et al., 1994).

Role models and social support are important sources ofencouragement for young

women's career choices and for success in engineering education. Although individual women

have for years studied engineering, as witnessed by the fact that there are female engineering

professors teaching in the universities, they have been the exception rather than the rule. For

example, the history ofwomen in science and engineering at l\1IT goes back to the 1870s,

when women were not admitted except as special cases (Bix, 2000). However, once admitted,

professors could refuse the women access to their courses. Services for women, such as

dormitory space and washrooms, were also in short supply. Admission standards for the early

female students were higher than for the men, yet a woman had to show "that for all her brains,

she is a woman" (Bix, 2000:29). The formation ofthe Association ofWomen Students

(AWS) in 1939 made possible orientation events for new co-eds, who were otherwise

excluded from the male bonding rituals ofthe freshman initiations. The AWS much later

became a forum for women's and feminist activities by hosting monthly colloquia on women's

issues ofinterest. However, as role models for future cohorts offemale students, the women

attending these seminars risked being identified as troublemakers.

Although women now have easier access to most engineering schools, there is a

lingering reluctance for women to choose education in technology, in spite ofWISE's best
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intentions in Great Britain (Henwood, 1996; Finnie et aL 2001). In Henwood's sample of

female students in a traditionally female Personal Assistant program, some ofthe respondents

had been reluctant to try a non-traditional line ofwor~ citing lack ofinterest, and fearing that

they were not good enough in a field where they perceived a stressful task of"proving

themselves" to their male classmates~ The female respondents in a software engineering

program, on the other hand, realized they had to be twice as competent to be considered equal

to the men.

The literature, as well as anecdotal information, indicates that women who choose

engineering as a career have support for such choice in their immediate family or close circle of

mends (Geppert, 1995; McDwee and Robinson, 1992).4 Some women may withdraw because

they find it difficult to be a small minority in labs and classrooms, but when a critical mass of

female students is achieved, it assists in forming support groups that help the women complete

their studies (Carter and Kirkup, 1990; Mcnwee and Robinson, 1992). In addition to family

support, hands-on "tinkering" experience is important for choosing a career in engineering,

especially for men. Boys and young men are assumed to acquire such experience and interest

in cars and machinery through their socialization, while gifls are assumed to lack interest in

such activities (Carter and Kirkup, 1990; Mcllwee and Robinson, 1992). Moreover, due to

gender socialization and the construction ofscience as a masculine activity with imbedded

strength, rigor, skills and rationality, science should be reserved for men (Keller, 1990; Noble,

1992; Shepherd, 1993). Girls then see mathematics and science as 'male' activities and often

avoid them (Baum, 1989), thereby excluding themselves from engineering education.

Although some women have succeeded in becoming engineers, the women's under

representation has come to be seen as a 'problem' in Western industrialized countries. The

major explanation for women's reluctance to enter the engineering profession is what has been

commonly known as 'the deficit model,' where women are thought deficient in the requisite

4 In 1993 I interviewed a woman who had always known that she wanted to be an engineer, having
had the opportunity for hands-on "tinkering" with her engineer father (Anderson, 1994). The College of
Engineering also has records ofa Saskatchewan couple, who had seen seven oftheir nine children, including
one oftwo daughters, graduate as engineers. When the youngest son graduated, the parents received a plaque.
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skills for entering engineering education.

The Deficit Model of Women's Education

Research in the 1960s into educational opportunities (e.g., Coleman 1966 and Porter

1965, cited in Gaskell and McLaren, 1991) found that family background predicted educational

success and adult jobs and that children from poor families showed low achievement in school.

Under the term ofthe deficit model ofeducation, success in school became an issue ofequal

opportunity for all students. Feminists then argued that girls, in general, were educationally

disadvantaged and lacked some ofthe skills needed to succeed and that the deficit was

particularly evident in mathematics and science. In addition, psychological research, especially

by Homer (1968), proposed that high-achieving college women suffered "fear ofsuccess,"

suggesting a conflict between achievement and femininity (cited in Gaskell and McLaren,

1991:119-120).

The deficit model assumes that women do not major in science and technology in

universities because they are deficient in high school mathematics and sciences. It assumes that

women do not have the same mathematics and spatial skills as men, which in tum is frequently

exclude women from entering these fields. In the 1970s, the deficit model saw women's low

participation in science "from the top down" as the result ofdiscriminatory issues, such as lack

ofeducational equity, originating at the administrative level ofeducation and blocking women's

opportunities for success and promotions (Schiebinger, 1999:54). In the late 1980s, the focus

shifted from a deficit model to a "pipeline model" with the emphasis on educational

discrepancies "from the bottom up," that is, from the students' level (Schiebinger, 1999:54).

The pipeline modeL to be discussed as "leaking" in Chapter Five, suggested that girls and

young women needed more remedial training and encouragement to counteract the gaps in

their science and mathematics education and to increase the girls' performances. It argued that

ifenough girls could be encouraged to take more science courses, there would be more

qualified women in the science and engineering emplOYment pool. The model was perceived as

less discriminatory than the deficit model because, ifthe girls or women did not study these

areas, it would not be for lack ofequity, but as a case oftheir own "self-(de)selection"

(Schiebinger, 1999:54). In other words, the onus was on female students themselves to
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acquire proficiency in these subjects in order to succeed in science and technology.

As a result ofthe reconfiguration from deficit model to pipeline model, the public issue

became one ofdesigning strategies for encouraging girls and women to choose to study

sciences. One such strategy has been the establishment ofspecial scholarships for women in

science and engineering (Davis and Hollenshead, 1993 ~ Canadian Engineering Memorial

Foundation, 1995), based on a degree ofexcellence rather than economic need. The federal

government's Canada Scholarships were important because the awards were equally divided

between men and women and were therefore a major incentive and source offunding for gifted

female students.

The Canada Scholarships Program is designed to help your country succeed tomorrow.
. . . At least halfofall Canada scholarships are being awarded to academically
outstanding women. The intent is to encourage greater female participation in
scientific and engine~g fields, particularly those where representation by women has
been lowest (pamphlet, Canada, n.d).

The program was launched in 1988 with a projected life offive years and was extended to

1995/96, when Industry Canada discontinued the scholarships (Government ofCanada, n.d).

The program offered three-year renewable $2,500.00 scholarships to undergraduate students in

science and engineering, contingent upon the recipients maintaining a grade average above 80

per cent. The scholarships were discontinued just as female enrollment in engineering was

showing noticeable increase (Simon Fraser University, 1995). A program evaluation found

that the required average grade was difficult to maintain; as well, high-achieving women tended

to transfer to university programs that were not eligible for the Canada Scholarship Program

(Gilbert and Pomfret, 1995).

Yet another strategy to offset the deficit model is mentoring programs designed to

boost women's self-confidence and expertise in mathematics and science. The Marian Sarah

Parker Scholars program at the University ofMichigan, jointly funded by the university and the

National Science Foundation in the United States, is a combination ofseveral strategies (Davis

and Hollenshead, 1993). The program encourages female students to seek graduate studies in

engineering by funding the last two undergraduate years. By doing so, the program aims at

keeping women in engineering. At the same time, it features Ms. Parker, the first female

engineering graduate at that university as well as other role models, and provides mentorship
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throughout the program.

Strategies such as role models and mentoring for women assume that it is women who

need to be changed to adapt to science and technology engineering (McIlwee and Robinsol\

1992). While Ellis (1986) emphasizes, as role modelspar excellence, female engineers who

are also wives and mothers and who are considered outstanding by their peers, the fact remains

that these women are exceptional superwomen who may discourage, rather than encourage,

possible average women engineering students. Such high standards may become a deterrent

and be seen as unattainable for the average woman.

The deficit model, and later the pipeline model, with its focus on the individual female

students themselves, placed the responsibility for access to science and engineering programs

on gifls and women who had been considered disadvantaged and deficient in their education

while it ignored social issues and educational structure. The onus was on the gifls and women

to take advantage ofremedial courses and thereby ease their access to engineering schools

(Schiebinger, 1999). The model essentially "blamed the victims" by stressing what was wrong

with them rather than making changes to the educational system with its built-in gender bias

and stereotyping (Connell, 2000; Gaskell and McLaren, 1991).

However, the deficit model ofwomen's education not only does not explain the low

number ofwomen who seek an engineering education, but it also does not explain the

disproportionate attrition offemale students from such education. Instead, it is possible that

the structure ofprimary and secondary education discourages gifls from seeking a 'non

traditional' career path in post-secondary education. At the same time, women who 40 choose

engineering do so because oftheir primary socialization, the availability ofrole models such as

engineers in the family, and social support.

The "Chilly Climate"

A supportive environment is ofutmost importance for optimal achievement in any field

and situation. In her survey ofeleven graduate programs in science and engineering, Fox

(1998:210) found only one program that had as its goal "improving the academic climate for

women and thus improving the odds ofwomen continuing as scientists." In contrast, the

literature has ample documentation that women who choose a career in science and
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engineering may face a number ofbarriers in a hostile environment, what has been called a

"chilly cfunate" for women in engineering.

Bernice Sandler and Roberta Hall coined the concept ofa "chilly climate" for girls and

women in 1982 (Stalker and Prentice, 1998) as authors ofa report on the status and education

ofwomen for the Association ofAmerican Colleges. It refers to the marginalization ofwomen

and the day-to-day environment in the educational institution, which is less supportive of the

women than ofthe men who work, teach or study within it. The chilly climate demonstrates

that sexual harassment renders educational campuses dangerous for women (Stalker and

Prentice, 1998) and refers to a number of subtle forms ofgender discrimination and unequal

treatment ofgirls/women and boys/men in the classroom (yVood, 1994).

Girls' and women's educational experiences both in high school and engineering

colleges are ofthe utmost importance ifthey are to complete their education. In 1994, Sadker

and Sadker documented how girls, throughout the elementary and secondary educational

system, are treated unfairly: Girls get less attention from teachers than boys do. Textbooks are

biased and stereotyped (also Connell, 2000) and do not reflect girls' lives or experiences.

Fewer resources, e.g., remedial help and funding for sports, are allocated to girls than to boys.

Boys tend to appropriate available computers. In science labs girls become 'recorders' while

boys perform the experiments. Girls are praised for neatness, while boys are praised for their

answers. Girls usually get a short 'right' or 'wrong' comment when they answer questions,

while boys are helped to find the right answer or encouraged to elaborate. Girls are chastised

for interrupting or calling out unsolicited answers while boys suffer no such consequences or

receive praise. Girls are encouraged to become 'ladies' and take 'softer' social science courses

instead ofmathematics and science. Girls who do study mathematics and science often suffer

ridicule in class, both from classmates and, even worse, from their teachers. As a result, female

students' self-esteem suffers, while male students' self-confidence is inflated (Sadker and

Sadker, 1994). Men tend to overestimate and exaggerate their abilities and project a "strutting

behavior;" in contrast, women tend to be more modest and often display an "impostor

SYndrome" in downplaying their skills and successes (Schiebinger, 1999).

Little has changed since the Sadkers conducted their research, as presented in a

television program on the CBS television network's magazine Sunday Morning (March 14,
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1999). The segment referred to a report by the National Science Foundation (USA), which

indicated that only 12% ofPh.D.s in engineering are awarded to women, a fact that creates a

dearth ofrole models and candidates for university positions. The report further stated that

women are not inferior to men in science and engineering; on the contrary, women have higher

GPAs than the men. According to the program, the reason for the numerically poor showing

ofwomen in science and engineering is that the educational system in science does not work

well for girls. For example, boys still tend to monopolize computers and other equipment. As

a consequence ofthe unequal distribution ofwomen in science, one California community had

recently, as a pilot project, opened a Middle School for girls only. Girls interviewed for the

program indicated that the school was "great" and that they did not miss a co-educational

environment. In another project, girls had separate science lab sessions. A female engineering

student in the program stated that the sheer numbers ofmale students did not intimidate her;

however, she preferred to take her seat in the front row ofthe classroom where her presence

was noticed, and where she did not have to look at the "sea ofmale students' backs." These

three strategies, the single-sex school, the single-sex labs and the effort to be noticed were

perceived as affirmative actions for making a more equitable playing field for women in science

and engineering. In addition to emphasis on encouragement and role modeling, there were

strategies in curriculum transformation (CBS-TV, 1999).

Teachers may be partly responsible for girls' rejection ofscience and mathematics

courses (Mendoza and Johnson, 2000). More or less subtle signs from teachers steer the girls

away from informal technology and science activities such as repairing their own bicycles,

taking an interest in the mechanics ofthe automobile, or attending science fairs, thereby

sending the message thatthese fields or activities are not for them. Mendoza and Johnson's

(2000:22) report recommends that teachers' gender equity skills must be improved in orderto

"create a culture that nurtures the full range ofgirls' dreams." For example,

Every time a teacher defers to a boy for computer assistance ... we are telling our
daughters that computers aren't for them. We are sowing seeds ofdoubt (Mendoza
and Johnson, 2000:23. Attributed to Roberta Fugner, n.d.)

The trend that starts in elementary and high school settings continues in universities

where women are getting short shrift. Levenson (1990) refers. to videotaped research showing

how professors knew the names ofmale students and paid more attention to them than to
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female students, often ignoring the women's questions and suggestions altogether. Dagg and

Thonlpson's (1988) expose ofwomen's mis-education in universities paints a bleak picture

with frightening tales ofbias against women, ofmisogyny, ofharassment and ofgender

inequality. For example, some male professors still believed that women should not be

educated because they would just marry or become pregnant. Some faculty still used sexist

language even when university policy stated otherwise. Some joked about sexism, used sexist

jokes, and called all women 'girls,' regardless ofage--and that was when they recognized

women at all (Dagg and Thompson, 1988).

The University ofSaskatchewan's (U ofS) President's Advisory Committee report

(1993) pointed out many ofthe same inequalities for women that Dagg and Thompson

identified. While critical ofmany inequality issues, the 1993 report nevertheless acknowledged

that there was hope for change. However, when blatantly overt inequalities are reduced or

eliminated, subtle, covert sexism may still remain; that issue is much more difficult to erase

(Benokraitis, 1997), and its presence in the academy as well as the workplace still relegates

women to 'women's work.' In contrast to blatant harassment or sexism, subtle sexist

behaviour is more difficult to define, document and diffuse because it is less visible and

obvious, yet as hurtful and hannful as blatant sexism. It is often camouflaged as jokes or

teasing and manifests itselfin differential treatment ofgendered individuals. Within this socially

constructed climate ofstructural and systemic inequality, girls and women are disadvantaged,

and their skills and contributions are often trivialized (Benokraitis, 1997).

Jacqueline Stalker and Susan Prentice (1998) describe how the chilly climate creates

numerous micro-inequities for campus women. Their categories coincide with Nijole

Benokraitis' (1997) excellent definitions and examples ofthe various levels ofdiscrimination.

In general: "Sex discrimination refers to the unequal and hannful treatment ofpeople because

oftheir sex" (Benokraitis, 1997:7, all italics in the text). In blatant sex discrimination, this

behaviour is intentional, visible (overt) and easily documented, while covert sex discrimination

refers to "the unequal and hannful treatment ofwomen that is hidden, purposeful, and often,

maliciously motivated." Benokraitis (pp.14-24) identifies nine sub-categories ofsubtle sex

discrimination, which will be elaborated as they appear in the data analysis. Subtle sex

discrimination is not as noticeable because people tend to internalize subtle sexist behavior as
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'nonnal,' or 'natural.' It may be unintentional, or it may be manipulative, and some people do

not consider it hannful (p. 11).

The climate in science and engineering education is especially chilly. Women may hear

comments like "you'll have to face the facts--there's no room for women in the world of

engineering. The demands for strengt~ rigor, and precision are simply more than any woman

can muster" (Hawkesworth, 1990:59). Some engineering schools have resisted hiring female

faculty in the past and would rather hire men from other countries than Canadian women when

there are not enough Canadian male applicants for positions (Dagg and Thompson, 1988)5.

Dagg and Thompson, among others, question the ethics ofrecruiting and encouraging women

into engineering and science when qualified graduates are denied employment, and when

employed, they suffer inequalities and discrimination (Levenson, 1990). The prospects for

changing the chilly climate in science and engineering with the help oflarger numbers offemale

faculty are not encouraging ifqualified Canadian women have difficulty finding university

employment. A critical mass offemale professors in engineering could modify the long

standing, masculine culture in engineering education.

Masculine Engineering Culture

Culture is generally viewed as the total way oflife within a particular society and

includes the language, accepted behaviours, values and technologies for living within the

territorial borders ofa society (Brinkerhoffand White, 1991). Ursula Franklin considered

technology as "ways ofdoing something," a system involving organization, procedures and

symbols, and not only artefacts and gadgets. From her definition oftechnology, Franklin

(1992: 12; 15) derived her definition ofculture as "a set ofsocially accepted practices and

values," which differs from one society (or group) to another. In other words, Franklin sees

culture as entailing different technologies, or different ways ofdoing something. Following

Franklin, I conclude that it is legitimate to consider the strategies and approaches ofthe

5 Dagg and Thompson (1988:22) cite an incident at the University ofCalgary, which in the 19808
refused to hire a woman as professor in engineering. The Queen'8 Bench Court of Alberta found that the
university "hadviolated principles offundamental justice in its hiring process." They also cite "an Ontario
university" that had never hired any of its own female graduates as professor in its Faculty of Science.
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engineering profession as culture. As well, ifwe consider territorial borders not only in

geographical tenns but also as intellectual and professional boundaries, we can argue that

engineering per se is a community, with its own professional "engineering culture."

Although there now are more women in engineering, it has a history as a male

dominated profession (Frehill, 1997) with the resulting masculine culture in both engineering

colleges (Whittaker, 1994) and the workplace. In preparation for the workplace, women learn

in engineering colleges to adapt to the masculinity ofthe engineering culture (Dryburgh, 1999),

which is both perceived and experienced as hostile to women (Henwood, 1996). Therefore, a

number offeminists have argued that male values are represented in such a way that many

women feel unwelcome and inferior despite their academic proficiency (Franklin, 1992~ CCWE

report, 1992). Henwood (1996) similarly found that non-traditional students had made their

choice ofwork in spite ofsuch hostility, while the traditional students had made their choice

because ofit. Henwood's research confirmed that the engineering culture is, indeed,

masculine. Because it is associated with men and male power, it also has higher status than

other workplace cultures (Henwood, 1998).

McDwee and Robinson (1992:21) posit that the masculine culture in engineering is

characterized by three basic components: 1) an ideology that stresses technology; 2)

organizational power is required for success; and 3) technology and organizational power

interact in a form that is closely tied to male gender roles. "To be taken as an engineer is to

look like an engineer, talk like an engineer, and act like an engineer. In most workplaces this

means looking, talking, and acting male" (see also Stalker and Prentice, 1998).

Furthermore, there is also a masculinist culture in universities in general:

By this we mean a set ofpractices that men themselves do not necessarily identify as
sexist but that has been built up over the centuries as men have taken for granted that
those who count in the university are males, that the business ofthe university is men's
business, and that the significant working relationships are relationships among men
(Drakich et al., 1991, cited in Stewart, 1994:221).

Women, both as students, faculty and employees in a university setting, and particularly in

engineering education, are expected to embrace this type ofenvironment. Among the

characteristics ofengineering education, Tonso (cited in Eisenhart and Finkel, 1998: 121) found

engineering courses to be "greedy," that is to say that they monopolized so much ofstudents'
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time that there was little time for social relations. Tonso also found that the female students in

her research enjoyed group work and on-site inspections and visits to their project. The

women particularly enjoyed the social interaction while discussing the project among each

other and with the site workers. In contrast, the male students found that aspect ofthe project

too time consuming. The men preferred solitary, individual work, especially perusing technical

documents in the library, stating that the library provided more factual information and was

more easily accessible and less stressful (Eisenhart and Finkel, 1998).6

While interviewing engineering faculty at MIT for her study ofengineering and

engineering education, Hacker (1990) found an established hierarchy ofengineering

specializations: the greater the specialization's need for the human element, such as interaction

with people, the lower it was on the hierarchical scale. She discovered that civil engineering

had a low status because it was considered to be far too involved in physical, social and

political affairs. In contrast, electrical engineering had the highest status and was considered

the "cleanest, hardest, most scientific" area because ofits closeness to pure, abstract science

(Hacker, 1990: 117). Thus, some engineering sub-specialties which include interpersonal,

social interaction and communication are constructed as feminine and are devalued, while other

specialties, where abstract, rational thinking is a valued skill, are constructed as masculine in

science and engineering.

Privileging ofthe abstract has its origins in the nineteenth century when women were

believed to be unable to do science because they lacked the masculine trait ofanalytical ability

(Shepherd, 1993 :xiii). However, Shepherd found that present women scientists are in a no-win

situation: science is now leaning in a more intuitive direction, and women are accused ofbeing

too rational to make intuitive and creative leaps. Patriarchal attitudes have excluded women

from science by making science, and knowledge in general, alien and hostile to women

(Shepherd, 1993).

Such attitude is also evident in Noble's (1992) concept of science as a sacred and

cloistered activity. Noble made an interesting connection between science and the Latin

Church, which except for cloistered nuns, was a ''world without women." While science in the

6 That is not to say that women disliked library research.
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reasons why women do not select science and technology. She suggests that women are most

likely to succeed ifthey quickly become "one ofthe boys" (Franklin, 1992: 104), or deny their

gender, as Geppert (1995) laments. Similarly:

Our communication technologies are invented by men who don't like to talk to people.
Our offices are designed by men who prefer isolation.... The human being has been
left out; the female part ofus is missing and we miss it. Ifthat doesn't explain why we
need more women engineers, nothing will (Jan Zimmerman, cited in Schmitz,
1994: 122).

In addition to the masculine environment within education and the workplace, female

engineers face the same problems as other female professionals in balancing work demands and

family life (Carter and Kirkup, 1990; Mcllwee and Robinson, 1992; Ranson, 1998; 2000). In

the science and engineering workplace, women encounter a "glass ceiling," a top rung on the

employment ladder considerably below that ofmen (Carter and Kirkup, 1990; Etzkowitz et aI.,

1994; Mcllwee and Robinson, 1992; Toohey and Whittaker, 1993). This glass ceiling is a

gender bamer that prevents women from advancing into top positions in the workplace

(Etzkowitz et al., 1994). Many women engineers have realized that "having it all"-successful

mamage, well-adjusted children, and a full-time job-is almost impossible. Many would prefer

part-time work to accommodate family life but are afraid "employers would expect full-time

results from part-time commitment" (Toohey and Whittaker, 1993:33).

A. number ofwriters such as Cockburn (1988), Cockburn and Onnond (1993), Hacker

(1990), and Wajcman (1991) have argued that just as people are gendered, so also is the

engineering workplace where women tend to be channelled into stereotypical work

classifications within the engineering profession (Carter and Kirkup, 1990; Cockburn and

Ormond, 1993). For example, research and development (R and D) and design are considered

male spheres while more women work in production and sales (Mcllwee and Robinson, 1992).

Mcllwee and Robinson also found that it was easier for female engineers in the United States

to succeed and advance in companies that depended on government contracts, which were

subject to federal equity and equality laws (e.g. the defence industry). Women in private

industry, on the other hand, often found themselves in dead-end jobs, overlooked for

promotions, and not considered as management. Female engineers tended to be clustered

~ together in carrels, mistaken for secretaries, and often referred to by their appearance, while the
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men were referred to by their skills. In private industry, women with children were reluctant to

accept positions that involved travel, even ifthey were offered (Carter and Kirkup, 1990;

Toohey and Whittaker, 1993).

Present economic conditions have changed social expectations and attitudes about

women's role in the productive sphere just as women themselves have changed their

expectations ofpersonal fulfilment through productive labour. While engineering has been a

male-dominated profession, changing social attitudes about women's work and a greater

female participation in engineering could facilitate changes in the engineering profession. Some

writers insist that existing androcentric curricula and programs need revision. Women must

influence science and technologyper se to change from male ideas ofprogress to incorporate

women's ideas ofcompassion and co-operation. To achieve such change there must be radical

changes in science and engineering education (Hacker, 1990; Shuster and Van DYne, 1984;

Van Dyne and Shuster, 1985). Others call for a radical approach to the transformation of

engineering, overturning the epistemological assumptions ofmasculine and positivist science

and replacing them with feminist values (Geppert, 1995). From the above literature it appears

that, from elementary school and throughout their working lives, women in such non

traditional occupations as engineering find themselves to be in "second-class" positions, hardly

"a good place to be" (Carter and Kirkup, 1990).

The literature examining the recruitment, attrition and retention ofwomen in

engineering reveals that gender structures women's career choices in engineering ranging from

familial support to early educational experiences which prepare women for an engineering

education to the culture ofengineering schools and the workplace. This review ofthe

literature reveals that gender relations permeate every aspect ofthe existing social order and

that they are multidimensional and ongoing. Gender, then, is not an attribute that one

possesses but rather a concept that is socially constructed.

Socialization revisited: "Doing Gender"

A number offeminist theorists have argued the importance ofgender construction and

have emphasized the relational nature and processes ofgender. In a previous section, I have

defined socialization as a process wherein the norms and values ofan existing value system are
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transferred from one generation to the next. In most cases, this transfer acts like inscriptions

on a tabula rasa where the 'blank: page' is the passive recipient ofinformation. However, the

transfer is not necessarily a simple or simplistic process. Thus, expanding on socialization

theory, Candace West and Don Zimmerman (1991[1987]) have coined the concept of"doing

gender." The concept "involves a complex ofsocially guided perceptual, interactional, and

micropolitical activities that cast particular pursuits as expressions ofmasculine and feminine

'natures '" (West and Zimmerman, 1991: 14). The key word is 'interactional,' the active,

relational negotiations individuals perform. Accordingly, gender acquisition is not a matter of

the once in a lifetime socialization process, but a process that requires numerous re-evaluations

and renegotiations during the lifetime.

In "doing gender," West and Zimmermann (1991) describe and analyze how women

and men do what they do qua women and men according to a perceived natural, biological

division, which is not natural at all. "Doing gender" also includes how individuals manage

these roles in a public forum. In other words, gendered individuals negotiate culturally

accepted expectations in such a way that they reproduce gender appropriate behaviour

associated with masculinity and femininity. As a result, the construction ofgendered identities

appears natural. While the concept ofnegotiation highlights the active role, or agency, ofthe

individual, these negotiations are structured by hierarchies ofpower, which shape and constrain

individual behaviour, values and aspirations. For many, it is difficult to imagine 'doing gender'

in other ways. However, in this process it is also possible to 'pass' as a member ofthe

opposite gender by learning from other sources, like observations or manuals, the accepted and

expected "doing" ofthat opposite gender. This way of

doing gender consists ofmanaging such occasions so that, whatever the particulars, the
outcome is seen and seeable in context as·gender appropriate or purposefully gender
inappropriate, that is, accountable (West and Zimmerman, 1991:22).

In their work, West and Zimmerman refer to Garfinkel's 1967 study ofa boy who

began presenting himselfas female in his late teens and later underwent sex reassignment

surgery and other procedures for successfully 'passing' as a woman. This case illustrates that

gender is not tied to biology. They also relate the dilemmas that face those who dare to cross

the boundaries between the biological sexes and cultural genders. One example, particularly

appropriate to my research, is the case of a young female engineer, who as a designer of
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airplanes skillfully negotiated the expectations ofmale airplane designers to partake in the

maiden flight ofthe aircraft, then to host a stag dinner for the usually male workers on the

project. As flying the plane was considered a male task she was urged not to fly and thus

behave like 'a lady' rather than an engineer. She solved her dilemma by flying the plane as an

engineer, then hosting the party for the workers, as the designer, like a male designer would

have. However, after the meal and the obligatory toasts, she acted "like a lady" and left the

otherwise stag party (West and Zimmerman, 1991 :26). In other words, this woman showed

that it was possible to be both an engineer and a woman.

Lisa Frehill (1997b:225) argues that engineering education exemplifies "the process by

which occupational gender characteristics are maintained." Because women, on average, take

fewer ofthe physics and mathematics courses required for admission, Frehill suggests that

certain women are effectively excluded from entering, as well as transferring into engineering

from other disciplines, leaving the profession and its education overwhelmingly masculine.

Thus, engineering education 'does gender' the only way it knows how: by reproducing and

perpetuating its masculine attitudes.

According to West and Zimmerman (1991) "doing gender" appears almost as a natural

act. Ifappropriately done, it sustains, reproduces and legitimates gender categories. The

concept includes social structure while at the same time exercising elements ofboth agency and

social control. However, both social structure and control are subject to social change. During

the time that has lapsed since the article was first published in 1987, the boundaries between the

genders have become blurred, especially, I believe, as they relate to the gendered division of

labour. The labour market and the balancing ofwork and family have experienced changes,

and the present generation ofyoung men and women are performing tasks, for example in child

rearing, that would have boggled the minds ofprevious generations, especially the adult males

ofthose generations. What is considered acceptable gendered behaviour is changing for both

women and men. The concept ofmasculinity, in particular, is changing, although there are

pockets where the machismo male image still prevails.

Issues in Masculinity

In the English-speaking world,' popular ideology believes masculinity "to be a natural
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consequence ofmale biology. Men behave they way they do because oftestosterone, or big

muscles, or a male brain. Accordingly, masculinity is fixed" (Connell, 2000:57). However,

recent research, especially by Robert W. Connell, has challenged this view. Connell (2000) has

argued that although masculinity refers to men, it is not determined by male biology, and that

masculinity, like femininity, is socially constructed. That is, masculinity is produced through

cultural, social and economic practices. As a result, one cannot speak ofa singular, universal

form ofmasculinity. Instead, Connell found that there are constructions ofmultiple

masculinities, which vary historically, cross-culturally, and by race, class, age and sexual

orientation.

From the definition ofpatriarchy, which literally translates as the law ofthe father,

Connell (2000) argues that masculinities are hierarchically organized into dominant,

subordinate and marginalized f01ms that reflect particular configurations ofrace, class and

sexual orientation. Connell (2000) uses 'dominant' and 'hegemonic' masculinities almost

synonymously, indicating that the 'hegemonic' forms, which are the "culturally authoritative

patterns" (p.30), are the most honoured and desired. In his earlier work, Connell defined

hegemonic masculinity as "economically successful, racially superior, and visibly heterosexual"

(Lorber, 1994:4). Thus, the dominant forms ofmasculinity are embodied in white, middle

class, heterosexual males. As with 'dominant' and 'hegemonic,' Connell does not clearly

distinguish between the 'subordinate' and 'marginalized' forms ofmasculinity, but it follows

that racialized, working class males are subordinate, while poverty and/or homosexuality are

additional marginalizing attributes. As masculinity is culturally constructed, to be masculine in

North America generally includes being "strong, ambitious, successful, rational and emotionally

controlled" (Wood, 1994:21). Moreover, some men tend to overestimate and exaggerate their

abilities and project a "strutting behavior" (Schiebinger, 1999:58).

Some ofthe research on masculinities has been in response to feminist gender research,

which caused a "disturbance in the gender system" (Connell, 2000:3). Although it is a recent

field for social research, it has spread quickly and includes conferences and programs for men

as well as studies on masculinity (for example, the Scandinavian countries have established a

Nordic coordinator for men's studies). The research falls into two major categories: social

psychology and psychoanalysis, and ethnographies, including life histories (Connell, 2000).
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Within psychology, theoretical debates ofmasculinities have attempted to explain masculine

gender issues as a problem ofmen suffering psychological wounds from being deprived oftheir

"deep masculinity" (p.5), which was their heritage ofprivileged social status within patriarchy.

To counteract these wounds, there are several 'men's movements' that promote new-age

therapies for emotional healing and male bonding to replace the violent and destructive

behaviours that till now have been the common 'masculine' response. The effects ofthese

movements have been twofold: (1) the promotion ofnew men who incorporate aspects ofthe

'feminine' previously denied them and (2) right wing religious evangelism which has promoted

a misogynist 'taking back' ofmale authority in family settings7 (Connell, 2000).

As examples ofthe ethnographic research, Connell (2000) includes a number ofstudies

ofthe social construction ofmasculinity in various times and particular places, ranging from

drinking groups in Australian bars, British industrial management and a rural high school in

Texas to body-building in California gymnasia. In his work, Connell wants to depart from the

concepts of ,men' and 'masculinities' and instead discuss and understand gender relations and

to establish a workable theory ofgender and masculinity. As a method, life-history is useful for

studying social processes, for example the commercialization ofsports within class and gender

relations, as illustrated by Connell's study ofan "iron man." This particular sport combines

marathon requirements in three different disciplines and embodies three ideals ofmasculinity:

strength, stamina and speed. In Connell's study (2000:69-85), the athlete also displays a high

degree ofself-centeredness, as his focus is on his sport as a job that he expects will make him a

millionaire, to the exclusion ofcommitment to intimate human relationships as opposed to

purely sexual relationships. It is this type ofhegemonic masculinity that has been the focus of

the sports media, where 'jocks' like this 'iron man' are worthy ofemulation, while the quiet

athlete may be ignored (Connell 2000).

Connell's ideas on gender and masculinity have been adopted by other researchers. A

particularly poignant example is the work ofFlis Henwood (1998:41), who found "two distinct

masculinities" among the male students in a non-traditional program in a college oftechnology.

7 The Promise Keepers organization in the USA is a "soft" version ofthis movement, while the
Taliban rulers ofMghanistan are a "hard" version of militant misogyny.
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In a mixed gender class, where all the female students were concentrated, the male students

were protective and paternalistic toward their fetnale classmates. In contrast, in an all male

group, which at times had classes together with the mixed group, the men were aggressive and

hostile toward the female students. One group used their protective role to emphasize how the

women were vulnerable; the other group used open sexism to assert their power and to

exaggerate the women as different (Henwood, 1998). Both types ofmasculine behaviour,

although different, are examples of"doing gender" (West and Zimmermann, 1991).

For understanding gender, feminism offers a wellspring ofsources, and West and

Zimmermann's (1991) concept of"doing gender" is one such source. Connell's (2000) work

parallels West and Zimmermann's as he focuses on how masculinities are embodied in

everyday life and institutionally sustained through active negotiations and social interactions,

and which may differ between given social settings. The historical element ofgender

construction and "doing gender" makes it necessary to examine and redefine masculinities in

the twenty-first century.

Redefinition is particularly important in a profession like engineering, which until

recently was almost completely male. There is lingering resistance to change among some men

who believe that the entty ofmore women in engineering is certain to influence the value

system within a profession where the machismo male image still prevails. Women, like the

aeronautical design engineer in West and Zimmennann's (1991) work, should not involve

themselves in such a masculine field (my data will show that there is an element offear of

competition for positions among some men). As West and Zimmermann have argued, "doing

gender" is the active negotiation and re-negotiation ofinternalized gender identities, which

change with time and culture. Construction ofmasculinities, dependent on changing values

over time and across cultures, is part of"doing gender." Education, or the training process, is

an important element ofsocialization into the profession. Redefining masculinity, especially in

previously predominantly masculine professions, must start at the entry level to the profession,

that is, in the educational process. For the engineering profession, that means the colleges of

engmeenng.
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THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

The framework for analysis ofthe data in this research is feminist. Feminism means

different things to different people~ and there are multiple definitions of the movement that

started as a political call for women's rights and equality. Because patriarchal societies give

priority and preference to the value and validity ofwhat men think, say and do, to the detriment

ofwhat women think, say and do, feminism aims to identifY the different standards and

expectations for men and women which denigrate and oppress women's lives (Lerner, 1993 ~

Smith, 1987~ 1988~ 1990). Feminism defines a philosophical and political perspective rather

than a sex, and is not limited to the oppression and liberation ofwomen (Schiebinger, 1999)

but includes all oppressed groups. Feminism, in general, then becomes a strategy for a struggle

to end oppression (hooks, 1984), sexist or otherwise.

A fundamental goal offeminist theory is (and ought to be) to analyze gender relations:
how gender relations are constituted and experienced and how we think or, equally
important, do not think about them. The study ofgender relations includes but is not
limited to what are often considered the distinctly feminist issues: the situation of
women and the analysis ofmale domination (Flax, 1997: 171).

Feminism, or the women's movement, has occurred in three 'waves.' The first wave,

begjnning in the early 1830s and lasting until the 1920s , was grounded in classical political

liberalism and characterized by its focus on women's enfranchisement and civil rights for

women (Kemp and Squires, 1997). A defining moment was the first women's right conference,

held in 1848 at Seneca Falls, NY (y./ood, 1994). The second wave emerged with Betty

Friedan's book The Feminine Mystique in 1963 and lasted to the 1980s. The focus has

variously been on reproductive rights, equal rights to the various levels ofeducation, equality in

the workplace, equal pay for work ofequal value, and a multiplicity ofother issues to better

conditions for women (Kemp and Squires, 1997; Wood, 1994). Throughout this period, the

distinct feminist theories ofliberal, radical, and socialist feminisms emerged, providing different

explanations for the sources ofwomen's oppression. With the rise ofpostmodernism, the

categories ofthe feminist perspectives ofthe 1960s and 1970s have become less relevant.

Although not originally an issue, diversity within feminism is now firmly established (Kemp and

Squires, 1997). Within present feminism, the grand theories were abandoned as a result ofthe

growing recognition that the category of 'woman' erased differences among women and
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presented middle~c1ass women's experiences as universal. These grand theories have been

replaced by luore contingent theorizing, which celebrate difference and recognize 'otherness.'

While some see such fragmentation offeminism as problematic, others see it as beneficial and

as symptomatic offeminist action and endeavours (Kemp and Squires, 1997).

Feminist Standpoint Theory

Because there are many and varying ideas within feminism and a considerable degree of

overlap between them, it is difficult to choose one over the others. For this research, I have

situated myselfwithin the feminist standpoint approach (Harding 1991; 1987; Hartsock, 1997;

Jaggar, 1988), or the standpoint ofwomen (Smith, 1987; 1990). Broadly speaking, standpoint

theory is a method of elucidating the lived experiences and insights ofwomen and has its

theoretical antecedents in socialist feminist theory and Marx' historical materialism.

The development ofsocialist feminist theory in the 1970s has as its central project "the

development ofa political theory and practice that will sYnthesize the best insights ofradical

feminism and ofthe Marxist tradition and that simultaneously will escape the problems

associated with each" (Jaggar, 1988:123). In a departure from traditional Marxism, the

socialist feminist perspective argues that women in a gendered society have a particular social

or class position giving them "a special epistemological standpoint which makes possible a

view ofthe world that is more reliable and less distorted than that available either to 'capitalists

or to working~c1ass men" (Jaggar, 1988:370). This standpoint ofthe oppressed is different

from the perspective ofthe ruling class and carries an epistemological advantage ofbeing able

to pinpointissues important to the lives ofmembers ofthe lower classes. Similarly, women's

experiences give them insights into lived realities that differ from men's and can then be

identified as the standpoint ofwomen, which differs from a neutral, disinterested and detached

"Archimedean" (Jaggar, 1988:370; 378) point for observation.

An important and defining component ofsocialist feminist standpoint theory is Marx'

historical materialism (Hartsock, 1997; Jaggar, 1988). Because socialist feminism bases its

epistemology within historical materialism it is able to apply standpoint theory to show how

women's daily lives are structured. The standpoint then becomes not neutral but a place of

interest from which certain features ofwomen's life may be seen, while other features are
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obscured (Jaggar, 1988). Dorothy Smith (1990) argues that the standpoint makes it possible

to ask questions about the social relations within our activities. However, inquiry from a

feminist standpoint, or standpoint ofwomen, must always begins with women's experience as

women see it. Because women are insiders in their own experiences they become the authority

on their own existence. In addition, bell hooks (1987:ix) reminds us that

Living as we did-on the edge-we developed a particular way of seeing reality. We
looked both from the outside in and from the inside out. We focused our attention on
the center as well as on the margin. We understood both.... This sense ofwholeness,
impressed upon our consciousness by the structure ofour daily lives, provided us an
oppositional world view-a mode ofseeing unknown to most ofour oppressors, that. ..
strengthened our sense ofselfand our solidarity.

In developing a feminist standpoint, Nancy Hartsock (1997 [1983]) explicated the

materialist features ofwomen's lives by calling attention to common threads in female,

experience. She pointed to women's universal activities through their contribution to

subsistence living, childrearing, and most particularly, motherhood. Hartsock found that

motherhood expressed the unity ofmental and manual labour, as well as the generally sensuous

works ofwomen. She argued that unlike men's work women's work and material life was

both productive and reproductive through pregnancy, giving birth and lactation. This fact, she

argued, satisfied the material life criterion for a standpoint. By promoting a revaluing of

women's lives and contributions, Hartsock (1997: 159) also argued that what was once

considered labours oflove must be "recognized as work whether or not wages are paid."

However, Hartsock conceded that abandoning the gendered division oflabour in society would

require radical and far-reaching changes.

Dorothy Smith further emphasized women's material life through her analysis of"the

standpoint ofwomen in our everyday/everynight worlds" (1990:6) ofwomen as problematic.

In contrast to hooks' perception ofwomen's dual views, from the outside in and the inside out,

as a unifYing experience, Smith saw a "bifurcation" ofwomen's consciousness, a blurring of

women's materialist private life with their more abstract life and the modes ofruling in the

public sphere. Smith (1987: 105-106) perceived the standpoint ofwomen within a sociology

for women as "methods ofthinking" for women "whose grasp ofthe worldfrom where she

stands is enlarged thereby." She stated that she did not equate the standpoint ofwomen with a

perspective but rather saw it as a method to include the lived and spoken everyday life
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experiences ofwomen (1987).

Hartsock, Jaggar and Smith all show how feminist standpoint epistemology elucidates

the difference between the positivist, disinterested and detached Archimedean standpoint and a

standpoint that is interested, engaged, and connected within the experienced, material world of

women. In the material world we find a different validation ofmale and female activities,

experiences, and efforts. In this gender-divided environment, the male and the masculine is

privileged while the female and the feminine is devalued and at times denigrated. Moreover,

Judith Lorber (1994:7) considers this difference in valuation a gender paradox and asks: "Why

are most cultural images ofwomen the way men see them, not the way women see

themselves?" In summing up, Hartsock lists five criteria for developing a feminist standpoint:

(1) Material life, which both structures and limits the understanding ofsocial relations.
(2) Ifmaterial life is different for different groups, they will be inversions ofeach other,

and the dominant ruler's view will be partial and perverse.
(3) The ruling class or.gender structures the relations, forces it upon all participants~ and

cannot be dismissed outright.
(4) The oppressed group must struggle for its vision, which then becomes an achievement.
(5) The understanding ofthe oppressed becomes the standpoint, which exposes the real

human relations as inhuman (Hartsock, 1997: 153).

As will become evident through the empirical data, the women and men I surveyed,

observed and interviewed in this research (1) lived in a material world where gender relations

are deeply embedded in the culture and structure ofengineering education programs. (2)

Through their superior position, the male students reproduced the ide~ that engineering was a

masculine profession, although some admitted that women might be better than men as

engineers. (3) Through their behaviour, dominant male students "did gender" by reinforcing on

a daily basis that unless the female students worked to 'pass' as men, they could never be their

equals. (4) In response, the female students "did gender" by negotiating and practicing three

major strategies to achieve their goals ofsurviving in the masculine world. (5) One strategy

was to comply with the male students' demands for adopting a masculine attitude toward their

work and their student life. For some women, another coping mechanism meant keeping their

thoughts to themselves without complaining. The third option, to protest against the masculine

culture and climate, would result in harassment and being labelled as troublemakers. A last

strategy was to abandon engineering in favour ofother fields that were more welcoming to
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women in general, and where there was stronger emphasis on social relations.

Fenlinist standpoint theory, wllich takes women's lived experiences as the starting

point for theorizing women's oppression and developing a political practice, links well with the

concept of"doing gender" (West and Zimmermann, 1991). "Doing gender" and feminist

standpoint theory emphasize the local and the particular while recognizing the dynamic and

shifting gender relations. Both "doing gender" and the feminist standpoint, or the standpoint of

women, provide insight into the micro-politics ofgender relations, the ways in wIDch gender

inequalities are reproduced on a daily basis, and they suggest possible strategies for

intervention. Connell (2000), as well, "does gender" in IDS assertions that masculinities are

changing with time and culture and require constant negotiations, depending on the situation at

hand. A standpoint approach becomes evident in Connell's distinction between dominant or

hegemonic masculinities and the subordinate or marginalized forms.

As a comparatively recent perspective, feminist theorizing does not have a lengthy

history. The proliferation ofperspectives within feminism can be confusing, yet it is necessary,

simply because there are many oppressions and standpoints (Harding, 1991), just as there are

many women and groups or categories ofwomen. Feminist theory is not complete but is

always in flux, always seeking better and expanded explanations ofwomen's conditions. For

example, Hartsock (1998) has revised and pluralized her standpoint theory, which now

coincides with Harding's (1991) multiple standpoints. The feminist standpoints, or the

standpoints ofwomen, thus aim to reflect the multiplicity ofwomen's lived and materialist

"everyday/everynight life" experiences (Smith, 1987; 1990).

CHAPTER SUMMARY

In this chapter I have reviewed some ofthe bodies ofliterature that have relevance to

my study ofengineering students at the University ofSaskatchewan. I reviewed the literature

on recruitment, attrition and retention ofstudents in engineering colleges and factors that

impacted on engineering students. The gendered socialization ofour society is an issue for

attracting women to engineering education, and I have reviewed those elements ofsocialization

that address the deficit model ofwomen's education, as well as harassment and sexism, the so

called "chilly climate" for women. However, socialization theory is limited to the absorption
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learned behaviours and roles. Instead, important issues in the construction ofgender include

the construction offenlininities and tnasculinities and how we all practice "doing gender" in our

everyday lives and activities through agency and negotiations. I have summarized issues in

feminist theory, with a special focus on the feminist standpoint, or the standpoint ofwomen,

which informs my theoretical and methodological perspectives. Additional literature will be

reviewed and discussed as needed in the chapters that analyze the empirical data on engineering

education at this university. In the next chapter I will discuss research methodology and the

methods I used in this study, followed by four chapters presenting and discussing the empirical 

data.
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CHAPTER THREE

mE BLUEPRINT

(Methodology)

Choosing the proper method of investigation is one of the first tasks with which the

researcher has to contend. However, it often becomes necessary to use more than one method

to generate the desired data. For my research, I used the techniques ofthree different methods:

non-participant observation, survey, and in-depth interviews. Because my research concerned

human individuals, I submitted each component ofthe research to the university's Advisory

Committee on Ethics in Behavioral Science Research for approval (Appendix A).

In this chapter I first position my feminist approach within social science research

methodology. I discuss the traditional, scientific method and its assumptions and outline

certain feminist research principles and practices. Finally, I discuss my choice ofmethods for

the current study and how I have applied them in the various components ofthe research.

posmONING THE RESEARCH

Traditional research within the scientific paradigm has tended to be researcher-oriented

and focused on problems that were ofinterest to men. As a result, women's experiences and

women's issues have often been excluded from research (Smith, 1988). The male experience

has been taken as universal in this androcentric approach, and deviations from the universal

standard, i.e., female experiences, taken to be abnormal.! In this manner, women's reality has

been defined by male standards, which separated women's thinking and opinions from their

1 For example, without investigating the effects on women, much medical research has assumed that
men's development ofdiseases and conditions, as well as their reactions to treatment would also apply to
women. However, it has lately become clear tJ1at female cardiac patients, for example, respond differently to
treatment than men do. Disease has also sho\\TI to develop differently in male and female patients, and that men
and women are prone to different conditions and diseases, thus requiring different treatment strategies.
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lived experiences. In contrast to the traditional assumption ofthe researcher's objective, arms

length distance from the research problem, Smith recommends starting from the researcher's

own experiences and knowledge about the problem. However, taking personal experience and

knowledge as the starting point does not automatically mean that the researcher is too familiar

with the subject matter, but rather has a privileged understanding of it. In addition, Smith

(1990) stresses the importance ofwhere the researcher is situated~ the view ofan actor will be

quite different from that ofan observer. These are feminist assumptions that the scientific

method rejects.

Paradigm Shifts: From Positivism to Feminism

The traditional model of science, or the scientific method, gained prominence during

the 18th century Enlightenment era. With its elements oftheory, operationalization and

observation it arose as a modern, rational way to gain abstract knowledge about the physical

world (Babbie, 1986) by rejecting religion and other traditional explanations such as magic and

the spirits (Martin, 1994~ Himmelfarb and Richardson, 1982). In what can be considered a

major paradigm shift, the scientific method slowly replaced the theological explanations of

physical phenomena that had reigned supreme prior to the Enlightenment. The scientific

method ofphysical science also became the paradigm for other sciences.

The scientific method ofphysical science is a positivist method ofgaining knowledge

through observation, experimentation, generalization, and verification. It assumes that

scientific knowledge is cumulative and generally depends on inductive logic, based on

observations, to construct theory. However, deductive logic through mainly statistical testing

ofthe hypotheses that theory elicits is an equally important feature ofthe method (Theodorsen

and Theodorsen, 1979).

Within positivism, the "verification principle" assumes that knowledge, in order to be

valid, must be verified by experience, also known as empiricism (Jary and Jary, 1991). That is,

empiricism assumes that the only valid information is what "can be observed or 'sensed' in

some way under specifiable conditions by people possessing the normal sensory apparatus,

intelligence, and skills. . . observable, directly or indirectly through some tangible manifestation.

. . . [A]ppeals to authority, tradition, revelation, (or] intuition . . . cannot be used as scientific
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evidence" because they are non-empirical ways ofknowing (Singleton et al. 1988:31).

Positivis~ or positive philosophy, as formulated by Comte, assumes a beliefin science.

It accepts the idea that one scientific method applies to all areas of study (Ritzer, 1988, 1992),

and asserts that only scientific observation is true knowledge (Jary and Jary, 1991). Through

positivism, Comte sought laws that governed both the social and the physical world.

Knowledge through scientific observations contrasts with idealism, which relies on adherence

to moral values, and rationalis~ where reason working on its own is capable ofproducing

substantive and reliable knowledge (Martin, 1994).

Critics ofthe positivist scientific method argue against positivism's prescriptions for

keeping human values out oftheir work. These critics argue that positivism allows for neither

the agency ofindividual social actors nor any form ofsocial action (Ritzer, 1988, 1992).

Feminists as well, through their critical theory approach, find flaws in positivism and the

scientific method. Therefore, it became necessary to develop distinct feminist epistemologies.

In his treatise on The Strocture qfScientific Revolutions, Kuhn (1970) explained how

knowledge is accumulated within a paradigm during a period of"normal science." Kuhn

(1970: 10) defined normal science as "research:firmly based upon one or more past scientific

achievements" that specific scientific communities might consider the basis for further practice

and discovery in their fields. For Kuhn, a paradigm was a model for scientific research. At

times, the paradigm cannot explain errors, or anomalies, that occur in the research. When the

accepted model is unable to explain too many ofthese anomalies, the model will be thrown into

a crisis stage, which may result in a scientific revolution. At the end ofthe revolution, a new

paradigm will emerge that may, or may not, better explain research within the field.

In theory and in research, feminists have challenged the male model of social structure

and social reality, and some feminists, e.g., Saarinen (1988) and Nielsen (1990), have

suggested that a paradigm shift is taking place. Nielsen's approach to the paradigm shift, from

male-stream to feminist, follows Kuhn's model but with an added factor of 'Focus on Women'

or 'Feminist Consciousness,' which she sees as coming from outside the respective disciplines.

This factor intersects the schema during the normal science stage and contributes to the

anomalies, crisis, and revolution that by Kuhn's definition by necessity must occur when a new

element is introduced.
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Kuhn (1970: 176) states that a "paradigm is what the members ofa scientific

community share, and, conversely, a scientific community consists ofmen (sic] who share a

paradigm." Because women, especially feminist women, share in a different kind of

community, it is reasonable to call feminist research a feminist paradigm. Furthermore, not

only feminists but also aboriginal researchers have been influenced by Kuhn's ideas. For

example, as an aboriginal female scientist, and member ofan aboriginal community, Dyck

(1998b) has expanded Kuhn's framework to include the Plains Indians' medicine wheel. Dyck

suggests that the medicine wheel also enters the cycle during the normal science stage and

contributes aboriginal issues to additional anomalies, crises, and revolutions that will possibly

lead to a new, aboriginal paradigm.

Through challenging the male model ofsocial structure and reality, feminism and the

feminist paradigm have had an impact on public perceptions ofsocial change. Citing Minnich,

Saarinen (1988:35) stated that just as Copernicus, in earlier times, shattered goo-centricity and

Darwin shattered species-centricity, feminists are shattering andro-centricity in a dangerous,

fundamental and exciting way. Saarinen added: "And we are surprised that we are not

welcome in the academy?"

Feminist Research Approaches

Until recently, women, women's interests and women's concerns were essentially

ignored and excluded from scientific research, leading to feminist charges of"bad science"

(Harding, 1991). Nielsen (1990:4-5) has described the positivist, scientific method as a way of

knowing based on five major, interrelated assumptions, all ofwhich are challenged by feminists:

1. Objectivity assumes that the social world, like the natural world, is knowable and that
knowledge can be obtained through objective and value-free observations by an
independent researcher.

2. Subject-object separation assumes that subjective knowledge should not influence the
objective truth; i.e., the concerns ofthe researcher cannot be included.

3. Empiricism relies on sensory observations for verification ofinformation. It assumes
that the senses give accurate information about human behaviour and that different
observers exposed to the same situations will reach the same conclusions.

4. The cause-and-effect assumption assumes that the social world is ordered and rational
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and that universal laws can be found and developed.

5. Unity in the sciences, including the social sciences, is assumed since they share the
tools and methods for learning about the world.

Although many feminist scientists use the positivist, scientific method when it is

appropriate in their research, it is only one ofmany tools that feminists use to describe and

explain the long ignored world ofwomen. Feminist research generally falls into three major

categories: feminist empiricism, standpoint epistemology, and post-modernism, all ofwhich

critique the traditional scientific research method (Eichler, 1991; Harding, 1987).

An important and constraining aspect ofpositivist science is that the investigator must

not use her/himselfas a source ofdata (Schwartz and Jacobs, 1979). Feminist research, in

contrast, encourages the researcher to become part ofthe data. Because the assumptions of

objectivity and value neutrality have been trademarks oftraditional research, feminist research

is criticized for being subjective and biased. Moreover, feminist research is often critiqued for

methodological flaws and sampling inadequacies. Equity research, including issues ofthe

"chilly climate," is especially vulnerable to such critici~m. Stalker and Prentice (1998: 26-27)

state that "equity reports are vilified ... through critiques oftheir research basis.... The net

effect ofmethodological questioning is to deny that any problem exists."

To account for their perceived subjectivity, flaws and bias, feminist researchers most

often identify and indicate that their research is generated from or based on women's lived

experiences. This aspect distinguishes feminist research from traditional research. Thus, what

makes feminist research different from traditional research is that there are assumptio~ within

research that are distinctly feminist, and that feminist researchers within the major perspectives

practice specific ideas, e.g.:

1. Feminist research is critical and emancipatory (Saarinen, 1988).

2. Feminist research is participant-focused and reciprocal (Oakley, 1981).

3. Feminist research may be grounded in and may generate the problematic from
women's experiences, including the researcher's own (Harding, 1987; Kirby and
McKenna, 1989; Nielsen, 1990; Smith, 1987; 1990).

4. Feminist research may choose to focus exclusively on women (Eichler, 1986).
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5. Feminist r~search gives voice to the researched and emphasizes equality between the
researcher and the researched (Kirby & McKenna, 1989).

6. Feminist research stresses collaboration and co-operation and tends to be
crosslinter/multi-disciplinary and community-based (Reinharz, 1992).

7. Feminist research methodology emphasizes greater awareness ofthe moral and affective
implications ofusing highly intimate and personal information as data, so that the
informants will not suffer, neither individually nor collectively (Finch, 1993).

Feminist research methodology has gone through major development over the years.

From the androcentric exclusion ofwomen's experiences and realities, feminist research

attempted to 'add women' both to traditional analyses and as scientific researchers. The

difference was the inclusion ofwomen in sampling while still investigating the problematic in

traditional, positivist fashion.

The second and third waves ofthe women's movement have done much to move

research through this' add' phase into a women-centred approach where the focus is on

women and the female condition (Eichler, 1986). Harding (1986, 1987, 1990, 1991) and

Smith (1987, 1990) deal extensively with 'women's experiences' as valid representations of

knowledge and social reality. By approaching the problematic from women's experiences,

research can be designed 'for' women, as opposed to traditional research designed 'for' men

(Smith, 1987, 1990). Harding (1987) stresses that women's experiences and women's realities

must be considered in the plural, and Eichler (1986, 1991) envisions feminist research moving

into a non-sexist approach which she blends with the women-centred approach in order to

facilitate a collective integration offeminist research. However, because ofthe dearth of

woman-centred research, and because women's struggles to achieve gender equality are often

met with apathy and jeers about political correctness (Stalker and Prentice, 1998), non-sexist

research may be farther into the future than Eichler may have hoped.

Feminist Epistemology

Within the feminist theoretical perspective to end oppression and to establish specific

feminist research strategies, there are three major epistemological divisions: feminist

empiricism, feminist standpoint ideology, and feminist postmodernism (Harding, 1991) all of

which critique the traditional scientific research method (Eichler, 1991; Harding, 1987).
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Feminist empiricism adheres to the liberal feminist perspective ofadding women to

conventional research methodology, thereby correcting what is perceived as "bad science"

(Harding, 1991). Feminist standpoint epistemology bases its construction ofknowledge in the

socialist feminist perspective, historical materialism and experiences from women's lives

(Harding, 1991 ~ Hartsock, 1997; Smith, 1990), while feminist postmodernism rejects

Enlightenment assumptions in favour ofdeconstruction to illuminate the absence ofuniversality

(Harding, 1991). In short:

• Feminist Empiricism is careful to include women as subjects but retains the empirical
and scientific methods and their assumptions.

• Feminist Standpoint researchers see taking the perspective ofwomen as an advantage,
rather than as a bias. They see all research as subjective and believe it is better to
disclose that subjectivity.

• Feminist Postmodemists consider gender itselfto be a socially constructed phenomenon
to be de-constructed. They, too, believe that all research is subjective, not objective.

These different approaches do not share the same assumptions, other than that women must be

included in research. Although feminist theorists are divided over the extent to which the

mainstream, masculine culture should or could be changed, there is agreement that change is

needed.

Feminist Empiricism

Feminist empiricism makes use oftraditional methodology, stressing rigorous use of

the rules ofthe scientific method. Feminist empiricists apply the traditional scientific method to

feminist reSearch concerns in an attempt to correct what they consider "bad science" or badly

done science (Harding, 1991). They believe such correction is possible by adding women both

as researchers, as research objects and while examining feminist issues, although the "add and

stir" approach cannot by itselfeliminate old beliefs (Eichler, 1986). Feminist empiricists

therefore suggest that androcentric bias in the sciences can only be eliminated by even "stricter

adherence to existing methodological nonns [e.g. objectivity] ofscientific inquiry" (Harding,

1991: Ill) which will then result in "good" science. The feminist empiricists assume a value

neutral, objective and impartial vantage point, a so-called "Archimedian" point (Jaggar,
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1988:370). They argue that by paying attention to androcentric bias within the rigors ofthe

scientific method, their research is more amenable to, and therefore accepted by, traditional,

mainstream approaches. Sandra Harding also argues that feminist empiricism has radical

potential since the result ofthis research led to the undennining ofmany assumptions about the

male culture ofscience.

Harding (1991:112) states that many claims from feminist empiricist researc~

especially in biology and social science, are true, or "at least less false than those [traditional

claims] they oppose." She refers to feminist discoveries in biology and the social sciences

about, for example, "Woman the Gatherer," women's moral reasoning, and women's

contributions to social activities that have changed our understanding ofwomen's traditional

capabilities and roles. Feminist empiricists also indicate that "one cannot simply 'add' feminist

claims to those [claims] they challenge" (Harding, 1991: 113) because the different sets of

beliefs are in tension with or contradict each other. Thus, while feminist empiricists encourage

more rigorous use oftraditional methods and norms, Harding and Smith claim that it is

precisely the rigors and norms ofthe androcentric scientific method that are the problem and

that when feminists look beyond the "universal" androcentric sampling and conclusions,

universality does not exist. What is needed is a wider scope ofresearch that includes social

values. Although she argues that feminist empiricists challenge androcentric positivism by

including the perspective ofwomen, she agrees with Dorothy Smith (1987, 1988, 1990) that it

is necessary to adopt an alternative starting point, a feminist standpoint, which focuses its

assumptions on women's experiences.

The Feminist Standpoint

As stated in Chapter Two, feminist standpoint theorists generally adhere to the

ideology ofsocialist feminism. The major assumption is that women's lived experiences create

knowledge. Feminist standpoint theorists argue that all knowledge is socially and situationally

located, and it is especially particularly important to start from the bottom ofthe social

hierarchy to seek this knowledge (Olesen, 2000). Feminist standpoint research critiques the

entire scientific enterprise with its practices, purposes and functions (Harding, 1991). The

standpoint theorists believe that knowledge is socially situated and base their epistemology in
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the lives ofwomen. For example, Smith (1988; 1990) insists that knowledge is not 'something

out there' but is rather created through the experiences ofeveryday people, especially women,

who have been silenced and ignored by the male power establishment. A standpoint is an

achievement that women develop from their lived experiences through their position in the

social hierarchy ofgender, race and class (Smith 1988). It becomes a privileged, alternate

vantage point for analysis, opening up an area ofresearch that is necessary in order to balance

our knowledge ofa more complete social world.

While feminist empiricists critique "bad science," feminist standpoint research also

challenges "science as usual" and "the fit ofscience-past and present-with the gender, race,

and class projects ofits surrounding culture" (Harding, 1991:60; Smith, 1987, 1988, 1990),

using "the distinctive features ofwomen's situation in a gender-stratified society ... as

resources" (Harding, 1991:119). An approach that focuses on women's lives is, therefore, not

gynocentric in order to counteract androcentricity, but rather emphasizes the difference

between men's and women's lived experiences (Harding, 1991; Smith, 1988). By focusing on

standpoints in the plural, feminist standpoint research has been criticized for becoming

relativistic and having possibilities for essentialism (Olesen, 2000). However, standpoint

epistemology emphasizes a population that has been under-researched and misinterpreted and

is a way ofvalidating lived experiences from a different vantage point (Smith, 1987, 1988,

1990) and as feminism itself: is continually under revision (Hartsock, 1998).

Both standpoint epistemology and feminist empiricism are considered modernist

approaches. Harding (1990, 1991) argues that both ofthese epistemologies are emancipatory

and want to improve the conditions for women. Both want more accurate accounts ofand

stories about the natural and the social worlds and both seek some sense ofthe capital T Truth

through science.

Feminist Postmodemism

In contrast to empiricists and standpoint theorists, feminist postmodernists are sceptical

ofthe possibility ofa realistic liberation for women through science. They particularly critique

and reject the Enlightenment's assumptions ofgeneralized truths. Instead ofone Truth, they

suggest that there are several truths depending on individual subjectivities (Harding, 1990;
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Rosenau, 1992). In particular, 'racialized' women, i.e., wome~ ofcolour, call attention to the

impossibility ofuniversal truth claims and propose a multitude offeminist standpoints as a

challenge to the existence ofa feminist standpoint.

Instead ofthe modernist approaches, feminist postmodernists focus on difference and

base their research on discourse analysis, interpretation and deconstruction. Feminist

postmodernists have used deconstruction to call attention to the difference between the many

groups ofwomen and have thus opened the door to specific analysis ofthe lives ofblack

women and other 'women ofcolor.' Feminists who apply postmodemist analysis to their

works, research such issues as identity and gender (Nicholson, 1990). However, the goal of

deconstruction is to undo construction, to fragment, to tear apart texts, to reveal contradictions

without revision, improvement or reconstructive action and can lead to relativism (Rosenau,

1992).

From the above briefdiscussion it may appear that feminists cannot agree on a uilified

theoretical approach. However, the tensions between feminist approaches are valuable because

they challenge traditional, androcentric authority (Harding, 1987~ Nielsen, 1990~ Saarinen,

1988). Feminist empiricism and feminist standpoint epistemology are both interested in

advancing feminist science, in contrast to feminist postmodemism, which has no such interest

or intention (Harding, 1991).

Choosing the Method: Qualitative vs. Quantitative.

Once it is established that there are distinct categories or approaches within feminist

research, the next question is often whether or not there is a specific feminist research method.

The answer is no~ there is no particular method or technique that is distinctly feminist, feminist

researchers use all available methods, traditional or otherwise (Harding, 1987; Reinharz, 1992).

Some feminist researchers see the quantitative/qualitative question as an important

issue when designing feminist research. The decision to use a qualitative or quantitative

approach must, ofcourse, fit the nature and the goals ofthe research. Qualitative research

includes methods such as structured, semi-structured or open-ended interviews and participant

or non-participant observations. Among these methods, semi-structured interviews have

become one ofthe major methods for feminists to elicit data about the lives oftheir research
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respondents (Reinharz, 1992: 18). Qualitative research differs from quantitative research

through the distinctive feature of

its reliance on the words and voices ofthe people being studied. Instead ofrecording
people's thoughts and feelings on scales or in categories, the researcher records their
actual words on magnetic tape, paper, computer memory, or any combination ofthese
(Judd et al., 1991:300).

In contrast, in quantitative research the individual "disappears" in the numerical aggregate.

Judd et al. (1991 :239) suggest that responses to closed-ended questions in surveys and

interviews are easy to code in order to facilitate meaningful analysis ofthe results, while open

ended responses may cause problems in coding although they provide more in-depth

understanding ofthe issues.

The use ofopen-ended rather than closed-ended questions facilitates a reciprocal

approach, which appears to be the preference for some feminist researchers (Reinhartz, 1992).2

ApplYing methods in a feminist way, Oakley (1981) would have seen Judd et al.'s preference

for closed-ended questions as a one-way process that restricted the interviewer to eliciting and

receiving information without the possibility for sharing. Oakley, instead, violated the

traditional assumption ofsubject-object separation and abandoned her outsider objectivity in

favour ofan open-ended, dialogical question and answer approach where all the questions do

not necessarily originate from the interviewer. Oakley's approach to interviewing thus

sugg~sts a degree ofequality and collaboration between interviewer and participant that is

specifically feminist. During such dialogical interviews the researcher listens in order to

understand the informant, not merely to record data. In contrast to traditional surveys and

interviews,-feminist qualitative research allows the participants the possibility ofexpressing

their experiences in their own words, or ''voice'' (Belenky et al., 1986; Kirby and McKenna,

1989), rather than simply responding to the researcher.

Therefore, iffeminists are finding research results that differ from traditional

expectations, it does not mean that they are using different research methods but rather that

they use the same methods differently by, for example, asking their questions differently

2 That is not to say that only feminists use this approach.
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(Oakley, 1981) and asking questions about women's world (Smith, 1988). Moreover, Harding

(1991) posits that the perceived problem ofrelativism in using women's experiences rather

than men's as basis for theory and empirical research is a false supposition. She argues that

reliable knowledge claims can be drawn from both female and male experiences, although they

may be expected to differ.

The Role of the Researcher

The role ofthe researcher is an important issue in feminist research and may be one of

the elements offeminist research that makes it specifically feminist. As with the choice ofa

theoretical perspective for analysis, when deciding on a research approach it becomes

necessary to negotiate between desirability and practicality. While it might have been desirable

for my research to interview an entire incoming cohort, or a complete class ofgraduating

students, or conducting a four to five-year longitudinal study ofa proportion ofthe incoming

class, none ofthese options are practical or possible for a one-person, time-limited doctoral

study. However, regardless ofresearch approach, theory or epistemology, feminism is always

committed to women.

It is the feminist commitment to women that has guided my research into the

experiences ofyoung female and male engineering students. In this research, I have positioned

myselfwithin feminist standpoint theory (Chapter Two), and in the empirical research there are

elements ofall three feminist epistemologies. The overarching assumption ofgender issues and

gender difference reflects a major postmodernist research interest. The survey method is an

empiricist approach, and true to feminist non-sexist research, I included both women and men

in the sample. As a researcher, I asked questions ofinterest to both women and men, and I

asked then from a feminist perspective. In the observation and interview components, I

conducted the research from my own feminist standpoint, as a student, as a woman, and as a

mother ofa son with an engineering degree. In concordance with my choice oftheoretical

perspective, I identify most with the feminist standpoint epistemology, which allows me to

build more fully upon my own life experiences throughout the research. That approach also

permits my informants to relate their life experiences from their own points ofview. Therefore,

what one respondent perceives as truth and ofgreat importance, may well be trivialized or
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ignored as insignificant by another, depending on each individual's achieved and privileged

vantage point.

THE CURRENT STUDY

This study was designed to reveal the social conditions women and men encounter

when they choose a career in engineering. It sheds light on those features ofengineering and

engineering education that both attract and discourage women in particular. My study adds to

our understanding ofthe sociologies ofeducation, ofscience and technology, and ofgender.

In the study, which by its nature is considered "fieldwork" or "ethnography," I combine a

quantitative survey ofa first-year cohort with the qualitative methods ofobservations in the

classroom and interviews with volunteer students. My approach is inductive, and my analysis

is feminist. With the help ofmy participants, I explored the university experiences of

engineering students, both female and male, rather than testing pre-determined hypotheses.

The qualitative research process served to investigate issues in depth, searching for concepts

and ideas around the issues.

The study offemale engineering students is an emerging field, with broad areas of

investigation. The fieldwork approach to my research permitted involvement in the lives ofa

minority population in an educational field and in its natural setting. Inductive analysis ofthe

interview data from the feminist theoretical perspective and research methodology provided

valuable insights into and "thick description" ofthe university experiences ofengineering

students, the female·students in particular. Anthropologists use the term 'thick description' for

paying attention to the details ofeveryday social life in cultural settings (Jary and Jary,

1991:520). The inductive aspect ofthe research brought to light conditions and experiences I

had previously not considered. The challenge was to limit the scope ofthe research to

manageable proportions.

Description and Application of Methods

Because no single research method could elicit all the data I required for my study, I

have used a combination ofmethods for my feminist analysis. Combining various methods of

data gathering has become a major strategy in feminist research (Reinharz, 1992). Generally
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known as triangulatio~ the strategy is well known to mainstream research. The research

consisted ofa descriptive demographic analysis ofsurvey questions and a content analysis of

the themes that emerged from individual and group interviews with both female and male

students. My intent to assemble one or more focus groups offirst-year students in order to

discuss issues that would be ofgeneral interest to this group was abandoned because the

students' study and work schedules were already overloaded. In the study I use three major

research methods:

• Non-Participant Observation
• Survey
• Semi Structured, In-Depth Interviews

Non-participant Observation

In order to familiarize myselfwith formal engineering education and to understand the

experience ofbeing a female engineering student, I audited engineering courses as a non

participant observer. A non-participant observer, in general, observes without interacting with

the actors in the site.3 The University Calendar's description ofcourses required for the

various years ofeducation cannot explain classroom interactions and relationships, which were

ofinterest to my study. Sally Hacker (1990:4) found participant observatio~ which she called

her "method ofbeing with people," essential to her studies ofengineering education. She

believed that unless the researcher lived under the same conditions as the research subjects

he/she could not fully understand the research situation.4 However, unlike Hacker, my status

as non-participant observer cannot provide the exact conditions the students experienced, such

as the tensions ofhomework and examinations, sudden quizzes, questions and answers during

class time, etc. Although I did not take an active part in classroom activities and course

requirements, I began to understand the students learning environment by attending classes

with them.5 Attending the classes, I was also able to develop a network ofcontacts for later

3 A non-participant obseIVer is often unknown to the individuals or situations under obseIVation.
However, there are times when the observer is known yet does not interact (Singleton et al., 1988).

4 Hacker registered as a full-time engineering student while working as a full-time sociology professor.
S After all, I was studyingengineering education, and not engineering, per se.
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interviews while at the same time gaining the trust and confidence ofmy "classmates."

I attended several courses required for the degree ofBachelor ofEngineering (B.E.) at

the first-year, third-year and fourth-year levels. For all the courses and sections I had, in

writing, requested the professors' permission. All but one consented to my presence in the

class. The professor who denied my request to attend a course required for all students (GE

449.3, Engineering and Society) offered me, instead, access to a technical course in his

discipline, which I declined, simply because I would be unable to understand the technical

concepts. However, he gave me permission to address the students at the beginning ofone

class session to describe my research and to ask for interview volunteers. The following

academic year I was able to attend three sections ofthis course taught by three other

professors.

During the fall semester ofthe 1996/97 academic year, I attended two sections each of

the following required first-year classes:

• GE 163.3, Graphics andDescriptive Geometry (drafting)
• EP 124.3, Mechanics, (a physics course), including two sections each ofproblem

solving and practical laboratory sessions.
• Eng 115.3, Literature and Composition (English for non-arts and science students)
• GE 131.1, Introduction to Engineering, consisting oflarge (about 200 students each)

tutorial sessions featuring lectures and presentations on themes and issues ofgeneral
interest to all the engineering disciplines. An additional component featured smaller
(about 30 students each) seminar sessions, focusing on features ofthe engineering
profession, which required more personal interaction and instruction. I regularly
attended five ofthese small seminars, where the professors in charge were assumed to
be the students' faculty advisors.

Wl!ile I was an anonymous observer in the EP 124 lecture course, the professors in the

GE 131, GE 163 and Eng 115 courses introduced me to the class as a doctoral student

researching engineering education and permitted me to explain my research to the class.

Because all first-year students were required to attend the GE 131 lectures in the first semester,

the complete first-year cohort had knowledge ofmy presence and my research. Most ofthe

students appeared to accept me as just another student, although not in their own discipline.

However, some ofthe students did take interest in my work and from time to time asked

questions about my findings. This personal contact pennitted me to ask them ifthey were

willing to participate further in my research and gave me an opportunity to establish contact
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with prospective interview participants.

During the winter tenn 1997 I attended two sections of

• GE 390.3, Oral and Written Communication,

and during the following academic year, 1997/98, I was able to attend three sections of

• GE 449.3, Engineering andSociety that I had not been able to attend the year before,
two in the fall and one in the winter tenn.

Both these courses were "general interest" courses to which I could relate, as opposed to

"technical courses" where my own background would not qualify me to understand the

content. In both ofthese courses, the professors identified me as a student/researcher and gave

me the opportunity to explain my project. Several fourth-year students volunteered for my

interviews in one· ofthe GE 390 sections, and one GE 449 student contacted me for an

interview about combining motherhood and engineering.

While in class, I was usually seated in the rear ofthe room so that I could observe the

actions and interactions in the room. I took notes ofthe interaction in the classroom: e.g.,

how the students seated themselves, who asked questions, who answered questions from the

professor, and any other interaction among the students and between students and professors.

Survey Research

In the process of discovery, the survey instrument has many uses. One purpose ofthe

survey is to "explore the distribution ofsome variable in some population ofinterest" (Judd et

al., 1991:101). That was the case in the current study. Although I believe that surveys oflarge

numbers ofrespondents lose some ofthe colour and richness that can emerge from interviews,

I believe a survey is useful for investigating the presence ofa trend or a general characteristic.

The purpose ofthe survey was to establish a descriptive profile ofthe first-year cohort, for

which only frequency distribution was ofinterest.

Through my research I expected to discover issues that motivate young women and

men to seek an engineering career: their primary socialization, their perception ofthe

engineering profession, the adequacy ofhigh-school career guidance and their expectations of

education and training required to become engineers. My research would thus be important to

gender equality strategies in the College ofEngineering at the tJ ofS. Since a number of
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students have opportunities for summer employment in engineering oriented work situations, it

would also be possible to discover ifthe "real world" ofengineering met with the women's

expectations ofthe professionper se, and whether the work experiences reinforced or

discouraged their initial decision to pursue a career in engineering.

The professor responsible for coordinating both the tutorial and seminar components of

the GE 131 course allowed me to conduct the survey ofthe cohort in the tutorial sessions. I

administered the survey questionnaire (Appendix B) to the 1996 first-year cohort toward the

end oftheir first semester during class November 12 and 14, 1996. Thus, I had a captive

audience ofstudents in a classroom. Participation in the survey was voluntary; I offered no

rewards, and nobody was penalized for declining to respond.

The total first-year registration in October 1996 was 397 ofwhich 83, or 20.9010, were

women (University Studies Group, 1999). Toward the end ofTerm 1,349 students wrote the

mid-term exam in the GE 131.1 course the week following the survey.6 Ofthose 349 students,

230 were present in class on the days ofthe survey, from whom I collected 216 usable

responses: 58 students were female and 158 were male; four students did not indicate their

gender. Four returns were spoiled and six students left the room without completing the

survey, which gave me a 61.9% rate ofresponse based on the class size at the mid-term exam.

I used closed questions that could be answered "yes" or "no" or rated on a five-point

scale. The questions were projected on overhead screens and the responses recorded for

computer analysis. With the professor, I monitored the students while they completed their

answers, giving them time to complete the questions on one overhead slide before presenting

the next series ofquestion. I was also able to respond to any questions from the class during

the survey.

The survey questions focused on primary socialization, high school counselling and

guidance, perceptions ofthe profession, and expectations ofthe required education and training

6 The discrepancy between the 397 total registration in the first-year cohort and the 349 registered in
the GE13l.] course has several explanations. Each year a number ofstudents already have credit for the course
and consider themselves second-year students although they are still completing first-year requirements. Others
had received dispensation from attending this course because they were older students who had either transferred
from other programs or had worked in engineering settings and believed they did not need assistance adjusting
to the university setting and the engineering profession. As well, some students had already left the program.
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for the engineering profession. The questions also probed the relative importance ofsocial and

academic experiences, problem solving strategies, general interests and the influence ofrole

models. Research had shown these variables to be significant for women's achievement in

math,matics and sciences (Carter and Kirkup, 1990~ Hacker, 1990~ Javed, 1988~ Mcllwee and

Robinson, 1992). The survey also investigated when and how interest in mathematics and

sciences developed. The responses were computer analyzed by the mainframe SPSS program.

In connection with the survey, and on a sheet separate from the response sheet, I asked

the students to indicate ifthey were willing to participate in interviews and focus groups and to

indicate their name and method-ofcontact. There was not enough interest in focus groups to

go ahead. However, 26 female and 37 male students volunteered for interviews, which was

enough to proceed.

Semi-Structured, In-Depth Interviews

The primary research method ofthis study was the semi-structured interview. Semi

structured refers to the researcher's intention to ask questions about certain topics while at the

same time conducting the interview as a conversation rather than a strictly question-and-answer

session. This method "has become the principal means by which feminists have sought to

achieve the active involvement oftheir respondents in the construction ofdata about their lives"

(Reinharz, 1992:18). The method becomes beneficial to my research within the feminist

standpoint theory. The advantage ofinterview research is Oakley's (1981) concept ofthe

interview as a dialogue between the researcher and the researched, although some structure is

necessary. In dialogue, participants are involved, and the informant is free to volunteer any

information that is important to her or him within the parameters set out by the researcher.

Even though it is the participant who decides the importance ofthe information, the researcher

is still in control ofthe interview by probing and guiding and by keeping the conversation on

track. Another advantage ofthe personal interview is the possibility it affords to clarify

questions or issues that the informant may not understand, for example, because the interviewer

has used the jargon ofthe discipline. Watching a puzzled facial expression may be a cue that the

question is not clear. However, the major disadvantage ofinterviews is that the researcher is

limited to the number ofrespondents who can be interviewed; therefore, the method is not
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suitable for building a large database.

Following the survey, from January through March 1997, and during the 1997/98

academic year, I conducted in-depth interviews with

1. fifteen (nine female, six male) volunteer first-year students;
2. eighteen (eleven female, seven male) volunteer fourth-year students;
3. sixteen (ten female, six male) transfer students, all academically able, who had

voluntarily withdrawn from the study ofengineering;
4. a group ofsix women in their third and fourth year who were the major organizers of

the college's recruitment and outreach committees.

In addition, I interviewed two administrators as well as conducted informal conversation with

some ofthe professors whose courses I was observing.

The most extensive part ofmy research was the interview component. Here I could

hear the students' own voices as they related their lived experiences in engineering education.

The issue of 'voice' emphasizes the particular over the general and allows the respondent to

participate more fully and determine the direction ofthe research (DeVault, 1999). However,

the use of 'voice' in the data chapters does not mean that one student's 'voice' or statement

necessarily represents the views ofan entire group. It does illustrate that a particular issue or

problem is important to that individual and could be equally important to other members ofthe

group (Olesen, 2000). Giving the respondents 'voice' is then a strategy for active involvement,

and as such an important feature offeminist standpoint ideology as it reinforces the notion of

standpoint, both for the researcher and the respondents. I believe such involvement is

necessary in order to achieve first-hand understanding ofthe climate ofinteraction and

education in the College ofEngineering.

Sampling

In the observation and survey components ofthis researc~ all the incoming first-year

students in the College ofEngineering for the 1996/97 academic year became participants by

attending the classes I observed. For the interview component, there were four non-random

sub-samples as stated inthe previous section.

The First-year Students

During the survey, 26 female and 37 male students indicated an interest in being

interviewed. I selected a sample ofnine women and six men; five ofthe women and two ofthe
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men had self-selected by contacting me previously, indicating that they wanted to participate in

the interview research. The remaining four women and four men were drawn randomly from

the volunteers. Through the random selection two men declined: one due to too much home

work, the other had dropped out ofthe program. They were randomly replaced from the

remaining pool ofmale volunteers. Three women had not returned for the second semester but

were willing to participate as transfer students.

The Fourth-vear Students

I recruited the fourth-year students partly through contacts I had made previously,

partly by circulating sign-up sheets for volunteers in one section each ofGE 390 (that had a

number offourth-year students) and the GE 449 class to which I was denied access, as

described above. Having already interviewed the first-year students, I found that the fourth

year students were considerably more able to reflect on their education. The following year I

was able to interview an additional three female graduating students: one who approached me

about her experiences as a mother, one who had recently returned from a year's leave of

absence, and one who had for several years worked with the outreach committees.

The Transfer Students

The College ofEngineering was concerned with attrition that was not related to

academic ability, and I hoped that my research would shed some useful light on the problem.

Students who had discontinued engineering studies were more difficult to locate. The college

kept no specific records because no official notice ofwithdrawal was required. The effects and

efforts ofthe initial observation/auditing stage were helpful in this case. "Grape-vine" referral

by fiiends ofnon-returning classmates aided in locating some ofthese students. Three ofthe

first-year volunteers had left the program after the first tean and were still willing to be

interviewed. As well, I had previously become acquainted with two other transfer students. In

total, through snowball referral, I located and was able to interview ten women and six men

who had left the program, all ofwhom were "non-returners" (pascal and Kanowitch, 1979).

Interviewing these volunteer transfer students was an ongoing process over several semesters.

The Group Interview

At one point in my research I became aware that women were the chieforganizers of

the college's recruitment and outreach committees. I was able to arrange a group interview
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with six ofthese female organizers to discuss why they were spending their spare time doing

unpaid volunteer work for the college. This interview took place in the Dean's boardroom

after office hours and was totally unstructured. My first question was simply, "Why do you do

this work?" This approach encouraged participants to discover and develop common thoughts

and ideas and was useful in determining ifpresent college strategies for recruitment and

retention are successful and sufficient.

The Interviewing Process

During the interviews, all students answered the same initial questions (Appendix C),

with additional questions for the graduating students and the transfer students. The graduating

students answered questions about all their years as engineering students while transfer

students provided their reasons for withdrawal, to where they had transferred, and whether or

not available counselling or support programs addressed the students' social and/or educational

needs.

I interviewed the first-year students in their second semester, and the fourth-year

students in the last semester before graduation. I conducted as many interviews as necessary to

achieve "saturation ofinformation," defined as the point in the research where there is a

significant degree ofrepetition in the material gathered (Kirby & McKenna, 1989: 123). The

use ofopen-ended questions in the interviews permitted a free exchange ofthoughts and

experiences beyond the initial research questions and allowed me to expand on the survey

questions. The interview questions probed some ofthe themes emerging from the survey and

elicited more detailed information, especially about the women's understanding ofthe

engineering profession and their experiences during their education. The questions sought

information about classroom, laboratory, and leisure relationships with their peers, interaction

with faculty and staff: and the effect ofstudies on their private lives, e.g., intimate relationships

and, possibly, children.

The office ofthe Dean ofEngineering provided me with a small office in which to

conduct my interviews. Because all the students spent their days in the engineering building,

interviewing them there caused the least amount ofinterruption and inconvenience for them.

With the door closed, we had complete privacy. The following year, when the office was not
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available, I was able to use an office belonging to the Graduate Students' Association in a

building away from the engineering building. At that time I w-as interviewing transfer students,

and this arrangement suited them. In one case I interviewed a graduate student in his office,

and on another occasion I travelled to a transfer student's home away from the city.

The students all agreed to tape recording the interviews, making it possible to

concentrate on the students rather than on taking notes. I thoroughly informed all about my

research, and all signed Informed Consent forms (Appendix D). In order to make the

interviews anonymous and confidential, yet provide a 'human face' when paraphrasing or citing

the students' information, each student gave me a pseudonym or asked me to provide one for

them. I have used these pseudonyms throughout the study. The interviews lasted about one

hour and followed an interview schedule, although the questions did not necessarily always

follow the same order, and each interview took the form ofa conversation. I made a point of

infonning the students when their information and experience was also available in the

literature, and they appeared pleased that the literature confirmed and validated some oftheir

experiences. I was also able to re-connect with some students for clarification or expansion on

some answers.

The themes that emerged from the analysis ofthe interviews made the interviews the

major source ofdata The interviews express the students' experiences in their own words,

and I want the reader to hear how these words illustrate the issues or problems they

experienced. Thus, I have given the students 'voice,' which is one ofthe assumptions of

feminist research.

Analyzing the Interviews

After recording the interviews at the end ofthe 1996/97 academic year, I was able to

hire a typist to transcribe them into THE ETHNOGRAPH software program, version 4.0?

The typist kept transcribing as I collected more interviews. THE ETHNOGRAPH is a

software program "designed to facilitate the analysis ofdata collected in qualitative research"

7 Although I used my own, licensed copy of the program, the University of Saskatchewan has a site
license, available at the College ofEducation.
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(Seidel et al., 1995: 1), such as interviews, field notes and other text-based data. The program

replaces the time and space-consuming, physical 'cut and paste' method by allowing the

researcher to manage concepts, themes or variables through the computer. The transcripts are

code mapped according to the researcher's themes; these coded sections can later be printed

across the transcript files (Seidel et al., 1995).8

After transcription, I printed the transcribed interview files and read the hard copy for

the purpose ofidentifYing and coding issues or themes. I assigned code names ofmaximum

eight letters according to the theme ofeach interview question. For example, my first

questions asked when and why the student had decided to study engineering; this was coded as

"WHENWHY" (See Appendix C-l). Another question about the quality ofinstruction was

coded as "BADPROF' and "GOODPROF." These codes were then entered into the data files

to produce coded files, which can be printed separately. However, the respondents did not

necessarily answer all my interview questions in the same manner oforganization. It: for

example, a student made comments on what constituted a 'good teacher' and gave an example

ofbeing 'harassed' in class by a 'bad teacher,' there would be an opportunity for either

"overlapping" or "nested" segments (Seidel et al., 1995:74). In such cases, the criteria for a

'good teacher' would be coded as such, while the 'bad teacher' and 'harassment' comments

would also be coded within the same segment oftext (Appendix C-2). This type ofcoding

makes is possible to extract statements regarding several variables from a single paragraph,

even from a single sentence. A single statement can then be used to illustrate any and all ofthe

variables expressed in the statement (Appendix C-3). Appendix C-4 shows how all the

responses t~ one variable are printed separately.

In contrast to closed-ended survey questions that have to be answered in a certain

order and manner, interview questions invite open-ended responses. Although my interview

questions were developed to follow a certain order ofthemes (See Appendix C), that was not

always the case. Depending on the volunteer's responses, I sometimes asked a~question out of

order because it followed the flow ofthe conversation. And although the questions were

8 I compare this process to a deck ofcards where the data files can be imagined as the suits while the
various card values become the coded variables.
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thematically formulated, there were times where I interpreted the response to one question

rnore as fitting another question. As well, again because ofthe dialogue, a comment from me

could elicit further elaboration ofa question that we had discussed previously. It was in such

cases that the software program was especially helpful in assembling the responses from

different questions into major themes or variables.

During the reading ofall the transcribed interview data files, the responses and issues

were marked and coded as they pertained to one or more themes. Thus, during the printout of

the coded tiles, certain Lines could appear under several headings, e.g., harassment, workload,

and 'bad professor.' While re-reading the coded printouts, it became possible to identify sub

themes, which shed further light on the attitudes ofthe students and the experiences they

shared in the interviews, such as women's invisibility, the workload involved and satisfaction

(or dis-satisfaction) with the various classes, and gendered interaction such as flirting and

exclusion ofwomen.

Qualitative methods, such as interviews and observations, have been known to Yield

rich, descriptive data. That was also the case in the current study. The fourth-year students

had gained quite mature insight and attitudes toward women as engineers. The women, in

particular, reflected upon their experiences as minorities in a male-dominated setting, while

their male classmates also had formed opinions toward women in engineering. At times, it was

difficult to decide which statements were the most salient. I have attempted to select those

sections ofthe interviews that I believed best described the issues or the situations. Through

the interviews, I was able to enter into the everyday lived world ofa group ofengineering

students, some ofwhom were ready to enter the "real life" work force, and some who had

decided to abandon their studies. The ethnographic approach, and especially the interview

component, provided much needed, rich data about a student population that is struggling .

against the particular traditions and culture ofa masculine profession and the tensions arising

from increased enrollment ofwomen.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

This research has been a case study of a particular population at a particular time

in a particular place. It is limited to the education ofstudents in the College ofEngineering at
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the University of Saskatchewan at the time ofmy research and does not extend to the

workplace. The data are litnited to, and derive from, a specific voluntary, non-random

sample ofengineering students~ it does not assume to be replicable nor to generalize to all

engineering students, female or male. 9 The survey was limited to one cohort offirst-year

students in the college. I used the results ofthis survey for demographic frequency purposes

only. The observational component depended on which professors allowed me to audit their

courses or sections and which courses could fit into a reasonable timetable. The student

interviews were limited to a small number of students who either self-selected for the study or

were recommended by other students as being possible participants. The voluntary, self

selected nature ofthe samples may have had an influence on the results, inasmuch as all these

students had some interest in the research for whatever reason. Interviews with faculty and

administrators were limited to two assistant deans who agreed to provide information, and to

informal, impromptu conversations with course instructors.

My own attributes as a mature woman, mother ofa male engineer, and myselfa

student, likely had some bearing on the research. I believe my informants considered me as just

another student, at their own level ofpower, as opposed to a member ofadministration or

faculty. As a woman, familiar with feminist theory and methods, I believe I can understand

some issues that the students may not have considered, for example, harassment and power

dYnamics. As discussed above, feminists tend to ask different questions and ask them

differently.

In the next chapter I begin my analysis ofthe data, starting with a demographic

description_ofthe first-year cohort.

9 As the analytical chapters will show, my results confirm research at other engineering colleges.
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CHAPTER FOUR

THE BlJll..,DING MATERIAL

(Who Wants To Be An Engineer?)

This chapter is the first offour in which I analyze my research results. In the chapter I

present selected results from my survey (Appendix B) ofthe first-year students who enrolled in

the College ofEngineering in the 1996/97 academic year. The survey was designed to answer

my first two research questions:

Which socialfactors orforces influence and motivate young women andmen to
choose engineering as a career?
Is~ engineering specialtyparticularly attractive to women?

To set the stage, I offer a briefdescription ofthe University of Saskatchewan (U ofS)

and the geographical setting in Western Canada. From the survey responses, I have compiled a

socio-demographic description ofthe first-year cohort that entered the U of S College of

Engineering in the fall of 1996. I will further discuss the factors that the students' survey

responses indicated to be the most important to their choice ofengineering as a career. The

chapter concludes with a presentation ofthe distribution offemale students in the various

engineering departments and how the students made their choice ofspecialization.

THE COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING, UNIVERSIlY OF SASKATCHEWAN

The University ofSaskatchewan (U ofS) was established in the city ofSaskatoon by

an act ofthe provincial Legislative Assembly in 1907. The first classes in Arts and Science

were offered in 1909 with 70 students registered. The university is located in one ofthe

Western provinces ofCanada. In 1996, Saskatchewan had a population ofabout one million,

with about 400/0 living in the two largest cities, Saskatoon and the capital, Regina. In the 1996

census, Saskatoon was the largest city in the province with a population of 193,647

(Government ofSaskatchewan, 1996), which is projected to reach 215,000 by 2001 (City of
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Saskatoo~ 2000). Although the rural population in the province is shrinking, the mainstay of

the economy is still agriculturally based, with multiple crops and livestock production. Value

added processing, communication technology and biotechnologyl are the fastest growing

industries in the Saskatoon area. Mining, as well, is an important industry in Saskatchewan,

with rich deposits ofpotash and uranium. The manufacturing industry is producing

increasingly technologically sophisticated farm equipment, quite often through innovative ideas

supplied by fanners and local engineering enterprises.

The university offers academic degrees, diplomas and certificates in 16 colleges,

schools and divisions, some ofwhich are direct entry while others have pre-entry requirements.

There are also programs available in one federated college, five affiliated colleges and one

junior college as well as off-campus and distance programs. The total student populatio~

including graduate, certificate and diploma programs, was 18,81 I in 1996/97, the year ofmy

data collection (University Studies Group, 1999).

Research at the university has resulted in an industrial park, Innovation Place,

located on the university grounds. The Canadian Light Source SYnchrotron, the largest

and most costly technological undertaking in Canada, now under construction on the

university grounds, is a development of the former Saskatchewan Accelerator Laboratory

in the Department ofPhysics and Engineering Physics.

The School ofEngineering grew out of the Agricultural Engineering Department

in the College ofAgriculture and became the College ofEngineering in 1924. The first

female student may have been admitted to the college in the early 1940s2
, and the first

female professor was appointed in 1991 (Association ofProfessional Engineers of

Saskatchewan, 1993). The College ofEngineering is the third largest college at the

university with 10.3% ofthe total undergraduate student population, exceeded only by the

Colleges ofArts and Science (45.9%) and Commerce (12.3%) (University Studies Group,

1999).

1 Biotechnology recently received a boost when the National Research Council announced a major
expansion to its Plant Biotechnology Institute on the university grounds (StarPhoenix, July 1, 2(00).

2 The university registration infonnation did not become gender based until the 1960s. However, one
woman graduated from Mechanical Engineering in 1946 (Association ofProfessional Engineers of
Saskatchewan, 1993).
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The College ofEngineering is a direct entry college, although there is an admission

quota at the first-year level. Until 1993, the first-year enrollment limit for the college was

300; it was increased to 350 in 1994 and to 410 in 1995 (University Studies Group, 1999).

There are also upper-year enrollment limits for the seven speciality departments. The

highest first-year enrollment occurred in 1997 with a total of453. Of these, 22.70/0 (n=103)

were women. The year 1995 had the highest proportion ofwomen entering first-year

engineering, when women constituted 24.40/0 (n=103) ofthe first-year enrollment of422

students. This is an increase both in proportion and in real numbers from 1987, when 4.8%

(n=16) ofthe 333 first-year students were women. In 1996/97 the total enrollment in the

College ofEngineering was 1156, ofwhich 21% (n=242) were women. In the first-year

enrollment of397 students, 21% (n=83) of the students·were women (College of

Engineering, 1996; University Studies Group, 1989; 1994; 1999). The movement in female

enrollment is displayed in Figure 4. 1.

Figure 4.1. Proportion ofWomen Registered in the College of
Engineering Total (Four Years) and in First-Year 1985-1999.
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At the U ofS, first-year female enrollment peaked in 1995/96 at 24.4% (n=103) from a

low of4.80/0(n=16) in 1987/88 and is now approximately 21%. Nationally, female enrollment

has also been increasing steadily over the past two decades and has now stabilized at 2()oiO to

21% from 1()oiO in 1992, as illustrated by Figure 4.2 below.

Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show that until 1995, female enrollment at the U ofS was on par with the

national trend. At that time, female enrollment in Saskatchewan, including the University of

Regina, was slightly higher than in the engineering colleges in Alberta and Manitoba (Chair for

Women in Science and Engineering, 1999). However, national enrollment is still increasing,

although not as rapidly as up to 1995. In other words, female enrollment has stabilized

nationally, whereas it has stalled at the U of5, in fact, it has decreased slightly year by year. _In

comparison, Frebill (1997b) points out that the proportionate increase in female engineering

students is slowing also in the United States. Moreover, she attributes the growth in the

proportion offemale engineering students to a declining interest in engineering among men.

One possible explanation for the increase in enrollment in the 1980s and 1990s is

that government, industry and university strategies combined to encourage greater

participation ofwomen in engineering and science. The mandate ofMonique Frize,



P.Eng., Ph.D., the first NSERClNortel Women in Engineering (WIE) Chair, was a

strategy that spawned a number ofrecruitment initiatives at many universities. However,

at the U of S, the Encouraging Enrollment in Engineering (EEE, or E-cubed) Committee

was established in 1988 and predates the 1989 establishment of the WIE chair. Other

initiatives followed in 1991 and 1993.

An event that had a profound effect on engineering colleges was the massacre of

14 women at L 'Ecole Polytechnique in Montreal, December 6, 1989. The thought that

women could be murdered simply because they studied engineering was appalling, yet it

caused the popul~tion to take notice of the gender imbalance in the profession. In order to

encourage young men and women to consider careers in engineering and sciences, the

federal government launched the Canada Scholarship Program, which awarded generous

scholarships to outstanding students in these disciplines. The program ran from 1991 to

1995, awarding 50% ofthe scholarships to female and 50% to male students. All these

events contributed to the present level of female enrollment in engineering colleges.

The main criterion for admission to the College ofEngineering is high school

grades. The attained averages for students accepted into the college are the second

highest in the university (behind the College ofCommerce) and tend to be higher for

women than for men. For the 1996/97 cohort, the averages were 86.6% for women and

84.1% for men (University Studies Group, 1999). In my 1996 survey, 82% ofthe women

(n=47) and 78% ofthe men (n=123) had admission grades of81% or higher. Thus, both the

women and the men entering engineering have the strong academic backgrounds necessary to

succeed in the college. Yet, despite the high academic standing ofstudents entering the

college, first-year student withdrawal is high and varies widely from year to year as illustrated

in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1. Student Attrition from Engineering 1994-1998

1994/95 1995/96 1996/97 1997/98 1998/99
Attrition % (n) % (n) % (0) % (n) % (n)

1st year Withdrawal 12.0 50 12.2 50 9.2 38 15.0 64 11.0 47
Total withdrawal (all 4 years) 5.3 61 5.7 68 4.4 50 6.1 75 5.5 69
1st yr. Required to Discontinue 17.9 75 15.9 65 13.7 57 21.5 92 17.2 68
Total Required to Discontinue 9.9 114 10.5 124 7.0 80 11.0 135 6.5 108
Total Student Loss % 15.2 16.2 11.4 17.1 12.0
Source: University Studies Group, 1999. These statistics are not gendered. The year of my study is
highlighted.

In 1996/97 the college had a first-year withdrawal rate of9.2% plus a first-year "required

to discontinue,,3 rate of 13.7%. In total, the college that year lost 11.4% of its students to

voluntary and required attrition during the academic year, yet that year showed the lowest

rate of loss compared with the two preceding and the two following years in the five-year

period represented in Table 4.1 (University Studies Group, 1999). Both the withdrawal

and required to discontinue rates are considerably lower for the upper years. No gender

division was available for these statistics, but I will attempt to arrive at a gendered rate of

student loss·in a future chapter on attrition.

SOCIQ-DEMOGRAPIDC PROFILE OF FIRST-YEAR COHORT 1996/97

The data for this section derive from my survey ofthe 1996/97 first-year cohort

(Appendix B). The swvey yielded 220 usable responses where 58 students indicated they were

female, 158 that they were male. Four students did not respond to the question on gender. Of

the 220 respondents, 67.5% (n=146) indicated that they had entered the college directly from

high school. Among these were 70.6% (n=41) ofthe women and 66.9% (n=105) ofthe men.

Another 14% ofthe women and 100/0 ofthe men had been out ofschool for a year or more

before starting their engineering education. In addition, 7% ofthe women and 3% ofthe men

had some prior academic credit, 2% ofthe women and l00JO ofthe men had transferred from

another college or institution while 3.4% ofthe women and 4.5% ofthe men had spent time in

3 "Required to discontinue" occurs ifa student has a sessional weighted average of less than 550/0, or 5
or more failures within any sessional average. Students may re-register in the program after a minimum ofone
year, and ifadmitted, must repeat the year.
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the work force. Table 4.2 illustrates the elapsed time since completion ofhigh school.

Men
% (n)

66.9 105
10.1 16
3.2 5
2.5 4
9.6 15
3.2 5
4.5 7

100 1575899.8

Total Women
% (n) % (n)

66.4 146 70.6 41
10.9 24 13.8 8
4.1 9 6.9 4
2.7 6 3.4 2
7.3 16 1.7 1
2.3 5 0.0 0
4.1 9 3.4 2
2.3 5

100.1 220

Time

Table 4.2. Time Elapsed Between High School and University Entry

Total

Direct entry
One year or more out
Credits from other college.
Second try in engineering
Transfer from other college
Second degree
From work force
No response

Table 4.3. -First-Year Students' Ages

Total Women Men
Age % (n) % (n) % (n)

16 years 0.5 1 0.6 1
17 and 18 years 59.1 130 67.2 39 58.3 91
19 and 20 years 25.0 55 22.4 13 26.9 42
21 to 25 years 9.1 20 6.9 4 10.3 16
26 to 30 years 1.8 4 1.7 1 1.9 3
31 years and over 1.8 4 1.7 1 1.9 3
No response 2.7 6
Total 100 220 99.9 58 99.9 156

First-Year Students' Ages and Marital Status

The students' ages (Table 4.3) corresponded with the time ofentry after Grade 12. At

the time ofthe survey, the students' ages ranged from 16 years to 31 years and older with the

overwhelming majority between the ages of 17 and 20 years ofage. Ofthe 213 students who

responded to the question on marital status, 93.4% (n=199) were single. Ofthe remaining

6.60/0 (n=14), one woman and three men were married, two women and three men were

cohabiting and two men were divorced (Table 4.4). Six ofthe students in the survey, two

women and four men, had children, but only the two women had children living with them.



Table 4.4. First-Year Students' Marital Status
Total Women Men

Marital Status % (n) % (n) % (n)
Single 89.2 196 93.0 53 93.5 143
Married 1.8 4 1.8 1 2.0 3
Cohabiting 2.3 5 3.5 2 2.0 3
SeparatediDivorced .9 2 1.3 2
Other 1.4 3 1.8 1 1.3 2
No response 5.5 12
Total 101.1 220 100.1 57 100.1 153

First-Year Students' Residences

In the Saskatchewan 1996 census, 52% ofthe provincial population, not accounting

for age group distribution, lived in the 13 cities in the province, 20% lived in rural

municipalities and hamlets, and 27% in towns, villages and reserves4
.

In the 1996/97 cohort offirst-year students, 51.8% ofthe students had grown up in the

cities. However a significant number of students, 34.50/0, hailed from farms and rural villages.

The remainder came from smaller towns, acreage and native reserves. The students divided

quite evenly between urban and rural residential status, 52% versus 45% (Table 4.5).

Table 4.5. First-Year Students' Residence
Total Female Male

Residence5 0/0 (n) % (n) % (n)
Cities 51.8 114 48.3 28 55.1 86
Farm, Rural Village 34.5 76 44.8 26 32.1 50
Town, Reserve, Other 10.9 24 6.9 4 12.8 20
No response 2.7 6
Total 99.9 220 100 58 100 156

4 Because the survey took place in the 1996 census year, making the current census comparisons was
an unexpected benefit for my study.

5 Using Statistics Canada definitions, there were 13 communities in Saskatchewan classified as cities
in 19%. There is also a list ofcommunities cJ.assified as towns. Urban areas have a minimum population of
1,000 and a population density ofat least 400 per square kilometre. Rural areas are all sparsely populated lands
lying outside urban areas. In my survey question (Appendix B, number 73), I listed samples ofcities and towns.
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For theire~tural origin, students self-identified on the response sheet and were coded post hoc.

67
24
32
8

28
18
15
6

11
6
3
1
1

220

Total%
30.5
10.9
14.5
3.6

12.7
8.2
6.8
2.7
5.0
2.7
1.4
0.5
0.5

100.0

Thus, ,the 1996/97 first-year cohort corresponds quite closely to the provincial

population. While the female student population was evenly divided between rural and urban

representation, the majority ofthe male students were urban. Proportionately more male than

female students had grown up in cities.

Total

Ethnicity

First-Year Students' Ethnic Origins

The 1996 census recorded a total provincial aboriginal population of 11.4%, with the

provincial aboriginal proportion ofthe age group for the students in this first-year engineering

cohort as 14%. In contrast, only 2.8% ofthe total provincial population falls into the visible

minority category6 (Statistics Canada, 1996). These two segments ofthe population,

aboriginals and visible minorities, are populations of interest because ofequity concerns. Table

4.6 shows the self-described ethno-cultural distribution ofthe students.

Table 4.6. Students' Self-Described Ethnic/Cultural Origin

6 The Employment Equity Act defines visible minorities as "persons, other than Aboriginal peoples,
who are non-eaucasian in race or non-white in colour. This includes Chinese, South Asian, Black, Arab/West
Asian, Philippine, Southeast Asian, Latin American, Japanese, Korean and Pacific Islander" (Statistics Cana~
19% census).

Canadian
WASP, Caucasi~ white
British Isles
French, French-Canadian
German
Ukraini~ Slavic
Scandinavian
Indigenous, Metis
Asian (Chinese 10, Japanese 1)
Asian (East Indi~ other)
Philippine
Afiican
Latin-American



A recent report from the USA (Mendoza and Johnson, 2000) aimed at increasing the

participation ofwomen, minority populations and persons with disabilities in the fields of

science, engineering and technology (SET). The report compared the distribution ofthese

target populations within the general population with their distribution in SET fields and found

that the general population in the USA was 36.7% white male, 37.90,,10 white female, 0.8%

aboriginal and 24.7% minority populations. However, the SET workforce was 67.go"lo white

male, 15.4% white female, 0.3% American Indian and 16.4% minority. Thus, in the USA, the

SET workforce is overwhelmingly male and white.

A similar distribution appeared in my study, where only 3% (n=6) students in the

sample self-identified as indigenous, including Metis. Compared to the proportion of

indigenous people in the province (11.4%), it would then apPear that indigenous students are

seriously under-represented in this engineering cohort. In contrast, while l00A> (n=22) ofthe

students in the survey can be considered visible minorities, this group may be over-represented

in the 1996/97 first-year cohort in engineering in comparison with the provincial population of

minority groups (2.8%). Ofthe remaining students (n=192), 30.5% (n=67) described

themselves simply as "Canadian," (and some added "eh?") while 10.goA> (n=24) self-identified

as "WASP," "Caucasian" or ''white.'' In addition, 46% (n=101) ofthe students indicated that

their cultural roots were in the British Isles or other European countries. Thus, it appears that

equity strategies are necessary for women and aboriginals, while not urgently needed for

minorities.

First-Year Students' Parents' Education and Occupation

The educational attainment ofSaskatchewan's population over 15 years ofage lags

behind the national average according to the 1996 census. While the national average for

persons with no degree or diploma is 37%, Saskatchewan registered 45% in this category.

Nationally, 23% had graduated from high school, but only 1go"lo provincially. However,

Saskatchewan Education statistics (1996: 12) indicate that this trend may be changing. Ofall

the students registered in grade 12 during the years between 1980 and 1992, 77.5% had

graduated after a period offive years. Moreover, Saskatchewan and the Atlantic provinces are

the only provinces where women have, on average, more education than men. In 1996 in
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Saskatchewan, the average years of schooling was 11.9 years for women and 11.8 years for

men IS years and older (Saskatchewan Women's Secretariat, 2001). In general, women are

more likely than men to complete secondary schooling and are now in a majority in university

programs, yet little is known about the lagging participation ofwomen in engineering. The

problem exists in Canada as well as in most other countries (Finnie, Lavoie and Rivard, 2001).

While the national average for university education is 11%, the provincial average is

9010; the average at the Master's and Ph.D. level is 2.7% nationally and 1.4% in Saskatchewan.

Overall, the statistics show that Saskatchewan's population has less formal education than the

national average (Statistics Canada, 1996). The levels offormal education decline with age,

from approximately 50010 ofthe 25-34 year olds to just 200;0 ofadults over 65 years. Women

and men over the age of65 years are less likely to have post-secondary education, while

women between the ages of25 and 54 years are more likely than men to have university

degrees (Saskatchewan Women's Secretariat, 2001). Between 1976 and 1996, the percentage

ofadults with some post-secondary education increased from 28% to 46% for women and

from 25% and 400;0 for men (Saskatchewan Women's Secretariat, 2001). Table 4.7 and Table

4.8 show the educational level ofthe first-year engineering students' parents. The data indicate

that the parents ofthis cohort had considerably higher education than the national and

provincial averages.

Table 4.7. Students' Mothers' Education (Total, Female Students' and Male Students')
Total Female Male

- Educational Level % (n) % (n) % (n)
Less than Grade 12 9.5 21 10.3 6 9.6 15
Completed grade 12 21.8 48 19.0 11 23.6 37
Some Career, Vocational, Trade School 10.9 24 10.3 6 11.5 18
Career, Vocational, Trade School Certificate 14.1 31 12.1 7 15.3 24
Some University 7.3 16 12.1 7 5.7 9
University Graduate 28.1 62 31.0 18 28.0 44
University Post-graduate degree 2.7 6 1.7 1 3.2 5
Don't know 3.2 7 3.4 2 3.2 5
No response 2.3 5
Total 99.9 220 99.9 58 100.1 157

For the above table, answers were written in the identification section ofthe response sheet and coded post hoc.
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Table 4.8. Students' Fathers' Education (TotaL Female Students' and Male Students')
Total Female Male

Educational Level % (n) % (n) % (n)
Less than Grade 12 14.1 31 19.0 11 13.4 20
Completed Grade 12 13.2 29 5.2 3 17.4 26
Some Career, Vocational, Trade School 10.5 23 15.5 9 9.4 14
Career, Vocational, Trade School Certificate 15.0 33 16.5 9 16.1 24
Some University 5.9 13 5.2 3 6.7 10
University Graduate 20.9 46 24.1 14 21.5 32
University Post-Graduate Degree 9.5 21 8.6 5 10.7 16
Don't Know 5.0 11 6.9 4 4.7 7
No response 5.9 13
Total 100 220 101 58 99.9 149

For the above table, answers were written in the identification section ofthe response sheet and coded post hoc.

For the 1996/97 first-year cohort ofengineering students, the students' mothers had

higher levels ofbasic fonnal education than the fathers; 14. I% ofthe fathers had less than

grade 12 schooling, compared to 9.5% ofthe mothers, which confirms the Women's

Secretariat's statistics (2001). The number offathers with less than grade 12 education, I

believe, is not uncommon for rural areas, where in the past, many boys tended to complete only

the minimum ofschooling required at the time, often in order to help their fathers with the

fann. In the past, higher education was not critical to success as a fanner. Only during the last

few decades has it become customary for most adolescents to complete at least the basic 12

years ofschooling in order to qualify for the labour market and to seek education beyond high

school. In the past, girls in rural areas would be more likely to complete high school and take

further education, e.g., hairdressing, secretarial, nursing or teacher training. At the highest

level ofeducation there were also differences between mothers and fathers: 35% ofthe

mothers and 270/0 ofthe fathers had some university education with 28% ofmothers and 21%

ofthe fathers having university degrees. In my sample, 3% ofthe mothers and 10% ofthe

fathers had degrees beyond the Bachelor's level. According to the 1996 census, these levels

are well above both the national and provincial averages. The remainder ofthe parents had

various levels ofeducation, from completion ofgrade 12, through career or trade certificates to

some university experience. Women now constitute the majority ofuniversity undergraduates
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(Finnie et al., 2001), particularly women under 55 years ofage, and women younger than 45

years are more likely to have degrees compared to men ofthe same age (Women's Secretariat,

2001)

There is and interesting comparison ofmy survey results with a study ofengineering

students at the University ofCalgary (U ofC). This study (Wallace, Haines and Cannon,

1999) found that 55% ofengineering students' mothers and 540/0 ofthe fathers had university

degrees. Although that is more than the 31% ofmothers and 30 % offathers with university

degrees as reported by the U ofS engineering student cohort, the parental educational pattern

at the U ofC is fairly parallel to the pattern at the U of S.

The students' parents' occupations are shown in Table 4.9 and 4.10.

Table 4.9. Students' Mothers' Occupations (Total, Female Students' and Male Students')

Total Female Male
Occupation % (n) % (n) % (n)

Professional, not Teacher 12.7 28 16.1 9 12. 1 19
Teacher 13.2 29 14.3 8 13.3 21
Nurse 10.0 22 5.4 3 12.1 19
Sales 5.9 13 3.6 2 7.0 11
Clerical 9.5 21 8.9 5 10.2 16
Homemaker 18.2 40 12.5 7 21.0 33
Farmer 2.7 6 5.4 3 1.9 3
Service Worker 10.0 22 17.9 10 7.6 12
Self-employed 4.1 9 5.4 3 3.8 6
Other 10.5 23 10.7 6 10.8 17
No response 3.2 7
Total 100 220 100.2 56 99.8 157

For the above table, answers were written in the identification section ofthe response sheet and coded post hoc.
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Table 4.10. Students'Fathers' Occupations
Total Female Male

Occupation % (n) % (n) % (n)
Professional, not Teacher 18.6 41 17.2 10 20.1 31
Teacher 7.7 17 6.9 4 8.4 13
Manager, Administrator 7.7 17 5.2 3 9.1 14
Sales 1.8 4 1.7 1 1.9 3
Clerical 2.3 5 5.2 3 1.3 2
Craftsman, Mechanic, Technician 19.5 43 20.7 12 20.1 31
Farmer 20.9 46 20.7 12 22.1 34
Service Worker 2.3 5 1.7 1 2.6 4
Self-employed 9.1 20 15.5 9 7.1 11
Other 6.4 14 5.2 3 7.1 11
No response 3.6 8
Total 99.9 220 100.0 58 99.8 154

For the above table, answers were written in the identification section ofthe response sheet and coded post hoc.

Despite the level ofparental university level education, it appeared that the U ofS

students' families were fairly traditional with a farming or wage-earning father and a mother as

either homemaker or employed in sex-stereotypical female occupations such as nursing and

teaching. Occupationally, in addition to the 18% ofthe women who were homemakers, a large

number ofthe mothers had traditionally 'female' occupations, such as teacher, nurse, clerk and

service worker (43%) and miscellaneous other occupations.7 The largest numbers offathers

were farmers (210/0). In addition, it would appear that the 190,,10 ofthe fathers who were

mechanics or technicians could, conceivably, be supporting the farming industty in their

occupations. Moreover, some ofthe managers and self-employed fathers might be involved in

agriculturally related business, e.g., in farm implement sales and in professions such as

accounting and teaching (Table 4.9 and Table 4.10).

Ten per cent ofthe fathers and 40/0 ofthe mothers were self-employed. Although there

were more mothers than fathers in the teaching profession, there were more fathers than

mothers in other professions. Seven per cent (n=16) ofthe male students in the survey stated

7 Six students classified their mothers as farmers, not fann wife, and one male student was amused
when he during an interview told me that his mother's title at the telephone company was "toll-equipment-man."
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their father's occupation as "engineer," but no female student had a parent who was an

engineer, and no mother was classified as engineer. However, 5% ofthe female and 17% of

the male students indicated that there were engineers in the extended, ifnot in the nuclear

family.

When comparing the U ofS with the U ofC study (Wallace et al., 1999), we find that

at the U ofC, 3% ofthe female and 1% ofthe male engineering students there had a mother in

engineering while 34% female and 25% male students had a father in the profession. Overall,

51% ofthe students had a parent or relative in engineering. Wallace et at. state that this high

percentage can be expected in Calgary where there is a high concentration ofengineers due to

the large number ofpetroleum companies with headquarters in the city.

MOTIVATING FACTORS FOR CHOOSING ENGINEERING

Many factors influence young people's choices ofcareers. Table 4.11 below shows the

first-year students' responses to the survey questions that investigated reasons why they had

Table 4.11. Students' Motivations for Entering Engineering
Total Female Male

Motivation % (n=220) % (n=58) % (n=158)
I was good in mathematics and sciences. 89.5 197 94.8 55 89.9 142
I like problem solving 81.8 180 89.7 52 81.0 128
Engineering opens opportunities. 87.3 192 87.9 51 89.2 141
Engineering is a well-paid profession. 74.5 164 79.3 46 74.7 118
I like to design and build things. 81.1 180 53.4 31 94.3 149
I like to invent or make things. 71.9 158 46.5 27 82.9 131
I like to take things apart and put them 62.3 137 43.1 25 70.9 112
back together
I like to work with machinery. 60.0 132 36.2 21 70.3 111
I was inspired by women's accomplish- 11.8 26 36.2 21 3.2 5
ments in science and technology (e.g.
Roberta Bondar).
I was inspired by general progress and 42.3 93 31.0 18 47.5 75
accomplishments in science and tech.
I needed a career change. 16.8 37 20.7 12 15.8 25
I enjoyed SciencelEngineering Camp 5.0 11 3.4 2 5.6 9

Not Applicable 81.8 180 89.7 52 81.0 128
I grew up in an engineering family 13.1 29 5.2 3 16.5 26

'Agree' and 'Strongly Agree' responses to several Likert Scale questions.
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chosen engineering as a career. The responses were given on a five point Likert scale ranging

from "strongly agree" to "strongly disagree." Other factors may also be important; at the U of

C, for example, family background has been found to be a relevant factor influencing students'

decision to study engineering (Wallace et aI., 1999:5).

As the table illustrates, there are several factors that motivate young people to choose a

career in engineering, some ofwhich are results ofgender role socialization (Frehill, 1997b). I

will discuss the motivations that appeared the most and the least important to the students.

The survey showed that high school proficiency in mathematics and sciences was a primary

motivation in choosing engineering for both the female (95%, n=55) and the male (900,,10,

n=142) first-year students, closely followed by a desire to solve problems and the opportunities

that engineering opens up. Ofleast importance was attending science camps (3% for women

and 6% for men). By marking the question in the 'not applicable' column, 900,,10 (n=52) ofthe

women and 81% (n=128) ofthe men indicated that they had not attended any science camps.

The responses to mechanical and technical interests showed a marked gender

difference: between 70% and 94% ofthe male students had chosen engineering because ofan

interest in inventing, designing, building and working with machinery while only between 36%

and 53% ofthe female students had such inclinations. Although Daniels (1988) believed that a

'thing' orientation for men in engineering was a misconception, it appears to have had an

influence on the young men who enrolled in engineering education at the U ofS in 1996. In

contrast, Wallace et aI. (1999) reported that female engineering students, instead, focused on

using their engineering education for contributing to society. There was also a gender

difference in the perception ofwomen's accomplishments in science and technology. While

36% (n=21) ofthe women were inspired by women scientists like Canadian astronaut Roberta

Bondar, only 3% (n=5) ofthe men were inspired by women scientists. In fact, during the

survey administration, some ofthe men asked out loud ''who is Roberta Bondar?"

This section has examined some ofthe reason why women and men decide to enter the

study ofengineering. However, Finnie et aI. (2001) state that we still know little about why

women are reluctant to enter the profession. Based on their study offemale engineers in the

labour market, they found that the increase in numbers ofwomen in engineering was not due to

a female shift toward the profession but rather a greater number offemale university graduates
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in generaL In the next sections, I will blend results ofthe survey ofthe first-year cohort with

statements the students gave during interviews. Because graduating students and transfer

students reflected on their entire education, I have also included these students' interview

responses.

The Importance of Mathematics and Science Skills

According to the deficit model ofeducation, women do not study enough mathematics

and science in high school and therefore will have difficulty in engineering. Research by Eccles

has suggested that girls lose interest in mathematics and science around the age of 12 to 16

years when these subjects begin to conflict with the adolescents' social and role expectations

(Cannon and Lupart, 2001). However, science and mathematics are pre-requisites for entering

engineering schools, and students without credit in these courses cannot be accepted, and most

likely do not even apply. On the other hand, as time passes, girls become comfortable with

computers at an increasingly earlier stage oftheir schooling (Cannon and Lupart, 2001), which

could be important to keeping up the interest in mathematics. Because mathematics is the

language ofengineering,. and superior skills in mathematics and science therefore are essential

to success, Hacker (1990) saw mathematics as a gatekeeper subject to the engineering

profession, as the lack ofmathematics and science skills could prevent women from studying

engineering. Other studies have found that women who have these superior skills seldom

acquire them because they plan to study engineering. Rather, women "drift" into engineering

after roughly two years ofuniversity studies when they learn that these skills are required in

engineering (Carter and Kirkup, 1990; Mcllwee and Robinson, 1992). Mathematics and

science proficiency was the most important motivation for the women in my study (95%), but

the men (9()0~) also gave that as a primary reason for choosing engineering. Thus, the

students' responses to my survey confirmed the literature that women were attracted to

engineering because they had good high school marks, especially in mathematics and sciences.

Although mathematics and science grades were important for both women and men in

my survey, proportionately more ofthe women gave this as a reason. Later during the

interviews, 46% (n=12) ofthe 26 women, but only 16% (n=3) ofthe 19 men in my interview

samples indicated that they thought engineering would be a suitable field ofstudy because they
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had good grades and a solid understanding ofmathematics and sciences. Furthermore, during

the interviews the women repeatedly expressed pride in their mathematics and science skills,

while the men appeared to take these skills for granted and did not make a point ofmentioning

them. In addition, 90% ofthe women and 82% ofthe men in the survey stated that they

enjoyed problem solving, an important skill in engineering which calls itself"the profession of

problem solving" according to a pamphlet for the College's EEE Committee.

As previously stated, unlike in most other provinces, Saskatchewan high school girls

are on par with boys in both participation and achievement in grade 12 mathematics and

science courses. A study by the Saskatchewan Department ofEducation (1988) indicated that

grade 12 girls had on average as high or higher marks than grade 12 boys in mathematics and

all sciences except physics. Follow-up studies showed that girls were as competent as boys in

mathematics and sciences, subjects that are crucial to success in engineering (Saskatchewan

Education, 1995; 1996). These studies also found that girls made up more than 50% ofall

classes except calculus and core physics in all schools, biology in rural schools, and physics and

geometry-trigonometry in urban schools, although their lowest participation in any class was

44.1%. Provincial average grades in all science and mathematics courses ranged from 62.7%

to 78.7% for girls and 62.1% to 77.2% for boys. Whereas the grade 12 girls' average grade

was lower than boys' in physics in 1986/87, their averages were slightly higher than the boys'

in 1993/94 and 1994/95. Thus, for the female engineering students at the U ofS, this aspect of

the deficit model ofwomen's education is not confirmed as an explanation for lower

participation.

Although only five per cent ofthe women and 16% ofthe male students had grown up

in engineering families, they were all career oriented and wanted to reap the rewards ofa well

paid profession. One difference between the female and male students appeared to be that the

women wanted to use their mathematics and science skills to solve problems while the men had

"tinkering" experience and wanted to "make things." Later, during the interviews, the female

students stated that they believed they could make the world a better place by being role

models for other women or to improve the way society treats our environment through their

choice ofspecialization.
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The "Tinkering" Connection

Studies have found that w'bile women chose engineering because oftheir mathematics

and science proficiency, male students often chose engineering because they had an interest in

working on machines and gadgets, having acquired what was called "tinkering skills," while

very few women engineers had such "tinkering" interests or skills (Carter and Kirkup, 1990~

Mcllwee and Robinson, 1992).

The responses to my survey indicated that "tinkering skills" was one difference

between the female and male students' choice ofengineering as a career. Between 70% and

95% ofthe male students did, indeed, enjoy designing, building, making as well as dismantling

and reassembling "things" and working with machinery, while only between 36% and 54% of

the women indicated interest in these activities. During the interviews, only two women told

me they liked to "tinker" with machinery, but then, opportunities were limited. One graduating

woman added that only after her two older brothers had left the farm home, and she was the

only farmhand left, did she get her chance to assist with machinery repairs. A first-year student

had spent her childhood making her own toys from sticks and stones and other natural, no-cost

materials, and that experience had twigged her interest in engineering. At the time ofthe

interview, she was considering specializing in toy-design. The benefit ofgiving building blocks

and erector sets as gifts to boys became obvious when one man traced his interest in

engineering to a childhood set ofLego blocks.

Because a large number ofstudents in my sample came from a farming background,

their experiences ofhands-on work with equipment on the family farms may have contributed

to their interest in engineering, at least for the men. As mentioned earlier, in the past, male

students in rural areas often left high school to work on the family farm where they gained that

all-important "tinkering" experience. It is likely that boys, more often than girls, are still

encouraged to join their fathers in "tinkering."8 In my study, students with a farming

background had often taken an active part in farming operations and some expected their

engineering skills to be a benefit on the fann. For example, one man's motivation for becoming

8 Through my own experience as a fann wife I am quite aware ofthe multitude of"engineering" and
"manufacturing" tasks fanners used to perfonn, such as repairing or making their own replacement parts from
materials available in their workshops.
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an engineer was to gain knowledge in electronics and to be able to identify and correct

problems that could hamper the success ofthe family farming enterprise. He explained that

I may never practice engineering. I have an opportunity to be part ofa very profitable
family farming operation.... With my background, I will definitely know about the
technology that goes into modem farming equipment. There is lots ofelectronic
monitoring equipment and that keeps increasing (Dave, 4th year).

Farm machinery has been equipped with and controlled by so many electronic components that

farmers have realized they need expert help with their problems. Dave believed that his

engineering education would give him that expertise, thus benefit his family's farm operation.

Employment Opportunities

The increased use ofelectronics in farming is one ofthe many opportunities available in

engineering, with technology becoming pervasive in almost any aspect oflife and work. Where

proportionately a few more women than men in my survey had chosen engineering because of

their scholastic aptitude, and proportionately more women than men enjoyed problem solving,

the gender difference disappeared in the responses to the statement "engineering opens up

many opportunities;" 88% ofthe women (n=51) and 890tla ofthe men (n=141) perceived this

statement as a benefit, while 790/0 women (n=46) and 74% men (n=118) chose engineering

because it was a well-paid profession.

The students I interviewed believed that engineering was offering opportunities beyond

the traditional. One woman, in particular, stated that "there are so many opportunities in

engineering, you don't have to only design and build things" (Nicole, 4th year). One woman

and one man had education degrees and had taught high school mathematics and science. For

the woman, engineering had been a coping strategy:

I was teaching mathematics and sciences, but after three years, I felt my brain was
shutting down from doing only routine things. I would like to combine engineering
and education by teaching at a technical level. I am not divorcing myselffrom
education; I just want to incorporate more technical areas into it (Marie, 4th year).

I have an education degree and I taught for two years. Then I remembered that I had
actually always wanted to be an engineer. I wanted to come back and learn more
about science and the world, and engineering was the field that gives me that
opportunity. I almost have a degree in chemistI}', and lots ofbiology classes. I want to
learn more for myselfjust about the interaction ofthings in physics (Bob, 1st year).
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In addition, another woman, who had left engineering and was working on a degree in

education, wanted to use her knowledge ofengineering as a guide/interpreter at science fairs

and exhibitions.

Employment opportunities in engineering may be opening up for women in particular.

Since 1978, the work force has increased one and a halftimes for engineers, scientists and

technologists in general. For women, the proportional growth in this category is three and a

halftimes (Carter and Kirkup, 1990). One woman commented on employability for women in

engineering by saying that "right now, we are favored in the workplace" (Betty, 4th year). Inch

and Frize (1991 :4) cite a female engineer's report ofa visit to an electronics plant. At the end

ofthe tour a company official, an older man, indicated that the firm was looking for "people

with social skills, people who could interact well with others, people who one day would make

good managers." Turning to the only woman in the group, he· said: "You may be pleased to

find out that most ofthe women we interview are better at these social skills than men are. So

don't feel too bad, dear, ifthey beat you at mathematics because you're heads above them in

social skills." To which the woman confidently quipped "I can beat them in mathematics, too."

Although this particular company was recruiting "bright, young, innovative minds ... with

creative solutions to problems," they had realized that social skills were equally important.

However, the patronizing "dear" in the official's comment is an indication ofhow some

engineers of 'the old school' still view women in the profession.

Some ofthe women 1interviewed believed they could make their marks in engineering

with their better social skills. A few women suggested that they were better communicators

than their male counterparts and, consequently, would be better able to promote and explain

engineering-concepts to the uninitiated. Moreover, the women knew that ifthey wanted to be

information consultants to engineering firms, they had to have engineering education, expertise

and eXPerience. According to Inch and Frize's story above, some industry leaders have taken

note that communication and social skills were as important as technical eXPertise. These skills

then, open opportunities for women in engineering.

In addition to communication skills, women have interests and concerns for social and

environmental issues. According to Frehill (1997b), women pay less attention to the monetary

rewards and are more likely than men to select jobs with social meaning. Some examples are
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women's campaign against nuclear weapons and against certain reproductive technologies, as

well as a comment on why women protest: "They [women] may very well be consciously

refusing a course ofaction which seems to them likely to waste their energies" (Carter and

Kirkup, 1990: 141 citing Cockburn, 1984). During her interview, one woman had numerous

environmental interests, which she suggested could open a variety ofemploYment opportunities

within her particular engineering training:

I'm interested in biological systems, working with living things and making the
environment more comfortable for living beings like plants and animals. I am interested
in wastewater treatment and clean air and helping people living their lives to the fullest,
things that directly relate to people's health. I know a lot ofwomen who really like the
fact that you get to work with living things. I know ofa few studies that indicated that
women are known to associate with other people and other living things more than just
computers and gears and things like that. They relate to other living beings. My
roommate is in her third year ofelectrical engineering and she wants to get into the
entertainment section ofelectrical, not specifically working on computers, but .working
with music and things like that. I think it is typical for women to look for ways where
they can touch people directly (Nicole, 4th year).

As the above statements and examples demonstrate, engineering does indeed offer a ~de

range ofopportunities within employment where the individuals may integrate their particular

outside interests. These statements also confinn the findings from the U ofC, which indicated

that "[t]emale students place more importance on having ajob where they can contribute to

society, using their engineering skills and working with people rather than things, and male

students place more importance on receiving good pay in their future job" (Wallace et al.,

1999). This attitude starts early for female students, as Cannon and Lupart (2001) found in

their study pfgrade 7 and grade 10 students.

The Impact ofRole Models and Encouragement

Ro/eModeis

Role models are individuals who encourage emulation through their actions,

behaviours and example (Carter and Kirkup, 1990; Geppert, 1995; Mcllwee and Robinson,

1992). Role models may be considered at several levels, from generally encouraging

achievement in education or training, through promoting the field or Profession in which they

work, to actively encouraging others to follow in their footsteps and mentoring interested
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individuals. High school mathematics and science teachers have been known to be role models

for students who want to study science or engineering, especially ifsuch a teacher is an

engineer (Inch and Frize, 1991). Other women, especially mothers, are important as role

models for women, and the mothers' level ofeducation can pique young girls' interest in

attaining higher education (Kahle, 1986). The influence ofa practising engineer is crucial,

especially in families where the father is an engineer and can be both a model and a source of

practical infonnation to his children (Carter and Kirkup, 1990). In their study ofAmerican and

British female engineers, Carter and Kirkup found that for one in three and one in seven,

respectively, the father was an engineer. They also found that professional families were more

likely to encourage their daughters to enter non-traditional fields ofstudy. Carter and Kirkup

believe that the visibility offemale engineers is key to establishing a critical mass, which in turn

will influence other women to become engineers. The importance offemale role models for

female university students became evident for me when a professor in a professional college

told me about some ofher students who admitted to her that they were still in that college

because she and other female faculty members had been role models for them. As Figure 6.1 in

the introduction to Chapter Six shows, there are no such role models in the College of

Engineering.

Except for the statement about women's accomplishments in science and technology,

the importance ofrole models was not included in the series ofstatements for choosing

engineering in my survey offirst-year engineering students. However, my survey data

indicated that 14% (n=30), among the 220 participating students had grown up with engineers

in the family. In addition, 53% ofthe students (n=1 16) stated that there were~ engineers in their

extended families or their circle offriends, but only <)GAl knew any female engineers. Twenty

nine per cent (n=64) then indicated that these role models had encouraged them to pursue a

career in engineering.

During the interviews, when we discussed the importance ofknowing engineers, both

female and male students told me they had engineering role models such as cousins, other

relatives, acquaintances or boy friends, who had been able to either advise or encourage them.

One graduating woman explained in her interview that she had found her niche when she met

engineering students while living in residence during another pre-professional program. On the
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other hand, in the case ofthree female and four male students, engineers had discouraged them

from pursuing a career in engineering.

In my survey, 7% (n=16) gave their fathers' occupation as 'engineer,' and during the

interviews it became clear that several others had fathers who were employed in technological

occupations. This is a low rate compared to the U ofC study where over halfofthe students

had such connections (Wallace et al., 1999).

In universities, both female and male engineering professors who can project proper,

non-sexist behaviour are much-needed role models for female and male students alike.

However, because less than 4% ofregistered engineers in Canada in 1991 were women, there

is a dearth offemale engineers and engineering professors to serve as role models (Inch and

Frize, 1991). This shortage offemale role models in engineering may be a deterrent to young

women who may consider a career in the profession (Kahle, 1986). In addition to female

professors and scientists being a small minority in universities, they are often not very powerful.

As well, they tend to be unmarried or divorced without children and do not project as models

for combining science or engineering with family (Hicks, 1991). At the time ofthe study, there

were only two female engineering professors at the U ofS, neither ofwhom taught first-year

classes that year.
9

While there were no female role models visible among the first-year faculty,

some ofthe students thought ofthemselves as trailblazers and role models for others, despite

being labelled as "crazy:"

People think I am crazy to be in engineering. When I say my favorite subjects are
mathematics and science, they still think I am crazy. But I can do something for the
world; I can do something and be noticed. Being female helps a lot. I am also half
[visible minority], although nobody can really tell. But as a visible minority in
engineering, I think I can promote the profession to other young women and be a role
model (Lei, 1at year). -

A graduating student, who had an education degree and had taught high school mathematics,

saw the low number ofwomen as a deterrent:

I have also been asked ifI would like to become a professor, but that is a pretty big
step (even with an education degree). The role model ofa female professor in any
subject, but particularly in engineering, is quite noticeable (Marie, 4th year).

9 During the interviews, even graduating students did not know that there were two female professors
in the college. Both have since left the college.
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Role models, then, are important for young people's career selection, and parents and

mends are the most important sources. Moreover, when some students become trailblazers,

they realize that they themselves become role models for others.

Encouragement andAttitudes

Mothers are important role models, particularly for women., as previously noted, but

family attitudes in general are important elements ofencouragement. The importance offamily

members cannot be under-estimated, and parents playa crucial role (Inch and Frize, 1991).10

The early socialization process starts in the home, and parental attitudes toward women's

contributions to any profession or vocation is essential (Carter and Kirkup, 1990; Geppert,

1995; Mcllwee and Robinson, 1992, Wallace et al., 1999). In my survey, the parents of57%

(n=33) ofthe women and 62% (n=98) ofthe men had encouraged their children to enroll in

engineering, either individually or jointly. On the other hand, 14% (n=8) ofthe women and

22% (n=33) ofthe men had no encouragement from any source.

Carter and Kirkup (1990) found that professional parents often encourage daughters to

seek non-traditional occupations. In the case ofone graduating student, both parents had post

secondary education but had steered their daughter away from their own occupations:

My father has a Master's degree in social work, and he is currently the director of
[agency], and my mother has a Bachelor ofEducation and teaches French immersion.
Both my parents told me that ifI went into either education or social work they would
disown me! They said they wanted me to go into the sciences, and luckily I was
interested in the sciences and I was good at it (Nicole, 4th-year).

In this case, social work and education are professions that are considered more traditionally

female occupations, and they encouraged their daughter to enter a non-traditional profession.

According to the first-year students' survey responses, teachers and school counsellors had

almost no influence on their career choices. Only two women and three men named their

10 The College ofEngineering has record ofa Saskatchewan farm family who saw seven oftheir nine
children, including one oftwo daughters, graduate from the College ofEngineering. When the youngest child
graduated, the parents received a plaque. As well, during my M.A. research I interviewed a female engineering
student who had known her career path since childhood by being close to her engineer father (Anderson, 1994).
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THE CHOICE OF ENGINEERING SPECIALIZATION

teachers as a source ofencouragement, while teachers had discouraged two women and two

men. On the other hand, some counsellors had realized that being female could be an

advantage in engineering. Two women had been encouraged into engineering by teachers

or guidance counsellors, not because the counsellors believed they would enjoy engineering

but because there were few women in the profession. One woman stated in her interview

that in addition to encouragement from her two brothers, both engineers, a teacher had told

her "as a girl in engineering, you've got it made" (Betty, 4th year). Another woman had also

been encouraged into engineering because she was female; however, she eventually left the

program because it did not appeal to her.
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One ofmy initial research questions was to find ifthere was a difference in the

choice ofengineering specialization between female and male students. The U ofC study

(Wallace et aI., 1999) as well as Cannon and Lupart (2001) found significant gender

difference in choice ofspecialization. The female students at all levels were more interested

than their male counterparts in making the world a better place. Not only in Saskatchewan,

but consistently throughout Canada, environmental issues are reported to be ofgreater

concern and interest to female engineering students, and they seek out the departments at

each university whose focus is environmentally based. Figure 4.3 illustrates this national

distribution offemale engineering students within the various disciplines.

Figure 4.3. Canadian Program Choices for Female Engineering Students



A study by the Canadian Council ofProfessional Engineers reported in 1996 that female

participation was more than 45% in environmental engineering and between 35% and 40% in

civil and chemical engineering, whereas female participation in mechanical and computer

engineering was below 15% (CWSE, CalgaI)', 1999). Moreover, Wallace et al. (1999), in their

study at the U ofC, found that female students showed a higher environmental concern than

the men (statistically significant at p<.05), and that female and male students differed in how

they believed their career choices would affect the environment. Frize (n.d. :4) states that:

Courses that emphasize the beneficial applications oftechnology and engineering will
increase the appeal ofengineering programs to women. Examples include solving
environmental problems, inventing tools and equipment for the disabled, ... safe
highways and ... user-friendly technologies for use in health care institutions and for
home-care programs.... the best solutions are based on a blend oftechnological,
political and societal values.

At the U ofS, all first-year students take the same courses, and specialization starts in

year two. My survey, in the first term ofthe first year, was not likely to Yield definitive answers

to the question ofspecialization, as only two departments had presented their programs and

opportunities to the new students at that time. Therefore, it was not surprising that 35% (n=20)

ofthe women and 27% (n=42) ofthe men were undecided as to specialization. Even by the

time ofthe interviews two to three months later, the students were undecided. 11 Moreover,

they wanted to wait as long as possible, until the end ofthe first year, to make their choices.

The students had just completed their first semester in the college, and some were faced with

setbacks by either failing (and needing to repeat) a course or needing to rewrite an

examination. Ofthose who indicated a preference, the women tended toward the departments

ofChemical (13%,0=8) and Agricultural and Bioresource Engineering (12%, n=7) as well as

combined programs (100/0, n=6); the men were more likely to choose Mechanical (18%, n=28)

or Electrical Engineering (12%, n=18) and combined programs (13%, n=21).12

Both at the U ofS and the U ofC the students chose specialties that would affect their

11 The departments were then in the process ofpresenting and promoting their programs to the new
cohort, and many students told me they needed to see all the presentations before making their decisions.

12 Most departments have course schedules and strategies that allow students to combine their
engineering programs with a B.Sc. in Computer Science in a five-year program.
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employment or career interests and goals. Other than finding a department where the courses

and employment opportunities were ofparticular interest to them, the students did not indicate

how or why they had chosen their departments. This strategy concurs with Wallace et al.' s

(1999) findings in the U ofC study that individual interest in the subject and personal skills and

strengths were the overwhelming reasons for specialization. Seventy percent ofboth female

and male students at the U ofC gave interest in the subject as their major influence, while 51%

ofwomen and 54% ofmen gave skills and strengths as their reason.

When I interviewed the fourth-year students, they had studied their specialties for three

or more years and were specific about their individual choices. In choosing an engineering

specialization, many students arrived at their decision by eliminating the subjects they did not

want to study (or did not like), and trying to fit their favourite subjects into a department.

Anne (4
th

year) summed up her choice as "I really hated electrical, I didn't like chemistry, and

civil was 'for dummies.' Mechanical seemed to be just the type ofclasses I enjoyed." A

frequent response was that mechanical engineering was fairly general and might provide a

wider field ofopportunities. One woman wanted to work with her hands and had originally

considered becoming an auto mechanic, which ''would be fun, because so many women get

screwed around at mechanics places" (Amber, 1st year). Although, as illustrated in Figure 4.3,

Mechanical Engineering is not considered a favourite for women, five ofthe eleven fourth-year

students in my sample had chosen the department ofMechanical Engineering, among them a

woman whose dream was to design roller-coasters.

A total ofsix graduating male students had elected electrical engineering. Three of

them had combined their engineering degree with a degree in computer science, one because he

''used to like to play with radios and stuff." One man had spent two years inmechanical

engineering at another university before settling in electrical, and another male student had

selected electrical engineering because ofhis interest in computer controlled farm machinery.

A woman who was graduating with a degree in civil engineering had chosen that department

because the goo-technical aspect ofthe discipline would give her "awesome opportunity to go

into an environmental graduate program" at a later date, while another woman, who professed

a preference for "living things" and was bent on saving the environment, believed bioresource

engineering had been a good choice. One woman, who admitted to being a tomboy, was
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considering geological engineering because she enjoyed working outdoors rather than at a

desk. Alternatively, her interest in aviation might lead her to mechanical engineering. One of

the first-yearstudents had returned to his education in engineering because ofan interest in

biomedical research, for which the biology element ofhis education degree gave him a good

foundation. With a degree in engineering, he would also have an opportunity within the clinical

aspect ofBiomedical Engineering. However, other considerations than individual interests also

influenced the students' choices. One first-year woman, for example, was hyper-sensitive to

chemical compounds and thought electrical or electronic engineering, with a focus on the

computer industry, would be the least hazardous to her·health.

A common element in these students' statements was that engineering allowed them to

incorporate engineering into their Personal interests and vice versa. The fourth-year students,

who were close to completing their engineering education, saw the advantage ofcombining

their other skills and interests with their engineering degree. Two students perceived that their

previous commerce degrees would greatly enhance their employability, and a woman working

on a combined engineering and science degree realized how much the science aspect ofher

education had added to her employability. Moreover, those students who had education

degrees, and even a student who had transferred to education, believed that such a combination

would be beneficial to their careers, whether in engineering or in education.

My survey ofthe first-year students indicated that 600,,10 (n=35) ofthe women and 32%

(n=50) ofthe men were undecided about their future and ofemployment options after

graduation. They had already pre-selected engineering as their major field, but were looking

for their own niche within the profession. However, 12% (n=7) ofthe women and 22%

(n=34) ofthe men thought private industry, such as manufacturing, might be an option.

Another 12% (n=7) ofthe women and 12% (0=19) ofthe men appeared to favour the oil

industry. But as with the choice ofspecialization, the thought oflife after university was too

far into the future for the first-year students to have given it in-depth consideration. By the

time the fourth-year students approached graduation, they were much clearer about their future

than the first-year cohort. By then they had some work experiences from summer employment

and were applying and being interviewed for positions after graduation. They had completed

their programs and were beginning to think and feel like engineers rather than engineering
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students. They had become socialized into their profession and their particular chosen fields.

Although I completed my research in 1997, the latest data supplied by the College of

Engineering indicate that the present preferences ofthe upper-year students are consistent with

other studies. The students in my first-year cohort would be in the 1999/2000 graduating class

if they had followed the four-year program. Table 4.12 shows the total numbers ofmale and

female students and the proportion ofwomen in each year of registration.

Table 4.12. Total Engineering Student Registration 1998 and 1999

1998/1999 1999/2000
Total Male Female % Female Total Male Female % Female

Total year 1 448 353 95 21.2 442 349 93 21.0
Total year 2 284 213 71 25.0 273 209 64 23.4
Total year 3 301 238 63 20.9 313 243 70 22.4
Total year 4 316 245 -1l 22.5 321 256 65 20.2
Total enrolled 1349 1049 300 22.2 1349 1057 292 21.6

Source: Office of the Dean, College ofEngineering, 2000. All upper years are combined.

Table 4.13 and Table 4.14 illustrate the distribution ofthe upper-year student population within

the College ofEngineering and which departments appear to appeal to the female and to the

male students.

Table 4.13. Gendered Departmental Preferences, UpPer-Year Students 1998 and 1999

1998/1999 1999/2000
De artment* Total Male % Female % Total Male % Female %

-

Agricultural
& Bioresource 57 32 4.5 25 12.2 48 27 3.8 21 10.6
Geological 66 37 5.3 29 14.1 46 26 3.7 20 10.1
Chemical 100 65 9.3 35 17.1 109 69 9.7 40 20.1
Civil 168 118 17.0 50 24.4 176 125 7.7 51 25.6
Geophysical** 4 3 0.4 1 0.5
Eng.Physics 56 46 6.6 10 4.9 70 59 8.3 11 5.5
Electrical 212 184 26.4 28 13.7 214 186 26.3 28 14.0
Mechanical 238 211 30.3 27 13.2 244 216 30.5 28 14.0
Total 901 696 99.8 205 100.1 907 708 100 199 99.9

Source: Office ofthe Dean, College ofEngineering, 2000. *All upper years are combined.
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Table 4.13 demonstrates how the male and female upper-year students had

positioned themselves throughout the various engineering specialties, while Figure 4.4

offers a graphic illustration ofthe distribution offemale students in the various specialty

departments at the U ofS, and Table 4.14 indicates the proportion ofmale and female

students in each department.

Figure 4.4. Women's Choice ofProgram in Undergraduate
Engineering at the U of S.

• Chemical
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Source: University of Saskatchewan Studies Group Fall 1996 Data (CWSE:
Women in Science and Engineering, Prairie Chair).
http://www.geomatics.ucalgary.ca/cwselUnivers.html).

Table 4.14. Gendered Distribution ofUpper-Year Students registered 1998 and 1999

1998/1999 1999/2000
De artment* Total Male Female %Female Total Male Female %Female

Agricultural
& Bioresource 57 32 25 43.9 48 27 21 43.8
Geological 66 37 29 43.9 46 26 20 43.5
Chemical 100 65 35 35.0 109 69 40 36.7
Civil 168 118 50 29.8 176 125 51 29.0
Geophysical** 4 3 1 25.0
Eng.Physics 56 46 10 17.9 70 59 11 15.7
Electrical 212 184 28 13.2 214 186 28 13.1
Mechanical 238 211 27 11.3 244 216 28 11.5
Combined
Programs # 170 149 130 19 12.8
EPIP+ 68 58 10 14.7 15 13 2 11.4
Total 901 696 205 907 708 199

Source: Office ofthe Dean, College ofEngineering, 2000.
* All upper years are combined. **All students were in Year 4. The program has been phased out.
# Not divided by gender that year. +Professional Internship Program.
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The tables show a clear gender-based preference for the individual departments.

However, based only on the numerical distribution ofthe students in the college and the small

number ofinterviews, it is beyond the scope ofthis study to make assumptions as to why

students in general choose their departments other than reiterating that such choices reflect the

individual students' particular strengths and interests. It is possible that the departments do not

fully elaborate all the opportunities available through their course structures. For example, the

bio-medical opportunities in Electrical Engineering may not be fully understood.

The largest departments within the college are Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.

The total student population in these departments shows a proportion ofbetween 11.3% and

13.2% female students (Table 4.14). These departments had been selected by between 13.2%

and 14 % ofthe upper-year female students while between 26.3% and 30.5% ofthe upper-year

male students had selected to specialize in the departments (Table 4.13).

The smallest departments, after phasing out Geophysical Engineering, are Engineering

Physics, Agricultural and Bioresource and Geological Engineering. The last two departments

show a proportion offemale students just below 44% (Table 4.14). Ten percent to 14.1% of

the upper-year women had selected to specialize in these departments compared to only 3.7%

to 5.3% ofthe upper-year men who had done so (Table 4.13). This is possibly the strongest

illustration ofthe women's declared interest in environmental issues.

The departments that most ofthe female students selected were the Civil and Chemical

Engineering Departments. These two departments had between 29OA> and 37% offemale

students (Table 4.14). Approximately 25% and up to 200A> ofthe upper-year women,

respectively, had chosen these departments. In comparison, only 17% and almost 10% ofthe

men had selected these departments (Table 4.13). Here as well, there is a gendered difference

in choice ofspecialization, possibly related to the women's concern for both the natural andthe

social environment. 13

The gender differences in choice of specialization at the U ofS are consistent with

previous studies. Over one-fourth ofthe male students had selected Electrical Engineering, the

13 One professor in Civil Engineering suggested that the almost 50% female participation in his
department reflected women's interest in architecture and human environment, e.g. infrastructure.
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department that Hacker (1989~ 1990) had identified as the most prestigious department at

MIT. In contrast, approximately 25% ofthe female U ofS students had selected Civil

Engineering, which Hacker had found that had the lowest prestige. The relationship between

gender and the prestige ofan occupation is complicated. It is unclear, for example, whether

male students deliberately select more prestigious over less prestigious departments.

Alternatively, the prestige ofa department may be constructed based on its 'masculine'

character, and is therefore more attractive to men than to women. Moreover, research has

found that when women become interested in, or allowed entry into certain fields ofstudy or

occupations, the prestige ofthese fields is lowered. For example, when women in the former

U.S.S.R. became numerous within medicine, the medical profession lost prestige in the eyes of

Soviet men. As well, when more women became involved in politics and government, national

and international power decisions moved from legislatures to the multi-national corporate

boardrooms, where women have not yet achieved demographic parity (Anderson, 1991)~

CHAPTER SUMMARY

This chapter has placed the University ofSaskatchewan in its geographic setting and

discussed a descriptive profile ofthe 1996/97 first-year cohort ofengineering students. Most

ofthe students were young, single and had entered the College ofEngineering directly from

high school. This cohort was, generally, racially homogeneous. However, according to the

1996 census, the aboriginal population, in particular, was poorly represented in the cohort

compared to the provincial population, while visible minority students were over-represented.

It was also apparent that the students in this cohort~ in addition to having very high grades on

entrance, also had parents with education higher than the national average. These students

were 'the cream ofthe crop.'

The literature had indicated that women and men choose engineering as a profession

for different reasons. The findings ofmy survey ofthe first-year cohort and the interviews with

the various groups ofstudents were consistent with the literature. In the literature, women

entered engineering with high academic credentials; that was an important motivating factor

also for the women in my study. On the other hand, the male students appeared to take their

mathematics and physics skills for granted while the women took particular pride in these skills.
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The men claimed interest in making and constructing objects as a motivating factor, while

WOOlen had little "tinkering experience" and chose departments with an environmental focus,

again confirming previous studies.

Most ofthe students had the encouragement oftheir parents to pursue engineering, and

some had the added benefit ofhaving role models in engineering, either within the nuclear or

extended family or within the circle offriends. However, while few women had been

encouraged into engineering by teachers or guidance counsellors, some had been urged to

study engineering because ofwomen's minority status in the profession.

Because the survey and the interviews took place at a very early stage ofthe first-year

cohort's education, most ofthe students were just beginning to grasp the extent ofengineering

and had no clear picture oftheir future goals. They were, however, enthusiastic and fascinated

by the tnany opportunities for careers in the field, for the possibilities ofpromotions and

monetary rewards, and they believed they had chosen an exciting profession. The first-year

students wanted to complete their first year ofstudies before making any decisions about

engineering specialization. The graduating students, who had completed their requirements for

graduation within their chosen specializations, had been able to combine personal interests with

their own skills and strengths in their specialization choices. More recent data showed that,

similar to other studies, there were gender differences in choice ofspecialization. Women were

more interested in environmental specialties such as Civil, Chemical, Geological and

Bioresource Engineering than in Mechanical or Electrical Engineering. The largest proportion

offemale students had chosen Civil and Chemical Engineering while the men favoured

Mechanical and Electrical Engineering and had only marginal interest in the departments of

Agricultural and Bioresource and Geological Engineering, the departments with the highest

proportion offemale students.

In this chapter I have described the setting for the study and profiled the actors. I have

also discussed the students' goals and perceptions ofengineering as they entered the College of

Engineering. In the next chapter I analyze student attrition from the college and the reasons

students gave for withdrawing from engineering education.
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CHAPTER FIVE

LEAKY PIPELINE OR CORRIDOR OF OPPORTUNITIES?

(Attrition from Engineering Education)

In the previous chapter I addressed the factors that encouraged and motivated young

women and men into the College ofEngineering and how the students chose their

specializations. However, to encourage women into the fields ofscience and technology

without having any strategies for retaining the students until graduation appears to be a

problem. The College ofEngineering has one ofthe highest attrition rates ofany college at the

University of Saskatchewan (U ofS), and the attrition offemale students has been a particular

concern for the college administration.! In 1996/97, the first-year withdrawal in engineering

was 9.2%, and total withdrawal was 4.4% (see Table 4.1). Only agriculture had higher first

year withdrawal (10.2%), and education had a slightly higher total withdrawal (4.9%)

(University Studies Group, 1997).

Student loss is often referred to as 'leaks' in the educational 'pipeline', and the loss of

academically proficient female students in particular has been, and still is, a concern for faculty

and administrators in the college. In this chapter I examine the dominant 'Leaky Pipeline'

model used to describe the attrition ofwomen in engineering and the sciences. I present

the narrative data and discuss attrition from engineering education based on recorded

interviews with ten female and six male fonner U of S engineering students who had

transferred to other programs. I will also discuss the adequacy ofthe leaky pipeline model for

explaining the students' experiences. This discussion addresses my third research question:

The attrition, or non-completion rate in engineering education has always been
high. Why is it higherfor women thanfor men andfor women apparently not
related to grades?

1 When I approached the Dean ofthe College ofEngineering fo~ pennission to conduct research, he
particularly asked me to "find out why we loose our female students."
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THE EDUCATIONAL PIPELINE

Strategies to encourage more women to enter the engineering profession have not

produced gender parity in the College ofEngineering. As discussed in Chapter Four, statistics

since 1986 (University Studies Group, 1993, 1997, 1999; Office ofthe Dean ofEngineering)

indicate a steady increase in the rate offemale student enrollment in first-year engineering

programs until 1995 when it reached 24.40/0 (Figure 4.1), with the resulting higher proportion

ofwomen over the four years ofthe engineering progranl. In the 1996/97 first-year cohort in

the College ofEngineering the proportion ofwomen had dropped to 20.9%. In comparison,

other professional colleges at the U ofS (agriculture, dentistry, law, medicine and veterinary

medicine) now have gender parity in enrollment, while the colleges ofEducation, Nursing and

Pharmacy and Nutrition are overwhelmingly favoured by women (See Appendix E).

The educational path ofchildren and youth from playschool through primary and

secondary schooling and on into post-secondary and graduate studies has been described as the

educational pipeline (e.g. Barinaga, 1992; Tovell and Madill, 1993). For students in science

and technology, the pipeline metaphor demonstrates a linear progression from elementary

school to the Ph.D. degree and faculty, senior research and management positions. As the

students progress through this pipeline, some choose to discontinue their education. For

example, children are by law obligated to attend school until their sixteenth birthday, and some

take advantage ofthe opportunity to discontinue at that point. As well, not all students choose

to proceed to post-secondary education in either trade schools, colleges or universities.

Female students' failure to enter post-secondary education in science and technology

disciplines has caused concern, and the concept ofa "Leaky Pipeline" was coined as an

explanation.
2

The leaky pipeline model assumes that ofall the children who study science and

mathematics courses in elementary school, fewer will continue these courses in high school,

which in turn gives even fewer students the pre-requisites for studying engineering and sciences

in colleges and universities. Holes, or open valves in the pipeline, indicate the various stages of

2 I first learned about the Leaky Pipeline while attending GASAT 7 (International Conference on
Gender and Science and Technology) at Waterloo University in 1993 when the metaphor appeared in several
presentations (e.g., Tovell and Madill, 1993). ,In December 1997, Dr. Elizabeth Cannon, P.Eng., holder of the
NSERClPetroCanada Prairie Chair for Women in Science and Technology, presented the Leaky Pipeline model
during a lecture at the U of S College ofEngineering.
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education where students leak out. It follows that the pool ofstudents, especially female

students, who qualifY for graduate studies becomes quite small, leaving only very few female

candidates for university appointments.

The leaky pipeline concept appeared in the special Women in Science section of

Science, March 13, 19923 and focused specifically on women in neuroscience. At that

time, Marcia Barinaga (1992: 1366) stated: "Although the pipeline supplying the field of

neuroscience starts out with lots ofwomen in it, it is leaking--like a sieve.,,4 The April 16

1993 issue of Science showed that the leaky pipeline was still an issue, although it was

now seen in general terms as loss offemale students in science and technology programs.

The use of a pipeline model, or metaphor, may be appropriate and understood in

engineering where the construction ofpipelines is part of engineers' work. Pipelines can

carry resources or products uninterrupted over long distances without depending on land

transportation. The pipeline concept can also be a part of the plumbing and heating

infrastructure of a house, or building, even in the 'house of engineering. '

In the 1993 issue ofScience there was concern that the under-representation of

women in science and engineering was a result of the possibility that "bright women with

scientific aptitude get diverted into other careers along the line" (Alper, 1993: 409).

Although women constituted 45% of the work force in the U.S.A. at the time, they

represented only 16% of scientists and engineers. Sue Rosser, a well-known feminist

scientist and author, noted the consequences of the leaky pipeline:

[except for] the feminine field--psychology ... the pipeline is leaking women....
And unless this country does something to plug those leaks, women will continue
to be denied opportunities in rewarding, high-paYing careers, and this country is
going to be the worse for it (Rosser, cited in Alper, 1993:409).

3 This was the frrst time Science had offered a comprehensive and concentrated focus on women
scientists, the sciences where they practised, and the issues and concerns they faced in a predominantly
male working environment. The issue, which focused on neuroscience, drew a large number of mostly
positive responses to this special section, causing the magazine to promise an annual feature on topics
related to women's participation in the sciences. Science is not a scientific journal but rather a popular
magazine aimed at a science interested, yet non-scientific, general public. The articles do not always
provide citations for their sources, making it difficult to trace statements and research to their origins.

4 Note that Barinaga mixes her metaphors, shifting from the male, industrial pipeline to the sieve, a
utensil used in the kitchen, which is generally a female domain.
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Explanations for why the pipeline is 'leaking women' have focused on the socialization

ofgirls to be caring, nurturing and non-aggressive (Lerner, 1993; Eitzen and Baca Zinn, 1994;

Etzkowitz et al, 1994). Sadker and Sadker (1994) have shown how teachers pay less attention

to girls than to boys in the classroom. Support for girls in the science and technology fields is

lacking, and girls who like these courses are often subjected to teasing (Baum, 1989~ Geppert,

1995). Such systemic discrimination and dismissal ofgirls' interests throughout their education

has robbed them ofequality and equity in the classroom. Strategies for counteracting the leaks

in the pipeline have been additional training, attention to and support for girls in mathematics

and science courses, measures to reduce discriminatory behaviour, including girls-only courses

or schools, and increasing the use ofrole models, mentors and other forms ofsupport (Baum,

1989; Davis and Hollenshead, 1993 ~ Frize, 1993 ~ LeBold, 1983 ~ Ryerson Polytechnic

University, 1994; University ofNew Brunswick, 1995; CBS Television, 1999).

However, recruiting without also having in place strategic measures for retention ofthe

students until they complete their education results in a science and engineering pipeline that

leaks. LeBold (1983), for example, stated that women as well as minority students were

difficult to keep in engineering programs. U ofS statistics show that attrition from engineering

is highest between year one and year twoS (Figure 5.1) and the proportion ofwomen decreases

throughout the program. However, the increasing female first-year enrollment has increased

their proportion in upper years and degrees awarded to women (Figures 5.2 and 5.3).

, 5 This is not an official U ofS statistic nor is it a College ofEngineering statistic. Because the official
attrition statistics are not gendered, I was forced to devise my own by subtracting the gendered second year
enrollment frOm the gendered first-year enrollment the previous year, and calculating the difference, or loss of
students, as per cent of the first-year enrollment.

There is no explanation for the abnonnally low female attrition in 1997. A statistician at the University
Studies Group has informed me that no different tests were applied that year. As always, the infonnation was
based on repons from the Registrar's Office. I <:an only speculate that either: 1) it was an exceptional cohort
because also the male attrition was one ofthe lowest over the twelve--year period covered in the figure; 2) that the
students in the 1996 cohort decided to wait and see ifyear two would be easier and therefore delayed the decision
to withdraw; 3) that so few student had opted for the 5-year program and completed so many courses that almost
all were considered second-year students; 4) that students who had previously been "required to discontinue" had
re-registered; 5) that there hadbeen a significant number ofthird-year students opting for the 5-year program
that contributed to the number ofstudents still in year two. As the figure shows, the attrition for both women
and men increased dramatically the following year.

It is useful to compare Figure 5.1 to Table 4.1 (Chapter Four), which shows that attrition in 1996/97,
both voluntaIy and required, was the lowest ofthe five-year period in that table. However, although those are
official statistics, they are not gendered
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Source: Derived from University Studies Group, 1993; 1997; 1999. Calculated as percentage offemale and male
students not registering for year two immediately following completion oftheir first year in the college.

Figure 5.2. Percent of Female Students in Years Two, Three and Four, 1994-2000

Source: Office ofthe Dean, College ofEngineering.
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In comparison, Dryburgh (1999) found that the percentage offemale and male students who

continued to year two from year one varied, but that attrition was higher for men than for

women although the challenges were greater for women than for men. Based on her retention

rates between 1992/93 and 1995/96, the attrition rates in her setting ranged between 4% and

11% for women and between 70/0 and 130/0 for men.

Figure 5.3 Degrees Awarded 1988 - 1998
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WHY DOES THE EDUCATIONAL PIPELINE LEAK?

Reason for Leaving and Transfer Responses

With the emphasis on and support for increasing the numbers ofwomen in engineering,

many young women, as well as men, are attracted to engineering schools mainly because of

their proficiency in mathematics and sciences (McTIwee and Robinson, 1992; Carter and

Kirkup, 1990). This reason for choosing engineering also figured prominently in my survey of

the first-year cohort as well as in the interviews with first-year, fourth-year and transfer

students (Chapter Four). However, as the slogan for the Women in Engineering Chair
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indicates, there is 'More Than Just Numbers' involved in increasing the proportion ofwomen

in science and engineering. For example, studies by Sheahan and White (1990) and Baignee

(1993) found that students who left engineering felt overpowered by too much and too difficult

work, which left no time for family or mends. Consequently, they felt exhausted and alienated.

Another possibility may be that the women have little or no knowledge ofthe actual work of

engineers because they lack the "hands-on tinkering" experiences that boys and young men are

encouraged to obtain. A further explanation is that women do not have the necessary science

and mathematics skills to prevail in engineering (Carter and Kirkup, 1990; Mcllwee and

Robinson, 1992). As a result, women feel marginalized and like outsiders in a masculine

environment.

The College ofEngineering does not keep a record ofstudents who exit the program

prior to completion, nor does it conduct exit interviews with students who leave. To determine

just why capable students choose to leave then becomes difficult. I was able to locate ten

women and six men who had transferred to other disciplines, mostly through referrals from

former classmates. During my interviews with these sixteen transfer students, certain themes

emerged as reasons for leaving engineering. One young woman summed up her early first-year

engineering experiences:

It was not what I expected. The work is not hard, but it is boring, and all numbers;
there is lots ofwork, which makes for very long hours. It [the college] is snobbish and
elitist-'we are the engineers, we are better than the rest'-with a party attitude (Annie,
transfer student).

In her short statement, Annie expressed the major themes and reasons for not continuing in

engineerinKeducation:

• Unexpected workload,
• Unrealistic expectations for the engineering programs,
• Elitism and a male dominated culture.

While these themes predominated in the interviews, a number ofother reasons surfaced for

transferring from engineering, including issues related to the process ofengineering educatio~

to family concerns and simply losing interest in engineering. What the transfer students all had

in common was that after trying the study ofengineering, they discovered that they were not

happy, neither in the discipline nor in the college.
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Unexpected Workload

One common reason for leaving the study ofengineering can be called the 'not for me'

response. The students admitted that they had made a mistake in choosing engineering and

realized that they did not enjoy what they were doing. That is in itselfa major discovery for

young students. Matt, for example, simply stated: "I just decided it really wasn't for me. I just

didn't want to do it. It was partly the workload, I had not expected it to be that heavy." In a

similar vein, Holly called the first-year experience a "harsh aptitude test," a "rude awak~ning,"

and suggested that the college had not been suited to those who left. Holly's comments

coincide with some ofDryburgh's (1999:671) responses of"purposely trying to get you out".

by making courses really hard. Although Holly had grown up in an engineering family, she had

been ambivalent about entering engineering and explained:

After two complete years I took time offto travel in Europe. When I was not
immersed in engineering I realized that it was not what I wanted to do the rest ofmy
life: I didn't like my classes, I couldn't see myselfas an engineer, I just didn't want to
do it (Holly, transfer student).

Similarly, Diana stated:

I didn't like most ofmy classes. I just didn't feel it was something I wanted. I don't
regret dropping out, because I was exposed to university and higher education. I really
liked living in the city. Although I really hated the classes, it was a good semester. I
think it is wrong to push; you have to let people go where they are suited, and
engineering just wasn't for me (Diana, transfer student).

There is a high degree ofambivalence in Diana's statement, such as a love/hate relationship

between higher education in general and the engineering curriculum in particular. It was the

latter that caused her departure. Because engineering would result in a professional degree and

possibility for well-paid positions after only four years, some students, like David, had decided

to try engineering first. Ifthey did not like it, they would transfer to their second choice:

I had a difficult time choosing between philosophy and engineering. In engineering I
really didn't want to do the work, ... I had some interest in the topics, but only in
knowing what came out ofit. It was a miscalculation ofhow much interest and effort
to put into it (David, transfer student).

Like so many other transfer students, Sarah had complained about the heavy workload:

Even ifI don't do anything with my engineering classes I don't regret coming here
because it kind ofmade me proud that I was doing all that work and survived. . .. It
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was so overwhelming that I don't know ifI really didn't like what I was doing or 1just
did not like what 1was doing because it was too much work (Sarah, transfer student).

Having realized that they were not comfortable with or interested in engineering and

the required workload, the students were quick to change their educational strategies without

losing credit for the time spent in engineering. Consequently, David had transferred to

philosophy. In the process of completing his degree and applying to the College ofLaw, he

was adamant that "I feel better in a different college, [but] what 1learned in engineering about

how to learn, will help me" (David, transfer student). At the time ofthe interview, Diana had

taken time offto work while she considered her future directions. She was undecided, but

having rejected marine biology, thought ofreturning to the Bible College she had attended the

year before. Holly chose an education degree, and Matt moved from the impersonal setting of

the main university campus to the more intimate environment ofa rural satellite campus. He

could then live at home with family support while completing his first-year courses. It also

gave him the chance to "grow up," which he deemed necessary to his later successful studies.

Back on campus, Matt majored in mathematics because he "liked the problem solving. I didn't

mind theory, but I would rather do problem solving" and earned an M.Sc. in computer science.

From the interviews, it was clear that there had been a mismatch between the students'

general interests and choice ofeducational field. Just as the successful students had selected

their engineering specialties based on a combination ofindividual dislikes, interests and skills

(Chapter Four), the transfer students applied the same strategies in their next educational

choices. For example, Tanya had chosen a commerce program. Tanya looked back on her

first year in that program as "being in a different world. I felt like I was able to do the classes,

whereas in engineering I didn't want to." Cory had transferred from agricultural engineering

and became comfortable in agricultural economics. Don, Stewart and Curtis had decided that

they did not enjoy the courses in engineering and transferred to computer science, a department

in the College ofArts and Science. Curtis had expected that engineering would be a good

employment option, but had found it boring. After completing first-year requirements in Arts

and Science, he majored in computer science, which he found fascinating and thought it would

provide "a roofover my head and something to eat," in other words, stable employment.

When I interviewed him, Curtis was preparing for a sixteen month Professional Internship
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Program (pIP) with a large corporation as part ofhis degree in computer science.6 Just what

the students had expected from engineering is not quite clear because many admitted that they

had considered engineering as only one option.

Unrealistic Expectations

The 'not for me' response is related to the concept of 'unrealistic expectations' of

engineering among many ofthe transfer students. Some ofthe transfer students commented

that they had chosen engineering simply because school counselors had suggested engineering

to their best mathematics students. However, they did not have enough information about the

programs within the study ofengineering or the work engineers do. Without proper

knowledge about the field ofstudy they were entering, it is very possible that students had

constructed false or unrealistic expectations ofboth themselves and the discipline. Whether

they entered the study ofengineering after serious consideration or by coincidence, it was

possible that the choice, in the end, was not suited to individual talents or interests.

Sarah, for example, realized that she had not known what engineers did and did not

know ifshe really wanted to do engineering work. "I think they should get more out to high

school students what engineers do," she said.? Similarly, first-year student Louise related that

one female friend "did very well in first year engineering but quit because she didn't know what

she was getting into." Many students did not expect the difference between high school and

university classes and were intimidated by the large class sections, sometimes close to 100

students or more, as compared to their high school class sizes. This difference may be more

difficult for rural students who could have experienced rather small class sizes and more

intimate environments in their high schools. Sarah, for example, was disappointed that her

professors did not know her name, and she felt lost in the large, impersonal classes..However,

6 In this progra.m. students who have completed their third year, register at the university and pay
tuition while they earn salary and gain work experience before they complete the last year of the degree program.
For Curtis, the internship was very successful and beneficial to securing employment after graduation.

7 Although the college has an outreach committee, the Encouraging Enrollment in Engineering
(BEE), whose mandate it is to promote engineering to high school students, the effectiveness ofthe committee
depends on invitations from the provincial high schools. A large nwnber offirst-year students in my survey
indicated that their schools had not had such visits, nor had the majority ofthe transfer students. The EEE is
student run and college supported. It will be discussed in Chapter Seven.
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one ofthe successful fourth-year students had also thought so, but she had come to realize that

It is hard to explain engineering, to put into words what it really is, so many
students don't have the correct information at the start. The classes are not
enjoyable, and the profs don't seem to care, and a student is only one in a sea of
420. Everybody say [sic] that first year is tough, but it does get better in second
year when you start specializing (Christina, 4th year).

Holly, who had spent two full years in engineering, expressed similar sentiments:

First year [in engineering] is an 'aptitude test' but an awfully harsh one. It is a
rude awakening. I think that ifthe girls realize they don't want engineering they drop
out a lot sooner than the boys, who are more likely to stay with it because engineering
is a guy thing, even ifthey don't want to actually do it [engineering] themselves. I
know lots ofguys who havefailed out, but I don't know any girls who have failed. . ..
I think that for whatever reason, we made a bad choice and went into a college that
was not suited for us and I don't think that has anything to do with gender. It is a
personal thing, a personal choice for the girls (Holly, transfer student).

Despite Holly's protestation that gender had nothing to do with the attrition rate, her

observation indicates that the construction ofengineering as masculine does in fact influence

the decision to leave. Female students, rather than continuing to participate, withdrew; male

students, however, accepted the 'macho' values even at their own expense and left only when

they failed academically.

Even though Holly left engineering, she pursued a career in science and technology, but

this time as an interpreter ofscience at science fairs or in a science centre. By doing so, she

believed she could reach out to more people by promoting science to the public at large and

especially to girls. Her education degree would be important to her because she would have

learned how to teach. She also knew that she could return to engineering later ifshe changed

her mind. Holly's decision to redirect the focus ofher interest in science and technology

suggests, as Hacker and others have indicated, that some fields ofscience are constructed as

'feminine,' particularly those that are associated with teaching-itselfa feminized activity-while

others, such as engineering, are steeped in dominant forms ofmasculinity.

Sarah, who had been overwhelmed by class size and was disappointed that professors

did not know her name, was also critical ofthe university bureaucracy. Her marks had been

recorded so late that she did not know ifshe had passed her final exams until just days before

the start ofthe next semester. Because she feared failing a certain course, which would upset
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the entire second semester and leave her a year behind her classmates, she decided to transfer

to another program where she could get credit for the courses she had passed. 8 Sarah was

taking general arts and science courses~ so was Megan, who was trying to choose between

chemistry and international studies and indicated that she enjoyed her arts and science courses

"immensely." Both Megan and Sarah were amazed at all the free time they had in their new

programs, an indication that the heavy workload in engineering was real, and the students who

complained about it were not using it as a lame excuse to quit. Megan's difficulty was finding

enough one-semester courses to fill her schedule. Most ofthe first-year arts and science

courses at the U ofS are full-year courses, and Sarah was benefiting from taking her second

semester at another university, which offered all one-semester courses.

Thus, unless students themselves, especially the female students, had consulted

knowledgeable sources, such as interviewing or work shadowing an engineer, they did not

know what to expect when they entered the study ofengineering. The first-year students did

not realize the extent ofthe workload ofrequired classes, added laboratory sessions and the

amount ofhomework and independent study needed. Nor did they understand the extent of

the mathematically based courses in engineering and how these courses are imbued with

objective, linear, analytical thinking. Such thinking has been associated with masculinity

(Kerka, 1993) and 'separate knowledge,' while women prefer'connected knowledge'

(Belenky et al., 1989).

Elitism and Masculine Culture in Engineering

Science, engineering and technology have a privileged position at the top ofthe

academic hierarchy. This is in part due to being a historically exclusively male domain

associated with the military and in part seen as 'macho' and 'hard' (Hacker, 1989; 1990).

Because men were historically privileged, so were the male domains and activities (Lerner,

1993 ~ Eitzen and Baca Zinn, 1994). In addition, the hierarchical structuring ofthe discipline,

which is placing working with and studying objects as superior to working with and studYing

8 Certain first-semester courses are prerequisites for continuation. Without credit for these courses.
students cannot complete first-year requirements on time, and their entire program might be compromised. On a
happier note: Sarah returned to the university and graduated with a B.E. degree in 2001).
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people, has led to the discipline's denigration ofthe humanities and the social sciences (Hacker,

1989; 1990). Holding social relations in contempt leads to disdain for people themselves,

particularly for women, the 'softest' ofall people. Scorn for 'soft' people often manifests itself

in jokes and snide remarks directed at women and feminine characteristics (Baum, 1989;

Hacker, 1989; 1990; Sadker and Sadker, 1994; Benokraitis, 1997). These attitudes persist in

engineering, which remains one ofthe most male-dominated disciplines and professions. In

exploring these attitudes, Sally Hacker found elitism, denigration ofthe social sciences, disgust

for cooperative social relations and crude, rude and sexist, racist jokes and comments.

In addition, Hacker (1989; 1990) found that the faculty members she interviewed at

MIT (all male) considered engineers the most qualified to become managers. Yet, they saw

little need for any knowledge of social relations as long as they had technical expertise "because

they can treat people like elements in a system" (1989:36). These engineers thought only of

the efficiency oftechnology, not ofthe effects oftechnologies on people. When Hacker

queried them about cooperative information sharing between engineers and technicians, many

faculty members were appalled. Among their comments were (1990: 132): "to be out working

with [name], ... and talking with his laborers, I don't think would help them and I don't think

that's a good use ofmy time." "I don't mean to be snobbish about this, but the help [laugh]

you know what I mean, ... A lotofpeople who are technicians don't really have the basic

skills that would be necessary." "It really sounds to me like a waste oftime and a waste of

talent. . . . I do not believe that all people are equal."

Asked about their opinions on the social sciences, some ofthe engineering faculty gave

the following responses (Hacker, 1990:135): "I don't understand them. What use is it ifyou

can't control the object ofstudy?" "Engineering questions and systems are much more

controllable." "Soft. For engineering dropouts. Engineers are an elite group." These selected

responses are indications ofthe attitudes ofelitism in an engineering environment. Ifthese are

the attitudes offaculty, these are the attitudes they convey to their students. Hacker concluded

that:

It seems to me that responsible engineering education must teach the students how
social relations at work are built into technological systems. Current forms of
organization encourage lack ofresponsibility on the part ofmost workers, and lack of
responsiveness to the concerned engineer (Hacker, 1990:137).
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In my study, Annie had noticed that students in the College ofEngineering projected

these same attitudes ofbeing better than the rest ofthe student population, and that engineering

students felt they were in a class oftheir own at the top ofthe student hierarchy at the

university. During my observations in the first-year classrooms, I noticed the attitude that only

science courses were worth studYing and that social sciences and humanities were not needed

in engineering. The then required English course, for example, was trivialized and considered a

waste oftime. It followed that students who majored in such disciplines were sub-standard, as

reflected in the low esteem in which the engineering students held 'artsies' (Arts and Science

students) and 'agros' (Agriculture students, especially the diploma students, as opposed to the

degree students). Some ofthe engineering students found this elitist attitude unacceptable.

The attitude of superiority created an impersonal, exclusionary atmosphere where some

students, especially women, were uncomfortable. For example, a mature first-year woman

called the atmosphere 'testosterone poisoning.' Fiona said: "I didn't feel like I was one' ofthe

engineering students; I didn't have the same attitudes they had." Megan was annoyed with the

prevailing idea that only engineers were worthwhile people and did not want to become part of

a supercilious culture with negative attitude towards others:

Everything is needed in this world. This world will not survive on engineers only, nor
on B.A.s only. Ifyou are doing something you like, you will do well and be successful
at that (Megan, transfer student).

However, some men also took issue with the attitude ofelitism. Matt admitted that it had been

one reason why he had left engineering: "It was partly due to the attitude in engineering. I

didn't like the 'I'm better than you are' type ofthing."

The literature cited above (Baum, 1989; Hacker, 1989; 1990; Sadker and Sadker,

1994) indicates that the hierarchical structure ofengineering encourages denigration of'soft'

disciplines and the people within them and often appears as derogatory jokes and remarks

about women and feminine characteristics. Such defamation ofpeople and social relations was

also evident in the college paper and college activities. Some ofthe students in my sample,

especially the women, were offended by the RedEye (the college paper), which often published

off-color jokes, both sexist and, sometimes, racist. Some students, both female and male, also
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took issue with what they considered childish attitudes in such activities as the E-plant and the

RedEye Stomp during the college's 'Hell Week' in the fall. 9 In general, the transfer students

objected to the masculine culture the students' society promoted.

The male students have traditionally dominated the Saskatoon Engineering Students'

Society (SESS). Some ofthe students 1interviewed explained that women who ran for seats

on the SESS had only minimal chances ofbeing elected to anything but the secretary's position

because oftheir numerical disadvantage in the college. Because the SESS arranged social and

extra-curricular activities, most ofthese events appealed to the male students, especially the

frequent bacchanals at a designated city bar. Transfer student Diana stated: "I did not enjoy

the students' activities in engineering. I think there's a push for drinking, and I'm against it

because ofmy religion and because I've seen what alcohol can do to people. 1was there to

learn, not to do pub-crawls."10 However, some ofthe older male students, as well, did neither

approve ofnor participate in these activities and considered them childish.

Ifthe professional and student cultures are not welcoming, and sometimes even

offensive to women, it is no wonder that some women-and even some men-feel uncomfortable

and choose to transfer to another educational opportunity where the environment might be

more appealing to them. Yet some men, too, found the atmosphere uncomfortable; they

realized that they did not enjoy what they were doing and admitted that choosing engineering

had been a mistake. To remedy Bowen's (1988) observation that women were difficult to

retain in engineering and LeBold's (1983) concern for equity in engineering, faculty and

administrators would do well to heed Stalker and Prentice's (1998:22) warning that ifthe

classroom was not welcoming, ''women may 'voluntarily' withdraw their time and interest and

elect not to complete first degrees or pursue graduate studies." Similarly, Eisenhart and Finkel

(1998) believe that in order to retain women, organizations would have to treat women well.

Creativity and Interdisdplinarity

Many ofthe female students found the courses, especially the required first year

9 The SESS, the RedEye and 'Hell Week' will be explained in Chapter Seven.
10 The legal drinking age in Saskatchewan is 19 years. In 1996, 61% first-year students were under

the age of 19 (see Table 4.3).
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courses, too theoretical, too abstract and not creative and meaningful enough. Both Annie and

Fiona commented that the relentless focus on basic mathematics and physics in the first year of

study had been detrimental to their own creative thinking. Annie remembered that in grade

nine, her class had visited the College ofEngineering's triennial Spectrum Exposition where

students, faculty and industry display their work and innovations. Spectrum is open to the

public and is popular as a field trip for school classes. Annie had been greatly impressed with

the kind ofwork she saw, and when she started in engineering, she had expected to "do neat

things like those at Spectrum." She became discouraged when she realized that she was

expected to spend most ofher time solving physics and mathematics problems and decided to

transfer out after first semester. "I wanted more options, variety and flexibility. Crunching

numbers was not what 1wanted to do for 40 years ofworking life" (Annie, transfer student).

Annie finished her semester and transferred to a program that would earn her access to the

College ofEducation. Don, Stewart and Curtis, who had chosen computer science, supported

Annie's critique. They all appreciated the variety ofrequired courses within their liberal arts

program, in contrast to the engineering courses which were "boring and all numbers," just as

Annie had experienced. 11 Stewart especially enjoyed philosophy and psychology, courses for

which there was no time in engineering. Fiona was also disappointed and quite vocal about her

first-year experiences:

There was no free thought in engineering; no analysis, no getting deeply into things. If
it was a five-year program, like most people make it anyway, it would be possible to
explore some more options. .., It might be better ifyou had a year ofliberal arts and
natural science first. But with that background, students would already have their own
'identity' and itwould be harder to get them for engineering (Fiona, transfer student).

Fiona missed deeper analysis ofconcepts within her courses, which coincides with Tobias'

(1990; I99Ob) finding that non-science students expressly missed and wanted discussion of

concepts in science subjects. Fiona distinguished between education and job training and is an

example ofAlper's (1993) concern about 'diverting' talented women away from science.

II The Saskatoon StarPhoen;x reports that the local Public School Board is instituting a program to
emphasize ofunderstanding mathematics through applications to "real life problems." For example, sports
statistics, weather reports and data management can contribute to "get the concept ofthinking about why
numbers are going here and there, not just filling in the blanks to arrive at an answer" (Bernhardt, 2001).
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Although creativity may have different meanings to different people, the perceived lack

ofbreadth ofcreativity and meaningful projects in the first year ofstudy had diverted both

Fiona and Annie away from engineering. 12 Fiona had transferred to an inter-disciplinary

program in land use and environmental studies. There she had discovered that mathematics,

which in engineering had been too abstract, theoretical and boring, had taken on 'social

meaning' in 'real life' economics. She also believed that the inter-disciplinary aspect ofthe

program gave her a more diverse education, which she had found lacking in engineering. 13

The perception that engineering was abstract, narrow and not creative suggests that the

structure ofengineering knowledge will appeal only to particular students with an aptitude for

this kind ofknowledge. Creativity in Fiona's mind entailed applying thought and imagination

to bringing products into existence, preferably something that would make life easier for living

individuals. Based on Fiona and Annie's experiences, students who are interested in applied

sciences will be discouraged by the engineering approach to knowledge.

The distinction between abstract and applied science brings attention to the male!

female binary where abstraction is coded male and more highly valued, and application is coded

female and less valued. In their studies ofpatriarchal structureofphysics and nuclear weapons

respectively, Brian Easlea (1995 [1987]) and Carol Cohn (1990) have shown that scientists in

these areas can indeed be quite creative in producing weapons ofmass destruction and using

euphemisms to lessen the impact when describing their destructive powers. 14 Extensive use of

sexual metaphors, and comparing the development and production ofnuclear bombs to

scientist 'mothers' 'gestating' the ideas with which other scientist 'fathers' had 'inseminated'

them, then 'giving birth' to 'babies,' exemplifY a high degree ofcreativity, although not the

12 The present Dean ofthe College ofCommerce at the U ofS started her academic career as an
engineering student During a private conversation she, too, volunteered that she had left engineering because
she thought the first year ofcourses had lacked creativity. She was told that she could be creative in year three.

13 The program had some similarities with Agricultural and Bioresource Engineering, a department
that is one ofthe favorites with female students in the college (see Chapter Four, Tables 4.13 and 4.14). I have
since learned that Fiona was accepted in the College ofMedicine.

14 Cohn (1990) reports that 'collaternl damage' masked the mass murder caused by the nuclear
warheads and that the only 'dirty' legacy ofthe bomb was radioactivity. When military personnel encouraged
her to "pat the missiles," which she called "high-tech phalluses," in a nuclear submarine, Cohn (p.36) stated that
such "patting removes the object's lethal purpose." She also divulged that New Zealand was accused of"nuclear
virginity" (p.37) when it refused nuclear warships entry to its harbours.
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kind Fiona and Annie expected to find in engineering. The metaphors also express misogyny,

as during testing ofthe bomb, a successful test was announced as a 'boy' whereas a failure was

referred to as a 'girl' (Easlea, 1995).

This is not to say that engineering knowledge and physics are constructed in identical

ways, but Cohn's and Easlea's studies suggest that physics, which is thought to be the most

abstract science, is not only disinterested, objective, technical knowledge. Rather, it is

produced and embedded in a particular set ofsocial relations, which are partly gendered.

Because engineering theories and technology are finnly anchored in physics, we may expect

similar views and creativity in that discipline. Fiona's views ofcreativity in engineering

suggests that a closer study ofthe metaphorical structure ofengineering would provide greater

understanding ofthe particular ways in which masculinity is constructed in engineering.

Education vs. Job Training

In addition to her dislike for the course content ofthe engineering curriculum, Fiona

perceived engineering simply as 'job training.' In that context, she was disappointed with her

summer work experience:

I found engineering suffocating. It is totally job training and they are lacking in so
many other areas. Another thing about engineering-it [specialization] is so narrow so
early and I felt I was missing out on too many things. In engineering you learn that
everyone wants to work for these big corporations and now I'm learning how
technology is the root ofall evil! ... I got hired by [firm]-a guy and me. They hired
two summer students that year, and he got the engineering summer job and I'm a clerk.
He is paid $14somethinglhr, and I am paid $11 something, but we had exactly the same
qualifications. I don't know any guy who got a clerical job, yet every girl engineer that
I know got a clerical job. The guys got an engineering or technical support job and
they got paid more. That's largely why I am not in engineering because I worked with
engineers and it was unbelievably boring (Fiona, transfer student).

This kind ofdifferential treatment ofmen and women in the workplace can easily undermine

women's sense ofworth to a profession. Even with qualifications equal to male workers,

women are relegated to lower-paid and less prestigious positions in the gendered division of

labour. While her classmate had benefited from being a man in the segmented labour market,

Fiona's lower status as a woman had worked against her in that market. For Fiona, what she

learned in class about a supposedly exciting and creative profession did not correspond with
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the drudgery ofclerical work and was one ofthe reasons why she left engineering education.

To train for ajob that she might find boring was not what she wanted. Fiona continued:

There's more group work in engineering because everybody has the same assignment.
In arts, there's more individual work and not so many assignments. [In arts] there is a
lot ofreading-you never read in engineering. It is more independent study, and less job
training, you acquire more general knowledge in arts, it is not job preparation like
engineering is (Fiona, transfer student).

The group work Fiona referred to applied to groups ofstudents working together to solve

assigned, mostly mathematical problems, not to discuss issues or concepts.

In her study ofwhat she called 'the second tier,' Tobias (1990; 1990b) contracted

successful social science and humanities students, both men and women, to do fieldwork for

her by auditing university science courses. In their journals, those students described how the

questions and answers in the science courses (physics and chemistry) were all about 'how' to

do or solve problems. In their own disciplines these students were used to discussing 'why'

situations or concepts occurred and how to connect them to a wider social context. These

non-science students missed class discussions about the science concepts they studied and how

they applied to that wider context. Belenky et al. (1986) realized in their study that women

were most comfortable with learning in cooperative learning environments while male students

preferred a competitive class environment. Women wanted to see connections and

relationships; men wanted the right answers. Fiona may have found that her 'job training'

education lacked meaning because, as a woman, she was seeking more context and

connections in her courses.

Marriage, Motherhood and Engineering

Marriage and motherhood are major barriers for women's career expectations because

it is often assumed that women will structure marriage and motherhood around the rhythms of

the work world rather than vice versa. Etzkowitz et al. (1994) cite three particular times when

marriage interferes with women's career aspirations: when they apply for university admission,

when they apply for employment, and when they decide to have a child. The time it will take

to attend classes and complete expected homework will be at the expense ofthe time

previously devoted to a partner and/or family. The same happens when employment includes
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working hours that are incompatible with leisure or family time, for example when emplOYment

includes frequent or long absences from the home. For men who choose such emplOYment,

there is an assumption that there is a mother at home to care for children.15 The possibility of

having a child, either while studying or working full-time, may entail a lengthy absence from the

place ofemplOYment, 16 which may be detrimental to the woman's benefits and promotions.

Because ofthe assumption that women, as mothers, are primarily responsible for the

care offamily and children, the interruptions above do not affect men the way they do women.

Predominantly male science and engineering faculties are therefore often reluctant, ifnot

unwilling, to grant women any reasonable maternity leave without building punishment into it:

"Marriage and children are generally viewed by male faculty members as impediments to a

scientific career for women" (Etzkowitz et al, 1994:6). Moreover, when it is a matter ofa

man's career move, his wife or partner is expected to give up her own career even ifthe move

offers no opportunities in her field; very few men are willing to make the same sacrifice for a

wife's career. As pointed out in the review ofthe literature on masculine culture in

engineering, Cole and Fiorentine deal women's career aspirations a further patriarchal blow by

suggesting that women,. ifthey are not successful in the workforce, can always escape into and

"rely on the socially sanctioned safety net ofmarriage" (Schiebinger, 1999:59). Therefore,

women often have to choose between career and intimate relationships.

Marriage and motherhood might explain why some women drop out ofscience and

engineering. Kate, for example, whom I interviewed as a mature first-year student, informed

me later that she would not be returning because her husband had taken a position in another

city where she hoped to be able to continue her engineering studies. One graduating fourth

year student told me that going through pregnancy and childbirth had upset her program

schedule. With the help ofher husband, a practicing engineer, she had persevered, but she had

felt like "a minority within the minority." She stated that over the several years it had taken her

to graduate, she knew no other woman with children who had graduated but could remember

several who had left. Ifit is difficult for women in so-called 'female' occupations to combine

15 A fourth-year student remarked that "women are still the main caregivers in the family, and it is
hard to raise a family ifYOll are forever travelling."

16 In the Federal workforce, one-year parental leave permitted with guaranteed return employment.
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family and work it is even more so in a male-dominated field because the family is not included

in the job description. When women face the difficulty ofbalancing work and family, they are

more likely than men both to withdraw from the workforce or to seek part-time emplOYment or

contract work17 (Ranson, 1998; 2000).

Motherhood had also put Jean's education and career plans on hold. When she entered

engineering in the late 1970s she was very young, calling herselfa 'child prodigy' with an

interest in aerospace engineering. She was also newly married and pregnant. It had not

bothered her to be the only girl in her classes because she had found most ofher classmates

very helpful, almost as ifthey were taking care ofa younger sister who needed their protection,

but also willingly sharing knowledge with her. However, her professors had not all been kind

and helpful, and one had told her she had no business being in the college. Jean completed her

final Christmas exams with marks in the 70s and a week later gave birth to the first ofher four

children, returning to the university only after her youngest child was in school. Intending to

return to engineering, she had instead found a program in paleo-biology because

I always liked fossils and rocks as a child.... Paleo-biology is over halfwomen and I
think that is because it is life-centered rather than industry-centered. We are looking at
rocks and trying to figure out what used to be alive rather than thinking ofhow we
could make money out ofit. But I still think the creative end ofengineering would be
fun (Jean, transfer student).

When I interviewed her, Jean was completing an honours degree and was headed for graduate

studies with an NSERC award. Jean has since completed her M.Sc. and started a funded

Ph.D. program in biology.

Reproduction ofFamily Roles

In addition to marriage and motherhood posing as major barriers to women in

engineering, other family expectations may influence women's decisions to enter or leave

engineering. Patti, a South-east Asian immigrant, had not expected that her engineering studies

would be incompatible with her family's expectations ofworking in the family business. Patti's

17 Although my research does not go beyond the students' graduation, it is worth noting that full-time
employment in science and technology is not easy to combine with family and children.
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parents depended on her labour to make their business profitable, while they did not have the

same expectations ofher brother. As a result ofthe conflict between working and the heavy

engineering course load her grades had suffered and Patti had transferred to computer science

where she had her highest grades. As Patti associated her voluntary transfer from the study of

engineering with failure, she confided that her culture had made her feel "like 'losing face' to

have to give it up." Nevertheless, she was happy to have made the change.

In contrast, some students indicated that they had chosen engineering because their

families expected it ofthem, even though it was not their first choice. Lorna's father owned a

farm implement manufacturing business; she had chosen engineering out offilial duty, but

discovered that she enjoyed neither the required courses nor the workload:

In high school I originally wanted to do accounting, or possibly get a law degree. My
father produces agricultural machinery and I thought I should follow in his footsteps.
But I just felt engineering wasn't for me, it was kind ofa reliefto leave (Lorna, transfer
student).

Lorna admitted that when she left engineering, her father was disappointed, while her mother

was relieved. Lorna did transfer to a major in accounting and saw the commerce degree as a

steppingstone to corporate management or corporate law. She could still join her father's firm,

although in a different capacity.

These two examples illustrate the ways in which gender relations in the family shape

women's career choices. In the :first case, Patti's family demanded that she subordinate her

needs to that ofher family, an expectation that did not apply to the son. Work expectation in

engin'eering conflicted with gender expectation. In the second case, Lorna had her family's

support and encouragement to enter science and technology, but she complied out ofa sense

of duty rather than interest.

In SUIl11llaty, the decision to leave engineering had been difficult for some ofthe

students, both women and men. Although they did not perceive ofthemselves as 'quitters' or

'losers,' some had been worried that others might see them as such, that they just 'couldn't

make it,' yet all had felt reliefwhen they had ~de their decisions to transfer to other fields.

For the most part, they instinctively knew that they had made a wrong choice and were eager

to correct their mistake. Tenninating their study ofengineering was based on a dislike for the

courses, for the people in engineering, for the culture ofengineering, or all three. The students
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had considered their options and discussed leaving with their families and sometimes with

friends. Some ofthe women indicated that classmates had commented on what they had

perceived as their unhappiness in the college. Peer support, talking to people they saw every

day and who, in many cases were in a similar situation, had been instrumental in making the

break and getting on with their lives. While they had not enjoyed the engineering experience,

they now enjoyed what they were doing and were successful in their new fields ofstudy.

In my sample oftransfer stUdents there was a gendered difference in the choice of

further education. Four ofthe six male students (66.7%) had transferred to other sciences:

three to computer science and one to mathematics, while the remaining two had chosen

agricultural economics and philosophy. In contrast, most ofthe women had chosen more

environmental or people-oriented fields, both within the realm ofscience and away from

science. Ofthe ten female students, only three (30%) had transferred to other science

programs: one each to land use and environmental studies (LUEST), computer science, and

paleo-biology. Two had entered commerce programs, one had entered the work force, while

one upper-year student and the four women who had left after only one semester had

transferred to arts and science courses. They had all received credits for several ofthe courses

in engineering, and two ofthem were planning careers in education. During their time in

engineering, the students had acquired some insights into university life that they found useful

and helpful in selecting new careers. Being exposed to university education and student life,

both ofwhich were different from their high school days, had given them a sense ofthe adult

world and its demands.

Some students offered remedies for the high attrition rate. One female fourth-year

student suggested that a compulsory year ofintroductory liberal arts would be beneficial

because it would give students an introduction to what the university had to offer before

choosing a major. Such strategy could possibly divert some ofthe students before they became

an attrition statistic in engineering. One woman believed that engineering should officially be a

five-year program because many students did spread their courses over five years while a male

transfer student thought that a lighter first-year course-load would reduce the attrition rate

because few had energy for the demands the college placed on first-year students. He

suggested more emphasis on science theory than on sheer numbers and suggested that the first-
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year curriculum needed a social science course, maybe specifically developed for engineering.

With a required social science course and an extra year ofstudy students would be able to

explore non-engineering courses that could connect them to social relations and make them

better-rounded citizens.

DISCUSSION

In response to the problem ofthe high attrition rate, the College ofEngineering (1995)

conducted a study on attrition, based on available statistical information, whose findings echo

many ofthose offered by my student informants. The study found that those students who had

taken calculus in high school fared better in first-year mathematics than those who had not.

The report recommended that students who had lower than 80% admission average should be

required to attend a remedial pre-admission calculus camp, and that they should be discouraged

from participating in extra-curricular activities. The study also found that transfer students

from other university programs had a better success rate than students who entered directly

from high school and recommended that such transfers be encouraged, although limited to a

certain percentage ofeach cohort. Moreover, the report recommended integrating engineering

students into mathematics courses in other colleges, which would be eligible for transfer credit

between programs, instead ofconducting separate mathematics courses for engineering

students. Finally, the report proposed that the four-year curriculum offer a five-year strategy

for completing the program. Spreading the curriculum over five years is one strategy that the

college has acted upon and which the students use extensively.

In~g these recommendations, the College focused attention on the individual

failings ofthe students, rather than, or in conjunction with, the structure ofthe engineering

education program. The report stressed the students' weaknesses, such as poor mathematical

abilities, and urged them to refrain from extra-curricular activities as a solution. In part, the

College's conclusions are the result ofits methodology. By relying solely on the quantitative

performance data, the College was unable to take into account the social, cultural and

educational factors that impact on student experience.and performance.

In contrast, the qualitative and narrative data ofthe present study revealed the ways in

which the structure ofthe education program and the masculine environment shaped the
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students' experiences, expectations, and possibly perfonnance. In a telling comment from one

wonl~ she remarked: "We made a mistake and entered a college that was not suited to us."

Her insight is significant because she did not say ''we were not suited to the college." Although

she took responsibility for herselfand others who had 'made the mistake,' the College of

Engineering had not met her and other students' expectations, whether real or unrealistic. She

realized that the poor fit between some students-especially female students-and the education

they were seeking was not a personal student problem but a structural and systemic educational

issue.

The students' perception ofa heavy workload coincides with the literature on

recruitment, attrition and retention ofstudents in science and technology. The persistence of

this problem strongly suggests that this is a structural as opposed to an individual problem,

which engineering colleges need to address. Moreover, aspects ofthe culture in the College of

Engineering create an environment that is alienating to some students. Both male and female

students in my study complained about elitism in the college, about sexist and racist attitudes

and about the masculine student culture in general. The insight in one woman's statements that

"it would be a strange world ifit was populated entirely by engineers" and that "when we enjoy

our work, we will do it well and be successful" is worth considering.

While much attention has been paid to the problem ofattrition, the retention side of

engineering and science education was largely ignored. As a rule, most engineering schools

tend to admit a large base ofstudents because the model ofengineering education is based on

an expectation to weed out a significant proportion ofthe weaker students. Embedded in this

approach is a 'survival ofthe fittest' mentality~nly the tough survive-which in itselfis a

'masculine' approach. Successful students then come to see themselves as members ofan elite

because, having survived, they are tough and deserving ofthe benefits conferred by belonging

to this profession. White (in Sheahan and White, 1990) made the 'radical' suggestion that for

attrition to drop, there had to be a willingness to retain. Therefore, White proposed that

engineering schools should admit only those students they intended to graduate, which he

believed would place the onus on the institutions to structure their engineering education so

that graduation would be the expected outcome for all, rather than admitting students who

were expected to fail or drop out.
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The "Leaky Pipeline" Metaphor

Dorothy Tovell and Helen Madill (1993: 1041) state that "a leaking pipeline is one

metaphor that is commonly used" to call attention to the fact that the higher one goes in

science and technology education, the fewer women participate. The leaky pipeline model fits

the deficit model ofwomen's education. The assumption ofa deficiency in mathematics and

sciences may cause students to drop these courses and 'leak' out ofthe 'pipeline' at various

stages oftheir education. The young women-and men-in my study who had discontinued

their engineering studies had come a long way in the science pipeline, having achieved high

enough marks in mathematics and science to gain entry to the study ofengineering. In other

words, they were not deficient in these subjects and were 'leaking' for other reasons, as my

data reveals.

The leaky pipeline metaphor invites critique because ofits inference that those who exit

from science and engineering education are considered 'waste' that is involuntarily and

passively flushed out. Moreover, it is one-directional and does not account for those students

who enter or re-enter engineering. For example, in my samples, there were students who had

completed degrees and had work experience in commerce and education before they entered

the engineering programs. Tovell and Madill (1993: 1041) were also critical ofthe metaphor:

In engineering, leakage implies wastage; however, to describe those who graduated
with bachelor ofscience degrees as waste products ifthey did not continue on to
doctoral work is totally inaccurate'

Tovell and Madill (1993:1048) stated that a linear career pattern, such as the leaky pipeline

suggests, is not typical for women and that "the Pipeline, should it exist, is branching, not

leaking!" Tovell et al. (1998) pointed out that the first years ofengineering education are so

focused on theoretical concepts that by the time students are allowed to show any creativity,

usually in third year, it is too late for some; most ofthe creative students have withdrawn. 18

Their findings support my evidence that several students left because they missed creativity.

18 Third year was too late for the U of S Dean ofCommerce (see.fn 5.8 this chapter). To even remotely
suggest that a female university administrator should be classified as "waste" is grossly insulting. The idea of
branching rather than leakage is more appropriate.
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Moreover, Tovell et al. (1998) argued that the linear focus ofthe leaky pipeline is an

example ofthe inherent masculine character ofthe engineering profession, which is not always

attractive to women. In the leaky pipeline, the content flows in one linear direction until it

encounters a 'leak' in the line through which the 'waste' is flushed out. In contrast, during my

interviews I met young women who came into the study ofengineering by accident. For

example, one woman was in a pre-veterinary medicine program when she became mends with

an engineering student. Another woman was planning to study physiotherapy when an

engineering student became her roommate. Both ofthese women became interested in the

work their mends were doing, and both switched into engineering. In addition, a participant in

my M.A. research returned to complete her engineering degree after ten years in business

(Anderson, 1994). The leaky pipeline explains only transfers out ofscience and technology and

disregards transfers into these fields, whether deliberate or accidental.

The leaky pipeline model does not explain women's attrition from engineering

education. Instead ofthe assumption ofacademic deficiency, it is likely that the decisions

women in engineering or science make, and the directions they take over the years oftheir

education, depend on the encouragement, discouragement or other incidents they experience

en route. For example, Sadker and Sadker (1994) showed that when girls are not included in

science, they tend not to choose science subjects but seek less exclusionary opportunities. In

addition, both Eisenhart and Finkel (1998) and Frize (n.d.) argue that for women to stay in

these fields, they have to be treated well and allowed to be women.

The leaky pipeline model not only fails to explain women's attrition, but its exclusive

focus on women is also problematic. That is, the attrition rate for women has been defined as a

problem, whereas the attrition rate for men is left unexamined. This differential treatment of

men and women can be read in a number ofways. In part, the under-representation and the

attrition ofwomen reflect a genuine concern for the status ofwomen in engineering. At the

same time, a model that singles out women, particularly a model which focuses on individual

failure, may have the unintended effect ofreinforcing the view that women's abilities are

inferior to men's.

The pipeline metaphor can be one way ofdepicting the educational system. Students

do flow thfough the years ofpre-school, elementary schoo~ junior and senior high school, into
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a variety ofpost-secondary educational fields and institutions. However, a pipeline is rigid

and confining, leaving no room for lateral or reverse movements. The leaky pipeline

metaphor assumes that it is the individual girl's or woman's responsibility to remain within the

pipeline once she has initially entered it, and that she should 'tough it out' in the prevailing

masculine environment. As a model or metaphor to describe university students who

initially enter the study of science or technology and later change to other fields, a pipeline

that leaks is not appropriate. Nor is it appropriate for any other change in educational

direction. Changing from science subjects to the arts, social sciences, humanities, commerce,

medicine, or vice versa--even from academic to vocational disciplines-cannot be considered as

'wasting' talents.

While the "pipeline" is a model that is relevant to engineering, another way oflooking

at attrition is through the medical ailment of"hemorrhaging." Sheila Tobias (1990)

conceptualized the attrition ofpossible science workers at the college level as 'hemorrhaging; a

problem which she believes has been ignored for too long. Considering the sheer number of

college students who, as a requirement or voluntarily, study introductory science courses, some

flow from these fields must be expected. For example, one requirement for a B.A. degree at

the U ofS is a course in a science or mathematics. However, Tobias (1990: 13) posits that "the

flow out ofscience continues seemingly unchecked" even after students have completed their

degrees. Unlike the leaky pipeline, which focuses solely on women, hemorrhaging also applies

to men who decide to discontinue science or engineering education. The use ofthe medical

term 'hemorrhage' suggests a diagnosis for a patient with a serious illness, where the patient

and the illness are the science and technology disciplines themselves, not the students who flow

into and out ofthem. Similarly, a pipeline that leaks suggests a construction defect (or lack of

maintenance) in the pipeline itselfand not in the 'product' it loses. Both the hemorrhaging'

patient and the defective leaky pipeline require treatment to cure the ailments and stem the loss

ofqualified students.

Alternate Metaphors

My data indicate that the students made very deliberate choices when they decided to

discontinue their engineering education. The men and women in my sample oftransfer
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students chose a variety ofpaths, ranging from returning to science education as a mature

student after raising a farnily to suggesting that there would always be arl option to return to

engineering. They had discovered that their interests had changed. Therefore, I suggest other

metaphors with more positive imagery. Instead ofa 'pipeline' that 'leaks' students, we can see

a river forming a delta ofbranches to the sea, and deltas are usually quite productive. In

addition to the fertile river delta, we could compare career changes with 'taking another fork in

the road' or 'sailing a different sea,' not to mention 'marching to a different drum.' These

images have connotations ofdeliberate choice and action. Another possibility is to see all

educational choices as items in a treasure chest or dishes on a buffet table, from which it is

possible to pick any item, try it, and if it does not feel suitable, select another.

My personal image, in both real and metaphorical terms, is of students walking in

conidors with doors on both sides, doors that open up to a variety ofopportunities they may

not have thought ofor known about when they first enrolled in the university. In this

"Corridor ofEducational Opportunities" there is two-way traffic; students walk back and forth

and cross over, opening, closing and re-opening doors at various points. Ifa door is closed, it

may be opened later. Through the 'rooms' on either side ofthe corridor there may also be

doors connecting directly to other rooms, other opportunities, without re-entering the conidor.

This dynamic, positive and more flexible metaphor allows for re-entry and a flow into

engineering as well as transfer out ofthe discipline. Or, ifwe choose to stay with the pipeline

concept, we must, with Tovell and Madill (1993), consider that it is 'branching' off

CHAPTER SUMMARY

In this chapter I have discussed the attrition from engineering education at the

University ofSaskatchewan. Engineering and science education has often been explained as an

educational pipeline flowing in one direction from primary school to post-graduate education.

Starting with a wide base at the entry level, the pipeline narrows as the educational level

increases; when students discontinue science education there are 'leaks' in the pipeline. The

'Leaky Pipeline' has been used to both explain and lament the decreasing student population,

particularly women, in science and engineering. Students who drop out ofsciences and

mathematics in high school are deemed to have had an educational deficit. Remedial strategies
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to stem the leak and eliminate the deficits have been mostly stopgap and piecemeaL such as

calculus camps.

I have presented the narrative data, both verbatim and paraphrased, from my interviews

with six male and ten female students who chose to discontinue their engineering education. I

have connected these statements to the research literature I reviewed in Chapter Two, as well

as to other literature. My empirical data suggest that these students left, first, because they

were uncomfortable with the male dominance in the college, which several students perceived

to be an attitude of superiority and elitism and, second, because they had unrealistic

expectations ofthe study ofengineering and the workload involved, mainly due to a lack of

knowledge about the study and the profession. In addition, there were other reasons for

discontinuing the study ofengineering, such as motherhood and dissatisfaction with the

university bureaucracy in general. As well, the linear feature ofengineering education does not

appeal to women (ToveU and Madill, 1993).

All ofthese students had entered the College ofEngineering at the U ofS with

enthusiasm and a vision ofearning a professional degree in a relatively short period oftime, a

degree that would give them access to a prestigious profession with varied assignments and

well-paid positions. Their attitude was not to cry over spilt milk but to learn from the

experience. When choosing alternate careers they were a little slower deciding on what they

wanted to do, as they said, for the rest oftheir lives.

My data show that most ofthe men who left engineering sought other sciences as their

majors, especially computer science, although some did choose non-science disciplines. The

women, on the other hand, were more apt to search out non-science fields, and especially fields

that would have social connections. Even those who stayed within a scientific discipline sought

out specialties that would feature social or environmental content.

My data, based on interviews with sixteen former engineering students, indicate that

rather than plugging a 'piPeline' that 'leaks,' that negative metaphor should be replaced with a

positive alternative. Women should not be required to change their person or their lifestyles in

order to accommodate the masculine engineering culture. Instead, when there is a critical mass

offemale practitioners in engineering or science, engineering and science would ofnecessity

have to change to accommodate the women. This would require a review ofthe negative
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assumptions ofthe 'Leaky Pipeline' metaphor, or possibly abandon it altogether. In its place, I

have suggested several other metaphors to explain why men and women change career paths.

I prefer the idea ofa 'Corridor ofEducational Opportunities,' which is a positive expression of

deliberate choices that open doors to fields and disciplines not previously considered. Rather

than changing women to fit engineering, engineering education and the engineering profession

must make allowances to accommodate the steadily growing number ofwomen in the

profession, which is an enrichment to the entire profession (prize, cited in Lang, 1997).

As this chapter has shown, the Leaky Pipeline as a metaphor and explanation for

women's attrition from engineering education is not suitable because it is based on a model of

an academic deficit for women, yet women do not enter engineering studies without a strong

background in mathematics and science. Instead, I believe women's attrition and low

participation in science and engineering are more related to a hostile atmosphere in the

institution. This issue will be explored in the next chapter, which addresses the learning

environment in engineering.
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CHAPTER SIX

"CONSTRUCTING" THE ENGINEER

(The Learning Environment)

The learning environment in the College ofEngineering at the University of

Saskatchewan (U of S) reflects the fact that engineering has been, and still is, a profession for

men. Because women have only recently become a critical mass in engineering, there is a

dearth ofwomen qualified for academic appointments. Consequently, the faculty is almost

exclusively male with only the occasional female professor and some female lecturers, mostly in

non-technical courses. The learning environment is then an important feature of socializing the

students into the masculine professional culture. Fitting an increasing number and proportion

offemale students into this environment may ~e much like fitting square pegs into round holes.

The University ofRegina, the other university in Saskatchewan, appointed a female

professor ofengineering in 1987. It was another four years before the College ofEngineering

at the U ofS appointed its first female professor (A.P.E.S., 1993). Until 1991, the only female

professors engineering students met were from other colleges and who instruct required or

elective courses in the engineering cunicu1um. A mature female engineering student I

interviewed in 1992 was quite excited when she told me that there was one female professor in

the college.-Later in the 1990s, a second woman joined the college faculty. It may be

noteworthy that both ofthese women held positions in the Department ofAgricultural and

Bioresource Engineering, that is, in the department having the highest ratio offemale to male

students (See Chapter Four, Table 14). However, the first ofthese female professors resigned

her position in 1999, and the other left in 2000. Presently, the only female professor in the

college holds an endowed chair in communication and is not an engineer. In comparison,

universities in Ontario report 1998 ratios ofbetween 2.4% and 9.8% female faculty members in

their engineering schools. Ryerson Polytechnic Institute topped the list with 9.80/0 (n=ll) with

a female student population of 16.1%. University ofToronto followed with 9.2% (n=16)
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Figure 6.1. Engineering Faculty Members By Institution (1998)

female faculty for 25.3% women. Waterloo University had the largest number offemale

professors, with 8.8% ofthe engineering faculty (n=26), and 20.7% female student population.

Even the Royal Military College (RMC), with 20.5% women in their engineering program, had

three female professors, or 7.1% ofthe engineering faculty. However, Guelph University, with

the highest ratio offemale students (36.4%),1 had the lowest ratio, 2.4%, with one professor

(Frize,2001).
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Source: CCPE Repo~ "Canadian Engineers for Tomorrow" 1994-1998. On website
for Chair for Women in Science and Engineering, Prairie Region.
ht1p:J/www.geomatics.ucalgary.calcwseJUnivers.

Figure 6.1 illustrates the predominance ofmale faculty in engineering schools in

Canada's Prairie Region in 1998. At that time, only the University ofAlberta and the

University ofCalgary had women in full professor positions. All five Prairie universities had

female associate professors, and all but the U ofS had assistant professors.

The engineering students experience very limited exposure to professors, lecturers or

students from other colleges because most instruction is done 'in house.' Female instructors,

especially, are in short supply. However, one female practicing engineer who instructed a

third-year communication course, had noticed that several ofthe sections in that course had

female instructors from other university disciplines. She believed that this was good, because

the 'outside' teachers were able to expose the engineering students to different academic

cultures. Essentially, however, the only women working in the College ofEngineering are



secretarial and administrative staff Thus, there were too few women in the college as faculty,

role models, and mentors for the female students. How does this situation affect the students

in the college? The interview data indicate that the men and women have differing opinions on

the situation and that some female students felt excluded from many ofthe experiences that the

male students perceived as natural parts oftheir education.

In the two previous chapters I have discussed what attracted the women and men in

my sample ofengineering students to the profession and the problem ofattrition from

engineering education. In this chapter and the next I address my final research question:

In light qfthe high attrition rate for women what kind ofeducational, social and
cultural irifluences do women experience during their tenure as students? Or, in lay
terms, what is it really like to be a woman anda student in a College ofEngineering?

This chapter has two separate, yet interrelated, parts. In the first part, I discuss the

classroom environment in engineering, which includes how class sizes and teaching approaches

affect the interaction among students and between the students and their professors. While this

research is not an in-depth study ofpedagogy in engineering, pedagogy is an important feature

ofthe learning environment and, as such, influences the students' well-being. The data for this

section is a combination ofmy observations in several first-year, third-year and fourth-year

engineering courses, my survey results, and intetview statements by the students.

In the second part, I discuss the social environment, which involves the more informal

student interactions both inside and outside the classroom. As the data will show, some

students believed that women were favoured in the college. What they did not realize was that

there were several types ofsex discrimination in both the pedagogical and social environments.

In this environment, the female students experienced in reality an illusion ofbeing included as

equals to the male students.

THE CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT

The literature suggests that a good learning environment requires the partners in

learning to have respect for one another, and that all partners focus on learning as an enriching

and empowering experience (Eisenhart and Finkel, 1998; Stalker and Prentice, 1998). In the

classroom, however, both students and teachers are gendered subjects, and women's intellect is

often trivialized and negated in this setting (Briskin, 1994). Therefore, colleges must insist on
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teachers knowing the rules for proper treatment ofall students and enforce those rules (Baum,

1989). One way to do so is through Sheahan and White's recommendation that the school's

best teachers should instruct first-year students in order to keep these students until graduation.

Good teaching in introductory courses goes a long way toward cultivating human potential and

instilling an understanding for the essential concepts, rather than weeding out surplus students

(Sheahan and White, 1990).

While the emphasis in science education is often limited to the techniques used within

the particular science, women, especially, value discussion ofthe subject as a means to

constructing meanings within science (Donaldson and Dixon, 1995). Such discussion is one

way for students to process the information they receive into knowledge that is meaningful to

them. Sally Hacker (1989, 1990) found a heavy reliance on problem solving skills in

engineering education. Recent research on engineering education in Canadian universities

(Dececchi et al, 1998; Drybur~ 1999) has found that problem solving is still a major part of

the engineering education. Hacker also found a heavy reliance on what Paolo Freire (1970)

called the 'banking method,' whereby teachers 'deposit' information with the students, from

which the students would 'withdraw' to produce the correct answers at examination time.

This kind ofrote learning has been the traditional instruction in science education, augmented

by laboratory experimentation. By testing students, the banking method would be able to

'weed out' those whose 'accounts' did not have a high enough balance. Hacker was

particularly critical ofthis type ofpedagogy and believed that the emphasis on test-taking, i.e.,

the importance ofproducing the only right answer, ignored or did not encourage an

understanding ofthe ideas or processes involved.

This method, termed the "instruction paradigm" by Gwyer Schuyler (1997), has been

criticized by a number ofwriters both within and outside the sciences. Alfred North

Whitehead, an English philosopher and mathematician who worked in the United States early

in the 20th century, would have characterized this type ofteaching as testing memory, rather

than testing students' understanding ofthe subject matter. Whitehead saw a difference

between true education and simply dispensing knowledge without any real understanding of

that knowledge. He believed that "students are alive, and the purpose ofeducation is to

stimulate and guide their self-development. ... as a corollary, the teachers also should be alive
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with living thoughts" (Whitehead, 1927/1957:v).

Among others, Hacker, Schuyler, and Whitehead promoted·a learning paradigm where

the focus would be on comprehension rather than on memory alone. O'Banion proposed a

shift in education, exchanging the instruction paradigm for a 'learning paradigm' that would

"place learning first in every policy, program and practice in higher education by overhauling

the traditional architecture ofeducation" (O'Banion, 1995-96, cited in Schuyler 1997). The

learning paradigm is holistic and aids students in constructing their own knowledge. Such an

approach would reduce the 'weeding out' ofstudents and be appropriate for students of

diverse backgrounds. Further, such constructivist approaches "are regarded as producing

greater internalization and deeper understanding than traditional methods" (Abdal-Haqq,

1998).

Paradigm Shift in Engineering Education

In his treatise on The Strocture ojScientific Revolutions, Kuhn (1970) argued that

scientists are engaged in solving problems during periods ofnonnal science. However, as

anomalies appear the foundations ofthe paradigm are challenged, leading to a gradual shift

through several stages to a new paradigm. Kuhn's concept ofparadigm shift has been applied

to curriculum change (Shuster and Van Dyne, 1984; Lewis, 1993), feminist pedagogy

(Belenky, et ai., 1986), and women in science (Dyck, 1998; Rosser, 1988; Tripp-Knowles,

1998) among others. These writers have followed Kuhn's development ofstages to propose

transfonnations ofthe paradigms in their fields to become inclusive ofwomen.

Curriculum Change

In the late 1970s and early 1980, MarilYn Shuster and Susan Van Dyne (1984; Van

DYne and Shuster, 1985) outlined a six-stage model for curriculum transformation in college

level liberal arts disciplines whereby women and women's contributions would be implemented

and incorporated at all educational levels and result in a paradigm change in liberal arts

education. Shuster and Van DYne's (1984) first stage started at the point where women were

invisible in most liberal arts courses. The 'banking method' or 'instruction paradigm' was

prevalent, and courses were taught as ifwomen's and gender issues did not exist at all. By
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gradually increasing gender content throughout the stages, by the sixth and final stage, gender

would be a category ofanalysis; there would be a transfonned, balanced curriculum focusing

on how class, race and gender intersect; students would become collaborators in their own

learning, contributing to knowledge from their own perspective. All courses would be

transfonned through "inclusive vision ofhuman experience based on difference [and] diversity,

not sameness [and] generalization" (1984:419), and students would become empowered to

take responsibility for their education. The educational paradigm would be the' learning

paradigm,' having replaced the 'instruction paradigm,' and the curriculum would prevail in a

new, inclusive paradigm.

At the same time as Shuster and Van Dyne worked on the academic infrastructure of

integrating women into the general curriculum, Mary Belenky, Blythe Clinchy, Nancy

Goldberger and Jill Tarule (1986) were studying the learning process ofindividual women as

women's ways ofknowing. Their study describes a different way oflearning and knowing for

women than for men. Belenky et al. 's schema starts with a stage ofsilence, where women are

not seen, not even heard. Thus they were invisible, similar to Shuster and Van Dyne's first

stage. Through the next stages, much like Shuster and Van Dyne's, women learn to use their

own experiences as valid and valuable knowledge. By adding their own knowledge to general

knowledge, the individual may connect to a larger context and eventually incorporate personal

knowledge with the public knowledge in connected, constructed and integrated knowledge.

Sue Rosser (1988) applied Shuster and Van Dyne's model for liberal arts education to

her discussion ofintegrating women and women's contributions into science and science

education. She showed the same progression from stage one where women are missing and

not even noticed, through adding famous women's names in stage two to reading about

famous women's scientific discoveries in stage three. In stage four, women would be the focus

ofthe research (for example, health and reproduction), and stage five would use gender as a

category ofanalysis. The sixth and final stage would be reached when students could

understand that there is no single approach to practising science.

Other writers have used and expanded on Rosser's idea. For example, Sue Lewis

(1993) developed a taxonomy wherein the first three stages critique the present focus on

changing the women to fit the existing system ofmale-dominated courses in science and
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technology. She saw that such a model was exclusionary to women, resulting in 'selfde

selection, , or attrition from these fields. In the last three stages Le\Vis concentrated on

changing the system itself She believed the problem rested with the structure of secondary

education, with engineering education and with the engineering profession. She challenged the

model by developing programs and strategies to transform curriculum and pedagogy in science

and technology to reflect the feminine gender in the teaching ofthese courses. Similarly, Peggy

Tripp-Knowles (1998) urged educators to change the curriculum and teaching methods to

make both more amenable to girls' and women's learning styles. Lillian Dyck (1998), as well,

has expanded the concept to include equity for female science faculty members. By heeding

these writers' suggestions to adopt this type ofeducation, post-secondary institutions would

better reflect and encourage the ways in which women learn and thrive with pedagogies that

would complement the transfonned curriculum approach.

In an attempt to introduce a feminist perspective on gender, class and race in

engineering and science courses, Lisa Weasel et al. (2000) revised an existing course in

communication at their own university. As the course was already accepted as part ofthe

engineering curriculum at the schooL it was possible to incorporate subject matter and

concepts related to general gender dynamics in communication. Furthennore, Weasel and her

collaborators included harassment laws and policies as well as discussions ofthe power

differentials between dominant and subordinate groups. They also recommended that the

course be cross-listed and available for credit in other majors, especially women's studies. The

addition ofnon-engineering students in the class, they believed, would add to the engineering

majors' understanding ofthese issues. The selected text was the McIlwee and Robinson

(1992) work cited in this thesis.

In addition to the revision ofthe existing course, Weasel et al. (2000) designed a

course in seven modules based on the works ofseveral well-known authors, e.g. Sandra

Harding, Evelyn Fox Keller, David Noble and others, covering historical, philosophical and

biographical approaches to science and engineering. The proposed modules cover gender and

the intersections with theoretical and practical applications in the physical sciences.

Assignments included such projects as personal journals, actual research and presentations, and

class participation and discussions. Weasel et aI. admit that their proposals are not the only
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solutions to bringing gender into the cuniculum in science and technology, but suggest that

even small changes in cunicula can lead to much broader revisions, subject to support and

approval from faculty and students.

Weasel et al. (2000) have shown that it is possible to make cuniculum changes and

incorporate gender into courses that essentially must be classified as social science courses.

From changing cunicula to changing entire programs and climates may be a giant leap, yet Fox

(1998) shows how some science and engineering institutions have made environmental

adjustments specifically to accommodate and retain women in their graduate programs. One of

those institutions had as its goal "to change the culture ofthe university and its science

departments ... [but] to do something substantial we need to change presentation ofthe

cuniculum" (Fox, 1998:214). By doing so, the institutions were creating more woman-friendly

universities.

Pedagogical ApprotU:hes

Theory and research on pedagogy have examined the methods best suited to teaching

and learning different subjects. Cove and Love (1996) stress the linkage between cognitive,

social and emotional processes, stating that emotions, interpersonal relationships and social

context are important to both memory and learning. Additionally, Belenky et aI. (1986) and

Abdal-Haqq (1998) have challenged the traditional teaching methods, which rely mainly on

classroom instruction in a lecture fonnat, what Freire (1970) called the 'banking method'

where the teacher talks, and the students listen passively.

In her study ofengineering education, Sally Hacker (1989; 1990) was critical of

courses designed to weeding out students. After studying engineering from the outside

through participant observations and interviews with engineers, engineering faculty and

students, Hacker enrolled in engineering courses for two years, experiencing all the tensions of

being a female engineering student and being trained as an engineer. She wanted to know what

it really felt like learning from the inside, what she called "doing it the hard way" (Hacker

1990: 108). During her engineering studies, Hacker discovered that "the right answer to the

question was the crucial thing" (1989:40) and that the students ''worked toward the tests, not

for understanding" (p.41). Thus, test-taking itselfbecame the chiefcriterion for success in
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engineering; understanding how the engineering concepts worked and were developed was

accorded little or no importance.

Sheila Tobias (1990; 1990b) is another researcher who examined science education at

the university level and stressed the importance ofunderstanding, as opposed to problem

solving according to set formulae. In her study, she engaged social science and humanities

students to critically and 'seriously audit' introductory science courses, especially physics and

chemistry, including taking the various tests. These students, whom she called 'the second

tier,' felt a lack ofunderstanding for the subject because there was no opportunity to challenge

and discuss the science concepts as they were presented. They saw the emphasis on solving

problems according to prescribed patterns as a major barrier to understanding the concepts,

which made these courses unacceptable to the non-science students. Through the students'

participant observation journals, Tobias found that non-science students did not feel

comfortable with the 'banking method' ofcourse presentation. Because they were accustomed

to interactive discussion about their majors, the students found the lecture with overheads

lacking both context and depth. The students wanted more 'why' questions rather than 'how'

questions, both asked and answered. They wanted the professors to demonstrate the creativity

and finesse ofthe discipline rather than focusing on problem solving, using the one correct

method to arrive at the one correct answer (Tobias 1990; 1900b). Tobias concluded that

rather than being'dumb,' these students had different expectations and values from science

students.

Tobias (1990:59-61) also showed how it is possible to accommodate changes in

science teaching through the'grand reform' in introductory chemistry developed by Professor

Dudley Herschbach at Harvard.. Instead ofassigning text or problems the first day, Herschbach

played music and gave a philosophical lecture on 'the nature ofscience.' He had discovered

two distinct types ofstudents: the'sprinters' who quickly grasped new concepts, and 'long

distance runners' who caught on more slowly, but who, in the end, had a more profound

understanding ofthe subject matter. He humanized his teaching approach by 'covering less but

uncovering more,' which forced students to think qualitatively before they could plug in

formulaic numbers. Through regular meetings with a committee ofstudents, Herschbach

sought feedback on how the course progressed and was available for regular discussions in one
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ofthe university's dining halls. Herschbach also rearranged marking for the course to reflect

the difference in learning types, so that no student would fail because ofa single exam or quiz.

Instead, students could develop individualized weighting offinal exams wherein it was possible

to make up any point discrepancy. Following Herschbach's pedagogical changes, enrollment

in his class doubled, average performance increased, and students enjoyed chemistry.

The literature indicates that women, in particular, feel uncomfortable with the present

'banking method' educational paradigm and that a paradigm shift is indeed necessary. For

example, citing Belenky et al. (1986), Sandra Kerka (1993) emphasized that women develop

their identity based on relationships, connections and intimacy with others. Women preferred

cooperative learning to competition and chose interactive information and power sharing over

individual control and command. Thus, competition is one institutional barrier to women's

educational opportunities. Other such baniers, which are particularly evident at the Royal

Military College ofCanada (RMC), are group, or team sports that are traditionally male, and

the pressure on young women to be physically measured by male standards. Female

engineering students at the RMC experience a 'double whammy' because ofthe male

predominance in both the military and in engineering (Dececchi et al, 1998). Referring to

feminist critiques ofeducation, Kerka stressed that

socialization, unequal access and power, and educational systems predominantly based
on objective, linear, analytical type ofthought typically associated with males have a
number ofeffects: devaluing ofemotions and relationships and lack ofconfidence and
self-esteem in women (Kerka, 1993:2).

However, the presentation ofcourse material is often dependent upon the size ofthe

class and the classroom. Gerd Brandell (1996) reports that although all the students in the

engineering program at a Swedish university preferred 'small' group classes of25-30 students

each to large lecture theatre presentations, the women were especially appreciative. Almost as

an echo ofFranklin (1993), Brandell states that projects and strategies like these may, in the

end, help to create the ''woman-fiiendly'' university that would contribute to a "better

education for all students-not only the womenf"

A Woman-Friendly University

Over the years, feminist writers (prize, 1996; Rich, 1979; Saunders, Tenien and
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Williams, 1998) have called for a 'woman centred' or a 'woman friendly' university. Long

before Shuster and Van Dyne developed their model ofcurriculum transfonnation, Adrienne

Rich suggested that education is something for women to claim (to take as their rightful owner,

i.e., acting) rather than to receive (to come in possession of, i.e., being acted upon). By

claiming their education, especially a woman-directed education, women act upon their own

destiny, "the experience oftaking responsibility toward yourselves. Our upbringing as women

has so often told us that this should come second to our relationships and responsibilities to

other people" (Rich, 1979:233. Italics in the text). Rich also berated learning institutions and

faculty that do not take female students seriously. "The undermining ofself, ofa woman's

sense ofher right to occupy space and walk freely in the world, is deeply relevant to education"

(Rich, 1979:244). She envisioned a woman-centred university that would not be alienating to

women. This change would, however, not be possible in a society that remained androcentric.

A woman-centred university would require two categories ofchange to serve women's needs:

The first category includes both the content ofeducation and the style in which it is
treated. The second includes institutionalized obstacles that effectively screen out large
numbers ofwomen from full or partial engagement in higher education (Rich,
1979:141).

Franklin (1993) and Brandell (1996) also agree that a 'woman-friendly' university

improves the university environment for everyone. To that end, the Professional

Engineers of Ontario (PEO) and Dr. Monique Frize, P.Eng., then the NSERC/Nortel

Women in Engineering (WIE) Chair, co-operated to establish a list of criteria to aid

women in selecting an engineering college that would provide a climate conducive to

female students (Frize, 1996). While Frize and the PEO had a particular interest in

engineering colleges, the Canadian Federation ofUniversity Women (CFUW) had a

general, universal concern about improved conditions for women in higher education. As

a criterion for a generally woman-friendly university, the CFUW believes "it is a place

where every woman feels comfortable living, studying, working and playing; a place where

she can reach her full academic and personal potential" (Saunders et aI., 1998:223). Frize

(1996) and the PEO proposed several requirements that would be helpful in establishing a

woman-friendly learning environment. There should be:

• Administrative leadership in response to women's needs and issues
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• An initiation process and welcoming practices for female students
• Support, services and security measures for women on campus
• Improved collegial student behaviour toward women
• Equality in staff and faculty's attitudes toward and treatment ofwomen
• Enrollment data available for the past five years to evaluate graduation and

attrition

These requirements and their recommendations for implementation are similar to the

suggestions in the CFUW report. Furthermore, the strategies coincide with many of the

recommendations in the literature on recruitment, retention and attrition. The corollary of

Franklin's (1993: 15) statement, which is supported by Brandell (1996), would be "what is

good for female students, is good for all students." Implementation of the combined

recommendations by Monique Frize/PEO and the CFUW could make a difference in the

education ofall students, all female students, and female engineering students in particular.

Factors that Impact on Learning

In order to familiarize myselfwith engineering education, I believed that classroom

observations would be meaningful. I also believed that by attending these courses, I would be

able to make contact with individual students and gain insights into their daily routine and lived

experiences in the male-dominated college, which is an aspect ofengineering education that has

so far not attracted much research (Dryburgh, 1999), and which would benefit the planned

interviewing phase ofthe research. Through observations and infonnal conversations I realized

that many factors influence the successful completion ofa B.E. degree, such as the size of

classes, the course load, the professors' skill, teaching style and dedication, and an inviting

climate both within the classroom and in social interaction among the students and between the

students and their professors.

The first-year program for the incoming cohort in the College ofEngineering at the U

ofS in 1996 had a heavy emphasis on science and mathematics courses: Chemistry (1),

Geology (1), Computer Science (1), Graphics (drafiingXl), Calculus (2) and Physics (3), all of

which had a laboratory component. In addition, there was one course in English (literature and

composition), one elective course in either Chemistry or Physics, and an "Introduction to

Engineering" course, GE 131. 1, for a total of34 credit units. Most ofthe first-year courses in
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the college are coordinated so that the content and work for the course are the same for all

sections. Each course, except Eng 115.3, has a common examination for all sections.

The Size ofQasses

The total number ofstudents enrolled in the first-year curriculum in the College of

Engineering is limited to 410
2

(University Studies Group, 1995~ 1999) necessitating several

sections in each required course. Lecture room and laboratory size limited the size ofthe

sections. For example, the drafting course, GE 163.3, offered five sections during the

academic year, three in the fall term and two in the winter term~ each section had a class size of

70 (the capacity ofthe special drafting room), while the other first-year courses were taught in

large sections ofabout 100 students, with laboratory sessions ofabout 50 students. In the first

year English course the sections admit roughly 30 students from colleges other than Arts and

Science. The "Introduction to Engineering" course, GE 131.1, had a lecture component,

which was given in sections of approximately 200 students, and a seminar component of

between 25 and 30 students per section. In the upper-year classes, the third-year

communications course had sixteen students and the fourth-year "Engineering and Society"

course, popularly called 'ethics,' 50 to 80 participants each.

The Course Load

In the College ofArts and Science, five courses per semester (30 credit units per year)

is considered a full course load, and only science courses have lab sessions. Prior to the 1999

curriculum revision, the first-year program in the College ofEngineering consisted ofsix and
-

seven courses per semester for a total of34 credit units, and all the first-year science courses

required up to three hours per week in laboratories or tutorials in addition to three hours

weekly ofclassroom lectures. That meant that students could spend 30 hours or more in the

2 The quota includes first-year and upper-year transfer applicants. This number also includes students
who have not quite completed their first-year requirements and consider theinselves to be second-year students,
either by opting for a five-year program or by failing and needing to repeat a required course. The college,
however, considers the year level according to how long it will take each student to graduate; ifmore courses are
needed than the required course load for years two, three and four, the student is considered first year. The limit
also included students who had transferred credits from other colleges or institutions and therefore the entire
cohort may not participate in all the required first-year courses.
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classroom or lab during the week. Moreover, there were homework assignments, some times

as much as 15-20 hours per week, according to the survey responses. For example, in drafting

there was an assignment for every class; physics had a set ofproblems each week; and GE

131.1 had weekly assignments. In the English course, where the syllabus consisted ofa

Shakespeare play, a novel, several short stories, poetry and grammar, the readings were

discussed in class. Homework assignments, some ofwhich could be completed during class

time, consisted ofsome grammar exercises, as well as an essay. This type ofcourse load,

which required two full courses more than a first year liberal arts curriculum prevailed in at

least one other Canadian engineering program (Dryburgh, 1999). Many ofDryburgh's

respondents complained about this heavy course load; it was also a concern for several transfer

students in my study (Chapter Five).

A student's schedule with seven courses in the term is as much a test ofendurance as

academics, which confirms Dryburgh's (1999:669) contention that the engineering cultUre

requires students to ''work hard." Therefore, in 1997 an accreditation committee

recommended that the first:.year schedule be lightened. The curriculum was revised as of

September 1999, eliminating some courses and combining the contents ofothers. The

cumculum now consists of30 credit units, or five courses per semester. However, all but two

ofthe present required first-year courses carry a three hours weekly laboratory element.

Although some students graduate after four years, many students opt for schedules that spread

the curriculum over five years, resulting in the average time for completing a B.E. degree of4.8

years for both women and men. (See Tables 6.1 and 6.2).

Table 6.1, which was prepared by the Office ofthe Dean ofEngineering, shows a

1000;0 success rate for women with admission averages of95% or more. However, the

success rate drops dramatically for grades below 95% at admission, the largest drop being

between 9OOA» and 95%. In addition, the average time to completion increases from 4.2 years

for the highest averages to 6.3 years for averages between 75% and 800A». It appears that this

average at admission is the lowest possible for women, and even then, only one in four female

students (24%) completed the program.
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Table 6.1. Direct Entry Graduation Rate for Female Students. Years ofEntry, 1988 - 1993
High school Number Number Success Average Years
Average Admitted Graduating Rate to Graduate

95 and above 6 6 100% 4.2
90-94.99 48 37 77% 4.5
85-89.99 82 49 600/0 4.9
80-84.99 53 14 26% 5.3
75-79.99 17 4 24% 6.3
Below 75 2 0 N/A
Totals 208 110 53% 4.8

Source: Table provided by Assistant Dean ofUndergraduate Administration, College ofEngineering U of S.

Table 6.2. Direct Entry Graduation Rate for Male students. Years ofEntry unknown.3

High school Number Number Success Average Years
Average Admitted Graduating Rate to Graduate

95 and above 6 5 83.3% 4.0
90-94.99 37 32 86.5% 4.3
85-89.99 57 43 75.4% 4.7
80-84.99 73 39 53.4% 5.0
75-79.99 72 20 27.8% 5.5
Below 75 28 5 17.9% 5.4
TOTAL 273 144 52.7% 4.8

Lowest admission mark 70 Highest admission mark 98.2
Lowest mark to graduate 72 Highest mark to withdraw 96
Source: Derived from raw data provided by Assistant Dean ofUndergraduate Administration, College of
Engineering, University ofSaskatchewan.

Table 6.2 shows that only male students with high school admission averages of95%

or more were able to complete the four-year engineering curriculum in the prescribed four

years, yet even an ently average of96% did not guarantee graduation. At the lower end ofthe

scale, no women admitted with an average below 75% completed the program, while 18% of

the male students in the same category had completed. Only 19 women (n=17 and 2) had

admission grades below 80010, and only 21% ofthem (n=4) had completed their program,

3 Table 6.2 is based on a random list ofmale admission averages and the time it took for each to
complete the four year requirements. These numbers did not indicate ifthe requirements for a B.Sc. were
included in the years to graduate. See also Chapter Four, fn. 14.
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needing an average 6.3 years. In contrast, 100 men had admission grades below 80%; 25% of

them (n=25) completed the four-year program in 5.5. years, almost a full year less than the

women. At every grade level at admission, the women needed longer time to complete. In

addition, only 53% ofthe students, both female and male, completed the program, the

exception being the 10()OiO success rate for women with an average over 95%.

During later interviews, some students, both male and female, explained that they had

opted for the five-year completion strategy in order to "have a life." They cited lack oftime as

a deterrent to their education; too many concepts were introduced in too short time and there

was not enough time for thorough4 explanation. Whitehead's (1927/1957:2) advice was "Do

not teach too many subjects. [But] what you teach, teach thoroughly." Otherwise, he believed

the students would suffer from "passive reception ofdisconnected ideas."

Teaching Styles andApproaches

The size ofthe class, the course content and the experience ofindividual professors5

influenced the teaching style applied in each class. In the classes 1 observed, the teaching style

varied from straight lecture to interactive teaching, and the delivery from up-beat and lively to

monotonous drone. The course sections were taught by different professors and showed

different teaching styles between the sections. The first-year drafting course was presented as

lecture cum problem-solving sessions where the professor with the help ofmonitor projection

illustrated and solved a theoretical problem from the text, explaining each step as he proceeded.

In the physics sessions, problems were solved through mathematical formulae on overhead

screens. The problem-solving approach appeared to satisfy most ofthe students. In those

classes, the students were able to assemble the correct procedure for solving specific problems

and to use them as models for more general problem solving.

Course presentations that challenged the problem-solving approach were not always

welcomed. A female student explained "1 like lectures ifthe professor is good, but ifhe

doesn't interest me I don't listen at all. [In contrast], in one class we didn't have lecture format

4 'Thorough" is the motto for the College ofEngineering. It is ironic, then, that the students complain
that professors are not thorough in their teaching and explanations.

5 Because ofthe dearth offemale professors in engineering, I use 'he' and 'his' throughout.
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as much as round table discussions sessions, and I like that a lot" (Nicole, 4th year). One course

that lent itselfto a method different from problem solving was the 'ethics' course. At the

fourth-year level, it could be compared to a social science seminar course with discussion ofthe

various issues. However, by the time the students reached the fourth-year, they were so

accustomed to mathematical problem solving by the professor that they did not appreciate the

opportunity for discussing social and ethical issues.

Lecture fonnat is efficient for getting the infonnation across. We do have a couple of
classes that lend themselves to discussion, but by fourth year, students are quite
reluctant to discuss anything, they just say 'just tell me what I need to know and I will
write it down.' The 'ethics' class went from a class of50 to about 30 and only about
ten ofus would discuss anything (Marie, 4th year).

In the'ethics' course, the presence ofwomen was noted, and there was discussion

about women's role in engineering. Lynne (4th year) was disappointed with the 'ethics' course,

saying that it "should have had more discussion than it does." In one section there was lively

discussion on issues that kept women from entering the profession. In another section, the

class discussed whether or not a pregnant woman should be promoted when her project was

due the same time as her baby, and the students thought she should not. Guest speakers

representing the uranium industry were also able to elicit some questions, perhaps because it

was controversial. However, the instructor usually had difficulty encouraging and sustaining a

discussion

As an experiment, one professor had attempted a 'reading class,' which required the

students to read a text and present its content to their classmates in a seminar format. The

format was not well received by the students in the class, who saw this seminar approach not as

an opportunity to think about and expand on the course content, but as an attempt by the

professor to delegate his responsibility and to relegate his teaching to the students.

People who were in it didn't like it. They got more recognition for their work during
the year, but it wasn't worth very much. Students were required to summarize text
and present to the class. Professors should teach and we should read the text, and if
we don't understand, there should be discussion (Anne, 4th year).

The students did not appreciate the concept of a reading class, where they had to think deeper

about the issues in order to digest and understand them. Anne's rejection stands in contrast to

Fiona's complaint (Chapter Five) ofjust such lack ofanalysis in her engineering courses. The
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resistance to reading classes and non-lecture formats in this class confinns Tobias' (1990;

1990b) conclusions that there are definite learning differences between science and non-science

students. Moreover, the data in this study show that students are schooled in learning based on

problem solving. In other words, the pedagogical strategies in engineering education become

part ofthe engineering culture.

Good Professors, Bad Professors

In the College ofEngineering some ofthe first-year arts and science courses are taught

by professors in the College ofArts and Science, often in special sections for engineering

students. The general perception among engineering students was that these professors were

reluctant to teach engineering students. For example, one male student who had transferred to

a mathematics program believed that the instructors in that department loathed teaching

engineering students and had a totally different attitude toward 'their own' students. Similarly,

one female English instructor had suggested that "engineering students are notoriously un

cooperative." Several students also admitted that they preferred the teaching statfin the

College ofEngineering to the Arts and Science instructors.

There is a difference between the engineering and the other profs. There is rivalry
between engineering and the physics department. There is also difference between
engineering physics and the math department. Engineering physics [profs] treat us
more like engineers, as adults; they have fun with us, and they make life a little more
comical, relaxed and less stressful. The math department is more strict and in my
opinion has poor social skills. My favourite professor is a person who talks to me as an
adult who is coming to school to learn. He respects us and we should respect him
(Bob, 1st year).

The students had specific criteria that constituted a good professor as well as a bad

professor. The most salient criterion for a good professor was clarity. A professor who could

organize the material in logical sequence, who would either provide printed notes or write

slowly and legibly on the blackboard, who would explain clearly in understandable language

and dynamic Presentation, and who would give students time to copy and digest the

presentation, was considered the best. The students also identified a good teacher by his

obvious enjoYment ofsharing his knowledge and expertise with the students and by

complementing the text, not just reiterating. Such a professor"would be exciting and easy to
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listen to and he would hold the students~ attention. One reason why the upper-year students

enjoyed their professors more than the first-year cohort did was that their professors were,

teaching their own specialties and were more excited about sharing their expertise.

Another important indication ofa good professor was that he showed respect for his

students by understanding the students ~ other academic commitments. Respect included

arriving in class on time and treating the students as adults who were there for the purpose of

learning, which included the professors' availability after class to clarifY any questions or

problems. A good professor would encourage and motivate the students and bring in outside

expertise to add to his own.

Lots ofthe profs don't have much practical experience, but the ones who do are
encouraging and motivating, up front and helpful. A good profis a stimulating lecturer
and someone who brings some outside experience into the classroom. Understanding
scheduling and tailoring their schedules around your needs as well. But most ofthe
profs in [department] value the teaching part oftheir job (Jeft: 4th year).

Ifclarity was the mark ofa 'good' teacher, the most damaging quality for a professor

was an inability to express himselfor his topic in a manner that the students could understand.

Albert (1 st year) remembered a class where nobody appeared to understand, "so I asked the

profand he explained it. 6 He was solving a problem without stating the problem. Nobody was

questioning, because they thought they had missed something." A 'bad~ professor would

withhold some infonnation, even after being questioned, and use it on a quiz, which the

students thought was unfair:

Sometimes the professors don't know exactly what's going on. Iknow they
understand what I'm asking and they just ignore the question and then, all ofa sudden
it pops up on a quiz. The easy stuffthey go over in intense detail and then they go over
the really hard stuffreally quickly (John, 4th year).

Other times, it was a function ofthe professor's poor English language skills and being

unfamiliar with Canadian education:

I've had instructors who just can't get the concept across. One was a language barrier,
the professor had a very difficult time with the English language. When we asked
questions~ he didn't know what we were asking and he would go on in a different

6 Like Bob, Albert was an older first-year student and less afraid of 'losing face' by asking questions.
Younger students appreciate iliat older students dare to ask (Anderson, 1994).
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direction. It took us about a month to recognize that he didn't understand what we
were saying (Marie, 4th year).

Where a good professor was dynamic and exciting, a 'bad' professor was monotonous

and boring, and Amber, (1 st year) found it "really hard to listen to people that have bad,

monotone voices, they just kind ofdrone on and on and on." Where a good professor would

be motivating and encouraging, a 'bad' professor would be condescending, discouraging and

resentful, as Jeff, (4th year) explained= "There's one or two profs that are condescending and

that is really discouraging. Some are really disorganized, and some are too geared toward the

research side oftheir job." Jeffthought this was a matter ofhaving generally poor teaching

skills, not really wanting to teach, and therefore not organizing the lectures.

When I asked the students to identify good and bad professors, some ofthem took the

time to relate 'horror' stories from their experiences as engineering students. While physics

was the favourite first-year course, the first-year students indicated that calculus was their least

favourite. Most ofthe complaints were against the mathematics professors.

I was harassed by professor [name] in the math department. We were in class the first
day [ofterm two] and my mend and I sat up front. He asked us for an answer to a
question, I worked it through and gave an answer. He laughed at us and said it was
incorrect. He said 'ifyou were in my section last tenn you would have got the right
answer.' The next class my friend and I sat quietly in the middle. Again he asked us,
again we tried to give our best answer, nervous to give the wrong answer, because I
don't have the background in math that other students have. The next class he asked
us again; now this is three times in a row, and this is getting annoying, as I'm busy
writing down notes.
The next class we sit at the back doing our work; the people behind us are talking and
we're repeatedly telling them to be quiet. The professor looks up and says 'excuse me
you people in the peanut gallery back there, what's the answer to this question?' and
he's pointing at me and says 'yes you, in the peanut gallery.' And I looked at him and
said 'excuse me, I find it offensive to be referred to as the peanut gallery, and I don't
like it when people talk to me that way.' That's what I said across a class of 100
people, at which point he snidely said 'oh, I'm sorry to bother you, it was just a joke'
(Bob, 1st year).

Bob had requested transfer to another section, and he believed this example explained

why a number of students thought this particular professor to be very arrogant. As a former

teacher, Bob thought the professor's behaviour was unprofessional; he had expected a higher

level ofprofessionalism from a univerSIty professor. One student who had left engineering and
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earned a B.Sc. in mathematics and an M.Sc. in computer science, offered an explanation in

defense ofthe mathematics department:

Some ofthe external profs have different attitudes about teaching engineering students
than the engineering profs have. I don't think: teaching engineering classes is a big
thing for them to do. When I took my degree classes in the math department [the
professors] were great, but the ones that have to teach the engineering classes seem
like they don't want to be teaching engineers, and that's why they aren't good. I have
been in a lot ofclasses with engineers since I quit and I have noticed that engineering
students tend to group together in class and fool around more, and they tend to be
quite disruptive (Matt, transfer student).

Upper-year engineering students who had declared their interests through their choice

ofdepartments, and who had more options in their course selection, still thought that their

mathematics professors had been below par as teachers. However, aside from identifying one

department as generally 'bad,' these students had more reasoned complaints against individual

teachers. One graduating student stated: "There are definitely some professors in this college

who should not be teaching. It is so painfully obvious that they don't want to be there and they

don't want to teach" (Nicole, 4th year). The senior students, whose professors were teaching

their own specializations, had more praise than complaints, and Marie (4th year) asserted that

"the level ofinstruction goes up in third and fourth year."

Student Interactions with Professors and Peers

My observations in the classroom setting concentrated on voluntary seating

arrangements and student interaction with professors and classmates. In the physics

laboratory, partners were arbitrarily paired in alphabetical order and seated accordingly, while

in the physics and the GE 131.1 lectures students seated themselves at rando~ and the seating

arrangements varied from day to day. The drafting course offered the best opportunity for .

making seating observations because the students had to select seats that became pennanent

and were recorded for the purpose ofmonitoring attendance. I received the professors' seating

plans for three ofthese sections. In all sections, it appeared that the female students preferred

to sit near another woman and at the front ofthe room. In one section (n=67, women=17),

one student needed to be near an electrical outlet and sat by herself Four other women sat

alone among the male students while six women clustered in two rows on both side ofthe
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centre aisle. There were also three sets oftwo women together. In another section (n=51,

women=15), there was only one woman sitting by herself, while six women sat in a two-row

block, and two women sat in the row in front ofa row ofsix women. In the third section

(n=56, women=10), three women sat alone among the men, and the other seven were clustered

together. I was able to observe the same seating pattern in the other two sections.

Similarly, in four ofthe five GE 131 tutorials, the female students were more likely to

seat themselves in groups oftwo or three. In one particular section, three women sat side by

side in the row directly behind another set ofthree women. It was obvious, by watching their

interactions in class, that this arrangement was deliberate. Together they formed a group of

six, which can be considered a critical mass in a class ofroughly thirty students. 7 The following

year I was able to observe the same pattern in five sections ofupper-year classes.

Later, during the interviews, eight women and seven men indicated that they preferred

the front ofthe classroom or lecture hall; seven women and three men liked to be in the middle;

four women and two men seated themselves in the back ofthe room, while five women and

three men would sit anywhere. Some ofthe students stated that they were in groups offriends

that had carved out a spot for the year. One man confided that he wanted to be near an exit so

he could leave without being noticed ifthe lecture was uninteresting. Others avoided the rear

ofthe room because it was noisy.

Personal interaction in the large lecture sections was negligible, and one female student

remarked, "we are too busy taking notes to interact with anybody." The difference in

interaction in a large lecture theatre and small tutorials was evident in the GE 131 course. The

lecture ses~ions were quite fonnal with little opportunity for interaction, while the less formal

tutorials invited interaction. Interaction between students and professors and among the

students was also easier to observe in the smaller settings, such as the English course and the

labs and tutorials. Although the students were usually busy taking notes, one English section

7 An upper-year student had told me that the women tended to cluster in the classroom. Similarly, my
family physician related her experiences in medical school: 'I always wanted to become a doctor, but when I
started, there were only six women in the class of60. I couldn't handle it and dropped out When I re-entered
some years later, there were 16 women in the cohort, and I was comfortable with that critical mass.' Moreover,
fonner Saskatchev\-IDl MLA Anne Smart once told me: 'Around the Caucus table in the Legislature, my two
female colleagues and I were told it would be better ifwe did not sit together, as that would give us too much
power.' Ms. Smart had been one ofonly three women among 23 men in her Caucus. Cited with permission.
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almost always elicited good discussions and ideas about the literature in the syllabus, in contrast

to the one-directional lectures in the large drafting and physics classes. In the labs and tutorials,

the instructors did not lecture unless there appeared to be a general problem that would be

better solved by addressing the entire class. The instruction was more informal, and because

the instructors circulated among the students, there was better opportunity for individual

questions and help. It is far less intimidating to ask for quiet, one-on-one assistance in a setting

with more privacy than shouting out questions in a large lecture theatre, and the students are

less likely to fear ridicule from classmates. The tutorials and laboratory session, consequently,

encouraged more personal interactions both among the students themselves, and between

students and instructors.

Interactions in the physics laboratories showed some differences depending on the

gendered composition ofthe working pairs. The students were paired alphabetically and were

mostly male. In one section there were three mixed pairs, in the other, three mixed pairs and

one female pair. In the male pairs, the tasks involved in the experiments appeared to be equally

and evenly shared between the partners who took turns performing 'active' and 'passive'

tasks.
8

Although they were working together, there was always a physical distance between

the partners. Physical distance was also evident in the mixed pairs. However, ifthe female

partners did not immediately take charge ofsetting up the exercise, they would most often

record the results ofthe exercise while the male partner was the 'active' worker. A real

difference appeared in the only female pair. As in the male pairs, the women shared 'active'

and 'passive' tasks equally, but the physical distance between the partners disappeared. The

female team was the only team that I ObselVed coming into physical contact with each other,

bumping into, brushing up against, and leaning closely over their work, heads together.

Formal Socialization Into the Engineering Profession

Education in a professional college is a process of socialization into a professional

culture. As well, the course work is vocational in nature (Frehill, 1997b). Some ofthe

8 For the purpose ofclassification, I considered setting up and manipulating experiment variables as
'active' (tinkering) tasks, while calculating fonnuIae and writing the report became 'passive' (academic) tasks.
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professional colleges at the U of S require one or more years ofpre-entry programs in general

arts and science courses. The students who are accepted in these colleges accumulate an

academic background and a proven proficiency record. In contrast, the College ofEngineering

is a direct access college without prerequisites other than high school courses and grades. The

college is then able to start their formal socialization process in the students' first year, before

they are influenced by any other university culture. During this process, female students learn

to adjust to and identitY with the professional engineering culture. As they learn to cope with

the obstacles they encounter as they progress through this masculine and male dominated

environment, they must also finally learn what engineers really do (Dryburgh, 1999), a common

problem for engineering students (Frehill, 1997b).

Transition from high school to university can be difficult for many students, and the

"Introduction to Engineering" course, GE 131.1 served the dual purpose ofadjustment and

socialization. The course had two separate components and required only a 'pass' grade. The

cohort was divided roughly in halffor weekly, one-hour sessions in a large lecture theatre

where they were introduced to university policies, procedures and graduation standards and to

information about the many aspects ofthe engineering profession. Each engineering

department made presentations to the cohort about course requirements and emplOYment

opportunities in the respective specialty. The students saw this approach as an important

strategy to start thinking like engineers about what engineers do. However, they thought the

methods ofpresentation were uninspired and uninteresting.

In addition to lectures, there were 50-minute weekly seminars ofapproximately 25 - 30

students, the so-called 'small sections,' which were intended to make it easier for the students

to get to know at least one professor and some oftheir classmates. One student compared it to

the high school 'home room.' The students Performed practical exercises related to

engineering education and the engineering profession, such as resume and memo writing,

computer exercises, and time management. All the professors stressed the importance of

keeping up with lectures, labs and homework lest they fall behind. Catching up, they advised,

was much harder than keeping up. That particular year they also worked in teams on a small,
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creative engineering task called the 'Challenge Project.'9 In a special section, 'mature students'

who had returned to education after several years in the work force or in the home, discussed

their specific problems or issues, such as work load and study skills. 10 Although the workload

was light in the course, students nevertheless had to pass a midtenn and a final exam.

Most ofthe first-year students appreciated the opportunity in the small groups to make

connections with other students and getting to know one professor as 'their own.' However,

many students believed that the seminars could be improved by focusing more on engineering

per se than on strictly student adjustment matters, not realizing the connection between

mundane exercises, such as keeping track oftheir study and play time, and the real world of

time management in the engineering workplace, where billing for time spent on a project and

documenting processes and procedures are ofthe utmost importance.

The third-year Oral and Written Communication course, GE 390.3, was another major

component in the process ofsocializing the students into the engineering profession. The

course exposed the students to teaching approaches other than the lecture and problem-solving

methods. In this course, the instructors required the students to write and to speak in the

'public' forum oftheir class. The students had written assignments, such as a report ofa

completed project; one section had an organized debate; and one section had to write a short

in-class essay. They prepared oral presentations, sometimes using computerized PowerPoint

visuals. These presentations followed a formal pattern ofintroducing and thanking the'guest

speaker,' tasks that were allocated on rotation basis among the students. The students also had

to critique each other's presentations, in terms ofboth content and mode ofpresentation and

generally act as the'contractor' purchasing the project. Because there were students from

several departments in each class, the students were forced to explain their presentations to an

audience that was not completely familiar with their own specialization. Experiences the

students gained in this class would be both useful and helpful in their engineering career. For

9 Each group was handed a file folder, which they were to manipulate so that it would be able to
withstand as much pressure as possible. It could be folded and cut, but staples, glue or tape were not pennitted.
The 'stmeture' also had to have a space for a Ping-Pong ball. An instrument was brought in to test the pressure
it could withstand. The project was designed to promote team work and encourage creativity.

1
0 During my MA. research, several,ofmy respondents bad expressed an interest in such a seminar,

where they could catch up on skills they had forgotten, or learn new skills they had never learned during their
high school years (Anderson, 1994).
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example, they had to present their projects with confidence and authority, which is sometimes

difficult for women "who begin with the 'handicap' ofbeing female in a field where the

professional identity is associated with being male" (Dryburgh, 1999:674). Thus, the class was

a practical 'job training' element oftheir engineering program.

The professors operated under the assumption that engineers are men and generally

referred to both 'professor' and 'student' as 'HE.' During the 1996-97 academic year, neither

ofthe two female engineering professors taught first-year courses, and even fourth-year

students were unaware that there were female engineering professors in the college. However,

the students had an opportunity to see some female role models when two young, female,

practising engineers addressed lecture sessions ofGE 131 about their work force experiences;

as well, Electrical Engineering brought in a young, female graduate for their departmental

presentation. In later interviews, some ofthe students thought the most interesting and

valuable parts ofthe GE 131 lectures were the departmental presentations and the guest

lectures by the young, female engineers.

Attending these courses provided a glance into engineering education and the required

workload. Observing and listening in drafting and physics courses, I gained insight into some

ofthe technical, theoretical and mathematical requirements ofthe engineering program, while

the required English course provided a change ofpace, shifting from numerical to verbal

expression. Attending the GE 131.1 course through lectures and seminars was useful to

understanding the induction into the engineering environment. Some ofthe sections ofEng

115.3 including one that I observed, as well as one section ofcomputer science, had female

instructors. One section ofGE 390 had a female sessional lecturer with a M. Sc. in engineering.

However, it is very possible for engineering students to go through their program without

realizing that women can become university professors, in engineering or in any other

discipline.

This section has focused on the students' eXPeriences in the classroom environment.

Most ofthe first-year classes are large, and teaching can be impersonal, using mostly lecture

and problem solving approaches to cover the material. While the professors in the courses I

observed had a gentle demeanor, one particular professor was confrontational toward one of

the older male students. The professor's behaviour had made the climate so chilly for that
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student that he had requested transfer to another section. The'chilly climate' becomes evident

in the next section, which discusses the student environment outside the classroom.

THE SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT

In the second part ofthis chapter, I examine the ways in which the masculine culture is

both maintained and reproduced through a variety ofstrategies, both conscious and

unconscious. The re-creation ofthis masculine culture produces a 'chilly climate' for women

and for some men. The literature on the 'Chilly Climate' has established that the university

setting is not particularly friendly to female students. Dagg and Thompson (1988),

Hawkesworth (1990), Hacker (1989; 1990) and Levenson (1990) all give examples and

evidence ofthe different levels ofintensity within the chilly climate, ranging from sexist jokes

and exclusionary behaviour vis-a.-vis women to persistent harassment ofwomen. The

university environment can be hazardous to women, with the murders and injuries at L'Ecole

Polytechnique as the ultimate expression ofthe chilly climate. Although the perpetrator was

not a student, he believed that women were occupying seats that he should have had. While

such concepts as chilly climate, patriarchy, bias, sexism and misogyny existed long before the

massacre, this event changed the reality of life for women in engineering. Because ofthe

outrage and grieffollowing that tragedy, it became possible to name the concepts and include

them as part ofthe public discourse (Franklin, 1995). Such naming ofthe problem is required

in order to correct and eradicate injustice. Following the unspeakable act by self-admitted

misogynist Marc Lepine, who himselfhad named feminists and feminism as his enemies

(Lacelle, 1991), and who believed that women occupied seats in engineering that he should

have had, such previously taboo terms as discrimination, harassment and misogyny were

brought into the open and claimed by feminists and non-feminists alike. Because sexism,

harassment and discrimination are illegal, discrimination and harassment have become more

subtle and often camouflaged, which makes it much more difficult to define and eliminate

(Benokraitis, 1997).

Nijole Benokraitis has named three major forms ofsex discrimination: blatant, covert,

and subtle discrimination. Blatant sex discrimination is intended to be hurtful; it is visible,

obvious and easily documented. It appears as gendered wage discrepancies whereby
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occupations most often held by women are rewarded at a lower scale than men's occupations~

it can also manifest itselfas sexist language and sexual harassment and as physical violence

against girls and women. It is illegal and can be prosecuted under both civil and criminal law,

depending on the act ofdiscrimination. Covert sex discrimination is hidden, purposeful and

harmful and may include, for example, allocating the least desirable shifts or schedules to

women·in occupations that require shift work. Between open and hidden discriminatory

practices lie the subtle fonns ofsex discrimination, which at times may appear rather 'natural'

or go unnoticed, yet they reinforce stereotypical ideas ofwomen's and men's roles in society

and may even be passed offas 'tradition.' Benokraitis has named nine types ofsuch subtle sex

discrimination~ they will be described further as they appear throughout the data. Similarly,

Stalker and Prentice (1998) offer a set of"micro-inequities," depicting systemic discrimination

ofwomen in universities, which correspond to Benokraitis' (1997) categories ofsubtle sex

discrimination. These definitions were especially helpful in seeing how the engineering college

environment socializes the students to become not just engineers, but to become male

engmeers.

Subtle sex discrimination is frequently found in fields or occupations traditionally

considered male domains, but where women have begun making inroads. One field or

profession that is particularly prone to this type ofdiscrimination is engineering and engineering

education. Lisa Frehill (1997) gives examples ofsubtle sexism in women's perceptions ofnot

being taken seriously by their engineering professors, who might "roll their eyes" (p.126) when

a female student asks a question or simply refuse to respond. She also gives examples ofmale

students' ~xist behaviours toward.their female classmates, such as assigning secretarial duties

to them when writing up team reports (see an instance ofthis in a previous section ofthis

chapter), and blatant catcalls like "look at the tits on her" (p.128). Frehill fears that such

situations will persist for years, due to a lack ofadvocacy for women in male-dominated fields.

Until the efforts to recruit women into engineering and sciences started in the mid

1980s, engineering was the domain ofmale practitioners who were educated and practiced in a

masculine culture. This culture includes "sexist student newspapers, crude initiation pranks and

'girly' pin-ups [as] integral parts ofthe education ofengineers" (Franklin, 1995:3). Franklin is

ambivalent toward acculturating women into this environment because "hardening [women]
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against the chilly climate" demands that the unprivileged must change, and it does not change

the problems within the engineering culture. In her view, "it is a question ofstructural,

institutional and cultural changes-systemic changes that have to involve the elders ofthe

engineering tribes as well as the majority ofthe traditional 'average' male engineers" (Franklin,

1995:3). Similarly, Frehill (1997) compares women in engineering to Fine's study offemale

cooks and concludes that in settings where women are a significant minority, they have to

become 'one ofthe boys' in order to be accepted.

In addition to sex discrimination-or sexism-, sexual harassment is a form ofsocial

control, which "does long-term damage to the sel( to our dignity and self-respect" (Kadar,

1988:337). A formal definition by an organization directly involved in its eradication is helpful

to understand exactly what sexual harassment entails:

Sexual harassment is any unwanted sexually based or sexually oriented practice which
creates discomfort and/or threatens a woman's personal well-being or functioning
(mental, physical, or emotional). Sexual harassment includes verbal abuse, jokes,
leering, touching, or any unnecessary contact, the display ofpornographic material, the
invasion ofpersonal space, sexual assault or rape, or any threat ofretaliation or actual
retaliation for any ofthe above (Alberta Alliance Against Sexual Harassment [AASH],
cited in Kadar, 1988:339).

As the definition indicates, sexual harassment is an occupational hazard that is harmful to a

Person' shealth, both physical and psychological, and may result in long-term suffering in the

fonns ofulcers, insomnia and depression. Physical and/or psychological health problems may

in the extreme affect employment performance, and thus could result in the victim's loss of

livelihood and income. As my data will demonstrate, both subtle sex discrimination and sexual

harassment were present in the day-to-day lives ofsome ofthe female engineering students.

Women's Ambivalent Status

One issue that had a poisoning effect on the college atmosphere was the idea that

women were 'favoured' in the college and that some ofthem really ought not to be there.

Both female and male students believed that women had advantages in the college that the men

did not. First-year student Amber suggested: "I think ifanything, women are favored,

especially since government is promoting accessibility everywhere for visible minorities."

While Bill (4th year) believed that women were favoured in the work place, "I know there are
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employment programs that target wome~" other students, both female and male, suggested

that women could be perceived to be favoured in terms ofaccessibility to the college and that

female students received special treatment from the male students rather than the professors.

The profs have too many students to teach to have time to discriminate, but I do think
the male students are more accommodating toward the female students. I have seen
men asking other men for help and get the cold shoulder, but when a woman asks for
help, she gets help. I think the men believe women have a lower level ofknowledge
(Bob, 1st year).

Other students were ambivalent and had examples ofboth favouritism and discrimination. "In

class, NO. Socially, maybe. Both favored and discriminated" (Fiona, transfer student). One

man came to his interview complaining of 'reverse discrimination' because a female classmate

had been offered a position that he, too, had applied for, "even though she didn't have [course]

that I had." The next day, Tanya, a transfer student, volunteered "my roommate just got a job

that a male classmate had also applied for. She thinks he thinks she got the job because she

was a woman, even though they had the same qualifications. ,,11 However, even ifthere was a

targeting ofwomen in certain programs, favours were irrelevant ifthe student, or engineer, did

not have the proper qualifications:

I am an extrovert so I'll go and ask for help ifI need it Maybe it is because women
who enter this male domain are stronger and not easily intimidated. On the other hand,
women engineers are sometimes promoted much faster than the men. A company will
lose in the long run ifit promotes without proper experience or qualifications. I don't
think women were favoured or discriminated against. Either way, ifI was, it didn't
bother me (Anne, 4th year).

These conflicting views offavouritism toward women indicate that gender has become one of

the perceived variables used to explain'advantages' and/or'disadvantages' for individuals who

are studying and working in highly competitive environments.

When engineering was an exclusively male preserve, gender would not have been an

issue-although other factors would have come into play. For example, Dryburgh (1999) points

out that while academics (a female strength) are highly valued in engineering educatio~ the

] I I have since met the woman in qlJ.estion who told me that when she asked her employer ifher
gender had influenced her appointment, she was told that the committee had simply been impressed with her
skills and how she presented herself at her interview.
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workplace prefers tinkering (a male strength). A workplace that requires high 'tinkering' skills

would then favour employing a male candidate, while a woman may be better suited to a

position that is not specifically tinkering oriented. As more women have entered the

profession, and as some skills appear gender based, gender has been invoked as one ofthe

signs predicting'success' or 'failure. '

Does Gender Matter?

All ofmy respondents believed that women were needed in the profession, and

working with women as engineers was a desire for both men and women. The question of

gender relevance in engineering ranged from responses that dismissed gender as an issue to

indications that women did bring many different qualities and aspects to engineering. There

were tensions and diverging opinions both among and between the male and female students in

their perceptions ofwomen's place in and benefit to the engineering profession. Both men and

women stressed their common education and training and believed that knowledge and skill

outweighed any gender differences, and some women accepted as a fact that engineering was a

masculine occupation: "I don't see why women as engineers should be an issue, even though it

is still male-dominated"(Fiona, transfer student). Some were trailblazers, like Samantha, who

had deliberately chosen engineering "because it was a man's field," and Erla, who admitted that

she had broken many gender barriers and insisted that it was time to change the male

domination in the profession.

While these women knew that they were different, others took an 'equal opportunity'

approach, indicating that gender might not be an issue as long as the individual had the

necessary skills to be a successful engineer. After all, "It shouldn't matter ifyou are male or

female, I'm going to be an engineer" (Amber, 1st year). Implicit in Amber's statement is the'

rejection ofany need for privileges or concessions in order to succeed in the field, a sentiment a

female practising engineer also expressed to Dtyburgh (1999:675): "I just go on expecting to

be treated as an 'engineer,' not a 'woman engineer.'" Because it became generally accepted

that the engineering profession was gender blind, many students believed that women would

not contribute anything special or specifically feminine to the engineering profession: "I don't

think they would contribute anything different. Something equal, perhaps" (Albert, 1st year).
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Some ofthe fourth-year male students agreed with Albert and Amber: "I don't really know if

women have a different perspective on engineering problems, but 1don't think they do" (Dave,

4th year).

As far as rating and marks are concerned, they are treated like anyone else, like a
student. It's like, after they become engineers they sort of stop being women, they just
become engineers. You bond with them like you would with guys; they become'one
ofthe guys' (John, 4th year).

The girls are just a student. They have to do the same amount ofwork. The girls 1
have been associated with have been smarter than the guys. But 1see cases where girls
are 'babied along' and being spoon-fed some ofthe information (Joe, 4th year).

Although Joe recognized some women's academic superiority, the female students had been

rendered genderless, ifnot masculine, in engineering education. The idea that women are 'just

engineers' or 'just students' who are forced to deny that they are also women, is one strategy

for coping with gender in engineering. This strategy has long been a concern for female

engineering educators (Geppert, 1995).

However, there were male students who, although they considered the female students

equal and 'one ofthe guys,' admitted that the women both thought and approached problems

differently. For example, John, who had just asserted that he bonded with women because

"women are just engineers," continued "I don't know ifthey can contribute anything different,

but 1have found that women do approach problems differently" (John, 4th year). While John

was hesitant in his comment on difference in approach, it was similar to some ofthe women's

thoughts. Transfer student Diana, for example, expressed an individualistic attitude to a

possible gendered difference in approaching engineering issues: "I know that men and women

think differently, and 1don't feel sexist saYing that. It could be women just enjoy different

sciences. 1just feel I'm equal [to the other students]."

Some ofthe fourth-year students, who were the most familiar with engineering both in

education and in the work place, and who in some cases also had other degrees, had opposing

thoughts about gender differences. Men and women both believed that more female engineers

would benefit and enrich the profession in general. A mature student with several years of

teaching experience believed that:

We bring a different aspect to engineering. Women question why things have been
done in certain ways. 1don't know ifthat is because ofgender or our generation. In
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my classes it is usually the group ofwomen in the front questioning everything. 12

Maybe we have an inquiring mind, it could be curiosity, or it could be the challenge. In
the work force it may be difficult to be an engineer and a woman. As the only woman
in a group ofengineers I have been asked ifl was the wife or the secretary.... When
we give workshops for industry on how to handle [job] applications, we advise women
to use initials only to avoid discrimination (Marie, 4th year).

Women have every right to be an engineer, just like men, but 1don't think they should
be pushed into it. Women should not be encouraged more than men, although
engineering is work that mostly men do. 1think you should study any field in
university that would encourage you to enter engineering.... As long as people can
work together well, gender shouldn't matter. 1just want to work with people who are
pleasant and skilled. But to be the only female engineer in a large firm 1think would be
uncomfortable. At one time 1was the only girl ofseven operators and 1thought it was
fine until one time there was another woman. I didn't realize how nice it was to have
another woman there [to work with] (Betty, 4th year).

1think there should be more female engineers. The profession is so saturated with men
that when engineers are referred to it is always as 'HE.' 1would certainly like to see
that mindset changed. The last few years 1have had a female work and study partner
and I enjoy working with her better than with many guys. I think engineering is
teamwork, and there are more dynamics and different perspectives on things brought
into the group when you mix genders (Jeft: 4th year).

What, then, are the qualities required ofwomen in order to be successful in

engineering? The women themselves, Holly, Anne, April, Betty and Nicole believed that they

had to be "confident," "smart," and "competent." "You have to be confident to survive. You

have to be yourselfamong men" said Holly, who had left engineering. Women also have to be

"extra energetic" and "strong, not easily intimidated" to be successful. When Dr. Elizabeth

Cannon, the holder ofthe NSERCClPetroCanada Prairie WISE Chair, visited the U ofS in

1997 she made the statement that it takes a special kind ofperson to be an engineer. 1do not

think ofher remark as elitist, but rather that it requires special interests, skills and attitudes, as it

does with any profession or vocation. Betty (4th year) affirmed "I do think engineers are

special kinds ofpersons, whether male or female," a thought that other women echoed.

Obviously I think women are competent. A person should be hired for competence,
not for gender. But women didn't have the same opportunities that men did, so the

12 During the CBS Television program Sunday Morning (1999}a female engineering student indicated
that she always sat in the front to hear well, to ask questions and be noticed, and not having to look at the sea of
male heads in front of her.
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gender issue is valid. I think it takes a certain personality to be a woman and an
engineer. I didn't fully realize how male-dominated engineering was until I got here
(Anne, 4th year).

I think it takes a certain personality type to be in engineering. I consider myselfan
extrovert, quite outgoing, but many engineers are introverts. I am interested in the
managerial and educational side ofengineering, where you need communication skills,
whereas many introverts are geared toward design and research working by themselves
or in small groups. I think women in engineering bring out the human aspect of
engineering, not only the technical, and I think they are better communicators than men
are. And yes, men and women think about the problems differently (Nicole, 4th year).

Nicole's comment confinns the perception that women think and approach engineering issues

differently, although some ofher peers disagreed. Her statement is also a comment on the

different specialties the women choose in the college. As noted in Chapter Four, the women

did lean toward departments that applied to human and environmental needs, while the men

chose the more abstract disciplines. The choice ofa specialty clearly indicates that gender

matters in engineering.

What women could not be ifthey wanted to succeed in engineering was "timid." The

successful women who coordinated recruitment and outreach committees (discussed in the

next chapter) were adamant that "you cannot be timid, you have to fight back." Those women

also thought they could spot the first-year students who would not succeed by judging their

ability to 'give and take' and to fight back.

I think what makes a woman able to be an engineer is that she doesn't notice the things
that are getting in her way. She ignores sexist comments or situations that could
intimidate or offend other women (April, 4th year).

Henwood (1998) found similar attitudes in her research on differences between women who

had chosen education in male dominated software engineering and those who had chosen the

more traditional female course ofpersonal assistant. It appears that the non-traditional women

do learn to shrug offsexism and cope with the male dominated status quo.

Gender Blindness

In Chapter Five I alluded to one female student who left engineering when she became

a parent and another whose husband made a career move that involved relocating the family.

Marriage and children can have a negative impact on women's academic careers, especially in
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the sciences where women are often considered less suited than men, and in graduate programs

where they may even be threatened with expulsion ifand when they marry or have children

(Etzkowitz et al., 1994). In my survey ofthe first-year cohort, two women indicated that they

had pre-school children living with them. In addition, I became aware ofanother woman who

had school-age children. During informal conversation, these three women made it clear that

they could not linger after classes but had to rush home to their families. These women, then,

did not have equal opportunity to participate in student organizations or social events as their

classmates. Within the masculine culture in engineering, these women's special needs were not

taken into account.

Following a lecture in the'ethics' course, one woman approached me to tell about her

struggle to complete her program. Having started her education as a mature student, single

parent with small children, and later giving birth while still a student, it had taken her six years

plus a professional internship year to graduate. Aware ofthe gender imbalance in the college in

general and her department in particular, Sandra called herselfa "minority within a minority."

''No woman who has a family has finished the B.E. to my knowledge. My 'Big Sister' was

also a single parent, and she quit during third year and didn't come back" she insisted. 13 For

Sandra, responsibility for children was a barner to her engineering education, which would

follow Sandra into the labour market where, with any luck, she might find emplOYment that

would accept flexible working hours. Alternatively, she could opt for contract work and

eventually consulting, which would allow the needed flexibility (Ranson, 1998; 2000).

As a mature student with multiple responsibilities, Sandra had found it difficult to

divide her time between classes, homework, family care, and establishing and maintaining a

romantic relationship that had led to marriage and her third child. She had considered giving

13 An earlier program of 'Big Sisters' was supposed to help 'Little Sisters' to adjust to the engineering
education enviromnent. New female students (Little Sisters) were paired with upper-year peers (Big Sisters) for
academic and social support. The intent was to arrange special get-togethers for the women, such as pizza
parties and bowling. However, the women who organized the EEE recruitment committee explained that as a
volunteer, student organized strategy through the Students' Society, there had been little funding, poor
organization and waning interest for a project that was intended for women and did not benefit male students. It
also became difficult to find Big Sisters for the. increasing cohorts offemale students. It appears to me that any
incentive that would benefit women only had to be organized by the women themselves without support from the
general student population. The program later became the co-educational 'Big Buddies. '
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up her studies several times, especially while a single parent. During her first two years, Sandra

had taken a light course load and worked a lot at home around her children, always feeling

guilty that she had so little time for them. After the birth ofher third child, she decided not to

take maternity leave but to forge ahead in order to finish her program. Like Nettie (see next

section), she could only think ofcompleting her courses and leave the university. She felt

fortunate that her husband understood her study needs, and that his home-based engineering

business made it possible for him to provide child care while she was in class.

The real issue for Sandra was how to cope with breastfeeding her infant daughter when

her husband brought the baby every day at noon. "There is no place in the college for mothers

and nursing infants to have quality time," she said. 14 Obviously, the college had not considered

that female students might have children during their student years. Hoogensen (1997:96) had

experienced the same dilemma when, as a Ph.D. candidate, she had tried breastfeeding her

infant while teaching a seminar class. 'Helpful' friends had suggested that she should do so in

the bathroom rather than in the classroom, to which she responded "when the toilet becomes

the dining area ofchoice for the rest ofsociety, I might relent and join in. Until then, I would

rather be told that I am welcome to feed my son wherever I choose." The failure to address

the needs offemale students who are breast-feeding illustrates the ways in which the education

process is gender blind. It is also an example ofa structural issue wherein "society,

organizations and institutions are arranged in favor ofmen for the preservation oftheir

advantages" (Fox, 1998:203). In engineering, this observation is reinforced by the demanding

workload, which assumes that students (traditionally young men) have no other commitments

than their studies.

Should the university and the college expect that women, as students, might need to

.breastfeed infants during their university studies? Should new mothers expect the institution to

accommodate their special needs? Social norms and mores have changed dramatically during

the twentieth century, and breastfeeding is considered essential to infants' health. Moreover,

14 In the College ofEngineering there are several small seating areas in the hallways overlooking the
library. The areas do not provide any privacy, but this is where she would feed her daughter, rather than in the
library (where no food is allowed) or in the washrooms. Sandra was painfully aware ofthe lack ofmothering
facilities in the college, yet she did not complain, she just stated the fact
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as more women attempt to combine education and family life, pregnant and nursing women

may be a growing part ofthe student population. In Frize and the PEO recommendations for a

'woman-friendly' university (1996), one requirement is 'administrative leadership in response

to women's needs and issues;' another is for 'support, services and security measures for

women on campus.' Similarly, the CFUW believes that a 'woman-fiiendly' university is "a

place where every woman feels comfortable living, studying, working and playing; a place

where she can reach her full academic and personal potential" (Saunders et aI., 1998:223).

Thus, ifa female student gives birth and decides to continue her studies while breastfeeding, it

would not be outside the scope ofa 'woman-fiiendly' university to wish for a comfortable

place to do so.

Blatant Forms of Sexism and Harassment

The engineering culture may be no more masculine at the U ofS than at other

universities. For example, in the 1960s, female science students at MIT had to be able to

"throw offderogatory comments" (Bix 2000:31). Yet, this was the late 1990s, and one might

think that attitudes had changed. However, studies by Dryburgh (1999) and Dececchi et al.

(1998) confirm that they have not. Based on the lived experiences of 1 male and 14 female

engineering students in a Canadian engineering college, Dryburgh (1999) examined how

students internalized the values and culture ofthe profession during their education. She found

evidence ofboth sexism and harassment in the engineering environment and that, similar to the

situation at the U ofS, the students denied that harassment existed. The social environment

was even more difficult for female students at the Royal Military College (RMC) (Dececchi et

al., 1998).15 Their data indicate that sexism was prevalent both in the classroom and the social

environment and that the women experienced the pervasive masculine cultures ofboth the

military and engineering. At the RMC, Dececchi et al. report that the women would not permit

them to use the word harassment. During my interviews, when I asked students about

harassment, sexual or other, the male and female students had different responses to incidents

ofharassment and sexism, ifthey recognized it at all. Eighteen of49 students (36.7%) were

15 This study included all the female students at the college but no male students.
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adamant that women were not harassed, answering unequivocally ''NO'' to that question.

However, that still leaves 31 students in my sample who believed they had experienced or

witnessed some harassment or unwelcome sexist behaviour. For example, a mature female

first-year student, who had taken some courses in the 1980s, called the prevailing culture in

engineering 'testosterone poisoning,' hinting at the 'macho' attitudes and behaviours ofher

younger male classmates. Additionally, several ofthe transfer students, discussed in Chapter

Five, both female and male, expressed how elements ofthe college culture had contributed to

turning them away from engineering and into other fields. Students who were close to their

graduation brought out examples ofhow they perceived male culture in the college.

The boys like to 'psych' you out. The men come to the college, and they've been
'pumped up' at home. A lot ofthem are very arrogant and conceited, and that's
probably where lots ofthe harassing starts. They fee~ they've been told, that they are
superior. But the women may be more serious about their studies here. I think it is
important for the gifls coming in to realize that they are just as good.... I would like
to work with female engineers. The female students end up sticking together in this
college, if that's because we like each other or ifwe sense danger, I don't know. When
I walk into a room I automatically look for a gifl to sit beside because there is safety in
numbers (Christina, 4th year).

Christina's comments draw our attention to the elitist attitude held by many ofthe male

engineering students, the effect ofwhich is to create a situation of ,insiders' (those who fit the

engineering mould) and 'outsiders' (those who do not) (Becker, 1961). Harassment, in this

context, oPerates as a form ofsocial control either by policing the boundaries between the two

groups, or by pushing the 'outsiders' to conform. In either case, harassment represents a form

ofintimidation, which Christina perceived as danger. In response, she coped by seeking the

company ofwomen to alleviate her discomfort, because there was safety in numbers. In

contrast to Christina's fear for her safety, the female students at RMC, where they represented

15% ofthe entire student population, felt completely safe on their campus and never feared the

male students (Dececchi et al., 1998).

Nettie had experienced more than just discomfort while working with a male study

partner. Their collaboration on assignments had been beneficial to both ofthem, and they had

both increased their marks. However, two male classmates, one ofwhom she thought had a

crush on her, had been making sexually suggestive remarks and were spreading vicious

rumours that had made her life "a living Hell." Both Nettie and her study partner were
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bothered by these two me~ 16 but asking them to leave them alone had just made things worse.

Filing a formal complaint was not an optio~ since it would bring both ofthem notoriety and

label them as 'troublemakers' in the college. When Nettie returned to complete her B.E. after

a year ofinternship, her study partner had graduated. Because most ofthe work in her

program was done in study groups that had been formed during her year ofabsence, she was

unable to find a new partner and was on her own. Being away had placed her in a different

cohort and had hurt her cohesion with the other students in the department. To make matters

worse, her previous harasser was still in the college and was "slowly and methodically

destroYing my reputation by telling stories about me that cannot be verified. I'm just getting

through this as quickly as I can. I'm not happy here" (Nettie, 4th year).

Nettie's experience is an example ofblatant sexual harassment. The behaviour her

tormentors displayed was definitely unwanted. The harassment was initially mediated by her

working relationship with her study partner, but when she returned after a year's absence, she

had no protection against her harassers. Yet, as the victim, she was powerless, as she would be

considered the troublemaker ifshe took action against them. In order to survive and complete

her program, Nettie adopted an avoidance strategy (Dececchi et al., 1998:31) to minimize the

level ofconflict.

Nettie believed that being in a professional college made her feel like a professional~ on

the other hand, she had experienced sexist and chauvinist conduct in engineering. For example,

while passing her in the hallway, one male student had told another "don't look at her cunt."

She had coped by ignoring the comment then, but she had obviously not forgotten it. Had

Nettie been in another discipline, she might have had recourse against the students who

hampered her success, while the masculine culture in her profession and fear ofretaliation

caused her to refrain from taking action.

Openly hostile attitudes toward women in the past have left a legacy that still persists

within the college. A recent incident is an example ofsuch hostile attitude towards women:

On the eve ofthe Dec. 6 Memorial [ofthe Montreal Massacre] ... while escorting a
group ofchildren ... on the university campus, I encountered engineering students

16 The case ofNettie and her study partner is an example ofhow male students may harass other male
students. In otherwo~ male students also experience harassment in the college, both from other students and
from faculty, as in Bob's case in a previous section ofthis chapter.
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chanting and marching. The leader shouted back: 'Don't hand out the RedEye] 7 just
now.' The rabble, dressed in red, marched militaI)' style. As the rear ofthe group
came into contact with the young girls, one male yelled out, 'Ob, it's little bitches'
(Readers' Opinion, StarPhoenix Dec. 12, 1999).

Ifthe college sincerely desires to increase the number of female engineering graduates, this

experience may well have intimidated some of the young girls and discouraged them from

considering the study ofengineering.

Subtle Sex Discrimination in Engineering Education

Subtle and not-sa-subtle sex discrimination is evident in engineering and science

faculties in numerous universities. A study ofwomen's history in engineering and science at

MIT tells ofwomen being admitted as "special students," a status that severely restricted full

access to education in their fields. Admission requirements for women were stricter than for

men, MIT was called "an unsuitable place" for women (Bix, 2000:27), and female faculty fared

not much better than the students. The1990s have seen change, especially since female science

faculty began comparing notes on their eXPeriences (Bix, 2000). However, a study by three

female faculty members at MIT in 1999 found glaring examples ofbias against women, causing

the president ofMIT to admit that female faculty there had been mistreated for years. The

study and the president's admission led to a meeting, sponsored by the Ford Foundation and

the American Association for the Advancement ofScience, where nine major American

research universities.agreed to collaborate toward a strategy to achieve three specific goals:

• "A faculty whose diversity reflects that ofthe students we educate"
• ~'Equity for, and full participation by, women faculty"
• "A profession, and institutions, in which individuals are not disadvantaged" (Cox,
2001).

This initiative should be welcome news for all women interested in science and engineering.

When the presidents ofresearch universities such as :MIT, Yale, Harvard and others make

specific commitments to better the environment at their institutions, there is hope that other

universities and research facilities will implement their strategies post haste. Women now

account for 38% ofthe undergraduate population at MIT and take for granted their right to

17 For information on the Red Eye please see Chapter Seven, fn. 5.
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study at the institution (B~ 2000).

Benokraitis (1997) explains that not everybody understands the various categories of

subtle discrimination in the same way. What one person considers subtle, another may

interpret as rather blatant. Benokraitis has cleverly named her categories as oxymorons to

emphasize explicitly how these concepts may appear harmless on the surface, but that they

intimidate or hurt the victim. Most women encounter one or more ofthese categories on a

daily basis, yet not all will identifY them in the same way. For example, Dtyburgh (1999) found

that her respondents reacted to sexist behaviour and harassment by denYing that it existed in

the engineering program and that, ifit did, it was an exceptional incident rather than a systemic

issue. However, some students who had participated in industrial internship programs had seen

sexism at work in the workforce and were able to identifY it as such in the college. Dececchi et

al. (1998) also identified statements in their interviews that described harassing incidents, some

ofwhich appeared to be systemic. However, none ofthe women at RMC used the term

harassment, nor would they allow the researchers to use the term. Dececchi et al. state that

such behaviour is consistent with previous work by Julia Wood (1994), who realized that

university women had experienced harassment behaviour but who did not report it because

they could not or would not name it.

Friendly Harassment

Benokraitis (1997: 16) describesfriendly harassment as "sexually oriented behavior

that, at face value, looks harmless and even playful. Ifit creates discomfort, embarrassment, or

humiliation, however, it is a form ofsubtle discrimination." In this study, the women had two

choices for dealing with sexist comments: by ignoring them, or fighting back by responding in

kind, that is, to respond as the men would do. While the men thought it was more fun when

the women fought back, most ofthe women appeared to prefer the silent approach because

they would suffer repercussions ifthey spoke up.

Within the co-educational situation in the college, flirting was bound to take place. The

male students were generally happy with the population offemale students in the college:

I think the college would be very boring without the girls~ their physical beauty is a
good thing. Some ofmy best mends are women, 75 percent ofthe mends I have made
in engineering are women. They are as good at their work as any man and more fun to
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work with because they are joking back and forth, being flirty and stuff(Dave, 4th yr).

First-year student Bob had also quickly discovered that "the boys flirt with the girls,

and in return, the girls are flirtatious, they enjoy the attention they get." A female student

agreed: "Sure, there is flirting going on in the college, but I never thought ofthat as a fonn of

discrimination or harassment" (Marie, 4th year). While flirting can be considered nonnal in this

environment, it may also be considered as a 'friendly harassment' type ofsubtle sexism, as I

believe it can lead to more unfriendly and more harmful fonns ofsexism, together with joking

and accusing those who do not appreciate sexist jokes ofhaving no sense ofhumour

(Benokraitis, 1997).

Although most ofthe women did not perceive that they had been harassed, some, like

Betty, had experienced at least discomfort:

I don't think I have been deliberately harassed, but there was one incident that made
me uncomfortable where some guys were bragging about their [sexual] experiences. I
don't think women are becoming masculinized, but ifthey are, it is probably because
there are masculine things to do and know about [in engineering] (Betty, 4th year).

She dismissed her experience as something that could be expected in the masculine engineering

environment, and in doing so, she admitted that the female students were, indeed, adopting

masculine traits as a strategy for survival in the college. What the male students preferred, was

feisty women who responded in kind (in other words, people like themselves):

Some girls fight right back; ifyou tell a girl 'you have a nice set ofbreasts, they'll say
'you have a nice ass.' The girls who fight back are fun to listen to and be with. I really
think harassment should be taught to first-year students, with fourth-year students
showing examples ofwhat is unacceptable behaviour. Some women might be reluctant
to report cases ofharassment or rude behaviour for fear ofbeing labelled
troublemakers (Joe, 41h year).

Joe's comment touches at least three issues. First, at least for the male students, sexual play is

normal and valued. Neither the men, nor the women who respond in kind, see this behaviour

as harassment. Second, Joe, at least, is aware that harassment exists. I do not believe he meant

that students should learn how to harass their classmates, but rather that there was a need for

awareness ofharassment and explanation ofits manifestation, illegality, and damaging effects.

Third, Joe appeared to be sensitive to gender issues and realized that women who ignored

harassing behaviour feared the repercussions ofobjecting to harassing behaviour, ifthey did not
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adopt the men's ideas offun and games. He added:

We had a discussion about 'girly calendars' in offices, and the girls were saYing that it
is really disgusting and it makes women uncomfortable. One said to me 'I bet you have
a different comment to that' and I said that a true professional won't have one
[calendar in the office]. I really try to look at how it would feel from the other side
(Joe, 4th Year).

Another strategy for dealing with harassment was to ignore it and keep quiet, as one way to

avoid further attention and humiliation. Several women admitted that they would 'grin and

bear it' ifthey felt harassed:

I don't think we are harassed in the college. However, the other day in class some gifls
had chosen a debate topic that somebody else had chosen, just for the sake ofdebate.
When the profasked ifany team wanted to change their topic, one guy said 'why can't
those bitches change to something else.' Hello, where did that come from? The
women obviously believed in their topics. And ifyou try to stand up for females in the
college, you risk being harassed so it's better to be quiet (Christina, 4th year).

These quotations are typical ofmany ofthe students' comments. They start their statement

with a denial ofa problem or an issue (I don't think there is ... but let me tell you about ...),

and then proceed to give a personal example ofthe issue they have just denied. Initially,

Christina had not interpreted her classmate's comment as harassing, yet when naming it during

the interview, she queried it. 18 In this case, the professor had done nothing to indicate that

such language was unacceptable.

Dryburgh (1990:675) relates a similar incident ofsystemic sexism in her research.

When a male student had made several offensive and sexist remarks in class the female

professor had dismissed the student as an 'exception' by saYing ''you know, we all want to

punch you right now, but we're not going to." Some ofthe women in the class had found him

very offensive and thought he 'got off' with the professor's slight reprimand. The women also

wondered how serious he was, and coped by brushing the incident ofas 'exceptional' or

'friendly banter.' Dryburgh interpreted the discussion as a demonstration ofthe women's

uncritical solidarity with their professional colleague and accepted the masculine culture as an

undisputable given.

18 One might be suspicious ofattitudes and values ofa professor who pennits such language in class.
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Others students in my study admitted that harassment might be a problem for the

female students, but drawing attention to male harassing behaviour would only escalate

unwanted attention. In a previous section, Nettie had felt the consequences of speaking up. In

this section there are several examples showing that unless the women toe the line, life as a

female student in the College ofEngineering can be rather unpleasant. Obviously, if the

women do not want attention, they are forced to keep quiet.

Condescending Chivalry

Condescending chivalry is often meant to project well-intentioned assistance by strong,

protective men toward weak and defenseless women (Benokraitis, 1997). Stalker and Prentice

(1998) also stress this category as a signal that women are less important, powerful or

competent than men, and maybe affording less academic competition. For example, in my

study, Bob suggested that male students would be more willing to help female students with

homework, thereby acknowledging that women were no threat to them. On the other hand,

David, who had transferred to philosophy, was willing to offer physical protection to women if

he perceived them to be uncomfortable in a flirting situation:

There is a very fine line between flirting and harassment. When I have seen girls
becoming uncomfortable, that's when I intervene and divert the attention ofthe
offender. The guys know that the girls have fiiends who will protect them and
sometimes even teach them a lesson that could land them in hospital! I feel like a big
brother to many ofthe women. Protective. But there are girls who would rather take
care ofthe situation themselves, and them you don't mess with (David, transfer
student).

Henwood (1998) described two types ofmasculine behaviour, the 'protector' and the

'aggressor,' that are apparent in this statement. It can be disputed ifDavid is an example of

condescending chivalry, ofa 'knight in shining armour' (the protector) coming to the aid ofa

'damsel in distress,' or ifit is a serious willingness to use violence (the aggressor) to stand up

for the rights offemale students to study and work in an environment free ofharassment In

either case, he was willing to use traditional male behaviour to deal with another male's

aggression. David was, however, not the only male student who thought he knew where to

draw the line between flirting/joking and harassment. Other men also volunteered that they

would intervene ifthey witnessed a female student being uncomfortable in a harassing situation.
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Supportive Discouragement

Benokraitis (1997: 15) explains that supportive discouragement happens when women

are encouraged to succeed in general but their actual achievements are not rewarded because

it may interfere with male interests. The concerted effort to attract women to engineering

through a number ofrecruitment strategies is an example ofsupportive discouragement.

However, once the women are in the college, there is little organized support for them as

women. There is no retention officer in the college, and the 'Big Sister' strategy, which was

intended to give the new female students, the 'Little Sisters,' a good start in the college,

became the co-educational 'Big Buddies' (See footnote 6.13).

Although the professors would assist students who asked for help, some students

complained that some professors were reluctant to help women and at times ignored them in

class (see also Chapter Five). April (4th year) saw no advantages or encouragement for

women. "The profs only notice you ifyou are missing from class, or ifyou need help. Our

marks are no higher than the guys', and we don't get any more scholarships."19

The equivalent micro-inequity is the under-valuation ofwomen's work. Women need

to be 2.5 times as productive as men to achieve the equivalent peer rating as students or

academics (Stalker and Prentice, 1998: 21). Sandra (4th year) was particularly annoyed when

male students comparing their marks to hers became resentful that hers at times were better.

Attributing her marks to 'lucky breaks,' and implying that the professors "favoured" or

"privileged" her, the students displayed an 'aggressor type' masculinity because they perceived

a competent woman as a threat (Henwood, 1998). However, Sandra knew that her marks

were sometimes higher as a result ofage and expectations ofherself She also believed her

professors were reluctant to give her any "breaks" for her added family responsibilities.

After asserting that he had heard of"a few discriminatory type situations" but never

personally seen them, Jeff related an example ofsupportive discouragement whereby a

professor selected the work ofa female group for a design competition, although he obviously

did not believe they deserved the honour:

I.had taken a lab in [department] and there is [sic] three girls that I kind ofknew from

19 I counted the scholarships award~ in February, 2000. At that time, the proportion ofwomen in the
college was roughly 200/0. The women took home 20 % ofthe awards.
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first year in that class and they told me the situation where they have a big design
project as well, and they present two times a week, and one ofthe professors made a
comment to them that 'there is one group that basically represents the college at a big
competition and he basically bluntly said to them that this is the best design over here
but we're probably going to invite you guys [a team ofwomen] because we kind of
need the token females to come along to the competition.' He didn't say 'token' but
he gave them that impression. The way they portrayed it was that probably the guys
will have the best design but ifwe have a group ofgirls it makes us look good (Jeff: 4th

year).

This incident is 'hear-say;' however, Jeffappeared to be aware ofthe gender differences in the

college, having already remarked on the maleness ofthe engineering profession and that he

believed that the gender dynamics in mixed-sex situations would be beneficial. Although many

male students believed many women to be equal to, ifnot betterth~ men as engineers, and

although the women themselves wanted to be 'just engineers,' I doubt the women felt that their

professor supported their project. The professor's admission that the women would be

selected in spite oftheir second-best effort in the design project is an indication ofthe hostility,

condescending attitude and non-inclusion ofwomen in the college.

Subjective Objectification

Subjective objectification tends to treat women as childre~ possessions or sex objects.

Included in this group are sex-related messages, both public and private, that "glorify violence

against women and exploitation ofwomen's bodies" (Benokraitis, 1997:18). One poignant

example ofsubjective objectification came to light during a private conversation that was not

part ofthe recorded interviews. Kendra (4th year) related how her class was in the process of

oral presentations, and one ofthe male students gave a talk on "Picking up Chicks. " Kendra

was perplexed that the professor accepted the topic since it had nothing to do with engineeting.

Instead, the presentation had been peppered with sexual and denigrating language, and Kendra,

having self-identified as a 'chick,' felt embarrassed. But the class and the professor had all

roared with laughter, while Kendra, feeling harassed, just wanted to hide, to become invisible.

When I asked ifshe had complained about the impropriety ofthe presentation, she looked at

me in disbeliefand said: "Are you kidding? I was the only girl in that class."

In addition to feeling personally objectified through the language used both to describe

young women and the process ofadolescent dating strategies and practices, Kendra also felt
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ridiculed by the experience. The only woman in the classroo~ students and professor alike

completely ignored her presence, while the students and the professor enjoyed themselves at

her expense. Yet ifshe had dared to complain, she would be dismissed for not understanding

hannless jokes and anecdotes (Stalker and Prentice, 1998). What stands out in Kendra's stOI)',

is what Dorothy Smith has called the "circle effect" where men engaged in activities which

were of interest to them alone

What men were doing was relevant to men, ... Men listened and listen to what one
another said. A tradition is formed in this discourse ofthe past with the present. The
themes, problematics, assumptions, metaphors, images--are formed as the circle of
those present draws upon the work ofthe past (Smith, 1975, cited in Stalker and
Prentice, 1998:23).

In the process ofthe circle effect, the lone female subject in the class became objectified and

de-personalized as just another plaything. Kendra's story could also be interpreted as an

example ofanother subtle sex discrimination: collegial exclusion.

Collegial Exclusion

Collegial exclusion is the most common form of subtle sex discrimination, whereby

"women are made to feel invisible or unimportant through physical, social, or professional

isolation" (Benokraitis 1997:23). As examples, Benokraitis suggests the lack offemale role

models, or being excluded from classroom discussions or activities. Stalker and Prentice

(1998) call this the micro-inequity of"cocooning" women's contributions, especially when men

ignore or appropriate women's ideas. There were numerous examples ofexclusion ofwomen

and their work in the college. Even though both the female and the male students were

adamant that the women were 'just engineers' because they all had the same education, the

women noticed a difference in acceptance and inclusion while being the only woman working

with groups ofmen.

One particular issue that bothered some ofthe women was that they became 'invisible'

in class, and Kendra's story ofwanting to be invisible could also fit here. One woman recalled,

"one professor, I remember, ignored me. Iasked a question and he didn't answer. Then I

asked a guy to ask the same question, and the profsays 'that was a really good question.' That

really bugged me" (Fiona, transfer student). Not only was'Fiona's question ignored, not only
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was the male student heard~ he was even praised for appropriating her question. In the same

vein, another woman believed that some professors gave the impression ofnot wanting to

teach women: "You~re a female~ I don't want to teach you. They don't exactly say it, but you

read their expression, the way they talk down to you, so you put it all together" (Lei~ 1st year).

Fiona and Lei had~ obviously, not made a fuss over not being heard. However~ Marie

explained why speaking up was more ofa disadvantage than help. "Ifa woman tries to take

credit for a question or a suggestion by saYing 'I brought that up five minutes ago~' she is

labeled as not being a team player" (Marie~ 4th year).

One ofthe main disadvantages for women in the college was a lack ofaccess to both

formal information and the informal network. While Joe (4th year) believed that teachers

should be "accessible after class and going out with students once in a while," how would it be

interpreted ifa male professor'goes out with' female students? According to April~ it would

be misconstrued as the student'having an affair' with the professor:

The guys seem to have more connections to other guys. Every time I go to a profor
to a male student for any help, you always hear that there must be something romantic
going on. The guys can have fu~ close relationships with their profs. They can talk
about social things and nobody thinks anything ofit. But ifl spent too much time in a
profs office they~d think 1have a crush on him and the rumor mill gets going. The
person I am studying with now is a married man. Camaraderie is natural for the men
but unacceptable for the women (April~ 4th year).

April's example can also be an illustration ofthe micro-inequity Stalker and Prentice (1998:20)

call "excluding or impairing access to information." The gender disproportion in the college

made male/female relationships between professors and students difficult. Gendered

favouritism toward the male students worked to the detriment ofthe female students who felt

excluded not only in the classroom but also from the informal knowledge network. In general,

the female students got the impression that they did not belong.

The women were also ignored by their male classmates: "I remember an instance of

morale boosting, and only two girls were involved, and [the rest ofus] weren~t asked to go

along. It felt like sexi~ and we got an apology [for being excluded]~ but I thought it wasn't

fair" (Leanne 4th year). Leanne also remembered being excluded in the workplace. "Last

summer~ when 1was working, my boss was telling some kind ofjoke so I went to listen and he

said 'I don't think you should listen to this, ~ and there was a group ofguys around him." In
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such exclusionary practices, the women receive the message that they are outsiders. In the first

case, it appears that two women were hand picked for the outing making the rest ofthe female

students feel more like second-class citizens. _The second case, in the workplace, was a clear

example ofwomen not belonging to the group. Maybe they only wanted to shield Leanne

from a sexually explicit joke, which in itselfhas no place in the workplace. Or, the joke was

used as a mechanism for male bonding the effect ofwhich is to exclude women in the

workplace.

In previous sections I explained how women became labelled as 'troublemakers' and

'poor sports' ifthey protested or spoke up in their own defense, and therefore avoided the

issue for fear ofretaliation. Despite that risk, Marie believed that women, in some instances,

had to speak up to draw attention to behaviours that interfered with learning. She elaborated

on one particular professor's behaviour:

There could also be a difference in attitudes among the various departments, especially
those that don't attract or appeal to women, like Mechanical. The cultural background
ofsome professors might influence their attitudes toward women. I don't think the
male students notice'cause it's not something that affects them. One professor would
tend to avoid even recognjzing that female students asked a question, whereas ifa
fellow asked, it would be promptly dealt with. After a few classes a few ofus went 'do
you notice this is what happens in our classes?' and the guys went 'we don't notice
that' and once it was brought to their attention they did, but they hadn't because their
questions were being answered; they didn't seem to be missing out (Marie, 4th year).

Marie's example illustrates how culture influences the learning environment. In this case, men

who had grown up in a Canadian culture were not aware that some other cultures do not hold

women in the same esteem as men and may not respond to women's queries. At the same

time, the exclusion ofwomen cannot be reduced to simply 'cultural' differences. In 'Canadian'

culture (i.e., white, Anglo-Saxon) the exclusion ofwomen is well documented. In this case,

'Canadian-born' students attended to the incident ofdiscrimination because it was enacted by a

racialized, immigrant professor. The attention highlighted his own 'otherness,' as a man who

did not understand issues around women's equality while leaving other fonns ofdiscrimination,

such as being ignored when asking questions by Canadian-born professors, either invisible or

dismissed as 'natural.'

While attending engineering courses, I did not detect any particularly 'chilly climate' in

the classroom. However, I rarely interacted with the students in class. In the smaller classes,
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the professors appeared to involve male and female students equally, and in the large sections it

was difficult to hear any student comments. There were, however, times when some women

appeared to be excluded by their male peers. In the Challenge Project in GE 131, the two male

students in a team ofthree completely ignored the single female team member. On the other

hand, she did not make any particular attempt to be included. In another case, two women

sitting together in a 'small section' appeared to have voluntarily withdrawn from the group.

When I asked, they told me that they were simply marking time. They had already decided to

transfer out ofengineering and were only interested in having credit for the course.

As the students' statements indicate, the college atmosphere is rife with both hostility,

sex discrimination and sexualized language, for example, 'reconsider your career,' 'flirting,'

'bitches,' 'cunt,' 'nice breasts,' 'nice tits,' 'nice ass.' Some women, like Nettie and Kendra,

were uncomfortable with this kind oflanguage while other women had responded to sexist

comments with their own sexist comments, for the male students' "enjoyment." Similarly,

Dryburgh (1999:676) found that some ofher respondents did the same and considered such

language "kind ofgood banter." In order to be accepted as a 'valid' colleague and sometimes

as a supervisor, the women had to play along and respond in kind to sexual language. This use

ofsexual·language is an ingrained part ofmasculine engineering culture where "the phallus is

an obvious symbol ofengineering" (Dryburgh, 1999:677), possibly because women for so long

were scarce in the profession. This is the culture and the profession into which the female

students are socialized. Subtle and not so subtle sex discrimination or sexism thus appears to

be part ofthe 'natural' atmosphere in the college (Dryburgh, 1999).

The data in this chapter provide ample evidence that the full inclusion ofwomen in

engineering-is, so far, an illusion.20 Male dominance forces many women and some men to

deliberately separate themselves from the majority, not only by sticking together in the college,

but also completely removing themselves from the college by transferring to other disciplines.

Other coping strategies for women are to internalize the masculine culture and become'one of .

the guys,' or for women to sit in the front ofthe classroom in order to be seen and heard and to

20 The concept "illusion ofInc1usion," taken from Jacqueline Stalker and Susan Prentice' (1998)
edited work ''The illusion ofInclusion. Women in Post-Secondary Education," becomes stronger and more
pronounced. throughout this research.
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avoid "look[ing] at the sea ofmale students' backs" (CBS, 1999). April's statement about

visiting a professor's office suggests a passive resistance toward sexism and possible

harassment. However, ignoring the issues does not make the issues disappear. Standing up

and speaking up for themselves means naming the sexism that exists in the college, thereby

rejecting it and forcing it out.

DISCUSSION

Engineering is defined as "application ofscience to the design, building, and use of

machines etc." (Oxford Dictionary ofCurrent English, 1992). By definition, the educational

curriculum must rely heavily on giving the students the necessary knowledge and skills required

to apply the principles of science and mathematics to the practice ofengineering. The

pedagogy applied to this curriculum was the typical 'instruction' paradigm, where the teachers

were the active instructors and students mainly passive recipients ofknowledge. As is true also

in other colleges, the students were nonetheless able to distinguish between 'good' and 'bad'

professors. The best-liked professors had respect for the students, conveyed enthusiasm for

the subject matter and presented the material in a dynamic way. The obverse was true for

professors who were disliked.

Within Rosser's (1988) scheme for including women in science, the instruction in

science and mathematics falls into stage one, where women are not only missing, but where it is

not even recognized that they are missing. At the upper-year levels a higher, although not the

highest stage prevailed. Students themselves insisted that the teachers were to provide

information for the students to "take notes", i.e., accumulate, not to ponder over or think about

the subject -matter, while others thought there should be more opportunity for discussion. In

contrast to the mathematically based engineering courses, women's presence was noticed and

even highlighted as 'problems' in the 'ethics' course. Similarly, in the English course, the

syllabus included female authors as well as a variety offemale characters in the literature, and

the instruction, which emphasized individual interpretation and discussion ofthe texts and their

actors, could then be considered at a higher, more gender-inclusive level. There were several

opportunities for discussion throughout the engineering courses, yet the students appeared

unwilling to participate, especially in 'ethics.' Unfortunately, the students did not exactly

embrace these courses but rather regarded them as useless.
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Although male and female students study and learn the same curriculu~ becoming an

engineer entails different experiences for women than for men. Women in the engineering

college face barriers unknown to, and unnoticed by, most men. As the data indicate, the men

did not notice when women were not acknowledged in class, nor were they aware ofthe

absence ofbreastfeeding facilities in the college. As a result, the women had to 'become one of

the guys' and forget their feminine gender in order to be accepted as equals. Throughout the

interview data, there is atllple evidence ofboth denial ofgender and sex discrimination.

Because it appears that there is no willingness in the college to change this behaviour, it has

become 'part and parcel' ofthe masculine culture in engineering and ofthe socialization into

the gendered, i.e., masculine engineering profession. Ergo, both male and female students

become professionally socialized to reproduce that masculine culture. However, this

phenomenon is not exclusive to the U of5, as both Dryburgh (1999) and Dececchi et al.

(1998) demonstrate.

Dececchi et al.'s (1998) and Dryburgh's (1999) studies confirm that many ofthe same

issues are at work at other Canadian universities. Although these studies mostly ignore the

thoughts and experiences ofthe male students in these institutions, they confirm the masculine

culture in engineering education. Dryburgh, particularly, emphasizes the fact that the female

students, in order to survive, are forced to uncritically accept the masculine culture and define

sexist behaviour as exceptional rather than embedded in the institutional and professional

culture.

The interview data illustrate that several ofBenokraitis' (1997) categories ofsubtle sex

discrimination are present in both the classroom and the more informal, social environments in

the college. There are illustrations offriendly harassment and its corollary, condescending

chivahy, where students fail to understand that when women are uncomfortable with flirting

and use ofsexualized language they are experiencing sex discrimination. Female students

exPerience subjective objectification where they feel humiliated by the behaviours oftheir male

classmates and at least one professor. In addition, the data showed evidence ofsupportive

discouragement ofwomen in an environment that is not prepared for women's needs. While

some ofthe female students had children, and one was a nursing mother, there was no child-
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care available in the college,21 and no private space for breastfeeding. Finally, collegial

exclusion was evident when women were ignored by professors in class and by male classmates

outside the classroom. Exclusion happened in a variety ofways: Male students were praised

when they appropriated women's ideas and questions. Female students were deprived of

information and privileges male students take for granted, such as freely discussing any issue

with male professors. For the female students, long visits in a professor's office would

jeopardize their reputation.

The social environment for women studying in the College ofEngineering is fraught

with ambivalence and contradictions. On the one hand, gender is a category the students draw

upon to explain differences in success as denoted by higher marks, attaining good jobs and

promotions, as well as women's contributions to the profession. On the other hand, some men

and women alike denied the impact ofgender. As a result ofthese tensions, female students

are forced to negotiate this gendered landscape where the terrain is continually shifting.

The other major issue in this chapter is the women's own denial ofgender, as well

as the men's un-gendering of the women. For the women, there was tension between

knowing they were different from men, yet wanting to be treated the same as their male

colleagues (Henwood, 1998). They wanted to be accepted by the majority, and therefore

resorted to being 'one of the boys' (Dececchi et aI, 1998). On the one hand, one can

argue that both men's and women's belief that women as engineers are 'just engineers'

and 'one of the guys,' is an indication ofthe men's complete acceptance of women

engineering graduates as their professional equals and thus a sign offull inclusion in the

profession. On the other hand, this acceptance is on male terms, not on women's terms or

on terms ofequality. In the musical My Fair Lady, Professor Higgins sings: "Why can't a

woman be more like a man?" The reverse, "Why can't a man be more like a women?" did

not occur as relevant or agreeable to the students, although some male respondents

admitted that some women might be better engineers than some men. Ursula Franklin

lives in the hope that engineering will some day be fit for women, rather than women being

fit for engineering. Women's caring and reluctance to being aggressive and pushy are not

21 The university in general lacks adequate child-care facilities for students, staff and faculty.
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values that are unacceptable in engineering. She admonishes women that

WOOlen engineers are not mere substitutes or emulations of their male peers, but
bring-as women-different perspectives and experiences to their work. All
considered, it is certainly not yet plain sailing for women engineers.... Secondly,
don't forget your feminism and your solidarity with other women. Feminism is not
an employment agency for women~ feminism is a movement to change relations
between people to more egalitarian, caring, and non-hierarchical patterns.
Feminism provides a way of life that our society, I feel, desperately requires and
that we need to practice (Franklin, 1995:7).

Franklin is not the only woman engineer concerned about women's experiences

and perspectives not being encouraged and nurtured in engineering colleges. In an

interview with eight professional women who were academic engineering faculty and

senior industrial managers, Linda Geppert (1995) discussed the forces that caused female

engineering students to deny their gender. As a consequence of the dearth offemale

mentors and role models and the denigration ofwomen, Geppert found that women often

believe that to be accepted in the masculine engineering profession they must adopt as

many masculine traits as possible. While women in other professions and disciplines can

assert that they can be both female and professionals, "women in engineering have

successfully made themselves genderless.... They don't even recognize that they can say

they have a gender, both to themselves and to others"(Geppert, 1995:44). Moreover,

these attitudes developed in colleges and universities where "professors from overseas . . . from

cultures where women have historically stayed home and raised children ... are downright

denigrating" to female students (Geppert, 1995:42-43). When faculty members ignore or

belittle female students it is small wonder that "women are not fully accepted by their male

peers" (Geppert, 1995:43), and that the male students have a tendency to harass their female

classmates. Women are forced to deny their gender in such non-inclusive environments in

order to survive. In their training or education they adapt to and adopt the attitudes and

values of the masculine professional culture.

CHAPTER SUMMARY

In this chapter I have documented parts ofthe process ofengineering education

through observing classroom actions and interactions at the first, third and fourth year level of
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instruction. In addition., I listened to what first-year and fourth-year students told me about

their personal experiences and observations in the college. Attending first-year courses as an

observer gave me an appreciation for both the workload and some ofthe course content in a

first-year engineering program. I came to realize that pedagogy in engineering focused on

information and testing and less on exploration and understanding ofconcepts.

The purpose ofengineering education., in addition to teaching the students the skills

and knowledge required for a professional engineer, is to socialize the students into the

professional engineering culture. Pedagogy in the technical courses in engineering reflect stage

, one in Sue Rosser's (1988) schema of science education, where women are not present or even

noticed as being absent. The workload left little room for social interaction outside the

university community, limiting students to interactions in the masculine culture ofthe college.

In contrast, in the liberal arts English course the instruction was at a higher level. Here, there

was a number offemale faculty, the syllabus reflected female authors and female actors in the

literature. The students, both male and female, took part in interpretation and discussion ofthe

curriculum.

The narrative data demonstrate that the atmosphere in the College ofEngineering was

not particularly inviting to the female students. Both in the classroom and otherwise, the

female engineering students experienced a 'chilly climate,' being ignored when they asked

questions in class, considered troublemakers ifthey claimed credit for their questions or

answers, and harassed by their male classmates both inside and outside the classroom. They

had become sex objects and were taunted by male students. The women were victims of

sexual innuendo and catcalls, which they either chose to ignore or decided to throw back at the

offender. They became victims and further harassed ifthey said STOP. In response, some of

the women reacted to sexism with their own sexist jokes. The women admitted to responding

to sexism or harassment in kind, claiming that they could give as much as they took. However,

the data do not show how pervasive the issue ofharassment or sexism might be or how many

incidents any singje student had experienced.

The male students came to understand and recognize that their female classmates were

just as talented as many ofthe men and that some women would probably be better engineers

than many men. However, in order to fit in and be accepted by their male peers, the women
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had to deny their feminine gender and become'one ofthe guys,' a problem that concerned a

sample ofprofessional female engineers both in industry and the academy. Throughout the

data, there is evidence that both male and female students are actively and continually

negotiating gender barriers. In West and Zimmermann's terms, these students are "doing

gender" on a daily basis

This chapter has discussed the chilly climate and multiple expressions ofsexism women

experience in the College ofEngineering. The women who remained in the college had to

develop strategies to survive in their engineering education. In general, they decided to ignore

all sexism and play deaf Otherwise, the climate became even chillier. To compensate for the

predominant, male culture in the college, many female students sought niches and situations

where women were the majority, such as the outreach and recruitment committees, and where

they were in control ofthe situation. They participated in one aspect ofcollege activities that

was not tainted by the sexism ofthe chilly climate. This will be the focus for the next chapter,

which will discuss the student organizations in the college.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

"ORGANIZING" THE ENGINEER

(The Extra-Curricular-Environment)

In the preceding chapter I discussed the engineering students' experiences that

emerged in the classroom and the social environments in the College ofEngineering at the

University ofSaskatchewan (U ofS). In those environments, the male and female students had

varying, and sometimes contradictory, gender-related experiences. However, there is a third

environment in the college, which I call the organizational environment ofcollege-related extra

curricular activities ofthe students. Ifthe classroom and social environments were considered

un-gendered, the organizational environment was marked by a gendered division oflabour.

THE GENDERED DIVISION OF LABOUR

The ratio ofwomen in the paid labour force has increased from 18.50/0 in 1941 to 45%

in 1991 (Annstrong and Annstrong, 1994). However, in contemporary North American

society there is a gendered division oflabour..There is a wealth ofevidence which suggests a

Persistent industrial and occupational segregation; women earn less than men; women tend to

work in part-time, non-unionized jobs, etc. At the same time, despite women's entry into the

labour force, many women are still the primary care-givers and perform most ofthe domestic

labour in the home. Care-giving and family were important issues for female engineers, who

deliberately sought or maintained employment in organizations that would accommodate

women's concerns, such as maternity leave, flex-time or part-time work. In contrast, male

engineers did not change their approach to workplace practices and continued full-time work

(Ranson, 1998; 2000).

In 1997, women earned on average 80 cents for every $ 1 that men earned. A study of

factors affecting this wage gap between men and women revealed that in addition to education,

major field ofstudy, occupation and industry ofemployment, women's lower wages were
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influenced by less work experience and lower job responsibilities, as well as reasons that are

not yet understood (Statistics Canada, 1999). Thus, in the late 1990s

Women earned an average of$14.38 an hour in 1999, up 2.3% from 1998. Men made
an average of$17.77 an hour, 2.7% higher than in 1998. Weekly salaries for women
averaged $484.52 in 1999, compared with $470.64 in 1998, a 2.goAl increase. The
average weekly wage rate for men was $698.53, up 2.6% (Statistics Canada, 2000).

One reason for the wage gap is the occupations where many women find employment, many of

which are at the lower end ofthe scale ofoccupational prestige. In the USA the gendered

wage gap ranged from 38.1% for graphic designers to 1.3% for registered nurses, while female

postal clerks had a 2.4% edge on their male counterparts (Eitzen and Baca Zion, 1994). Even

as attorneys, physicians, university professors and engineers, who in many cases have the same

educational background, the male practitioners earned more than their female colleagues.

The gendered division oflabour also appears to affect participation in student

organizations in the College ofEngineering. Within the students' organizations in the college,

a majority ofmale students presided over the executive body ofthe student society, while the

women became the caretakers ofthe nurturing arm ofthe college's outreach and recruitment

programs.

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS AND EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

It is common in universities and colleges for students with shared interests to organize

in student societies or clubs. Such organizations give students an opportunity to come together

to discuss issues ofinterest to the group from a discipline or profession-based point ofview, as

wen as social interactions for enjoyment and relaxation. In addition to college or specialty

student societies, there may be groups sharing cultural, charitable, age-related or other

interests. Extra-curricular groups usually have a committee or executive that assumes the

responsibility for arranging meetings and social events. In general, student societies are

important for generating college pride and cohesion among students, and they serve as

opportunities for making friends in a less overwhelming environment than within the entire

student population ofany given institution. In the College ofEngineering at the U ofS, the

various engineering specialties have their student societies. Membership in these societies gives

all the students in the separate departments an opportunity to participate in their own field of
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engineering, both academically and socially. Collectively, the engineering students are also

organized in their Saskatoon Engineering Students' Society (SESS).

In additionto the specialty societies and the SESS, the College ofEngineering has a

recruitment and outreach strategy which is an important part ofthe social environment in the

college. The Encouraging Enrollment in Engineering (EEE) Committee is the umbrella

committee for recruiting students to the college. When I attended a EEE Committee meeting

during the observational phase ofmy research, I discovered that all the committee members at

that time were women. Although proportionately more female (36%, n=21) than male (27%,

n=43) students in my survey ofthe first-year cohort in November 1996 had indicated an

interest in becoming involved with the SESS, male students dominated the SESS executive

while the female students administered the outreach committees. There was obviously a

gendered division oflabour in these organizations, and the recruitment strategies had become

'women's work.'

Some ofthe answers to my fourth research question about social experiences in the

college came during a meeting with a group ofsix female students ~ho were executive

members ofthe EEE, Student Activity Fund (SAF), Discover Engineering and Sci-Fi

committees. The women spoke about their reasons for participating in the committees and

explained the benefits they derived from the activity. However, before turning to the interview

data from the group meeting I will give a briefoverview ofthe purpose and work ofthe SESS

and describe the mandate ofthe recruitment committees.

TheSESS

In Chapter Five I alluded to the Saskatoon Engineering Students' Society (SESS),

which arranges the annual 'Hell Week' and publishes the college paper the RedEye. The

SESS is part ofa longstanding masculine tradition within engineering education and the

engineering profession. It has a hierarchical structure ofadministration with a nine-member

elected Executive and a Council, on which the professional societies, the outreach committees,

the yearly cohorts and specialty departments have seats as affiliated groups. The volunteer

executive, elected by the student body, has been dominated by the male students. With less

than 25%f~e enrollment in the college, the probability ofawoman being elected to any
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position ofreal power is minimal (Table 7.1).

Table 7.1 Gender Composition on Saskatoon Engineering Students' Society (SESS)
1993-94 1994-95 1995-96 1996-97 1997-98
M F M F M F M F M .F

President 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
Executive 5 3 5 3 7 I 6 2 6 2
Total 5 4 6 3 8 1 7 2 7 2
=======================================================================
Source: Joelene Mackey, 1997/98 coordinator ofthe EEE Committee.1

As the table shows, women are not well represented numerically within the SESS executive,

although they might be serving in auxiliary capacities on sub-committees. However, the

proportional representation corresponds with the approximately 22% proportion ofwomen in

the college. In 1993/94, when a woman, for the first time, was president, there was a gender

balanced executive, although women were then proportionately over-represented.2

The EEE organizers explained that women were generally elected to positions within

the SESS executive by default when there were no male candidates for specific positions. They

also stated that the SESS was in a deficit position when the woman was president. She had to

practice fiscal restraints, and thereby earned the nick-name 'the bitch.' Other wome~ who

were students at the time, have contradicted these statements, adding that she had been a well

respected leader who was genuinely interested in student government.

According to the 2000/01 president, the purpose ofthe SESS is "to provide for the

academic and social needs ofundergraduate students." Among the activities, SESS arranges

an annual Pi(e) Throw3 for charity, participates in several other fund-raising community

1 When full names are used, the persons cited have given pennission to use their names. I am grateful
to Ms. Mackey for her archival efforts to provide me with the numbers for this and other tables. She did not
explain why she did not have data prior to 1993.

2 Although I completed my data collection in 1998, I am aware that the SESS president during the
1999/2000 academic year was female. Recent data indicate a more numerically equal distribution ofmale and
female student on the SESS executive since 1998, although the 2000-2001 executive again had a 7:2 male
composition.

3 Pi(e) throw (in algebra, 1t =3.14, is a concept and a number necessary for calculating the area and the
circumference ofa circle) is a charitable fimd-raiser in the college whereby a cream pie is planted in the face of
the recipient. Pies can be declined, bought, redirected for a fee or accepted-'in the face.' In 1999/2000, the
engineering students raised $ 26,000 for various charities. In 2000/01 SESS collected close to $ 10,000 to the
end ofthe calendar year (StarPhoenix, December 27,2000, p. A3, Art. Robinson column).
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activities as well as collecting food for the local Food Bank. In addition, the IEEE (Institute of

Electrical and Electronic Engineers) student society organizes the annual, fund raising "High

Voltage" street-hockey tournament. The SESS also participates in the annual December 6

Memorial for the victims ofthe 1989 Montreal Massacre.

On an academic leveL the SESS has participated in regional and national competitions

for engineering students. In 2000, the U ofS representatives placed first in first- and second

year team designs; first in extemporaneous debate; and second in corporate design (fourth

year) at the Western regional competition. As well, the first- and second-year design team

placed first, and the U ofS team was declared overall winners at the National competition. In

addition, since 1959 SESS has organized a triennial Spectrum, a public exhibition, which

requires an all-out effort ofboth faculty and students. This event relies disproportionately on

the work ofthe female students: for the 1998 exhibition, a male coordinator assisted by 18

female and 24 male students worked to prepare the extensive program, with additional student

help during the show itself4

Despite its stated PurPOse ofserving all engineering students, many ofthe SESS

activities create and reinforce a masculine culture in the college. For example, in the past, the

SESS has published a very sexist and racist college paper, the RedEye, 5 which has offended

many. A major activity in the early fall is Hell Week, featuring the RedEye Stomp and the E

Plant event, pub crawls and other beer nights. The Lady Godiva Ride, where a woman rides

scantily clad on a horse, and which was a part ofthe Hell Week activities, was discontinued by

the university administration in 1989, and the RedEye was forced to tone down its sexism.

4 During the 2001 exhibition, a female student was the chieforganizer.
5 In the 198Os, the RedEye faced a Human Rights complaint that, in the end, was dismissed by the

Supreme Court. During my research, I found tbat the RedEye still published sexist and pornographic material.
'Hell Week.' is a week ofconcentrated fun, games and beer drinking to create community spirit in the college.
The Red Eye Stomp consists ofred-clad and red-painted students running through other buildings on Campus,
making noise and attrnet:ing attention to their superiority as engineering students while distributing their college
paper. During the E-plant, the engineering students 'capture' a member ofthe agriculture students society, the
'Agros,' strip him down to his underwear and tape him with duct-tape to a large E. Blue-painted agriculture
students then rush to his 'rescue,' during which a 'battle' ensues. The weapon is spray cans ofshaving cream
liberally aimed in all directions. During this 'battle' there is an attempt to strip clothes offthe male combatants
in a process called 'pantsing.' Girls are never 'pantsed.' The 'Agros' win ifthey manage to release their E
planted member, however, this does not happen very often. This E-plant battle is a general university
'entertainment' event watched by large numbers of 'neutral' students.
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Recruitment and Outreach Initiatives at the University of Saskatchewan

The pressure to include more women in science and technology education, combined

with declining enrollment and human rights legislation, has given rise to various recruitment

strategies at the College ofEngineering at the U ofS. The College ofEngineering has in the

past few years arranged an annual "What is Engineering?" day where faculty, students and

invited speakers present the many facets of engineering to invited high school students and

their teachers from across Saskatchewan. In collaboration with the University ofRegina,

this has been a one-day effort by the college itself to recruit students to their programs and

to impress upon both teachers and students the importance, multiplicity and opportunities

of the engineering and technology fields. The program is also presented in Regina.

The initial recruitment strategy started in 1988 with the inauguration ofthe

Encouraging Enrollment in Engineering (EEE, or E-cubed) Committee. The committee

has its funding from the Office of the Dean ofEngineering6 and a mandate to present.and

promote the academic side ofengineering education and the engineering profession to high

school students around the province. Originally a strategy to attract specifically female

students, the focus soon changed to general recruitment ofnew students for the college and by

extension, new members ofthe profession. The focus for the committee has again shifted, now

to northern and aboriginal students.

In 1991 the EEE committee expanded its mandate with a Sci-Fi Summer Camp

program for grades 4 to 9 under a separate committee. In 1993, the committee received

approval for yet another program, the Discover Engineering weekend conference for

grade 8 ~ls. The fund-raising SAF is responsible for soliciting funding from industry for

the student-run programs such as the Discover Engineering, Sci-Fi and Spectrum.7

However, the organizers of all these volunteer committees are female students who co

operate for the general purpose of enticing young girls and boys to engineering and to

recruit new students for the college.

While the female students were numerically under-represented as executive members of

6 The 2000/01 President ofthe SESS has infonned me that the funding comes from the university's
base budget to the College ofEngineering.

i The Spectrum committee is the affiliated group within the SESS that is responsible for the exhibition.
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Committee Membership

Participation on the recruitment and outreach committees has become an activity for

the female students in the college, and they carry a disproportionate load on these committees.

Table 7.2 and Table 7.3 show the gender distribution on the recruitment committees.

The Sci-Fi co-ordinator, who usually is female, and the instructors' positions are

paid college employment for students, and because it has proven beneficial to the children,

the college attempts to have both a female and a male instructor in each classroom.

Therefore, there is as close to gender balance as possible for these paid appointments. In

1996/97 and 1997/98, the two years for which I received information, the co-ordinator

was a female engineering student.

8

1
7

1997-98
Female

o
1
1

Male

9

1
8

o
o
o

Male
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Source: Joelene Mackey, 1997/98 coordinator of the EEE Committee.

Coordinator
Executive

Table 7.2 Participation in EEE Recruitment Committee
1996-97

Female

Total

the SESS, they had concentrated their efforts on the recruitment committees. In contrast to the

college operated "What is Engineering?" day, the EEE Committee is student run. Compared

to the well-established SESS, the recruitment initiative is a relatively new venture. While

the student body elects the SESS executive in annual elections, students who are interested in

the positions in the EEE Committee must apply in writing to the incumbent committee, whose

members select their own successors. Other than the Sci-Fi, the recruitment work, as well as

the SESS executive, is voluntaty and carries no monetary remuneration, although the women

admitted that as executive members they received a 'free lunch' when they met twice yearly

with their Faculty Advisory Board. Because the program involves travelling, both within and

outside the city, drivers receive mileage reimbursement, but at a lower rate than faculty and
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Source: Joelene Mackey, 1997/98 coordinator ofthe EEE Committee.

o 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
3 5 2 5 0 7 1 6
3 6 2 6 0 8 1 7

8 Current update indicates that both in 1998/99 and 1999/2000 the distribution has been the same:
female coordinator and only 1.male member pn the executive. It is possIble that the women have "marked their
territory" to the extent that the men feel excludedfrom this work, similar to the exclusion ofthe women in the
college in general.

Table 7.3 Participation in Discover Engineering Camp for Grade Eight Girls
1994/95 1995/96 1996/97 1997/98

Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female

Total

Programs andActivities ofthe Outreach Committees

Following the general recruitment drive for women into science and technology, the

original intent ofthe recruitment strategy in the College ofEngineering was to encourage high

achieving high school girls to enter the field ofengineering. This was one recommendation the

Canadian Committee on Women in Engineering (CCWE) proposed in its 1992 report.

Therefore, the original target for the EEE Committee was the provincial high schools,

particularly the graduating class. The main EEE program has a three-pronged approach,

consisting ofHigh School Promotions, On-Campus Tours and On-Campus Days. During

high school promotions a team oftwo or three students, both female and male, make a

While only one male student had been an executive member ofthe umbrella nine-member EEE

Committee.(Table 7.2), there had been up to three male members on Discover Engineering

between 1994/95 and 1997/98 (Table 7.3), and the women indicated that they expected four

male members the following year. As for the lone male student that year, the women stated

that "he does not impede our progress.,,8 In other words, the women have found an enclave

where they feel safe and where they can be the decision makers. While the Sci-Fi summer

employment positions, funded by the college and registration fees, had not yet been announced

for 1997-98, the 1996-97 season had four female and two male instructors plus one female and

two male head instructors.

Coordinator
Executive



presentation consisting ofinfommtion pamphlets, a video and a computerized PowerPoint

progrant The students stress that engineering may not be an option for everybody, but that it

could be suitable for someone who enjoys certain activities, such as sciences and mathematics.

In the early years, the committee showed a video produced by the CCWE through the

NSERClNortel Women in Engineering Chair at the University ofNew Brunswick but the

EEE Committee has since produced its own video, featuring local students, many ofthem

women, and the local specialty departments. Although female students chair the committees

and organize the high school visits, it is never difficult to enlist both female and male volunteers

to take part in the school presentations. The female students then demonstrate that there are

female students in the college and act as role models to show that engineering is an

occupational option for women.

The recruitment and outreach programs ofthe EEE Committee became a rewarding

work experience for the female engineering students because it aimed at promoting the

academic aspects ofengineering to the public at large. One ofthe women in the first-year

cohort stated during her interview, "I chose to work with .EEE because 1 thought it was the

best organization to reach the general public allover the province" (Lei, 1st year). Other

students' statements also give an indication oftheir dedication to the cause:

This year has been the best ever, we have been almost allover the province. When
it first started it was to get more female students, but our mandate has changed.
We are there to educate the general public in what engineering is. We are
producing a new video showing what students, professors and workers are doing
in the field, and there is a really good mix ofmen and women (Leanne, 4th year).

1think the promotion programs are good, especially for girls who really need the
exposure and to see positive female role models. It is important in remote areas
where students don't see engineering as an option. But they have to be realistic
when doing their presentations-it [engineering] is not suitable for everybody, and it
is a lot ofhard work (April, 4th year).

EEE encourages both men and women to enroll in engineering, especially high
school students and older, where Sci-Fi is geared toward grades 5-8. We tell
students 'ifyou like science, then engineering might be for you"'(Nicole, 4th year).

The frequent references to women as targets of recruitment, as well as role models,

indicates that encouraging women into engineering remains a high priority, although the
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focus for the school promotions has officially shifted to general recruitment and

particularly Northern and aboriginal populations. Another aspect ofthe BEE Committee's

work is for its members to serve as guides for On-Campus Tours for interested high school

groups touring the college. During On-Campus Days, students may attend first-year lectures,

take part in lab demonstrations, and generally experience the workload and other demands and

activities in the College ofEngineering.

The first expansion ofthe outreach and recruitment program took place in 1991, with

the introduction ofthe Sci-Fi camps. These are week-long, co-educational day camps for

children from grades four to nine. They are offered during July and August and attract a large

number ofyoungsters who learn to apply scientific principles to making age-appropriate items.

In contrast to the voluntary aspect ofthe EEE and Discover Engineering committees, teaching

the Sci-Fi camps is paid summer employment for engineering students, and the coordinator's

position is also paid.

Discover Engineering is a weekend conference for grade eight girls which was started

in 1993. The purpose is to expose young girls to engineering programs early enough for them

to make proper course selections in high school. The camp accommodates 85 girls who work

sleep and eat on campus without boys being present. During this conference, the girls tour

the college and attend seminars and workshops, which introduce them to hands-on

applications of science and technology in a non-competitive environment. There are

lectures and guest speakers as well as recreational programs. There is friendly collaboration

among the girls, and they work at their top level. The almost totally female atmosphere keeps

the girls in~erested and focused on the topic at hand. By inviting only girls to the camp, the

girls do not have to compete with boys for attention or for hands-on experiences, and they are

comfortable asking questions. However, one ofthe organizers volunteered that whenever a

male student instructor conducts a lab or workshop, the girls tend to "dumb down" (act less

intelligently) and show more interest in the lecturer than in the lecture. For this program, the

EEE committee won an award from the Memorial Grant Fund, which was established to
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commemorate the 1989 massacre ofwomen at the Ecole Polytechnique in Montreal.9

Funding

In addition to some direct funding from the Dean's office, the recruitment and outreach

strategies depend on external funding. For that purpose, the college established the SAF as the

umbrella fundraising committee, to solicit contributions from industry for student projects in

general. Prior to the establishment ofthe SAF, the students had done well fundraising for

individual projects. When the EEE Conunittee now proposes a new activity or program, the

organizing group must present a budget to the SAF, which coordinates, collects and distributes

all funds among the outreach groups. That committee, too, most often had a female student as

its head.

The school presentations receive funding entirely from the Dean's Office. The EEE

Committee sets the expense budget for travelling, printing, postage etc., which requires the

approval ofthe Dean's Office. Any budgetary shortfall must be thoroughly justified before

additional funding will be approved. The Discover Engineering and Sci-Fi committees receive

their operating funds from the SAF as well as from registration fees. In the case ofDiscover

Engineering, the committee receives $ 50.00 per registrant. For this weekend camp for grade

eight girls there are five bursaries available to applicants from Northern and inner city schools

in order to encourage and provide opportunities for these particular populations. 10

Success Rate

The conege's enrollment records show that the EEE Committee has fulfilled its original

mandate to increase female as well as general first-year enrollment: the ratio offemale first-year

students has grown since the EEE program started from a low of4.8% in 1987 to a high of

24.4% first-year women in 1995. However, recent university statistics indicate that the

9 According to Ms. Joelene Mackey, at most universities, the Students' Society operntes committees
such as the Discover Engineering and EEE. Therefore, award money is given to the student society. However,
at the U ofS the student society and the outreach committees are separate organizations, and the SESS would
not transfer all the money to the Discover Engineering committee, although the committee per se won the
Memorial Fund Award.

1
0 Infonnation provided by Ms. Joelene Mackey.
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proportion offirst-year female enrollment has stalled at roughly 21% annually (See Figure 4.1).

The EEE Committee advertises by mailing infonnation pamphlets to all high schools in

the Province with the offer to make a present:8.tion to the students. However, both the extent

ofthe committee's work and the success ofthe program depend on which schools and which

teachers invite the committee to make its presentation. Without an invitation, there is no visit.

With that in mind, in my survey ofthe first-year cohort in 1996, the EEE Committee had made

in-school presentations to 27.2% (60 of220 students) and had influenced 31.7% (n=19) of

those 60 students to enter engineering. However, that was only 8.6% ofthe total survey

sample.

In 2000 the College ofEngineering conducted a survey ofthe first-year students; the

survey showed an increase in contacts since my survey in 1996. Nme percent (22 of244

students) had attended a Sci-Fi camp, compared to 5.5% (12 of220 students) in my 1996

sample. Ofthe women, 3.7% (3 of81) had taken part in Discover Engineering (a question that

was not included in my survey). The EEE Committee had visited 30.1% (75 of249) ofthe

students, a three percent increase since 1996. In addition, 27% (67 of248) ofthe students had

visited the EEE program during On Campus Days. In total, the outreach strategies had made

167 contacts with the 249 first-year students; however, some ofthe students had made multiple

contacts. Accounting for repeat contacts, 47.5% (116 individual students) had been exposed

to some ofthe strategies, and 54.3% (n=63) ofthose indicated that this contact had influenced

their decision to study engineering (College ofEngineering, 2000). Those 63 students

constitute 25.3% ofthe 249 respondents. That is a remarkable increase over the results ofmy

1996 survey.

In spite ofthe achievements ofthe EEE Committee and the women who have made it

happen, there were contradicting opinions about its prestige relative to the SESS. The faculty

advisor for the EEE Committee has indicated to me that this committee was absolutely

essential to the recruitment ofnew engineering students and that it perfonned an invaluable

service to the college. The increase in female enrollment over the years had justified the

present general recruitment strategy instead oftargeting female students. The fine-tuning of

the school presentations and the skills the women had developed and honed over the years,

including the students' own production ofa new video, had exceeded the college's
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expectations. According to the advisor, the work ofthis committee outranked the efforts of

the SESS both in profile and prestige.

Despite the advisor's glowing assessment, not all students agreed. One female

engineering graduate did not hesitate to place the SESS in a more prestigious position than the

outreach committees. Another female graduate, now a practicing engineer, suggested that

where the SESS had more clout within the college and the university, the EEE Committee had

higher prestige in the community. A third female graduate, also a practicing engineer, believed

that the two were equal, because "ifyou are involved, it doesn't matter how you are involved."

Reasonsfor Involvement

While the SESS has traditionally been a male enclave, the EEE Committee has become

a niche for women. Why do the women, with a limited voice in student politics, concentrate

their efforts on outreach committees? One ofthe committee members remarked, "IfI don't do

it, who will? Very few people in the college are willing to do all the [unpaid, non-academic]

work that's involved." Another woman stated that the recruitment activities had become such

an integral part oftheir daily lives that as they were graduating, "we don't know what to do

when it's over." One graduating woman, who was not a committee member, explained during

an interview:

I think women are probably taking charge ofmore committees than ever. But I
was thinking that it is now possible to be an apathetic female in the college. There
was a time when every single woman in the college felt like she had to take part in
things. I don't think it's like that anymore (April, 4th year).

All ofthe committee members (n=6) expressed their loyalty and dedication to their college and

to their work. The women believed that their volunteer work made a difference to the college

by bringing in new students, and that the recruitment programs were needed. They believed

that because the committees had been established, it was up to the students to keep them

functioning. They insisted that they were not excluding male students' participation, but they

. could not force the men to work on the committees. Thus, it was a type ofwork whose

reproduction was left up to the female students. Yet, at the group meeting, the women were

concerned that, although they never had difficulty finding volunteers, female or male, for a

single project or a single school visit, "after us, there are [sic] nobody lined up to take over" the
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day-to-day work ofwhat they considered an essential service to the college.

Benefits and Disadvantages

Being involved with the EEE Committee was a very positive experience for the

women. They felt needed, knowing they were perfonning an important service to the college.

They were recognized by the college administration, not because they were working within the

college, and not because they took part in engineering competitions, but because they

represented the college to the general public. They were also recognized by new students who

would approach them to ask questions and indicate they remembered them from having visited

their schools or guided their campus tours. "That gives you such a good feeling" one woman

added. It was proofthat her efforts were important and added to her self-esteem.

Through their committee work, the women acquired and developed skills which they

realized they could not learn in the classroom. Among these skills were assertiveness as well as

team work and cooperation to achieve their goals, such as enlisting their male classmates'

support for the existing school visits and for establishing any new outreach programs. Through

cooperation, they became friends and collaborators rather than competitors. They were able to

develop communication skills because their work involved contact with individuals outside the

engineering profession. One woman illustrated the importance ofcommunication skills by

relating that her husband, also an engineering student, had become so isolated within his course

work that he could communicate socially only with engineers. For her, communicating with

non-engineers had broken that isolation:

It is hard for all ofus, and especially for the women, to maintain 'a life' or even normal
relationships. The longer you're here, the more isolated you become within your field.
Ifit wasn't for this committee work, we wouldn't know how to behave among 'normal
people.'

The skills the women developed through their committee work would transfer well to

their future working lives. Aside from the management ofthe day-ta-day work, they learned

the importance ofpractical, organizational skills such as completing projects and meeting

deadlines. They learned accuracy in cost estimating and budgeting and how to present their

projects for approval and funding. Because each committee had a single purpose, they learned

to focus on the task at hand. These were all work place skills that were vital to their future
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work and that would make them valuable employees. The women were particularly

pleased to hear the guest speaker at the college's CJ. Mackenzie Banquetll stressing these

skills as essential to success as engineers.

The women believed that although they were not paid for their work, their personal

benefits would be life-long. They also believed that the skills they had acquired through their

recruitment and outreach work would, in time, benefit society in general. One woman believed

that the committee activity had shown them the value ofvolunteering. She expected that

during their lifetimes they would contribute their experience and expertise to charitable,

community and professional organizations. The women also realized that although an SESS

executive position might provide more 'glory,' the 'gut' work oftheir committees was as good

as glory.

Although the women took great pride and pleasure in their volunteer work, perfonning

it came with a significant personal cost. In addition to receiving no money for their services,

they had taken the longer and more costly five-year course option to complete their programs.

The time and effort involved in recruitment strategies were 'stolen' from their academic work,

which after all is the 'real' work in the college, and had often resulted in lower grades. l2 These

lower grades were detrimental to them when seeking employment. "After Spectrum was over,

my grades improved by lOOJO. Doing this work has compromised my grade point average.

How will that affect my employment prospects?" asked one woman who was graduating at the

end ofthe term. She continued:

I had a job interview with [company], they were mean! It was intimidating, there was
one ofme and four ofthem: one female Human Resource officer and three male
engineers. The first two engineers asked questions relating to my extra-curricular
activities, and the third was so honific. He threw my resume on the table, leaned back
in his chair and said 'I can't believe we are interviewing you! Look at your marks, you
are such an oxymoron, all this extra-cunicular activity, and your marks are just
terrible.' He asked the others why they were interviewing me, 'this is insane.' I told
him that my extra-curricular activity was important and that I learned more from that
than I did in class. I explained that the skills I had in management, organization and

11 The c.J. Mackenzie banquet is the opportunity for the Mackenzie lecture, ammged by the College of
Engineering and featuring distinguished graduates. The 1998 guest speaker was Mr. Art Dmnont, President and
CEO ofWestem Rock Bit Co. Ltd, a 1968 graduate ofMechanical Engineering.

12 I understand that the students involved in the SESS also complain about the same issue.
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communication were applicable to any situation, while some ofmy courses were so
specific that they couldn't be applied to just any job. When it was my turn, I asked
why this marvelous company would condescend to interview me ifall they looked for
was marks.... One ofthe other men admitted that he had once been required to
withdraw, and not because ofextra-curricular work. I never was required to
withdrawr ... I finally got up and left, I am not prepared to be belittled. I want to be
valued for my skills. I took the next train home!

This woman was angry. About to graduate, she had passed all her courses and, in

addition, given ofher time and talent to benefit her college. Somebody within the organization

had obviously seen the value ofher particular skills because they had invited her to interview

for the position. However, one interviewer had only contempt for her non-technical

communication skills, skills that are considered 'soft' and 'feminine' and can thus be devalued,

ignored, or dismissed outright. This gendering ofskills and the denigration ofthe feminine

stand in sharp contrast to the male interviewer who had been 'required to discontinue.' It was

quite acceptable for a man to fail, yet become successful, while lower marks were detrimental

to a woman's career in spite ofher other skills and abilities.

DISCUSSION

Declining enrollment, governmental desire for greater female participation in

engineering and science, and increased awareness ofhuman rights issues had led the College of

Engineering to encourage higher female enrollment. To that end, the college depended on

female students already in the college to perform the necessary outreach and recruitment work.

This move gave the college high visibility in the community, and the female student presenters

created the illusion that there was a large peer group ofwomen in the college. The strategy was

very successful and effective, with minimal cost to the college administration

In comparing the two major student organizations-the students' society (SESS) and

the outreach and recruitment EEE Committee-it is clear that they are gendered in terms of

composition, the structure ofthe work, the PurPOse oftheir activities, their funding, the

prestige ofthe organizations, and how the participants were rewarded for their efforts. Within

the two types oforganizations, the SESS operated in a male sphere ofproduction, while the

EEE Committee functioned within a female sphere ofreproduction.

The gendered composition ofthe SESS executive board was heavily weighted in
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favour ofthe male student population. Granted, among the nine board members, there was

always at least one woman (and at one time four women), meaning that the female students

usually had a 20o~ representation on the executive, corresponding to their proportion within

the student body. In contrast, for the two years that I received membership numbers for the

nine-member EEE Committee, only one male student had participated, hardly proportional to

the male student body. Male participation was slightly better in the committee organizing the

engineering weekend camp for grade eight girls, which saw a male participation ofbetween

none and three men over a four year period. Thus, there was clearly a difference in the

students' choices when allocating their spare time to extra-curricular activities in the college.

Although the female students were proportionately represented within the SESS

executive they had little influence within that body. Moreover, they experienced the masculine

culture in the college with its gender-denying characteristics. By accident or by design, the

female engineering students had created a niche for themselves in the EEE, a comfort zone

within a masculine environment. Within this safe place the women felt free to exercise the

characteristics more often associated with feminine qualities, for example friendship and

communicative collaboration. The women cited the adage that "birds ofthe same feather

flock together." The continuation "not as a luxury but out ofnecessity" (Berger, 1963: lOl

102) was even more evident for this group. In Chapter Six I discussed how the women

demonstrated the necessity oftogetherness both verbally and by deliberately seeking out other

female students with whom to work and to sit beside in class. They had discovered that while

they might be 'insignificant' separately, when they, through necessity, worked together on the

committees, they became powerful as a critical mass, ofwhich the EEE is a typical example.

These actions and strategies show the structural determinants for women's choice in extra

curricular activities.

The two organizations were structured differently. The SESS had a hierarchical, three

tiered pyramidal structure of student body, Council and Executive. The student body held

annual elections for the executive positions. As in any election campaign, positions could be

either acclaimed or contested. The Council consisted ofrepresentatives from the various

specialty departments, the yearly cohorts, and from other interest groups in the college. Thus,

the BEE Committees were members ofthe Council. The preSIdent and the executive were the
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overall decision makers. As opposed to the hierarchical structure of the SESS, the EEE

Committee and its Discover Engineering and Sci-Fi sub-committees echoed a 'feminine'

culture with a lateral and more egalitarian structure. The women were nurturing the social,

communicative, co-operative outreach function for the college, where each member had a

particular responsibility as part ofa whole, and where decisions were made by consensus for

the general benefit ofthe project. The method for filling the available positions also differed

from the SESS: interested students had to apply in writing for a seat on the committees, and

the incumbents filled the positions with the applicants they deemed best qualified.

The purpose ofthe SESS, according to its 2000/2001 president, is "to provide for the

academic and social needs ofundergraduate students," that is, the SESS worked for the

student body byproducing 'fun and games' and relaxation for the students during the school

year. Several fund-raising activities for community charities were also part ofthe 'fun and

games,' and the student body in general took part in these arrangements. Similarly, the entire

student body always rallied to make the triennial Spectrum exhibition a success. However, the

SESS also promoted a number ofsexist activities that reflected the masculine culture in the

college. With an almost 8()OJO male student body, and a predominantly male executive board,

some ofthe activities in the college did not appeal to the 2()OJO or so female students, although

they did participate in the fundraising projects and 'Hell Week' events. Even though the SESS

was forced to discontinue some ofits more obviously objectionable activities, it remains largely

a male enclave.

In contrast to the productive intentions ofthe SESS, the purpose ofthe EEE

Committee was to reproduce the student population year over year. The members perfonned

this reproductive work on behalfofthe College ofEngineering, not for the benefit of

engineering students. The College ofEngineering knew the benefit ofmarketing themselves,

and the university recognized the importance ofthe recruitment strategies by funding it through

its base budget. In this way, the EBE Committee became the official recruitment arm ofthe

college rather than simply a student organization. In other words, they were working for the

college and the university. Drawing on metaphors ofwomen's reproductive labour, the

committee increased the engineering 'family' by reproducing the profession through their

recruitment ofnew, prospective students. Moreover, the Discover Engineering and Sci-Fi sub-
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committees exemplify 'women's work' at the level of financing. As volunteer work, the

efforts of those committees were largely unpaid and also under-funded, as the students

themselves had to procure outside funds for some ofthe programs through the fundraising

SAF committee. The SESS, on the other hand, had secure funding by assessing

membership fees in the organization. The funding through membership fees also reflects the

purpose ofworking for the students. However, the women enjoyed the work, and in the EEE

recruitment and outreach committees they had found and established a niche to work for the

benefit oftheir college.

Another difference betWeen the work ofthe SESS and the EEE committee is the

difference in prestige and value ofthe organizations. Many students regarded the activities of

the SESS as more prestigious than those ofthe EEE committee. In part, the higher prestige of

the SESS appears to be linked to its charitable fundraising activities, which enhance the

college's status in the larger community. In its fundraising, the SESS members used their

labour power to produce concrete amounts ofmoney, in exchange for the prestige associated

with their generous donations to charitable organizations. Through the "illusion ofmale drama

and heroics" (Fiske et al., 1998:26) the SESS can then document and quantify their productive

effort, and the gifts ofthis money would be considered valuable contributions to social life.

Thus, the male SESS president's public 'thank you' in the local daily newspaper to all the

participating students for their successful efforts in aid ofvolunteer organizations-which in

1999/2000 amounted to $26,000.00 and to the end of2oo0 had brought in $10,000.00

reinforced that prestige. 13

In contrast and comparison, the work ofthe EEE committee had low status among

the students, and the skills they acquired appeared to have little value for employability in

the work force. Neither the women nor the College ofEngineering advertised the BEE

Committees' equally 'heroic' recruitment and outreach efforts, which convinced 63 tuition

paying young women and men (54.3% ofn=116) to study engineering, and which translates to

about one fourth ofthe approximately 250 students who responded to the college's first-year

13 There was no recognition ofthe EEE Committee's work. At a recent awards ceremony in the
college, which I attended as a scholarship presenter, the president repeated his praise for the fundraising. Again,
the women's effons were ignored.
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survey. The reproductive tasks the EEE committee performed, and the low status in which the

committee was held, provide insights into the ways in which gender relations are subtly

reproduced in the College ofEngineering. The college is, in effect, exploiting the women's

labour through benevolent exploitation, defined as

taking advantage ofpeople because it's'good for them,' because they care about or
respect us, or because we persuade them that the work is critical to the organization...
Women are often assigned to committees which are considered less critical to the
university's mission. Ironically, they are often committees which involve large
amounts oftime (Benokraitis, 1997:20; 21).

The definition very aptly describes the work ofthe recruitment committees. Similarly,

benevolent exploitation corresponds to the micro-inequity of'administrative pimping,'

which is exploiting women through imposing a heavier workload on them and invoking

their loyalty, especially in times offinancial crisis (Milne, cited in Stalker and Prentice,

1998:21).

The responsibility for the success ofthe recruitment program rested solely on the

shoulders ofthe female committee members. Although male students took part in the visible

work ofthe committee, such as the public presentations, the women did all the invisible

planning and necessaty scheduling ofschool visits, much like women's often invisible domestic

labour. Thus, the women spent untold hours on their committee work without remuneration

other than a 'free lunch' ofsandwiches. Even their direct expenses, such as mileage for their

travels, were not reimbursed at university rates. While the women themselves found it

rewarding and beneficial to gain the experiences that managing the recruitment strategies

entailed, the work was 'greedy' for the women's time as well as being considered less

prestigious than the SESS. Although the committee is critical to maintaining and increasing

enrollment in the college, its work can be considered part ofthe domestic labour within the

college.

In addition to being exploited, the women were subjected to cormderate domination,

where women tend to adhere to gender expectations ofbeing self-.sacrificing and cooperative

(Benokraitis,1997). These attitudes were clearly evident in, and part ofthe ethos ofthe

recruitment committees. The women retained a sense of loyalty to the college, and

especially to the new generations of female students. The college and the university were
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able to exploit the women's labour, time and energy by affirming the importance oftheir work

to the institution. At the same time, the university did not compensate the women financially

for their time, thereby contributing to the devaluation ofthis work, particularly within the

university environment.

The literature on recruitment and retention (Daniels, 1988) recommended that

engineering schools employ salaried and professionally trained recruitment and retention

officers with a background in human resource management. This suggestion is in stark

contrast to the U ofS exploitation ofthe female students' volunteer efforts to do necessary,

reproductive labour. In effect, the women in the EEE were saving the college the cost ofa

professional position and its necessary support staffand supplies, which might exceed the

highly valued charitable donations raised by the SESS.

CHAPTER SUMMARY

In this Chapter I have described and discussed the difference between the

Saskatoon Engineering Students' Society (SESS) and the Encouraging Enrollment in

Engineering (EEE) Committee and its sub-committees in the College ofEngineering. The

mostly male SESS has as its purpose to produce entertainment and diversions for the

student body, whereas the almost exclusively female run recruitment committees provide a

valuable, reproductive, volunteer service to the College ofEngineering. The women's

work on the recruitment and outreach committees has coincided with the increased

number ofwomen enrolling in engineering education, and the EEE Committee performs at

very little cost work which at other universities (e.g. Dryburgh, 1999) warrants a special,

paid position within the faculty of engineering.

Unlike the students who had discontinued their engineering education (Chapter

Five), ,all the committee women stated that there was no place they would rather be than in

the College ofEngineering and the engineering profession. They also agreed with other

students I had interviewed that women defmitely had a place in engineering. Although

their committee work was time consuming, jeopardized their academic performance and

extended their educational programs, the intrinsic rewards for the work compensated for

possibly lower grades and might make them valuable team players in a profession where
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team work is a necessity. The practical skills they developed have long been recognized as

necessary in the work place. Employers have lamented that college graduates have not

been taught these skills in sciences and engineering~ yet some industry recruiters

apparently give little credit to students who have acquired them.

The activities of the outreach committees, while valuable, require the students to

raise significant external funding for some of their activities, yet are simultaneously under

valued, for example, the 'free lunch' consisting ofsandwiches. This gendered division of

labour perpetuates the denigration ofwomen's work in society, which often falls into the

reproductive sphere. The niche the women had carved out for themselves in the EEE

Committee can be seen as an example of 'voluntary exclusion' because, much like the

1800-1900 turn-of-the-century girls' and women's schools and colleges, the committees

provided a safe environment to which the women could retreat, and where they could

practise the more feminine skills ofco-operation and communication. Through their

recruitment and outreach work the women had found a source offriendship and community,

and while they might be considered 'insignificant' separately, they gained power when they

worked together as a critical mass.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

"COMMISSIONING" THE ENGINEER

(Conclusions and Recommendations)

Until the 1980s there has been an under-representation ofwomen in the sciences in

general, and specifically in the engineering profession. Government responded to this problem

by establishing special university scholarships for gifted students in these disciplines, with the

provision that halfthe awards be allocated to female students. Universities, among them the

University of Saskatchewan (U of S), responded by designing recruitment strategies to

encourage women to consider the study ofengineering. At the U of S, the Encouraging

Enrollment in Engineering (EEE) Committee was established even before the creation ofthe

NSERC/NORTEL national chair for Women in Engineering (WIE). As a result ofthese

strategies, the proportion offemale engineering students has increased from below ten per cent

ofenrollment to between 20 to 21% at the U ofS and 20 and 25% nationally.

In this study I have investigated three important phases ofengineering education: why

students choose engineering as a professio~ why they decide to discontinue engineering

education; and the students' social, pedagogical and cultural experiences during their years of

study. Because a longitudinal study ofone single cohort was not possible within the time

frame ofa doctoral program, a cross-sectional study ofthree distinct sub-populations of

engineering students has allowed me to study the breadth ofengineering education in a

compressed mode while attending courses at the first, third and fourth-year levels ofthe

program. In each ofthese phases ofengineering education, it became apparent that gender

relations partially mediated both women's and men's perceptions, experiences and responses to

the engineering program. Although male and female students study and learn the same

cuniculum, becoming an engineer entails different experiences for women than for men.
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An IDusion ofInclusion1

"To be or not to be [a female engineer], that is the question." During the analysis of

the research data, I have come to realize that the "female engineer" may not exist and may even

be an oxymoron, or at least a paradox. Judith Lorber (1994:7-8) has identified numerous

"paradoxes ofgender," for example "Why does gender simultaneously construct difference and

sameness?" "Why are most ofour cultural images ofwomen the way men see them, not the

way women see themselves?" and "Why do societies established for equality . . . still exhibit

substantial inequality?" Moreover, Lorber questions "Why, since gender is socially

constructed, is it [inequality] so difficult to eradicate or even minimize?" These questions are

indeed important for women who decide to study the male-dominated field ofengineering.

Throughout their years ofeducation, the women who enroll in engineering education

experience continuous tension because oftheir gender as well as their sex. They enter

engineering education as idealistic, enthusiastic highschool girls and emerge as jaded women

who have struggled with contradictions that cause some to deny their gender while others

confront the gender challenge and fight back.

It is common knowledge that women now constitute at least halfofall university

students, and it appears that women are included as part ofthe student population. However,

research has demonstrated that there is systematic exclusion ofwomen on university campuses

(Stalker and Prentice, 1998). The illusion that female students are included is particularly

evident in engineering colleges. The data from this study show that the female students were

excluded in a variety ofsubtle and not so subtle ways, ranging from being invisible and ignored

in the classroom environment to exclusion from fonnal and infannal discussions with their male

professors. In the social environment some ofthe women experienced a hostile climate of

jealousy and sexual and disparaging remarks and objected to extra-curricular activities that'

generally appealed to male students.

The findings from my survey ofthe first-year cohort and subsequent interviews were

consistent with the literature, which had indicated that women and men had different reasons

1 Taken from the title ofan anthology edited by Jacqueline Stalker and Susan Prentice (1998), The
Illusion ofInclusion. Women in Post-Secondary Education. Halifax: Fernwood Publishing.
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for choosing engineering as a profession. Most ofthe students in my study had parental

encouragement and approval to pursue engineering, some had the added benefit ofknowing

engineering role models, and some had been urged to study engineering because ofwomen's

minority status. There was a gender difference in the students' decision, as the women lacked

the men's "tinkering experience," for which they compensated by entering with high academic

credentials. While the women took particular pride in their mathematics and physics skills, the

male students appeared to take such skills for granted. The students' choices ofspecialization

were also gender based. Following a national trend, and confirming previous studies, most of

the women chose departments with a social or environmental focus, while showing less interest

in the 'tinkering' based departments. In contrast, the majority ofthe men chose mechanical and

electrical engineering, thanks to their 'tinkering' interest in making and constructing objects

while staying away from the social and environmental specializations.

Attrition has been a central issue in this research. Students were admitted to the

College ofEngineering on the basis oftheir final high school marks, and male and female

students were equally well prepared academically, especially in mathematics and the sciences,

the building blocks in engineering education and gatekeepers to the culture ofengineering

(McDwee and Robinson, 1992). In other words the 'building material' for the 'construction' of

engineers at the U of S is 'Grade A,' with equal possibility for success in their courses.

Because the deficit model ofeducation did not apply to the students in the research, it also

does not explain the high attrition rate, especially for women. In spite oftheir high school

preparation, some engineering students realized that they had made a wrong choice and

decided to transfer to other fields. The literature, and especially Baignee's (1993) study, found

that difficult subjects and a heavy course load were major impediments to completing an

engineering education. Such information was gathered mainly from surveys with limited

response options. When I discussed attrition directly with the students who had transferred to

other fields, it was clear that the major reason for such transfers was the heavy workload,

especially in the first year ofstudy. Yet others had more individual reasons for leaving, for

example family responsibilities. Moreover, some women complained about incidents relating

to a "chilly climate" for women, including sexualized language, name-calling and a feeling of

exclusion. There was a generally hostile environment in the engineering culture, which they
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found offensive, puerile, and not conducive to feeling included. This finding is a crucial

addition and a new dimension in the study ofattrition.

Exclusion was not only an issue for those who left but also a problem for those who

remained. Some female students were excluded from full participation in the classroom while

others felt excluded from social activities. The women who stayed experienced the paradox of

being at the same time equal to and different from their male classmates (Lorber, 1994). On

the one hand, they were 'equal' by learning the same concepts in the same courses, causing the

men to consider them 'one ofthe guys' and 'just engineers.' On the other hand, they were

'different,' as some male students had noticed that women tended to approach problems

differently and changed the dynamics ofthe classroom, which did not prevent the male students

from calling them 'bitches' in a certain class. They were also unequal by not being able to

spend time in professors' offices, lest they be considered 'having a crush' on him. Unequal

access to information is a matter ofexclusion, which works to the women's disadvantage.

Rarely acknowledged (until recently), and even less understood, are the ways in which

patriarchal values inform, mediate and shape engineering education. Although it is difficult to

draw definite conclusions from this small, self-selected sample, my research has revealed that,

both in the classrooms and in the social environment, there is no doubt that some students, both

female and male, experienced a chilly, ifnot arctic, climate in their social relationships. Some

ofthe incidents the infonnants retold reveal a level ofhostility toward female students (mostly

by their male Peers) that is disturbing. In addition, the women experienced the paradox of

always being judged through the male students' eyes and Perceptions. They were considered

both inferior to (spoon-fed), yet possibly better engineers than the male students. They were

vain, yet smart. They were sexual objects with whom flirting was fun, yet they were subjected

to suggestive remarks about their biological features and sexual organs, causing the men to

offer protection, either valiantly or violently. Although they were 'just engineers,' some ofthe

men nevertheless viewed them as unfair competition for emplOYment and possibly scholarships.

Although they were equal and 'one ofthe guys,' they were 'troublemakers' ifand when they

pointed out any inequalities. In Canadian society, where women have been 'persons' and in

. theory equal to men since 1929, one might ask with Lorber why full equality is not part of

women's reality in engineering.
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In addition to demonstrating the paradoxes women experience in engineering

education, my findings illustrate the inadequacies ofthe deficit model ofwomen's education,

which dominates the explanations for women's under-representation in engineering. The

deficit model assumes that women's under-representation in science and engineering courses is

due to their failure to study mathematics and science in high schooL It further places the onus

on girls to ascertain that they study these crucial courses, and ifneed be, enroll in enhancement

courses, lest they be excluded from many fields ofpost-secondary study. Offering extra

courses and special scholarships would encourage girls to take care ofthis science deficit.

Otherwise, once they became part ofthe educational pipeline that leads to post-graduate

degrees, senior research positions and university faculty appointments, the girls would 'leak'

out ofthe educational pipeline and be eliminated from these coveted positions.

The model ofa 'leaky pipeline' in science and technology infers that women who do

not complete their education in science and engineering are 'waste' products. However, the

model should apply equally to men who change their interests from science to other fields.

Furthermore, students who voluntariIy opt out in spite ofsolid pre-requisites and performances

in these disciplines, should not be considered 'waste.' This model constructs those who leave

engineering in negative tenns, and it blames attrition from engineering on the individual.

Instead, my data suggest that the masculine culture in engineering and the structure ofthe

education are, at least partly, responsible for making engineering education less attractive to

many women and some men.

In addition to the 'waste' metaphor, the leaky pipeline model considers only one point

ofentry, at_the lowest, most elementary level. This model does not consider the many other

points ofentry into engineering education at higher levels or the students' range oftalents and

abilities. Nor does it account for occasional 'trickles' ofre-entry students into science and

engineering education. Ironically, present recruitment strategies are based on attempts to

introduce the college as more inclusive and welcoming to prospective students, especially

women. Yet, the leaky pipeline metaphor tends to reinforce elitism within the engineering

profession by creating a dichotomy ofinsiders (those who made it) and outsiders (waste

products).

From the above discussion, it is clear that the model ofa rigid, one-directional pipeline
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is a poor metaphor for attrition. I have suggested other, more positive and appropriate

metaphors to describe students' deliberate movements between disciplines and fields ofstudy.

My preferred metaphor is a corridor ofeducational opportunities that is not restrictive, and

which may more appropriately depict how students make choices in post-secondary education.

The talented students in my study who withdrew from engineering found engineering education

and the masculine engineering culture unsuitable and other disciplines more worth their while.

These students had, as Stalker and Prentice (1998) warned, withdrawn their time and interest

and denied engineering the privilege oftheir participation.

In addition to the inadequacies ofthe deficit model, the findings in this study illustrate

the ways in which the deficit model obscures the social and cultural practices that shape the

transmission ofknowledge. Generally, engineering education is conceptualized as the

transmission ofknowledge and skills necessary for engineers to carry out their work.

Embedded in this view ofknowledge is the assumption that it is value free and objective. But

as a fonner president ofthe National Academy ofEngineering, Robert M. White (1991:v), has

indicated, "engineering is ... a social enterprise" and "social needs and pressures shaPe what

engineers do as much as engineering and technology shape the nature ofsociety." White draws

our attention to the dialectical relationship between engineering and society, which starts at the

educational level. Although White focuses on social needs and technology, this analysis can be

extended to human needs. After all, societies exist through human relationships. Therefore, it

is necessary for engineers to consider the human elements ofsociety and teach new generations

ofengineers the importance ofhuman relationships, both in theory, in practice and by example.

Studies ofmale workplaces and educational environments point to the existence of

masculinist culture. In the College ofEngineering, both male students and some faculty

reproduced the masculine culture. This culture manifests itselfin "looking, talking and acting

male" (Mcllwee and Robinson, 1992; Stalker and Prentice, 1998). It refers to the propensity

for engineers to behave aggressively, competitively, and excelling in hands-on competence

(McDwee and Robinson, 1992). The masculine culture rests on the assumption that the

university itselfis men's business and that those who 'count' in the university setting are male

(Drakich et al., 1991, in Stewart, 1994).

This study also shows that engiheering education is embedded in gender relations. As
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the students themselves commented, their education reflected the dominance of 'masculine'

values, which emphasize "working hard and playing hard" (Dtyburg, 1999), and are expressed

in the engineering profession through a heavy workload and in the curriculum itself In

addition, male dominance is evident in the makeup ofthe faculty; there were no female role

models in the college after the two female engineering professors left the university. The

gendered and hierarchical feature ofengineering was also evident in the male and female

students' choices ofspecializations. One fourth ofthe female students chose the Department

ofCivil Engineering. This department is concerned with infrastructures that influence the

human environment, such as transportation and habitation. Another 30010 offemale students

favoured Chemical Engineering and Agricultural and Bioresource Engineering, departments

that are directed toward issues in the human environment, for example, water quality and waste

disposal. In contrast, over 25% on the male students at the U ofS chose Electrical

Engineering as their specialization, only exceeded by Mechanical Engineering. There was a

corresponding low female choice ofthese two departments, and the male students' almost

dismissed Chemical and Agricultural and Bioresource Engineering. The processes that lead to

the construction ofsome fields as "human oriented" and others as "abstract" are uncertain, but

it appears that they are linked to the gendering ofengineering education. This question is not

unique to engineering but can also be found in such professions as medicine and law, where

men and women are under- and over-represented in certain specialties.

My study supports Henwood's (1998) finding that indicates the existence ofat least

two masculine student cultures and possibly more. In the College ofEngineering there was a

dominant qtale student culture which celebrated machismo and policed the boundaries of

gender through discrimination and power. As Chapter Six demonstrated, sex di~ation is

one ofthe barriers female students experience in engineering education. The students' social

environment was rife with sexualized language, and the women who complained about rude

language and unacceptable behaviour were harassed, and even called 'bitches' in class. On the

other hand, the male students were not totally safe from harassment by professors, as one

particular male student revealed. Following Benokraitis (1997), there was evidence ofboth

blatant and subtle forms of sex discrimination in the college. While there was strong evidence

ofa misogynist subculture among the students, this was not true for the male faculty. With the
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exception ofa few isolated incidents, the male faculty did not engage in overt sexist or

discriminatory behaviour toward the female students, nor did the students complain about this

issue. However, male faculty were blind to gender issues and dynamics. Some faculty were

unaware ofgendered patterns ofsocialization (for example, eliciting students' opinions, in

conversations, etc.). At an institutional level, the male faculty were engaged in subtle forms of

sex discrimination through their benevolent exploitation offemale student labour. The

college's recruitment and outreach committees-staffed almost exclusively by women

performed an invaluable service to the college. At the same time, these committees cost the

women extra tuition and loss ofacademic standing, although they did have the benefit ofan

enclave in which they could be safe.

However, as in Henwood's research, there was also a small group ofmale students

who, according to their interview statements, enjoyed working with intelligent and skilled

female students and were less willing to go along with the overt forms ofsexism. These men

were willing to stand up for the women ifand when they believed someone had crossed the line

ofunacceptable behaviour. Furthermore, the data show subtler differences in the expression of

masculine identity between engineering and mathematics as well as between the engineering

specializations, where the women preferred the more societal and human disciplines to the

'hard' mechanical and electrical departments. The nuances ofmale sub-eultures within

engineering colleges require further study. In addition to further studies in engineering, there

are likely other populations ofstudents in science and mathematics who may experience many

ofthe same problems as the engineering students do. A comparison ofthe masculine cultures

in engineering and mathematics may be worthy ofa study. A comparison with men's and

women's specialty choices in law, medicine and education would add to our understanding of

the gendered division oflabour in society. Explanations ofpower relations between and

among these sub-cultures will provide insight· into the perpetuation ofmale dominance, as well

as resistance to it.

Women's Responses to the IDusion of Inclusion

Despite the insistence that male and female students study and learn the same

curriculum, women in the engineering college face barriers unknown to and unnoticed by most
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men. The women responded to engineering education in several ways, the most prominent

being the women's own denial ofgender, as well as the men's un-gendering ofthe women.

During the education process, all students become socialized into the gendered, i.e.,

masculine culture ofthe engineering profession, and by daily negotiation ofgender dynamics

through 'doing gender' (West and Zimmermann, 1991), female and male students alike

become professionally socialized to reproduce that masculine culture. In their training or

education they adapt to and/or adopt the attitudes and values ofthe masculine professional

culture. For the women, there was the paradoxical tension between in some cases

knowing that they were different from the men, yet wanting to be 'just students' and

wanting equal treatment as their male colleagues (Henwood, 1998; Lorber, 1994). They

resorted to being'one of the boys' and forgetting their feminine gender-or denYing their

gender-for acceptance by the majority (Dececchi et a!., 1998), yet sought women's

company for safety. The phenomenon is not exclusive to the U of S, as both Dryburgh

(1999) and Dececchi et al. (1998) demonstrate.

The un-gendering ofwomen has been troublesome for female engineering educators

and researchers. Ursula Franklin (1995), for example, was concerned that ifwomen engineers

become mere emulations ofmale peers, rather than bringing feminine perspectives of

caring and non-aggression to their work, it would be a loss to the engineering profession.

Similarly, Geppert (1995) was appalled that women would not recognize and admit that

they were feminine, gendered individuals. Geppert blamed faculty who ignored or

denigrated women for contributing to and perpetuating the un-gendering of the female

students.

In addition to denYing their own gender, and similar to Geppert, my data indicate

women believe that they must also adopt masculine traits in order to be accepted in the

masculine engineering profession. Therefore, the women realized that they had to be able to

protect themselves both physically and verbally. They were aware that they could not complain

about harassing or unwanted behaviours for fear ofescalating harassment and made a point of

responding in kind to sexual jokes and communicating with the men on their own terms. In

general, they managed to 'grin and bear it,' although they were unhappy with the way they

were treated.
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On the one hand, one can argue that both men's and women's belief that women as

engineers are 'just engineers' and 'one ofthe guys' is an indication ofthe men's complete

acceptance ofwomen engineering graduates as their professional equals and thus a sign of

full inclusion in the profession. On the other hand, this acceptance is on male terms, not

on women's terms or on terms ofequality. Small wonder, then, that a few women sought

out a separate space through the EEE Committee, which served as a kind ofvoluntary

separatism or exclusion and gave them an outlet where they could practise their 'feminine'

skills and cultivate friendships without repercussion. The EEE provided a safe space for

women who had accepted engineering as their vocation and prevailed in their desire to

enter the engineering profession. However, the space was constructed within the parameters

ofacceptable femininity; that is to say, that the recruitment committee performed domestic

labour for the college. In contrast, and as a last resort if the culture became too oppressive,

there was the opportunity for both men and women to transfer to other disciplines, where

the culture might be more attuned to the students' personalities.

The results ofthis study reinforce the view that gender is performed on a daily basis at

the micro-level and requires the active participation ofall the actors in the environment, men as

well as women. Because this environment is foreign to most women, they are at a

disadvantage in how to negotiate the necessary subtleties. As a result, many women adopted

survival strategies and responses discussed above. Throughout this research, my primary focus

has been on the female student population. However, by including men in the research and

listening to their concerns and ideas it is obvious that the men are gendered individuals too, and

that there is a need to pay more attention to the men in the college and to soften and eradicate

the gender mequalities.

Solutions for Inclusion

The results ofthis study demonstrate the complexity ofgender relations in the College

ofEngineering, necessitating a variety ofresponses at different levels. Clearly, the first step is

to enforce already existing zero-tolerance policies for overt forms ofdiscrimination and

harassment. The second step would be to create a positive educational environment for

women. Appointing more female faculty will ensure that both male and female students have
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role models who provide important forms ofmentorship as well as reinforcing the idea that

woman and engineer are not oxymorons. However, given the dearth ofwomen in doctoral

programs in engineering, increasing the representation ofwomen among the faculty must be a

long-term goal. Thus, the creation ofa positive educational environment rests with the existing

male faculty and administration.

While the majority ofmale faculty does not have expertise in feminist pedagogy, they

clearly need to raise their level ofawareness about gender issues, relations and dynamics. This

is particularly important in the classroom setting, but also in the social environment. For

example, Linda Briskin (1994) calls attention to a number ofcontradictions that women bring

to the classroom. The mere fact ofbeing a woman implies being socially devalued. Similarly,

there is a contradiction between attractiveness, which is a criterion for successful women, and

intelligence, a sign ofmasculinity. Intelligent males are powerful; beautiful women are

powerless (Briskin, 1994). My data show examples ofpower versus beauty in statements that

the female students' beauty was good for the college, yet their Perceived vanity implied a lesser

intelligence.

Ignoring female students' questions is sexist and reinforces both marginalization and

stereotyping ofwomen. Rubin and Cooper (1998: 161) are distressed that some teachers

consider gender equity issues "tangential to the process and outcome ofeducation and should

be addressed only as a special interest topic, ifat all." They argue that the sooner male and

female students are treated equally at all educational levels, the easier it will be for all work

place employees to accept each other as both co-workers and supervisors in an increasingly

competitive global environment. Rubin and Cooper therefore recommend that, in order for

female university students to have truly equal opportunities, professors must be trained in the

importance ofgender neutral pedagogy. Briskin goes one step further by arguing that teaching

implies leadership, and that only by leading and teaching by example will students realize the

difference between non-sexism and anti-sexism. While the need for female students to deny

their gender to be accepted as equals is an example ofnon-sexism, Briskin argues that non

sexism is not good enough and that it should be replaced with a strategy ofanti-sexism, which

"makes gender an official rather than an unofficial factor in classroom process and curriculum"

(Briskin. 1994:455). In contrast to non..sexism, which proposes that with proper preparation
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women can do anything, anti-sexism would elucidate the barriers that stand in the way of

achieving this 'anything' and how collective strategies can tear down some ofthese barriers

(Briskin, 1994).

In addition to the students being gendered individuals, so also are their teachers. Thus,

male faculty need to learn not only about creating a positive educational experience for women

but learn to recognize patterns ofgendered interactions that disadvantage women, intentionally

or otherwise, and make women feel uncomfortable and excluded.

While much responsibility for changing the culture in engineering education must rest

with faculty and administration, there are limits to which they can control the misogynist

activities ofthe dominant male student culture. However, since this culture is not

homogeneous, faculty and administration should identify students who appear sensitive to or

cognizant ofgender issues and work with them to develop strategies to undercut the dominant

male sub-culture.

The college has acted upon some ofthe recommendations ofits own attrition study, for

example the strategies for spreading the four-year curriculum over five years, which has

become increasingly popular with the students. Another recommendation, to allow engineering

students to take other science or mathematics courses equivalent to the courses offered in

engineering, has not been implemented. Ursula Franklin's (1993:15) statement "Ifit is not

appropriate for women, it is not appropriate," has its corollary in whatever is goodfor women,

benefits all. On that basis I offer some practical recommendations for the College, some of

which are suggestions for improvement that stUdents offered during the interviews.

• Make the study ofengineering a five-year program, including one year pre-engineering

courses in the College ofArts and Science. The attrition study's finding that students

with transfer credits from other university programs were more successful than direct

entry students supports such a strategy.

• Make it easier to study engineering on a part-time basis. This becomes particularly

important for women and older students who may have a problem balancing studies

with their obligations to family and/or.paid work.

• Pay more attention to issues relating to engineering and society. Students experience

the many dimensions and contributions ofengineers from the point ofview ofthe fine
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arts~ humanities and the social sciences, as well as from the technical and ethical sides.

These aspects should be highlighted throughout the engineering program and could

with a little imagination be integrated into a number ofcourses~ following Weasel et al.

(2000).

• As an alternative~ develop a social science and humanities course for engineers, which

examines the relationship between engineering and society, including emphasis on

gender issues. This course could fulfil the required six credit units in social science and

humanities disciplines. The first three-units should be introductory~ while the next three

units would move to an upper year level, giving engineering students a survey course

ofnon-engineering disciplines.

• Provide more social support for women. Nayyar Javed (1988) reported that the

college needed retention programs to combat the high attrition rate. Such retention

programs are still missing.

• Examine other successful programs for retaining students and increasing gender

awareness among students. One such program is the Women in Engineering program.

The Prairie Chair for Women in Science and Engineering at the University ofCalgary

might be able to assist in establishing the program, which would provide students with

an outlet, or a safe place, for programming and discussion ofissues that relate to

women as a minority in engineering.

• Place more emphasis on the application ofengineering in a variety ofdomains.

Hacker's (1990: 137) comment that "responsible engineering education must teach the

students how social relations at work are built into technological systems" could help

making the study ofengineering more relevant to women. "Boring math" and

"plugging fonnulas" may make sense ifthe outcome ofthe math and physics would

demonstrate not only how machines etc. are built and function, but also how appliances

can make life easier in the home, or how the construction ofprostheses aid amputees.

• Employ a Human Resource counsellor. In spite ofrealizing the importance ofthe BEE

Committee to the women, I recommend that the College ofEngineering takes

responsibility for its recruitment strategy by either employing a Human Resource

counsellor to Perform the administrative and planning work ofthe EEE Committee or
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compensating the women for their expertise and their services, for example, funding as

teaching assistants, as well as secretarial help with the 'grunt work.' I also recommend

that the EEE Committee be retained in an advisory position so that the women's

collective knowledge would not be wasted. In addition to the recruitment function, a

Human Resource officer, preferably female, would develop a retention strategy within

the college to counteract the loss ofqualified students to other disciplines. Other duties

could include arranging gender sensitivity workshops for students, faculty and staffand

act as an advocate and ombudsperson for students' problems and issues, especially

gender related issues.

• Construct the engineering program based on the assumption that every student will

graduate.

• Ifstudent attrition is still a concern, there has to be some monitoring ofstudents who

withdraw from the program., preferably through exit interviews either in person or by

telephone.

• There are likely to be other issues that are in need ofstudy, both in the College of

Engineering and in the university as such. For example, although the college surveys

their first-year cohort about the petfonnance ofthe recruitment committee, this issue

needs an in-depth study, especially in light ofmy suggestion to replace the committee

ofvolunteers with a paid staffposition. One issue that needs to be addressed is the

lack offemale engineering faculty. Since other institutions have a number offemale

faculty members, I urge the college to make a concerted effort to find female

pr~fessors for their departments. It is important that students, both male and female,

realize that women are capable academics, and that without women, engineering is

missing a vital element ofits profession. This is a very timely topic for further study.

This research has attempted to find answers to a number ofquestions that have been of

concern to women in engineering, to administrators in engineering schools and to leaders in

industry. In spite ofa concerted effort to increase the numbers and proportion ofwomen in

engineering to approximate the proportion ofwomen in society, there is still a long way ahead

for gender parity in the profession.
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My recommendations are intended to improve the climate for all students in

engineering but especially for the women. Students and faculty owe each other mutual

respect. The female students must be treated with respect for their individual and particular

concerns without feeling patronized. In order to make engineering education as pleasant as

possible, colleges ofengineering must make the educational environment inviting for the entire

student population. That does not mean that female students should have special academic

privileges, but they do have the right to a climate that is free ofsexual harassment and jealousy.

In other words, they have the right to a feeling ofwell-being and a possibility offinding a

wornan-fiiendly school or college with such features as those described in Chapter Six.

I close by re-stating the hope that the initiative by nine American research universities

will lead to a better and warmer climate for all women in science and engineering (Cox, 2001).

Lillian Dyck (1998: 105) cites the surviving Dionne quintuplets' advice to children: ''Never be

afraid to speak out against injustice. Never be afraid to fight for what is right." Dyck hopes

that women in science will be able to be themselves in their work and not be forced to be tough

because that is what science requires. I hope that women who study engineering at the

University ofSaskatchewan and elsewhere, will experience a place ofstudy that affords women

a safe environment, free ofharassment and ofunacceptable and derogatory language both

within and outside the classroom. I hope that the women will not be afraid to name the

injustices and repercussions they suffer when they speak out against sex discriminatory

treatment. I hope that the full inclusion ofwomen as equals to men in engineering, on their

own terms, will become reality and cease to be an illusion.
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APPENDIX "8"

SECTION A
TBE.nRST SIT 0' QUESTIONS EXAMINES yOUR HIGH SCHOOL ACTMTIES AND ACHIEVEMENTS

(a> -YES, (b) =- NO, (e) == NOT APPLICABLE

N-220 Female-58 Male-lSI NoGeadeP4

TOTAL YES FEMALE MALE MISSING
N N 0/0 N % N

1 Was calculus offered in your high schooJ?(yes) 200 51 88 145 92 4
2 Did you take calculus in high school? 170 44 76 122 77 4
3 Were you encouraged to take calculus in preparation for Engineering? lSI 37 65 III 71 3
4 Ifyou took calculus, was it well taught? 136 34 59 98 62 4
S Did you play on a school or community sports team during your

high school years (e.g. baseball, football, hockey, soccer)? 160 39 67 118 75 3

~
6 Ifyou answered yes, are you still playing? 74 13 23 59 37 2
7 Did you participate in any individual sport during your high school

years (e.g. balIetIdance, bowlinS, figure skating, gol( track &, field)? 137 34 59 100 63 3
8 Ifyes, are you still participating? 55 12 21 42 21 I
9 Do you play any musical instrwnent(s)? 116 40 69 72 46 4
10 Ifyes, are you still playing? 44 16 28 27 18 I
11 Did you play or sing in a school or community musical bandlgroup? 71 31 53 37 24 3
12 Ifyes, are you still participating? 13 3 5 9 6 I

PLEASE SELECT THE OPTION THAT APPLIES TO YOU
13 How many students were in your high school graduating class?

(a) Fewer than 25 47 17 29 30 19
(b) Between 26 and SO 30 8 14 22 14
(c) Between 51 and 100 25 2 3 22 14 1
(d) Between 101 and 200 40 7 12 30 19 3
(e) More than 200 75 24 41 51 33

14 Did you have a job • part time or full time .. during high school?
(a) Part time during the school year. 80 28 48 50 32 2
(b) Part time during the summers. 18 3 5 15 10
(c) Full time during the school year. 7 2 3 5 3



(d) Full time during the summers. 53 II 19 41 26 1(e) I helped on the farm all the time. 19 4 7 14 9 1(f) I never worked durina the school year or summers. 14 2 3 12 8(g) Iworked~. 27 8 14 19 1215 What was your final hip-scbool average?
(a) Less than 70% 8 2 4 6 4(b) Between 70 and 75% 15 5 9 9 6 1(c) Between 76 and 80% 22 3 5 19 12(d) Between 8J and 85% 57 12 21 45 29(e) Between 86 and 9QOA. 58 13 23 44 28 1(f) Between 9J and 95% 52 19 33 31 19 2(g) 96% and over 6 3 5 3 2

FOR THE NEXT SET OF QUESTIONS PLEASE INDICATE IF YOU
a -'STRONGLY AGREE'. b='AGREE', c='UNDECIDED', d;a'DISAGREE, e='STRONGLY DISAGREEt,

f-'NOT APPLICABLE

~ TOTAL FEMALE MALE MISSING.....
a+b a+b % a+b 0/0 N16 It was important to me to achieve high marks in high school. 182 53 91 125 79 417 I bad to work hard for my grades. 12 27 41 45 2918 I really had to discipline myself. 36 10 17 26 1519 My grades in university are about the same as in high school. 18 2 3 16 1020 My grades are higher than in high school. 17 2 3 15 1021 My grades are somewhat lower than in high school. 145 39 67 104 66 222 My grades are much lower than in high school. 93 23 40 67 43 323 It concerns me that my grades have dropped since high school 108 27 48 78 50 3

I CHOSE ENGINEERING BECAUSE:
24 I like to take things apart and put them back together. 140 25 44 112 72 325 I like to invent or make things. 161 27 47 131 84 326 I like to work with machinery. 136 21 36 III 70 427 I like to design and build things. 175 31 54 140 88 428 Engineering opens up many opportunities. 196 51 88 141 89 429 Engineering is a well-paid profession. 167 46 79 118 74 330 I enjoyed what (learned in ScienceJEngineering Camp. 12 2 5 9 6 I

Not Applicable 184 52 128 2



31 I grew up in an engineering family.
30 3 5 26 J7 132 I was inspired by progress and accomplishments in science and tech. 95 18 32 75 48 233 I was inspired by women'. aocomplishmeots in science and Technology

(e.g. Roberta~).
26 21 33 5 334 I was good in math and sciences.

201 55 95 142 90 435 I like problem solving.
184 52 90 128 82 436 I needed a career change.
38 12 21 25 16 1Not Applicable 135 38 97

SECTIONS
THIS SECTION CONCERNS YOUR LIFESTVLE AS A UNIVERSfTU STUDENT.
PLEASE CHOOSE TIlE OPTION THAT BEST DESCRIBES YOUR SITUATION

TOTAL FEMALE MALE
N N % N %37 What kind of living arrangements do you have?

(a) I live at home with my famjly.
79 21 36 57 36tv

(b) I live in residence on campus (e.g. Saskatchewan Hall).
33 8 14 2S 16~ (c) I live in student housing (e.g. student high rises).
8 3 5 5 3(d) I have room and board in the city.
4 1 3(e) I sbare apartment/house widt siblings/relatives.

28 8 14 19 12 1(f) I share 8paJ'tmeDt/horq with friend(s).
45 12 20 31 20 2(g) I have an apartmcntlhouse by myself.
14 1 13 8(h) I live with a spouse/parmer.
7 2 3 S 3(i) I live with my spouseIpartDer and children.
2 2 3

FOR THE NEXT QUESTIONS PLEASE INDICATE IF YOU
a ·'STRONGLY AGREE', b -'AGREE', e -'UNDECIDED', d-'DISAGREE', e ='STRONGLY DISAGREE',

f· NOT APPLICABLE

TOTAL FEMALE MALE
'+fJ a+b % a+b 0/.38 I make sure my assignments are on time.
199 56 97 139 88 439 I think the assignments are easy to do.
41 20 15 21 1340 I didn't know there was so much homework in engineering.
59 II 14 47 3041 I hate Engineering; I think I'll quit and study something else.
8 3 5 4 342 It is difficult to be away from home and my friends.

46 12 20 33 21



~

50
Engineering is a direct access college, but students also transfer from other colleges or programs or return after some absence.
(a) I entered directly from high school. 149 41 71 105 67
(b) I entered directly, but have been out ofhigh schooIa year OlJlIOre. 24 g 14 16 10
(e) I have been admitted with credit for courses from another college. 10 4 7 5 3
(d) I am tJYing Engineering for the second time. 6 2 3 4 3
(e) I have transferred from another collegeluniversity. 16 1 2 15 10
(I) I aIready have IIlIOlher degree. 5 5 3
(g) I have been in the work force for several years. 9 2 3 7 5

3

FOR THE NEXT FEW QUESTIONS, THE OPTIONS ARE (a) YES, (b) NO, (e) N/A

51 I attend all my classes.
52 I attend all the labs.
53 I spend several hours studying every day.
54 . I prefer to study alone at home.
55 I prefer to study with classmates.

FOR EACH OF THE NEXT THREE QUESTIONS,
56 My mOlt important source of funding is:
57 My seeoad molt important source offunding is:
58 My tbird moat imponant source offunding is:

TOTAL YES FEMALE MALE
N N % N %

136 44 76 89 56 3207 56 97 147 93 4140 42 72 97 61 1
136 40 69 92 52 4
118 34 59 80 51 4



THE CHOICES ARE
(a) Scholarships.
(b) Student loans.
(e) My parent(s) pay my expenses.
(d) My spouseIpartII« is payins my tuition.
(e) I have saved money for my education.
(f) I plan to work part time.
(g) I expect to find summer employment.
(b) Other.

TOTAL
:1 2 3
12/29/31
65117108
90/54/38
00102103
36152123
03/14/11
09/34/54
05104/10

FEMALE %
123
06/12108===10/22/16
14/05102===24109/09
25/11/05==43/20/10
00/0 I/O1===
07/14/06==12/26/12
01104/05===02/17/10
03107/18==05/13/38
00/00/04===

MALE 0/0
1 2 3,
06/17/22==04/12/18
51/12/06==32/08/05
62/43/32==39/29/26
00/01102==
28/36/t7=:::18/24/14
02/10/05==01/07/04
06/25/35==04/17/28
03/04/06==

1/0/1

3/0/1

3/2
1/0/1
3/2/1

t

PLEASE SELECT THE OmON THAT BEST DESCRIBES YOUR SITUATION
~9 How long does it take you to get to the University (daily conunute)?

(a) Less that 15 minutes. 108
(b) I~ - 30 minutes. 81
(c) 30 - 4~ minutes. 23
(d) 45 • 60 minutes. 5
(e) More than one hour. 1

26==46
23==40
6==11
2== 3

79:;;:=50
57==36
17== 2
3== 2
1

3
I

60 In what kind ofengineering do you intend to specialize
(a) AgriculturallBioresouree. 11
(b) Chemical. 22
(c) Civil. 19
(d) Electrical. 21
.ee) Engineering Physics. 8
OO~~caI. 8
(g) Mechanical. 31
(b) Combined programs. 29
(i) I haven't decided yet. 63
(j) Other. 7

7=12
8==13
5= 9
3=:: 5
2== 3
3== 5
3=:: 5
6==10

20==35
1==..2

3== 2
14== 9
14== 9
18==12
6== 4
5==..3

28==18
21==13
42==27
6==..4

2

61 Where do you expect to find employment?
(a) MunicipallprovinciaYfederal government.
(b) Provincial/federal crown corporation.
(c) Oil industJy.
(d) Mining.
(e) Communication industry.

14
7

26
6
7

2==..3
1:::= 2
7==12
1=== 2
1::::= 2

12== 8
6== 4

19==12
5:::;= 3
5==..3 1



(f) University teaching/research.
(g) Private industry, (e. g. manufacturing).
(h) Consulting/selfemployment.
(i) Other.
(j) I haven't thoiaJbt about it.

3
42
10
19
85

7==12
2== 3
2== 3

35=60

3== 2
34==22
8== 5

15==10
50==32

2

62 Did the E1ICOII,.. EIINIiIItat lit E",u,«I'bIg Committee visit your school?

(a) Ya N=60-fEMALE: 17(29%>-MALE: 40(26%) MISSING: 3 (b) No N=153-FEMALE:4O(69%)--MALE:112(1I%)M1SSING: J
63 ICYes, did the Committee's presentation influel1(ie your decision to study Engineering?

(a) Yes N=19-f'EMALB: 04(7%) -MALE: 13(8%) MISSING: 2 (b) No N=53- FEMALE: 14(29%)-MALE: 38(25%)MISSING: I
(e) Not Applicable N=143-FEMALE: 4O(690.4)--MALE: 102(66%) MISSING: 1

SECTIONC
THE FINAL QUESTIONS ASK ABOUT YOU AND YOUR lAMay

FOR THE NEXT l'BRlE QUESTIONS THE ANSWERS WIRE WRI1TI:N IN TIlE IDENTII1ICATION SECTION OF THE OPSCAN SHEET
AND CODED POST HOC

TOTAL FEMALE MALE MISSING~ N % N % Nv. 64 What is your father's occupation? Please give all, ifmore than one.•
a) Professional, not teacher.

42 10 17 31 20 1b) Teacher.
17 4 7 13 8c) Manager, administrator.
17 3 S 14 9d) Sales.
4 1 3e) Clerical.
S 3 S 2f) Craftsman, mech, tech.

45 12 21 31 20 1g) Farmer.
47 12 21 34 22 1h) Service worker.

S 1 4 3i) Selfemployed.
20 9 16 11 7j) Other.
14 3 S II 7·16 students gave father's occupation as "engineer", with or without sub..<Jiscipline6S What is your mother's occupation? Please give all, ifmore than one.

a) Professional, not teacher.
29 9 16 19 12 1b) Teacher.
30 8 14 21 13 Ie) Nurse.
23 3 S 19 12 Id) Sales.
13 2 4 II 7' e) Clerical.
21 5 9 16 10f) Homemaker.
41 7 13 33 21



g) Farmer.
h) Service worker.
i) SelfemplOYed.
j) Other.

6
22
9

23

3
10
3
6

5
18
5

II

3
12
6

17

2
8
4

II

2

~

66 What is your ethnic or racial origin?·· N %

Canadian, WASPJ white. 92 41.8
Indigenous, Metis. 6 2.7
Oriental. 16 7.2
Asian (East Indian) 5 2.3
AfricanJ Afro-American. 1 0.5
Hispanic, S.American. 1 0.5
Ukranian, Slavic cl mixed. 18 8.2
German &: mixed. 29 13.2
British Isles &, mixed. 32 14.5
French.French Canadian 8 3.6
Scandinavian 15 6.8
Philippine 3 1.4

••Any student who indicated 'Metis' is incuded as 'Indigenous'.. Of the 'Oriental', all but one are Chinese.

FEMALE MALE MISSING
N % N 0/0 N
2 3 2 1

37 64 89 56 3
11 19 33 21 1
2 3 9 6
4 7 16 10
1 2 3 2
1 2 3 2

I 1

11 19 29 13
03 5 26 17 I
09 16 14 9
09 16 22 14

PLEASE CHOOSE mE OPTION THAT BEST DESCRIBES YOUR SITUATION
67 In which year were you born? TOTAL

N(a) 1979. 4
(b) 1978. 129
ooln~ ~
(d) 1976. 11
(e) Between 1971 and 1975. 20
(t) Between 1965 and 1970. 4
(g) Before 1965. 4
(h) Later than 1979. I

PLEASE CHOOSE THE OPTION THAT BEST DESCRIBES YOUR SITUATION .
What is your father's level of education?
(a) Less than grade 12. 40
(b) Completed grade 12. 30
(e) Some career college, vocational, or trade school. 23
(d) Career college, vocational, or trade school certificate. 31



(e) Some university. 13 03 5 10 6
(f) University graduate. (e.l. SA, BSe, BEd, MD etc.). 48 14 24 32 20 2
(g) University post-&nIduate deJree (Master's Degree, Ph. D.). 22 05 9 16 10 1
(h) I don't know. , 11 04 7 07 5

66 What is your mOther's level ofeducation?
(a) Less than grade 12. 21 06 10 15 10
(b) Completed grade 12. 49 Jl 19 37 24
(c) Some career college, vocational, or trade school. 24 06 10 18 12
(d) Career college, vocational, or trade scboorcertificate. 31 07 12 24 15
(e) Some university. 18 07 12 09 6 2
(f) University graduate, (e.g. SA, BSc, BEd, MD etc.). 63 18 31 44 28 I
(g) University post-graduate degree (Master's Degree, Ph. D.). 06 01 2 OS 3
(h) I don't know. 07 02 3 05 3

70 Are you
(a) Female ~8 (b) Male IS8

71 How many girls, inclUding you, are therein your family?
N r M MISSING

~ (a) None 60 02 S6 2
~ (b) One 89 22 66 1

(c) Two 45 21 23 1
(d) Three or more 23 13 10

72 How many boys, including you, are there in your family?
N r M

(a) None 32 19 13
(b) One 68 24 44
(c) Two 72 12 '8 2
(d) Three or more 45 03 40 2

PLEASE CHOOSE THE OPTION THAT BEST DESCRIBES \'OUil SITUATION
TOTAL FEMALE MALE MISSING
N N 0/0 ~~-~ 01'0 N

73 In what size community did you spend MOST ofyour high school years?
(a) Large city. (e.g. Saskatoon, Regina). 91 26 45 64 41 1
(b) Smaller city, (e.g. Prince.A1bert, Moose Jaw). 24 02 3 22 14
(c) Town, (e.g. Hwnboldt, Kindersley). IS 02 3 12 8
(d) Smaller town or village. 41 13 22 28 18
(e) Reserve. 1 1 2



(f) Acreage outside city or town. 08 1 2 06 4
(g) On a farm. 35 13 22 22 14
(h) Other. 02 2 I

FOR mE NEXT FEW QUESTIONS, (a)=aYES, (b)c:NO, (e)- N/A

YES
TOTAL FEMALE MALE MISSING
N N % N 0/0 N

74 Are there any engineers in your family or circle of friends? 116 30 52 85 54 I
75 Are any of these engineers women? . 19 07 12 12 8
76 Did this/these engineer(s) encourage you to study engineering? 64 13 22 50 32
77 Did this/these engineer(s) discourage your study ofengineering? 7 03 5 04 3

PLEASE CHOOSE THE OPTION TBAT BEST DESCRIBES VOUIt SITUATION
TOTAL FEMALE MALE MISSING

N 0/0 N % N
78 What was your FAVOURITE pastime/activity during your grade schOOl years?

~ (a) Reading books. 21 14 25 07 S
00 (b) Building blocks (Lego, Meccano). 56 15 26 41 27 1

(c) Carsltrueksltractorslraeing sets. 24 02 3 21 14 1
(d) Dolls/doll-houses, Playing "house". 06 04 7 02 1
(e) Action type figures, e.g. OJ Joe. 15 15 10
(f) Guns. 15 15 10
(g) Jigsaw puzzles. 05 01 2 04 3
(h) Watching TV. 12 04 7 08 S
(i) Video/computer games. 26 02 3 23 15 1
(j) Other toys/games/play things/activities. 34 IS 26 19 12

79 What was your FAVOURITE pastime/activity dUring your high school years?
(a) Reading books. 17 09 IS 08 5
(b) Building blocks (Lego, Meccano). os 01 2 04 3
(c) Carsltrucksltractorslraeing sets. 04 04 3
(d) Board games.
(e) Guns. 06 06 4
(f) Jigsaw puzzles.
(g) Video/computer games. 23 02 3 20 13
(h) Watching TV. 10 01 2 09 9



(i) "Hanging out" with mends. 71 16 28 54 35
(j) Other aetivities(Pouibly sports). 80 28 49 51 32

80 What kind of books do you prefer
(a) Mysteries. 32 18 31 14 9
(b) Classical Authors (e.g. Tolstoy, Shakespeare). 13 07 12 06 4
(c) Modem novels. 25 10 17 15 10
(d) Romance novels. OS 04 7 01 I
(e) Non..fiction (e.g. biographies). 10 01 2 09 6
(t) War stories. 12 12 8
(g) Humorous novels/short stories. 11 02 3 08 5 I
(h) Other. 54 08 14 45 29 I
(i) Sci-Fi. 48 08 14 39 2S I

81 What kind ofTY shows do you prefer to watch?
(a) News/Current eventslDocwncntary programs. 08 01 2 07 5
(b) "Soap Operas" (evening or daytime). 02 02 3
(c) Sit-Coms. 55 10 17 45 30
(d) Crime/suspense shows. 08 02 3 06 4

~
(e) Science programs. 10 03 5 07 5

\0 (t) Adventure shows. 09 09 6
(g) Variety Shows. 03 01 2 02 I
(h) Westerns. 01 01 1
(i) Avariety of shows. (Or Sports) 66 23 40 42 28 I
(j) Jwatch very little TV. 50 16 28 32 20 2

82 Who was MOSTILEAST supportive ofyour choice ofcareer?)
83 Did anybody discourage your choice ofcareer? )
TIlE CHOICES ARE MOST LEAST

N· F (%) M(%) Mi"ing N F (%) M(O/o) Misline
(a) Mother. 27--G7(l2)-..20(13) 03-O1( 2)--02(1)
(b) Father. 23-..()6(lO).;'17(l1) 02 --02(1)
(c) Both parents equally. 94--20(51)-.-61(40) 3 05-O1( 2)--04(3)
(d) Sister. 04--o2( 3)--O2( 1) 03 --03(2)
(e) Brother. 05 •..05( 3) 03--O2( 4)--01(1)
(f) Members ofextended family. 03·-Ql( 2)·-O2( 1) 05--O2( 4)--03(2)
(g) Teacher, school counsellor. 05--o2( 3)--o3( 2) 04--O2( 4)--02(1)
(h) Religious leader. -------..._--- 01 --01(1)



(i) Other. 11-~2( 3).~9( 6) 17-"()2( 4)--15(10)
(j) Nobody. 41-"()8(14)-33(22) 169-47(83)--119(78) J

84 What is your marital status? Milling
(a) Single. 199 53(93) 143(94) 3
(b) Married. 4 I( 2) 3( 2)
(c) Cohabiting. .5 2( 3 3( 2)
(d) Separatedldivorc:ed. 2 2(.. 1)
(e) Widowed.
(f) Other. 3 I( 2) 2( 1)

85 Do you have children?
(a) Yes 6 2 4 (b) No 208 55 150 (Missing: 3)

86 Ifso, how many?
(a) One 3 2 1
(b) Two 1 1
(c) Three 3 1 2
(d) Four or more 3 3
(e) Not applicable 199 53 143 (Missing: 3)

N 87 Do your children live with you?v.
0 (a) Yes 2 2 0 (b) No 6 2 4

(c) Not Applicable 204 54 147 (Missng: 3)
88 What are the ages ofyour children?

(a) Mostly pre-schoolers. 4 2 2
(b) Mostly elementary school age.
(c) Mostly teenagers. 3 1 2
(d) A combination of (a) and (b).
(e) A combination of (b) and (e). 2 2
(f) Not Applicable. 206 58 148

THE END - THANK YOU FOR COMPLETING THIS SURVEY!



APPENDIX "C"

THE SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION OF FEMALE ENGINEERS
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

First year, fourth year and transfer students

Preamble

First, thank you for agreeing to this tape recorded interview. I realize that all students
are busy, and that you maybe could use your free time doing something else.

The University requires that all individuals who take part in research must give
informed consent to such participation. As you know, I have publicly stated that I am studying
Engineering education, and that I am especially interested in what makes young women and
men choose Engineering as a career. Your answers, in addition to the other components ofmy
research, will contribute to a better understanding ofthis issue.

Your participation in my study is voluntary, anonymous, and confidential. Only I know
who you are, and only my SUPervisor, my transcriber, and I will hear this interview. I will ask
you to give me an alias - a cover name - which I will use when I refer to your eXPeriences or
quote you directly. I personally like that better than to refer to you as a participant number.
You are free to terminate the interview or ask that the recorder be turned offat any time.
During the interview, I ask you to be as honest and specific as possible. You are also welcome
to ask questions ofme, and I will answer honestly and to the best ofmy ability. I may have to
contact you again ifsomething in the transcript is unclear to me. I want to be sure that what I
heard is what you meant. When the interview is over, we will talk briefly about it, and about
my research in general.

I have prepared an INFORMED CONSENT form that I ask you to please sign before
we continue. Thank you very much.

1 When did you decide to become an engineer?
2 Why did you make that decision? What events led to it?
3 What did you think you could contribute to the Engineering profession?
4 What kind ofEngineering specialization had you planned to choose? Why?
5 How old are you?
6 What is your parents' level ofeducation? What do they do for a living?
7 In what type ofcornmunity (size only) did you go to school? How large was your

grade 12 class?
8 Do you believe your school prepared you well for studying Engineering (e.g. in

calculus or sciences)?
9 Do you consider yourselfan introvert or an extrovert?
10 How did you get along with your lab partners?
11 How did you feel about the alphabetically assigned partners (in EP124)? Was it the

same in other labs?
12 Would you have preferred another lab partner?
13 How did you and your partner share the work? Who made the decisions?
14 Which ofthe lab jobs did you consider the most important?
15 Did you feel competent, or well prepared for the labs? In the classrooms (lectures)?

251



16 Where did you prefer to sit in the classroom? (With whom? Old friends? New friends?
A group offemale students? A group ofmale students?)

17 How many hours per week did you spend on homework/studYing?
18 How was the work load? Did you have a strategy for managing the work load?
19 What did you do for relaxation? Was that different from your high school days?
20 Ifyou lived independently, how did you divide your time between school and house

work?

21 Ifyou lived with somebody (family, spouse, friend, etc.), how did you share the
chores?

22 How are you doing grade-wise? (How were your grades in Engineering courses?
What was your Average? Your highest/lowest mark?)

23 What is/was your favorite course ?What is/was your least favorite course?
24 What did you think ofyour instructors? Without giving names, what did you like

about your favorite instructor? Dislike about your least favorite?
25 What did you think about the GE 131.1 concept? The large and small sections?
26 Do you think that women in Engineering are discriminated against because oftheir

gender?

27 Have you ever been harassed, sexually or otherwise, either on the job or in this
College?

28 What do you think about women as engineers? Would you like to work with them?
For students who had left Engineering:
29 Was it a difficult decision to quit Engineering?
30 Ifyou were doing quite well in Engineering, why did you leave?
31 Ifyou felt you were doing poorly, did you take the Christmas bailout?
32 What do you do now? Ifyou transferred to another College or discipline, do you feel

better there?

33 What are your present plans? How do they compare with, or differ from your plans in
Engineering?

34 Did you ask for any counselling before you quit? Did you get it? Was it helpful at all?
35 What about the people in Engineering - the faculty? the staff? the students? Did they

treat you wen?
For all students:

36 Would a support or discussion group be/have been beneficial to you?
37 Is there anY1hing else that you want to tell me about your experiences as an

Engineering student? Academic? Personal?

Thank you for your participation.
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:'m hoping that the~e is something
that I can contribute besides

St2rti~g this late as a second or
~hird career what do you think you
can ~ontribute to engineering?

pei-'~;(JnaJ, satj.sfac:ticHi .. I don't l::e£~l

a great chan~e at getting a job but I
want to get my degree. There is a
pc.ss :i. b iIi ty for l.,lJork bu t: I don' t ~.\Ja fit
to face mandatory retirement at 65"

I t!ja. s l.~iDrk i rig .3.sap i a. fiG tE'C:!l n i c:i an
but that didn't really have anything
to de i....ij.th i;ioir'l~j j.n1;o E!ti(J-i.neej"°ing"

APPENDIX "C"-l

Large school in Victoria?

Physics combined with computer
science.. It is advisable to have
vel'-y gOtJ.C' ma th 5k j. ~. ]. '5 u r 'l';d, ke it one
step at a timea T may have to change
my dil'sction ..

? ·....t~p a ~.oed?

Outside Victoria it was a fairly
large school because it covered quite
a few different communitiesa
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Mother died when I was 5, my father
\lJaS an accou.ntant °fesr Dne of the
hosp:i.t~11s j.n Vic:tof'j.a .. I 1•.llaS bOY'rt in
Flin Flon because my father worked in
the m:i. ne and ·then ~IJe moved to
Victoria and I grew up there~ I
joined the service when I was
eighteen that's where I got my
electronics training~

Prob<:f.bly nDt; th;.:d; SChC:H.l1 but I
a°t; ';)T'ade if) and then L'i 94 I get
bas~c 2duca~ion grade 11 and 12,
think that prep~rad ~e ve~y well~

~Fi~e 04 Hugh First Year

I ~ Spi~C ia l. i ty?
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to male interaction where one will
ask another for help with homework
and the male student will say no then
I~ll see a female student .go and ask
that same male student for- help and
he'll say yes. But at the same time
I think that women are discriminated
against for their knowledge. The
male ~tudents in the college, from
the ones that I know, feel the
women~9 knowledge base is lower that
women don't know as much as the males
and therefore the males try 'to be
more accomodating. The eighteen and
nineteen year old male students the
ones that are still in peak horomonal
stage because of the work load they
don't get much of an opportunity to
see the rest of the University. Itls
hard for them to get social
interaction with females and to find
a girlfriend and tMing$ like 'that.
So a humber of the sin9le males run
arQund here extremely excited. But
nothing to do and no one to talk to
5Q if they see a female they're
'p ret ty happy.

I: Have you ever been harassed
sexually, verbally or ethe~wise

either in a job or in this college?

R: Actually in this college by a
professor and I won't say his name.
Oh heck it doesn't matter my names
confidential his isnPt Professor
••••• ·in the math department. We
were in class and the first day I was
sittin9 in his math class I sat up
front, he asked me for an answer on a
question, I worked through it and
gave an answer he lau9hed at us
because he said our answer was
'i·ncorrect. He said if you were in my
section last term you would have got
the right answer. First that's ana
ngt~h bec.use beinQ an ex-teacher

,myself, don't criticize a students
ans~er right or ~rong. Specifically
donlt make fun of other professionals
by .~yin9 if you were in my section
you would have known that answer.
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It I.l~as ba~led solely on
! had made friends here

Decision to quit difficult?I ;:

R.;; Ye=- 7. t l...la.S ..

~~h~ fact tha t

J:~ Har-assed?

9~ing to p"rGve it and becausE they
a i-'~ a 'f 2ma 1.:? and bec ause ':~ht~J/ a r-C'il .iii n
enginssr they are gc~n9 to be pale
'h,.: i C€~ .::is much =-0 '~hey ape i:1 it 'for
'l;he rHoney they' a rS:'j'-! ' t rea 11 y er: joy i rv,;;
thromselves which I suppose might lead
+;c '.::U~p res-: i Dr~:" ;- of YC.H.~ a r'en ' t
enjoying something then obViously

R: I can't point aut an instance no~

I don't think so I'm not
particularily perceptive to those
th 5. ngs:. because ~ don" t: e}~pec: t ·t;hf~m ..
I'm sUf'e'j I have friends tha.t -feel
they have been discriminated against
bec:·:;.:...t-:::e l;heT'E: :~. a PLlSh far the t-,IOffiE?fl

but the men are just perceived as the
dCQs~ piga, th~y are perceived as
peop:i{~ l\Jho a\"'~? .jLl~5~,; :.::>ut -for
th~mselves and really dc b~lieYe that
~;1(JfI12n C~i. Ii ' t do it: tollMen they don' t __~..?~~_4~_>

think that at all it's just the whole 285
push for women and all the 286'
scholarships and that far 287
specifi~ally women they find they are
d~scriminatin9 against them a~d they
ape quite hurt by that and I see whyc
I believe personally any
disc~tmination that's based on your
sex is sexist I just think that such
a push from women to get themselves
in1;o things and to pi-'ove that they
I.:an do anythiqg like the men can do
it just making the situation worse
sometimes because it makes the men
feel as if they are the bad guysP No
one I have run into really thinks~

with the exception of one person that
women are less intelligent and can do
things as well as they can~ In fact
:;: know som~ that r'eally bel~.~ve that
women arS very much intelligent and
ve~y much capablm and even more so
t;h~.~f1 they a i'e a t some th i ngs",

-----_._._._-_.__._---
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+File A Batty Four~h Year

+File 3 Bill Fourth year

I

I lov. music~ ! listen to alot of
m~sic3 I play ~rombone, I tried
ioing it first year but I ~idn't havQ
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APPENDIX "D"

INFORMED CONSENT

THE SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION OF FEMALE ENGINEERS

Preamble
Any research project at the University of Saskatchewan that involves human participants must have the
approval from the Advisory Committee on Ethics in Behavioral Science Research. The Committee
requires that interview infonnants give written consent to their participation. The purpose and intent of
such consent is to assure that the researcher respects the privacy and confidentiality ofthe individual. It
does not imply that the Participation in the project involves personal risks.

This research project is part ofa Doctoral Dissertation under the supervision ofDr. Lesley Biggs,
Department ofSociology, University ofSaskatchewan. One part ofthe study examines what makes
young men and women choose Engineering as a profession and how they perceive their Engineering
Education. Another part investigates why Engineering students decide to discontinue their studies when
their grades indicate that they are doing well in their courses.

In order for me to complete the project, which has the approval ofthe Dean ofEngineering, I ask you to
agree to an interview about your decision to pursue Engineering as a profession and about your
perception ofEngineering education at the University ofSaskatchewan.

Ifyou wish to contact Dr. Biggs or myselfwith questions or comments about the study, you may call
Dr. C.L. Biggs, Department ofSociology, University ofSaskatchewan: 966-6931.
Inger Anderson (at home): 343-5844, e-mail: lnger.Anderson@usask.ca.

I agree to participate in this study, with the understanding that I may withdraw from it at any time. I
understand that my answers will be kept strictly confidential and that I will not be identifiable in the
presentation ~fthe study. I may select a code name that will be used when my words are cited directly.

Signature: _

Date: _

Ifyou would like a copy ofthe sunnnary results ofthe study, please fill out this section. Because it may
be year 2000 before it is completed, please provide a pennanent address.

NAME -------------

ADDRESS _

PHONE _
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